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PROBLEMS FUNDAMENTAL TO MINING

ENTERPRISES IN THE FAR EAST*

By H. FOSTER BAIN

As is appropriate in addressing an American society, I shall

speak strictly from an American point of view. I have in mind

the problems that must be faced by American engineers and busi

ness men who make investments in mining in the Orient. Other

people have other problems, some greater and some less. They

rightly pursue their own way, and it is in no unfriendly spirit

that I may refer to points where in doing so they limit our oppor

tunities. The facts forming the basis of- this discussion were

mainly collected while in the services of the New York Orient

Mines Co. and affiliated companies and to that corporation and

to Mr. John Wellington Finch, the vice-president and general

manager, are due thanks for permission to make them public.

The fabled riches of the East have attracted adventurers

since the beginning of written history and probably for long

before. It was the desire to participate in the trade with the

Far East or to gain a larger share thereof that led to the dis

covery of South Africa and the Americas, to the conquest of India,

and to the forcible opening of China and Japan. It was the same

motive that led in our own days to the cutting of the Suez and

Panama Canals and to the political piracies through which the

Orientals have come most frequently to know us of the Occident.

From the first, since silks, spices, jewels, and other luxuries were

the main products derived from the Far East, it was lightly as

sumed by the Westerner that they were, in fact, its main prod

ucts, and that they must be common in it. However, it is only

the rare and therefore precious articles that can be exported

where the cost of transport is as high as that from the Orient has

long been. The Far Eastern countries are, in fact, poor rather

than rich and their peoples do not possess and are not even

familiar with luxuries to a degree common in Europe and

*A paper read before the New York Section, Dec. 29, 1920.
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America. This limited spread of luxuries and comforts is as

true of the regions and districts of sparse as of those of dense

population, and it therefore reflects a true, not merely an apparent

condition. As compared with equal areas of either Europe or

America the great stretches of Asia do not have equal resources,

either developed or undeveloped.

Belief in the richness of the East is, nevertheless, firmly held

throughout the world and is a powerful factor in shaping the

political and commercial policies of most nations. It is true that

in recent years it has become customary to dilate more upon

the potential than upon the present richness of the Far East, and

to formulate trade policies more with a view to anticipated

returns than in time to be included in the next trial balance.

That trade with the Far East will increase may be reasonably

anticipated, and out of it profits will be made, but there are

excellent reasons for discounting the rosy predictions that have

been common in recent years.

In considering trade prospects it is necessary to keep in

mind the truism that buying power is limited to selling power,

a fact recently driven home to us by experience in Europe. It

is not merely necessary to teach the Oriental more needs ; he

must also be shown where to find the goods with which to

pay for what it is proposed to sell to him. That trade rests on

exchange of commodities is as true in China as in Chicago, and

unless it be on this basis it cannot long continue.

If, then, we of the West are to realize even part of our rose-

colored dreams of expanding Oriental trade, it becomes necessary

to determine what sources of untapped wealth exist there, and

how they may be made to pay for the machinery, clothing, and

general manufactures which it is proposed to sell. This is all

the more necessary since there is much reason to believe that

desire, in China at least, has already outrun ability to pay. A

Chinese will walk a long distance to borrow an American saw in

preference to using the clumsier native article, but will not buy a

similar saw on account of the finance involved. It is not lack

of desire to purchase but lack of money to pay which limits

sales in the East. If we wish to realize the world's announced

ambition for a larger trade with the Far East, it will be neces

sary to wage a campaign of education designed not only to in

crease demand for foreign goods, but also to encourage produc

tion of native goods.

To get a clear picture of present trade conditions, the facts

as regards China may be used to illuminate the situation. That

country is large, has varied resources, is populated by intelli
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gent, industrious people and is not as yet developed to any

great degree along modern lines.

A trial balance of China's trade was prepared in 1909 by Mr.

Thomas Ainscough, an especially able and careful British Trade

Commissioner, and while the war has brought about many

changes, I believe it still affords an excellent insight. Both

exports and imports have since increased. Payment of the

Boxer indemnity to certain countries has ceased and to others it

is deferred, but foreign borrowings are larger and the period

of active trade during and following the war must be succeeded

in China as elsewhere by lean, unprofitable years. I believe we

shall not go far wrong if we study as typical the figures of a

period sufficiently far back to afford a perspective, rather than

attempt analysis of the confusing statistics of later but abnormal

times.

Mr. Ainscough's data show that the nominal trade balance

had, when he made his studies, been against China for many

years. In addition China had, since Boxer days especially, been

compelled to make heavy annual indemnity payments abroad.

Because most of the foreign and touch of the local trade of the

treaty ports is handled by foreign firms there had also been a

stream of dividends and profits flowing out of the country. On

the face of it, the situation from the Chinese standpoint would

seem bad, but further examination shows some compensations.

For example, the total profits remitted home by foreigners in

the year taken amounted to less than the sums spent in China

by foreigners for> maintenance of garrisons, war vessels, and

the merchant vessels used in local trade. Similarly, foreign

travelers and tourists, even in 1909, spent more in China than the

cost of ocean freight and insurance paid to foreign steamship

companies. For the amount that the foreign governments ex

pended in China on embassies, consulates, and similar activities,

the Chinese were able to maintain their own embassies abroad,

to pay the expenses of their travelers and tourists, to keep many

students in foreign universities, and still to have a small credit.

The balance against China in specie trade was just about count

ered by the sums spent by missionaries in upkeep of schools, hos

pitals, churches, and similar activities. The cost of munitions

imported was met by a favorable balance of frontier trade over

land. The large sums sent abroad in payment of principle and

interest on loans and of instalments on various indemnities,

amounted to less than the total earned and remitted home by

Chinese living abroad. When all these facts are taken into

account the situation from a Chinese point of view is more
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hopeful. The actual net balance for the year favorable to the

foreigner does not represent money which he is able to carry-

away, but sums reinvested in China. China pays for her pur

chases with goods and services and if to the exports be added the

sums sent home by Chinese living abroad the balance of trade

nearly disappears. If to this be added the amount paid for

foreign ship repairs in China which constitute a further serv

ice sold to foreigners, the balance is the other way. Foreigners

are steadily increasing their equity in the country, but except for

the various indemnities levied against China the increase would

have been much less than it now appears.

The actual foreign trade of China consists mainly of the im

portation of cotton goods and fish, and the exportation of silk,

tea, and beans. The matter is not quite so simple as that but

these materials do bulk largest in Chinese customs figures. Tak

ing the year 1914 as the last one when trade approximated nor

mal, the total imports amounted to $202,896,970 gold. The lead

ing items, including, in fact, all amounting to more than $6,000,-

000 were as follows :

Cloth, especially cotton goods $114,583,543

Minerals, metals, and metallic goods 19,053,823

Kerosene 22,069,987

Sugar 20,282,953

Rice 14,633,992

Cigarettes 8,925,283

Fish and fish products 88,846,495

In the same year the exports amounted to $231,338,186 and

the principal items were :

Silks $53,006,607

Beans, hean cake, bean curd 31,542,025

Teas 24,526,232

Skins and furs 12,284,948

Vegetable oils 8.831,543

Seed and seed cakes 8,633,777

Minerals and metals 8,486,232

Raw cotton 8,267,288

In considering these figures it should be remembered that

20 per cent of the nominally foreign trade of China is with Hong

Kong and much of this consists merely of transhipment of Chi

nese goods passing from one port to another. For example, Chi

nese imports of tin in slabs amounted then to 54 per cent of the

exports. A considerable tonnage of tin mined and smelted in

South China is refined at Hong Kong and reshipped to Shanghai

and other Chinese ports.

The mineral trade in China has not been large, though war

conditions enormously stimulated the demand for antimony,
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tungsten, and other products. In 1914, which reflects pre-war

conditions fairly well, the mineral exports were as below :

Antimony, including ore $971,223

Copper 17,726

Iron, pig and manufactured 969,792

Iron ore ili'lSS

Lead and ore ZciZl

Quicksilver . 65,696

Xin 3,026,482

Spelter and zinc ore 74,170

Miscellaneous metals

Miscellaneous ores 21.068

Total $7,653,339

The mineral imports are not easily segregated since the

"products of the mines are shipped in such varied forms and states

of manufacture. Of the leading metals the following amounts

were imported in the form of pigs or slabs :

Copper 34,901,600 pounds

Lead . 14,511,000

Tin 8,571,333

Spelter 1,132,100

It may also be noted that coal to the amount of 1,600,000

tons was imported. About 1,000,000 tons was exported. The

total mineral imports amounted in value to more than three

times the mineral exports for the year. The deficiency in local

production was about $16,000,000.

These figures indicate that, in a broad way, China feeds

itself but sends little food abroad. It buys clothing, kerosene,

special articles of food, and manufactured goods, and pays in

luxuries, food and clothing (tea and silk), and in special plant

products, such as soya beans and various seeds and seed cakes.

The primary sources of wrealth, as is well known, are agri

culture (including forestry and animal husbandry) and mining.

In agriculture, the Chinese have been long held to excel, and the

diligence and acumen of Chinese farmers have been held up as

examples to all the rest of the world time and again. However,

my belief is that opportunity exists for greatly broadening the

field of Chinese agriculture and increasing food production. In

these days when so large a portion of the population of Western

countries is leaving the farms and crowding into the cities, it is worth

serious thought that in China, and indeed in the Far East generally,

there is an enormous population of industrious, frugal people who

prefer farming. The possibilities of drawing on the East for a much

larger portion of the world's food supplies are great and im

portant, and I believe that food is one of the fields of production

and export capable of large expansion in China, and also through
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out the Far East, except in Japan which is already a food im

porting country.

The second great primary source of wealth is mining, the

field of especial interest to this Society, and my particular pur

pose this evening is to discuss the nature of the problems that

must be solved if the mineral output of the Far East is to be

largely increased. The fact that ways and means are under

discussion is, perhaps, sufficient indication of a belief that such

increase is possible. Before, however, proceeding with the special

mention of mining problems in China, as a specific example of

mining problems in the Far East, there are certain general con

siderations that may be helpfully recalled, and a hasty review of

the condition of mineral development in other countries of the

Far East will serve to give background.

In another place1 I have' discussed the special circumstances

which lend interest to projects for mining abroad to Americans

at this time. Our change from a debtor to a creditor nation, and

the altered relation of amount of capital available to number of

laborers, make it imperative in the interest of sound industrial

life that a larger part of American money, energy, and skill be

employed abroad. It is nearly if not equally essential that in our

foreign ventures we proceed as far as may be along lines familiar

to us and in which the genius of our people has already found a

fitting field. This is true of mining as of few other industries,

for while we who are inside the profession find much to criticise

in the technique and management of American mining enter

prises, it is because of a well-developed critical sense based on

large knowledge. With all our faults, mining and metallurgy are

fields in which Americans do exceedingly well.

Mining, as other industries, involves materials, men, and

money, and any consideration of the field for future mining

enterprises in the Far East requires determination of the char

acter and availability of each of the three.

While the countries of the Orient are capable of yielding

minerals and mineral products in wide variety, there is no

warrant in our present knowledge or in the probabilities we

may properly infer from it, for considering them extraordinarily

rich in minerals. There are rich deposits and there are extensive

areas of mineralization. Also, the East holds, at least for the

present, a dominant position in production of certain metals,

such as tin and antimony ; but, speaking in terms of comparison,

the East is not known to be possessed of mineral wealth com

parable to that of western North and South America. Probably,

mining and Scientific Press, May 22, 1920.
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also, Australia and Africa are destined to be relatively more im

portant factors in supplying the world's trade in mineral prod

ucts than is the Far East. It is to be remembered that on any

reasonable hypothesis as to growth of modern manufacturing and

commerce, the bulk of such mineral as occurs in the Far East

will be needed for home consumption, and the world in general is

mainly interested in goods that enter international trade directly

or indirectly; which, in short, form part of the "exportable sur

plus" of each country. Mineral wealth capable of being so used

is to be found in the East and in amounts large enough to fur

nish a basis for satisfactory individual enterprises or even groups

of enterprises, but from the point of view of the larger world

economy, the raw materials with which the East will pay for

goods manufactured in the West must in the main be food or

related agricultural products. The very fact that the oppor

tunities for first-class mining enterprises suitable for foreign

exploitation are limited, adds to their value and to the interest

and profit in finding and developing them.

As to men, there is no lack of raw material in any Eastern

country, even after discounting heavily, as any student must, the

stories of over-population based on data collected in the more

accessible regions and countries. It is impossible to obtain any

entirely reliable figures of population, and even those of area are

but approximations, but the following will give a notion of the

order of importance of the various Far Eastern countries as

regards both :

Area, Population per

Country.

square miles* Population. square mile.

4,278,352 413,000,000 78.54

French Indo-China . . .. 310,000 16,594,000 54.80

1,802,657 315,156,000 174.83

147,750 55,084,000 372.95

Formosa 13,750 3,682,000 267.78

Korea (Chosen) 84,103 16,804,000 199.80

Netherlands Indies . . . . 739,545 38,000,000 57.38

195,000 8,150,000 41.79

115,026 8,880,000 76.74

Total 7,686,183 875,350,000 113.88 average

Abundance of "raw material" does not assure a satisfactory

output whether one be discussing actual goods or labor. If all

the men be engaged in industry and cannot be shifted, there is

clearly no available labor regardless of population figures. It

is not always reme'mbered that the people now in the Far East

are at work, or at least in most of the countries under discus

sion ; if not, they would not be there long. Also, they are work
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ing under an organized system which in many instances is closely

knit both with economic needs and religious ideas. Americans

will not soon forget the widespread economic and social disturb

ances brought about by the war-time necessity for shifting labor

to man the shipyards, and American labor is not only vastly

more mobile than is that of the Orient, but in this instance there

was no such break with traditions and built-up economic rela

tions making for future security as is involved when an Indian

ryot breaks caste and becomes a coal miner, or a Chinese farmer

neglects his planting that an American mine may be operated

the year around. In the East there is an abundance of labor to

be had on the terms of the laborers, but a scarcity on such

terms as are necessary to sustain large-scale industrial under

takings. It is not solely a matter of wages. It means a readjust

ment or, rather, a remaking of a whole social structure, except

in so far as the newer industries may be fitted into the older.

About a year ago, in discussing with a number of the leading

coal operators of India the shortage of coal, which is and has

been severe in that country for several seasons, I was impressed

as never before with the importance of this phase of industrial

development in the Far East. The limit on coal supply in India

is not fixed by any inability to find coal or to open collieries, but

lies in scarcity of steady workers. Coal mining not having been

a large industry in India there is no caste or large group of

workers accustomed to it or willing to enter the vocation.

Change of occupation in such a country is a much more serious

matter than with us. Again, at the Bawdwin mine in the North

ern Shan States where a large portion of the workmen comes

from within China, the labor force melts away when the rains

come and the planting season begins. Mr. T. E. Mitchell told

me in 1918 that within two weeks it would decrease from 14,000

to 9,000 despite anything the company could do. Under such

conditions there is, aside from the inconvenience, a heavy charge

due to cost of arranging for work on a seasonal basis. In China

when the winter season comes the farmers crowd into the cities

and towns and seek employment as coolies, but if you have trans

port to arrange in the crop-growing season you are likely to find

carts and coolies fully employed and they will continue their

regular work even at prices much below what you may be

tempted to offer, since for a worker to fail to do so means

that he gets out of step with the economic and social unit of

which he forms a part. Temporary employment is not worth

that much to him.

Much has been made of the crowded condition of Japan, of
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the increasing population bound as by a steel ring to an unex-

panding area of arable land, and Japan has progressed farther

than any other Eastern country from household industries to a

factory system of production. The manufacturing industries of

Japan have been growing at a startling rate and yet the total

achievement is small as compared with total population, if meas

ured by standards in Western countries. Even so, to furnish

labor for the plants already built it was necessary to recruit

heavily in Korea. Similarly, despite the free hand that Japan has

had in Korea, the dominant position enjoyed now for some years

in Manchuria, and this necessity for outlet which is undoubtedly

felt to be real by the Japanese, recent estimates indicate that

there are now less than 300,000 Japanese in Korea and Man

churia all told. Even an intelligent, active and well organized

people such as the Japanese, faced by a real necessity, change

their habits and vocations slowly, and this reinforces the obser

vation that in planning for new industries in the Far East one

must not assume that large or even dense population means abun

dant available labor. Undoubtedly men and women workers may

be had, but recruiting and training them will involve not only

direct expense but the further charge due to delay.

There is another factor to be taken into account wherever

Bhuddism has made a deep imprint, as, for example, in Siam and

Burma. Bhuddism, by its insistence on the transitory nature of

all things, removes incentive to accumulation, which has been

one of the most powerful factors in building up the material

surplus of the West. In the Burma oil fields the only native

workers inside the rig are Burmese, the Indians being confined

to coolie jobs outside. Bhuddists are capable of intelligent

effort, but unless some way be found to reconcile their beliefs

and ideals to those of our own they will be nearly as useless to

mine operators as a population of Quakers would be to a military

chieftain.

Still another factor, one which is of increasing importance

as one travels from north to south, is the prevalence of disease

and the extent to which the workers' vitality has been sapped

by malaria, hookworm, and other parasitic diseases. The actual

loss of earning power here runs into millions, and this is aside

from losses due to deaths and to sporadic epidemics of various

sorts. It is known that to a large degree such matters can be

controlled even in the tropics if sufficient time, energy and skill

be devoted to them. The demonstrations, however, have been

made where public interests were involved and cost was at least

a secondary consideration. Just how far an individual mining
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company can afford to go in a similar health and sanitation cam

paign has not, so far as I know, been made the subject of careful

inquiry and this must be done if mining is to be conducted on

a large scale in the tropics either in the Far East or elsewhere.

In the past the mineral won from tropical countries has, in the

main, been mined under labor systems Where loss of life by the

workers was regarded as of minor importance. This is now as

impossible as it is undesirable, and the whole subject of labor

efficiencies in the tropics should be investigated. In discussing

this with Mr. Wilber Judson it has seemed to us that careful sum

mation and discriminating criticism of the data available are

needed and that the subject is one which might well form the

basis of joint inquiry by several engineering societies. Inci

dentally it may be mentioned that Chinese laborers seem to

have built up considerable immunity to many diseases just as

Chinese plants have, and that Chinese are widely available in

the East. Also, that American rubber companies in the Malay

States are fighting mosquitoes and fevers along the lines of

Canal Zone experience. The practical question for mining en

gineers is how much must be estimated as a charge against

development and operation for similar measures. To this I am

not able to give any satisfactory answer.

Turning to the matter of money, it may be premised that

this discussion is based upon the assumption that, despite the

low price of stocks which at the moment exerts so depressing

an influence, America does have a surplus which may be wisely

invested abroad and will continue to have funds for such a

purpose. That now available is private money. Trust funds

can not be so employed nor is banking capital available except

temporarily and when secured by paper of independent value.

This narrows the field materially but still leaves available the

money of individuals and mining companies who are thoroughly

familiar with the risks of the industry itself and who have a

sufficient stake in mining to warrant expenditure of time and

money necessary to obtain knowledge of the special field. This

can be done most cheaply by co-operation since, having in view

the distances and the inevitable delays incident to any work in

the Far East, the expense of sending out an independent staff

of examining engineers by each company for each project sub

mitted, is prohibitive. Unfortunately there is not, outside Malaya

and Japan, any large existing body of knowledge of local min

ing. Nor, aside from those countries, are there very many resi

dent engineers available for making examinations who are com

petent, free from entangling alliances, and well enough known
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abroad to give the necessary weight to their opinions. The

amount of independent business in the East has been small and

the first-class men out there are necessarily committed in the

main to some group or enterprise. Where they are not, the very

years of resident in the East necessary to give them an inti

mate view has cut them off from cultivating acquaintance at

home and, it must be added, from close contact with the necessi

ties of a company or group at home which proposes to finance or

operate in the East. While there are exceptions, such as the

well deserved and fairly rapid success of the Yukon Gold Co. in

finding a field for its fleet in the Federated Malay States, the

history of American attempts to find mines in the Far East has

been in the main one long series of expensive expeditions to

examine particular properties, none of which, for one reason or

another, proved suitable.

The alternative plan of a company financed by the co

operation of several interests and which began by first studying

the general conditions and proceeded from that to selection of

particular areas and properties, has, so far as I am aware, been

adopted by only one American group operating in the mining

field. It is in my judgment the only plan which meets condi

tions as they exist. It is highly desirable that, as rapidly as

circumstances permit, there should grow up in the various coun

tries concerned groups of engineers and local financiers who will

select from the mass of prospects those which seem worthy

and make preliminary investigations, leading even to undertak

ing development necessary to prepare them for presentation to

capitalists of experience in America and Europe. At present

there are virtually no such groups, and properties are presented

with a lack of data, or even with a confusing mass of inaccurate

data. There is here a gap between the large mining company or

investor on the one hand and the prospector or land owner on

the other which exists to some extent in all countries. In the

Far East it is even more apparent because there is no body of

local opinion familiar with the standards set by mining practice

in the West. Perhaps the gap cannot be bridged save by co

operation between East and West in small as well as large

enterprises.

Aside from foreign capital there are always the interesting

possibilities inherent in the fact that the Eastern countries, while

poor in goods and material evidences of wealth, have large

reserves of gold and silver. The members of this Society are

so familiar with the effect of Eastern purchases of the two noble

metals on the metal markets that it is not necessary to do more
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than mention the situation. Unfortunately, the metals shipped

to the Far East go out of circulation. Either they are buried or,

in 'the form of ornaments, they are hung on the women of the

family. A banker in Peking told me recently that over a

period of two months he had traced some $15,000,000 worth of

silver into one Chinese province and the outflow through the

same period was less than $3,000,000. Another province in two

years absorbed over $150,000,000 and exported only a minor

fraction of that amount. This silver does not, to any large

degree, enter trade nor is any credit structure built upon it.

One of the most striking and significant features of the building

and growth of the Tata Iron and Steel Works in India is the fact

that it was financed by the Indians. For almost the first time,

a large native constituency has been brought together which

sees that investing money in industry is not sacrificing it, and

that capital is valuable for use as well as possession. If Eastern

peoples can be brought generally to a realization of this fact

the East is abundantly able to finance its own development.

As a first step in that direction American banks are mak

ing a determined effort in China to build up Chinese-American

financial institutions designed to bring out native capital and put

it to work. There are many difficulties in the way but the idea

is fundamentally sound and there is no question but that Eastern

capital is already available in notable amounts for co-operative

enterprises where personal relations have been cultivated to a

point of mutual confidence. Business in China in particular is,

and must be for some time, conducted essentially on the basis of

personal trust, there being no adequate body of law common to

foreigner and Chinese, and no sufficient mutual bond among the

latter.

In reviewing briefly the various countries of the Far East

as a field for mining enterprise a sharp line must be drawn

between those which are colonies and those which are independ

ent. England, France and Holland all possess large holdings in

the Orient and in the possessions of none of these is there

universal equality of opportunity for aliens and nationals. The

amount of restriction on foreign enterprise is unequal, and it is

not always frankly announced. It has not everywhere been the

settled policy of the past and it is not to be assumed that the

field will remain always closed. At present the disposition to

scan closely any project for development emanating from even a

friendly alien is world-wide and is one of the legacies of the war.

When and to what extent it will disappear no one can more than

guess, but for the present so far as mining development is con
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cerned the colonies of the European powers in the Far East are

not open to development by non-nationals save in individual

instances. There are such exceptions and they are worthy of

careful study.

Japan, which is the only Oriental power possessing colo

nies, occupies an intermediate position. Foreigners may not

own mines in Japan, nor, I believe, in its colonies ; but foreigners

may own shares including control, in Japanese companies owning

such mines, which makes Japanese law similar to that of several

American states. Actually the mineral resources of the Japanese

empire while varied are meagre in proportion to the probable

future needs of Japan, and Japanese capital and technical skill

have so far proved adequate to the development. In Korea there

are foreign companies whose titles antedate the annexation of

that country by Japan, and one prosperous gold mining com

pany formed under Japanese law, in which Americans own more

than half the shares and exercise control. There are in Japan

proper, well known and successful American trading firms op

erating under Japanese charter, apparently with entire satisfac

tion. Indeed, if Congress does not pass the proposed new

China act, giving American companies in the Far East an oppor

tunity to compete on even basis, other American firms operat

ing in the Far East are, I am told, considering operating under

Japanese charter just as American-owned ships have been run

under the Japanese flag. The real bar to American participation

in mining development in Japan has not been so much legal difficul

ties as the feeling on the part of the Japanese that they did not need

either American money or American technical assistance.

Among the self-governed Eastern countries known to con

tain important mineral resources Siberia at once comes to mind,

but political and industrial conditions are now in such unhappy

plight there that no one is warranted at present in considering

investments in that country. Both for the sake of the Russians

and the rest of us it is to be hoped that they may soon compose

their difficulties and resume their place among the great nations.

When this is done Siberia will afford a field for enterprise

where need and opportunity will go hand in hand.

I shall not discuss the Philippines since I have no personal

familiarity with them and others have already presented the

facts to the American public. At present, regardless of the

merit or demerit of mineral properties in the islands there is a

general disposition to await determination of their political

future before making heavy investment. That this is not the

universal attitude is shown by the fact that even now the Stand
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ard Oil Co. has en route to Luzon a large expedition equipped

for seriously testing presumed oil territory.

Siam is another self-governing Asiatic country of interest

to mining men. It contains the northern extension of the tin

fields which have made the Federated Malay States prosperous

and which are the world's largest source of tin. Siam also

contains other mineral resources of probably large value. Un

fortunately, while there is the friendliest of feeling for Americans

there, so far as there is any feeling at all, the people of the two

countries have little knowledge of each other. The outworn

system of extra-territoriality still holds in Siam except for British

and Danish subjects. Britain and Denmark have been wise

enough to meet Siamese wishes and abandon these rights, though

in the case of the British at least a consideration was exacted.

America has never, until just now, been interested enough to

give adequate consideration to the matter, but within the month

a new treaty has been signed between the two countries, whereby

the United States recognizes the fact that Siam has modernized

her legal system. The treaty affords a new basis for trade and

commerce between the countries. If it be promptly ratified by

the Senate it will make for good relations ' between the two

countries and will open to Americans a field for participation

in development on a most favored nation's basis. The new

Siamese mining regulations include many unfortunate features

and do not give adequate assurances on important points, but

with good will on both sides, it should be possible to find a

modus vivendi.

The largest area in the Orient included within at least the

nominal jurisdiction of one country is that belonging to China,

and despite all the turmoil of recent years an enormous amount

of business has been conducted in that country and many sig

nificant changes have taken place. So long as Russia is in dis

order and the European nations maintain a stand-off attitude

toward American participation in development in their colonies,

China furnishes the largest potential field for American mining

enterprises in the Far East. For these reasons I shall discuss

conditions there in some detail.

China has long been believed to be a country of untold min

eral wealth, due in large part to the descriptions of Marco Polo.

In 1274-1295 when that enterprising Venetian traveled through,

the Far East, China did surpass Europe in material wealth and

general prosperity and in Marco Polo's account of the wonders

of what he saw in Cathay there are many references to rich gold

and silver vessels as well as to other objects made of metal.
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Wherever the traveler went he found metals in use in amounts

comparable if not surpassing what was then customary in

Europe. It was a natural assumption that the quantity of metal

and of the minerals from which it could be derived was large in

this part of the world. Later travelers confirmed rather than

questioned this conclusion.

Mr. Herbert Hoover, who with a considerable staff studied

North China about 1900 under the auspices of Li Hung Chang

and the Imperial Government, found that as regards gold, copper,

and related metals the area was generally poor rather than rich.

With the exception of a few localities he found little to encourage

hope of developing a large modern metal industry. In the

Yangtze valley a less elaborate investigation conducted by Mr.

Pope Yeatman in 1904 led to no result. In the southwest the

first glowing accounts of mining wealth made by French engi

neers in advance of the building of the Yunnan railway were

revised when subjected to the exact observations and careful

analysis of Le Clerc and his associates. When the Peking Syn

dicate was formed there were large expectations of profits from

the introduction of modern methods into the Shansi iron fields.

Mr. W. H. Shockley's studies showed, however, that the iron

ore bodies were individually limited as to extent and the whole

mode of occurrence was such that there could be no hope of

feeding large modern blast furnaces therefrom. The Peking

Syndicate, therefore, wisely parted with their Shansi rights and

have confined attention to developing coal in Honan.

.The cumulative effect of those various investigations (and

only a few out of many have been cited) has been to induce

among foreign engineers a healthy skepticism as to the extent and

value of China's mineral wealth. While this has not yet influ

enced the general public, it, coupled with the unsatisfactory con

dition of Chinese laws regarding mining and the numerous diffi

culties faced by any foreign business enterprise in that country,

has acted as a strong influence against any active development

except of coal mines. The Japanese are developing a couple of

iron and steel works in Manchuria, but of these only one is as

yet producing. The Chinese have built up at least one compara

tively large antimony enterprise and one iron and steel produc

ing plant of size, and there are gold and tin mining districts

that in the aggregate yield considerable metal. But Chinese

mines are small mines as measured by those of other countries,

and of the approximate $50,000,000 annual output, it is estimated

that 70 per cent comes from small native mines. The greater

number of ore bodies known are of small dimensions and only
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adapted to the simple, low-capital-cost method of mining followed

by the Chinese. Native workmen, mining at seasons when they

are not needed on the farms, are satisfied with a smaller wage

than would be possible if the work was continuous and formed

their only source of support. So with their crude appliances

and diminutive furnaces the Chinese have been able to operate

mines that would not now be considered in Western countries.

From the point of view of probable mineral production the

part of China which is open to exploration and development now,

or which seems likely to be so open within the next few years,

is comparable rather to that part of the United States east of the

Mississippi river than that west of Denver. One familiar with

the history of mining in America and cognizant of the multitude

of mineral prospects in the Appalachians there and the difference

in development from that in Montana and Arizona will realize

what this means. This is not to say that there are no large

deposits comparable to Ducktown copper, Mascot zinc, Birming

ham iron and others in our South which will at once occur to

you, but such deposits are exceptional in both countries. There

is another China, a region of great deserts, high mountains and

abundant eruptive rocks, but it is in the far west and is not only

unexplored, but for the present, in the main is, unexplorable. It

is a region offering enormous obstacles to railway building and

no inducements likely to cause completion of lines through it

for many years to come. For purposes of immediate invest

ment it is outside the realm of the practical. «

The present extent of the mineral industry may be inferred

from the tables of exports and imports already quoted and the

following estimates of production for the year 1915 made by

Mr. V. K. Ting, director of the Geological Survey of China, the

figures being in tons of 2,240 lbs. except as indicated :

Coal 18,000,000

Iron 300,000

Antimony 20,000

Tin 8,000

Zinc 8,000

Lead 6,000

Copper 5,300

Gold (oz.) 200,000

Silver (oz.) 50,000

This table suggests opportunities for development and indi

cates that by changed methods of mining as well as by improve

ments in agriculture the buying power of the Chinese may be

notably increased, which is the first condition of expanding

trade.

Timber in China is scarce. The market is supplied in part
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from Manchuria, but in the main, heavy timber is imported,

Japan, the United States, the Philippines, and Siberia con

tributing. Yards have been established at the principal coastal

and interior treaty ports and stocks of heavy timber are avail

able at prices ranging normally 200 to 250 per cent above average

prices in the Pacific states. Rough native timber in small sizes,

but suitable for ordinary mining purposes, is available in many

districts. For ordinary building operations the heavy baulks are

sawed by native workmen by hand. The cost of this amounts to

1 cent Chinese per square foot of single surface. If sawed into

one-inch boards this would amount to a little under $10 Chinese

per thousand feet of lumber. The Philippine Lumber Co. main

tains at Shanghai a large wood-working mill manned by Chinese

under American foremen and fully equipped with machinery.

Steel for any large structure must be imported, the Hanyang

works being entirely unable to supply local demand. The United

States Steel Products Co. has warehouses and small stocks at

Shanghai and at normal times there are heavy importations from

Europe. It is difficult to obtain any accurate index of prices, but

comparison of customs valuations with Pittsburgh quotations

shows angles, bars and places to have averaged $10 gold per

ton higher in China in 1914, while on galvanized and tinned

plates the excess was $38 per ton. The margin since has been

greater.

Previous to the war little machinery was manufactured in

China. There were shipyards at Shanghai and at Hong Kong

which built a small number of engines, and small foundry and

repair works are found at a number of ports. Their capacity was

limited and the difficulties and delays incident to transport in

China so numerous that in practice every important mine has a

small foundry, boiler works, and machine shop. This must be

taken into account in plans for work in the country. While

skilled workmen can be found it is to be noted that most of

them have been trained under the old traditions of slow-speed

tools, and high efficiencies are not to be expected from such shops.

The war forced considerable development especially of the ship

yards and complete large steamers have since been built.

Portland cement is made in China at Tongshan in the north

and Tayeh on the Yangtze by native companies under German

technical direction. Cement is also made at Hong Kong and

in Japan and is imported from Europe. The usual pre-war range

of price was from $4.75 to $6.00 Chinese per barrel, delivered by

rail to points within 200 to 300 miles of Tongshan.

For many years it has been customary for economists and
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supposed economists periodically to harrow the feelings and

destroy all sense df security among Western manufacturers by

dilating upon the "teeming millions of the East" who, with their

low standard of living were just about to cut the ground out

from under Western industries. Much indeed of the "yellow

peril" talk that has produced so much international discord is

based upon the idea that Oriental labor, because wages are low,

is cheap. Mining men, being accustomed to work in many countries

with many sorts of labor, have long since learned that low-priced labor

is not necessarily cheap. As to mines, at least, other conditions

are usually more important than the nominal rate of wages, and

workmen who receive small pay are generally worth what they

are paid and no more. When the cost of extra supervision, extra

housing, larger plant, slower speed, and other factors which go

with "cheap" labor are taken into account, the gain is usually

much less than appeared probable when the original estimates

were made. There are many reasons for this and not the least

important is the deterioration that white labor itself undergoes

when in contact with the colored. Standards of efficiency go

down rapidly and a feeling .of caste promptly springs up which

prevents the white man from doing the work to which he is

accustomed at home. Even the crudest mechanic assumes the

position of a boss and requires a native to do all the hard work.

Since the white men as officers and supervisors set the pace for

all, the final effect of this spirit is reflected in the cost sheet.

Japanese have found the same rule obtains in Korea where at

first Japanese and Koreans were employed side by side. The

Japanese workmen promptly assumed the position of superiors

and attempted to make the Koreans do all the work. As a result

mixing labor is now discouraged there and the railways are even

displacing Japanese foremen by trained Koreans.

It is not to be inferred from this that no advantage is

ever obtained from employment of "native" labor, but only

that it can not be assumed in advance. It is probable that in

doing the things which fall within the easy power of a body of

labor at any given time, there is an advantage in using low-priced

labor. There is also the possibilty when starting a new indus

try of using the selective principle in choosing men. Mr. H. C.

Perkins, who has devoted much time and thought to this subject,

has concluded that only about one man in ten is particularly

adapted to a special piece of work. If an engineer can man his

works wholly with "tenth men" he should achieve high efficiency.

The possibility of making use of this selective principle through

payment of higher wages must not be overlooked in consider
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ing the starting of a new industry in the Far East, though it is

also to be remembered that with each set of workmen a certain

rate of speed will be most economical. It is entirely possible

that with Chinese this may be less than with American work

men, and accordingly a higher capital cost for equipment must

be faced. There is some reason to believe this is so. Properly

organized, trained, and directed, however, Asiatic labor is

capable of giving good results, as witness the operating costs at

the Suan mine of the Seoul Alining Co., $3.95 per ton, and those

of the Oriental Consolidated, also in Korea, $3.09. There are

no metal mines in China which permit a direct comparison but

as is shown later, in the collieries it requires from six to nine

times as many men as in American mines to produce the same

output. In part this is due to differences in mining methods,

especially the large use of explosives and machines in American

mines, but to a large degree it merely reflects the fact that low

wages require employment of more men in order to get the same

work done. One favorable factor is that one can start with a

clean slate and train his staff and men in right ways. They do

not have to unlearn an existing technology.

The efficiency of labor depends on many factors : the strength

and endurance of the men; their food and housing; brain power

and mental attitude toward the works; their experience and

training for the particular job ; their organization and direction.

As regards the strength and endurance of the individual

workers, the general verdict of observers would be favorable to

the Chinese though there are virtually no accurate statistics avail

able and there are facts indicating that physically the Chinese

workman has been overestimated. Life insurance companies

refuse to sell straight insurance to any Chinese unless they live

under foreign conditions as to food and housing and employ a

foreign doctor. They do, however, sell all other forms of insur

ance on exactly the same terms as to foreigners resident in the

East ; that is, at an advance of about 5 per cent over home rates.

They consider that the acquired immunity of the Chinese to

filth diseases offsets any greater risk, and they use the same

mortality tables for Chinese and foreigners alike. Indeed, the

Chinese are counted as being slightly better risks than foreign

ers resident in the East because of their more temperate habits.

In one particular there is a marked difference. The insurance

companies will not take Chinese except those of prominence and

assured position because of the danger from fraud and substitu

tion of bodies.

Foreign officers experienced in training Chinese soldiers are
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generally enthusiastic as to their qualities. Gen. J. W. N. Munthe,

who has had wide experience with them, comments particularly

on their good eyesight, absence of nerves, amenability to dis

cipline, and ability to stand strain. He estimates the average

weight at not more than 140 pounds and remarks that the men

are usually slighter in build than American or European troops.

There is the same difference in China as elsewhere between men

of the north and men of the south, where the average is physically

smaller. Chinese troops, according to General Munthe's experi

ence, while not so strong as European, show more endurance.

They may not work as rapidly but they will stand more hours

without going to pieces and will outmarch any troops of which

he has records.

In any estimate of the working power of a people, large

allowance must be made for the effect of food and housing.

Judged by standards obtaining in Europe and America, both are

radically defective in China. Contrary to frequent assumption

it is not that food is insufficient in quantity, but it is its charac

ter that would be criticized. The food varies in different parts

of the country, but it is almost exclusively vegetable and

includes an unusual amount of greens and numerous articles not

eaten elsewhere. The fats are mostly derived from vegetable

oils, and pork, chickens and duck are the only meats widely

eaten. Ordinary bread is made usually of coarse native flour,

cooked by steam. Real bread is usually eaten only on joyful

occasions, three or four times per year. Baking is virtually un

known. Food is either boiled, steamed, or fried, and in order

to economize on fuel it is largely prepared in public restaurants

from which it is bought directly or from street hawkers. Meals

at all hours is the rule of the country and regular feeding is the ,

exception. The food is prepared under most unsanitary condi

tions and quantities of raw vegetables and fruits are eaten in

season despite the universal pollution of the soil. Since it is

not customary for large enterprises to feed their employees,

systematic studies of Chinese food and rations seem not to

have been made. So far as general observation goes, the ordi

nary coolie ration would seem to rank low. According to Baron

Fukuwara, the Shantung coolies working at the Fusan mines

near Mukden eat millet, pork, onions and similar food so cheap

that they can maintain themselves for 7 to 8 sen (3% to 4 cents

gold) per day and the coal company charges only 10 sen (5

cents gold) per day for boarders at the company hotel. In the

southern part of China rice instead of millet forms the main

element in the daily ration. In the Chinese army the allowance
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is 75 catties, equal to 100 pounds, of rice per man per month.

This costs, according to localities, from $2 to $4.50 Chinese cur

rency per month.

In South Africa when the Kaffirs come to the mine com

pounds they have been living usually on food similar to that

used in China, except that they use less grain and drink milk

regularly. The Chinese, virtually use no milk, butter or cheese,

but are large grain users. Before the Kaffirs can stand regular

mine work they must be given nearly 30 days of systematic

feeding with a ration containing nearly 4000 calories. It seems

reasonable to assume that some similar attention paid to feeding

Chinese would result in improving them as laborers. Furnish

ing the food itself and requiring it to be eaten on the premises

has proved in Ecuador a satisfactory way of meeting the same

difficulties as would promptly appear in China-—the disposition

to gamble away excess or pass it on to innumerable relatives

and dependents. In ranch work in California, systematic feeding

has brought Hindoos up to the same standard of labor output as

competent white workmen.

Left to their own initiative Chinese workmen are content

with extremely poor houses. They build of brick or stone and

use lime mortar of poor grade. The brick are only slightly

burned, if at all, and a severe rain often results in destruction of

the house. The floor is earth, brick, or stone; the roof is tile

or clay; such windows as are present are lattice covered with

paper; and the ill-fitting door swings on wooden hinges. The

house is poorly lighted and is ventilated by chance. There are

no bathing facilities and water is drawn from shallow wells or

surface pools which usually are badly contaminated. Artificial

heat is reduced to the minimum and in winter the family depends

upon using wadded cotton garments to keep warm. Workmen's

houses are very dirty and full of smells. Kitchen, bed, and every

thing else are in one room and clothes are not changed day or

night. It would seem clear that the physical surroundings of

the ordinary workman are not such as to preserve or increase

his working power. In addition there is the fact that his quar

ters are crowded, often with people not altogether congenial, and

there is no quiet and privacy such as makes for recovery from

fatigue. Chinese seem to be able to do with little sleep and also

to sleep at any time and place, which is fortunate since there are

no hours when a Chinese village is quiet and few when even an

individual household is unanimous in the purpose of sleep.

Recital of these conditions at once raises the question to a

foreigner as to why the Chinese endure them. The answer lies
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in their mental attitude which is after all the greatest difficulty in

the way of new industries. Broadly speaking the Chinese do not

insist on better food and housing because they consider what

they have good enough. There are other things they want

more : more boy babies, the excitement of gambling, the main

tenance of the family bond, "face," and similar matters appear

to them much more important. In China the social unit is the

family and not the individual. What a man earns must be

shared with all relatives who make claims on him, and if he have

a better or more convenient house it will shortly be overflowing

with poor relatives; if he set a better table, the number to be

fed will increase until of necessity the ration is reduced to the

average. This community of interest influences workmen in

another way. Despite the general poverty and the small variety

of industries, it is difficult to enforce discipline by discharging

unsatisfactory workmen. This involves no penalty on the man

discharged since he simply goes to live with some relative until

he finds another place, and he need be in no hurry finding it.

If dismissals become too frequent there is always the danger

of a strike, and in China, if strikes and boycotts are short-lived,

they are also unanimous. So closely knit is the social organiza

tion that none dares stand out alone and there is no dissenting

minority when the time for action comes. These conditions

are changing and the individual is beginning to stand out from

the mass but the change is slow and has not as yet gone far.

China is not a country where savings have accumulated to

form wealth and as a result people live from hand to mouth and

cannot be independent of the will of their immediate associates.

At the same time, they have come to accept this situation as one

which cannot or need not be changed. Chinese have quite as

much preference for "white-collar" jobs as have Americans, but

they accept much more generally the fact that there are not

enough of such jobs to go round. In many particulars China is

a democracy. A man may rise to the highest position in life,

but few men do so, and the vast majority have not only no notion of

attempting it but make little effort even to better their daily lot.

Saving a competence appears out of the question to most, and aside

from acquirement of a fortune through politics or some lucky

gamble it seems seldom to enter the calculations of the people. It

is not that the coolie's job is liked; it is merely accepted. However

possible it may be for a man to rise from the position of coolie he

must bear the brunt of the hardest labor and of social discrimination

so long as in that position. Whether born to a higher class or risen

to it he will go to great extremes to avoid the loss of "face"
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involved in doing "coolie" work. For example it is difficult to train

Chinese students thoroughly in engineering because even carrying

the surveying tape involves loss of "face," and more than one instruc

tor has found his students' results wrong because they would leave to

the coolie all such lowly work. At first glance it would seem that the

high social premium placed on position would operate to stimulate

men to larger earnings. Mere possession of wealth, however, brings

no credit. The, possessor must live the life of a gentleman of leisure

to be received at the higher rating. As a result, possibly, of centuries

of brigandage and government founded on the principle of tribute,

security of accumulations has been so slight and the avenues for

investment so few that the visible accumulated wealth of China is

not large.

While estimates of the mental ability of another people are

never more than personal judgments, I would follow unhesitatingly

those who consider the Chinese intellectually the equals of other

people. They merely fail to use their powers as we do. Their

social organization has been such that they" have had no sufficient

incentive to persistent labor. Millions of Chinese do work and

work hard—too hard, if one may judge from observation. The

common coolie handling goods with carrying pole or wheelbarrow

probably regularly works beyond his strength and many become

wrecks. He only works, however, to get a bare sufficiency to eat

and a shelter of some sort for himself and family. As soon as

possible he quits and whenever he has any temporary surplus he

gambles if possible. Meanwhile over him is a vast pyramid of people

who do little or no work. They live on their wits and on the coolies.

This, of course, is not entirely true. There are Chinese contractors,

merchants, bankers, and others who contribute to social welfare as

in other countries, but the number of men who manage to attach

themselves to each "white-collar" job is enormous. Every bit of

such work is parceled out among as many as possible.

The difficulty here is not with the individuals, but with the

plan of organization that obtains. The fault from the point of

view of production is that it does not stimulate the individual to

greater efforts. Chinese excuse this on the basis that the great

economic pressure on the individual makes failure so disastrous that

he must merge himself in a larger unit such as family or guild for

protection. Owing to this clan organization it is difficult to mix

men from various provinces. A Shantung foreman has a poor

chance to succeed with Hupei laborers and the reverse would be

equally true. Nepotism is widespread and nowhere condemned. It

is, in fact, regarded as a man's duty to favor his relatives and to pro

vide each with a place if possible. Every great man is surrounded
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with a crowd of hangers-on for whom he must provide in times of

adversity and for whom he makes places at the slightest oppor

tunity. To a considerable extent this relation holds right down to

the lowest man having authority to hire and fire in any organization.

The bond which holds together any working force is external to it

and independent of the standard of efficiency shown by the men.

Failure to regard the individual seems, however, to have

worked here as in other lands to decrease efficiency and toward low

production per worker. With the same number of individuals and

a smaller amount of goods produced, clearly there are fewer goods

for each. This in turn reacts on the poorest and enormously stimu

lates the effort to advance by short cuts through thievery and sharp

practice, and also makes those who by merit, good fortune, birth, or

any other means, have risen above the rank of hand workers, hold

most tenaciously to their rights and privileges. Until the individual

worker receives some direct return from increased effort notable

improvement in efficiency would not seem likely.

The most common form of organization of labor in China is

through contractors and sub-contractors and it is by contracting that

a Chinese workman most frequently rises. The contractor binds

his men to him by a system of cash advances which keeps them

perpetually in debt, toward which the universal habit of gambling

is a powerful influence. There is an elaborate system of squeezes

and commissions on both wages and supplies and these hidden

profits are often the most important incentive for taking the contract.

While many Chinese contractors are scrupulous in performance of

agreements it is not safe to accept the widely advertised dictum that

Chinese are always faithful in such matters. Examination of con

sular records shows the wreck of many enterprises founded on con

tracts with Chinese and in practice it is customary to exact bonds and

guarantees to an extent not known elsewhere. Complaint is also

common among the Chinese as well as foreign employers that Chinese

contractors show much adroitness in catching employers at a disad

vantage and then by artificially creating labor shortage, or other means,

forcing a change of terms. The contract system makes it easy for

a foreigner to do business in China as long as he is content to do

it on the contractor's terms. If he has his own ideas as to times,

seasons, speed of work and similar matters, he will have great diffi

culties. In their work in Shensi the Standard Oil engineers had

such unsatisfactory results with contractors for transport that they

finally took matters in their own hands, hiring their men directly

and benefiting greatly by doing so. It is probable that a combina

tion of small contracts with close company supervision would give

better results and allow better direction of work than entire reliance

on contractors, as has been common heretofore.
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Chinese have had little training and experience to fit them for

work in modern mines. The great bulk of the population is engaged

in farming. In the winter the men from the farms flock to the

towns to work as wheelbarrow or carrying coolies and at such time

labor around the mines is abundant. At other times it is not always

easy to keep a full force. The men are widely trained in hand crafts

such as the ordinary building trades, but their standards are low

both as to quality of work and rate of output. From the point of

view of immediate cash expenditure much of the work is cheap, but

it is poorly and slowly done. In a modern saw mill at Shanghai

Chinese working under American foremen get about one-half the

proper duty out of each machine. Chinese hand workers manage

to do with absurdly crude and poor tools and it is not alto

gether surprising that, they have become almost entirely indifferent

to accuracy. To standardize production is, therefore, most difficult

despite the well known cleverness of Chinese workmen in reproduc

ing from a model. Very few have received training with modern

power tools and unfortunately many of those so trained have the

methods of 20 to 40 years ago. The number of instructors available

has always been small in proportion to the work to be done and

with the inherent conservatism of the Chinese it is not surprising

that the work has never been speeded up. The men who first got

training as machinists jealously guard the field as their own and to

this day Cantonese who got their hold nearly 50 years ago at Tong-

shan may alone be employed in the shops of the Kailan Mining

Administration in Chihli. This is as though none but natives of

Florida might run locomotives in Minnesota.

It is extremely difficult to get Chinese workmen to care properly

for machinery. An engine driver will not even report repairs needed

on a locomotive under the impression, apparently, that in doing so

he gives valuable information for nothing. The importance of tight

ening bolts in time does not appeal to the Chinese. So, too, while it

is possible to get hoisting engineers for a mine, it does not seem

possible to get rapid hoisting and, generally speaking, a man grand

enough to run an engine of any kind is much too important to con

descend to see that his engine is kept in good working condition.

It is very difficult also to get men to work in close harmony in a

shop as each tries to force some other to pay him a "squeeze." Thus,

one employer had trouble with the man running an overhead crane

who would not handle pieces quickly and efficiently for the man on

the floor below because the latter refused to pay "cumshaw." There

is a striking lack of any willingness to do something for nothing,

save where the well-defined claims of family require it. These inci

dents point to deep-grained habits of mind and suggest some of
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the difficulties that lie in the way of developing modern industries

in the country.

There are few miners and probably any large mine force would

need to be recruited from men wholly new to the work. This has

some compensations since by temporarily increasing the number of

supervisors it should be possible to train the men into right instead

of wrong habits, though the difficulties arising out of lack of a com

mon language are not to be underrated. As now conducted in China,

mining is not especially cheap and the tons-per-man factor, where it

has been possible to obtain exact figures, is low. Judged by the test

of experience, the "cheap" wages of China do not materially lower

production costs, while they do undoubtedly yield poorer results in

quality of output and speed of production.

The railway system of China is as yet far from complete. About

6500 miles of line are in operation and 2300 miles under construc

tion, though since the war began active work has been all but sus

pended. In addition there are many lines projected and for much of

this additional mileage franchises have been granted or promised to

various nations. As is well known, the railways so far built and

most of those planned have been designed less to serve the economic

need of the country than the political designs of the powers. So

many promises have been made and so many rights have been

granted, often for little or no consideration, that the situation is in

an all but hopeless muddle. There is hardly a direction in which a

line of probable real service can be built that does not run counter

to some right or claimed right of some foreign nation. As a result

there is little encouragement for construction even on the part of

those financially able to go ahead.

The railways already in operation were built almost entirely

by foreign companies or under foreign supervision and

usually the major profit was in the sale of material and in

a percentage on construction costs. As a result, the roads

have cost too much and there is no uniformity of construction

or equipment. The Chinese Government has been attempting

to bring order out of this chaos and nominally at least all

the important lines are now parts of the Chinese Government Rail

ways. The gain in uniformity thus brought about has been largely

offset by the poor standard of operating efficiency which the govern

ment officials permit. Equipment is not only heterogeneous and light,

but car distribution goes by favor. Since under the operating system

in vogue the station master has large powers, it is often necessary to

payhim regular bribes to insure prompt dispatch of goods, and on

payment of a "cumshaw," favors as to classification and weight are

granted. In fact, there is no scheme unearthed by the muckrakers
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who ventilated conditions on American railroads a dozen years ago

which is not in regular operation in China today. Service is fre

quently interrupted by track difficulties and by political disorders.

Despite formidable numbers of troops and special railway guards,

petty stealing of goods in transit is so feared that it is customary to

send coolies as guards with important shipments. Along some lines

there are regular companies which will furnish coolie guards and

insure delivery of goods for a fee.

Chinese railways derive large revenue from passenger traffic

while freight is scanty. Rates, however, are generally fair and

even low. The open coal rate, for example, is 1 cent Chinese per ton

mile, which compares favorably with American long-distance rates.

There are also special rates. Various coal-mining companies have

agreements that the rate of coal from their collieries shall always be

less by a certain amount than the rate from any competing mine,

and in other ways special properties are favored. Handling costs

are small ; transfer of coal from narrow-gage to standard-gage cars,

done by hand, amounts to V/4 to \y2 cents gold per ton. Likin, or

transit dues, while irregular and annoying, are not often burdensome.

For two small shipments valued at $176 going about 400 miles and

crossing a provincial line, the total likin was $3.40 and the freight,

$11.05, all in Chinese currency. Large companies having a steady

output, such as a colliery, usually arrange to commute likin by a

small annual lump sum payment.

Many of the defects and annoyances characterizing railway

traffic in China are incident to present political conditions and the

fact that the whole system is new and incomplete. It may be antici

pated that there will be steady improvement and at the worst the

burden thrown on industry is not greater than that met by pioneers

in other countries at a similar stage in development. The railway

system is bound to grow rapidly as soon as the return of peace re

leases capital and plant equipment for the work. There are already

two main north-south lines as far as the Yangtze with an east-west

line from Kukden through Tientsin and Peking to some distance

beyond Kalgan. Building south from Hankow to Canton is in prog

ress despite the war, and the Belgians have built an important link

in their projected east-west trunk line through the center of the coun

try. The great plain of China will soon be served by a fair number

of lines, while from each of the important seaports, railways are

reaching out into the interior. The plateau and mountain country of

the west is almost untouched by railways though the French have

built and operate a line to Yunnan-Fu.

It is in the western country and the more mountainous districts of

the south that any considerable mines other than those of coal and

iron may be expected to be found. The country is, however, sparsely
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settled, not well adapted to the style of agriculture with which Chi

nese are familiar, and offers few certain attractions to a traffic man

ager. Lines pushed across China to Turkestan or Thibet would not

only encounter great physical difficulties, but would offer no reason

able expectation of dense or balanced traffic after they were built.

The roads would find their main excuse in strategic considerations

and China is not in a position to build on this basis, as shown by the

inhibition, now fortunately withdrawn, on extending the line from

Kalgan across Mongolia, a project that has much to commend it

from every point of view.

China is fortunate in the possession of a number of rivers that

are important avenues of transport. These are all in use and, in

addition, a large number of canals and every small stream that can

float any sort of a boat has been put to service. An extremely com

plete system of water transport has been built up and even remote

villages are reached at some season by some sort of boats. The main

artery is the Yangtze up which there is regular traffic the year round

as far as Hankow (595 miles), to which point also moderately large

ocean-going steamers can travel about half the year. In summer,

boats drawing 28 to 29 feet can reach Hankow, but in winter 8 feet

is the controlling depth of the channel.

Wherever one goes in China he sees water transportation, but

brief studies show that little of it is adapted to modern industrial

needs. When the Peking Syndicate opened the Jamieson collieries

in Honan, the Tao Ching railway was built to give access to a system

of rivers and canal by which coal could be transported to Tientsin

and so to the sea. The company expended both time and effort in

developing transport by this route, but without satisfaction. The

slowness, irregularity and uncertainty of the route are all against it.

The native contractors wait for a return cargo and so consume as

much as two months on a trip. When the Chung Hsing mines were

modernized, a short railway line was built to the Grand Canal in

order to deliver coal to Yangtze ports. Since the coming of the

Tientsin Pukow railway, the line built by the company has been a

white elephant, for the through railway route proves not only more

expeditious but cheaper. It is to be remembered that the canals of

China are old and small. Even the Grand Canal while large, is not

modern and is chronically in disrepair. It seems probable that at

comparatively small expense the canal could be made an avenue

of transport of real value, but the larger part of the canals and minor

streams of China are of no value save for carrying farm produce to

local markets and for other similar uses to which they have been put

for centuries. The general conditions are the same both in north

and south China. Aside, therefore, from parts of the large rivers,
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the Grand Canal, and a few shorter artificial channels, it is not wise

to count on inland water transport when establishing any industry

that requires the. handling of large tonnages.

Besides the few railways and the water transport already dis

cussed the only means of transport is by carrier, and occasionally by

pack train in the south, and by wheelbarrow, pack train, or cart in

the north. There are virtually no roads and no system of reserva

tion for roads. Indeed, the track over which traffic moves is treated

as private property and naturally the land owner, whose acreage is

certain to be small for his needs at best, begrudges every foot taken

from his crop area. Even in regions where the cart is used travel

is along mere tracks or trails across the fields. There are bridges

made of stone and dating from centuries ago, but many of them are

seriously out of repair and streams must be crossed by fords or

crude ferries. Of the great system of stone-paved Imperial roads

which once bound the country together, the greater part has disap

peared. In Manchuria and Mongolia there is a considerable cart

traffic, but toward the south the cart is first supplemented by the

wheelbarrow and then by carriers. Surveys and estimates have

been made for individual roads in various parts of China, but always

the project has been blocked and virtually motors can only be used

within the limits of a few cities.

The price of transport varies enormously with the region, season,

character of the goods, and character of the trail. Despite the small

wages paid and the limited investment in equipment, it is not cheap.

In northern Honan in winter when labor was available and the roads

frozen, transport of coal 25 miles mainly by wheelbarrow, but in

part by cart, figured out about 15 cents gold per ton mile. In

Kiangsi, transport of limestone by carrier 7 miles over fair trail

and a regular organization, costs 20 cents gold per ton mile. Trans

port of tin in South China by pack animals up to distances of 25

miles costs about 30 cents gold per ton mile. These figures, perhaps,

make sufficiently clear the burden under which industry in China

labors and why the larger part of the trade is local.

The Chinese per capita consumption of all the useful metals

and minerals is extremely low. In the absence of accurate statistics

figures resolve themselves into mere estimates. If, however, the

population be taken at 300,000,000, which is much below figures

commonly quoted, and the output at 18,000,000 tons, the per capita

consumption of coal becomes 0.12 tons per year, and coal is the

mineral most abundantly mined in China. The American consump

tion in 1915 was 4.6 tons (now 6 tons plus), and both in the United

States and Great Britain the per capita consumption for domestic

uses only is about 1.1 tons. These figures give some impression of

the size of the local market possible if and as the Chinese becomes
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industrialized. At present, China imports some coal and much of

the metals used. The country has a surplus only of tin and antimony

for export. Even of these metals the surplus would be quickly

absorbed in case of any large development of industry unless mining

developed pari passu. According to the Maritime Customs reports,

China imports about 300,000 tons of steel yearly. About half as much

is manufactured locally.

In considering establishment of any industry in China it is neces

sary not only to take into account the usual fundamentals—materials,

markets, labor and transport—but certain other matters peculiar to

China or in regard to which the circumstances are so exceptional as

to be almost unique. The laws governing commerce and industry

are like those nowhere else because, in addition to the peculiarities

o.f the Chinese code, there are the complications incident to the extra

territorial system, each national remaining under the laws and legal

jurisdiction of his own country when on the defensive. This serves

admirably to protect foreigners against aggressive action by Chinese,

but it should be remembered that it also protects the Chinese. In

practice one result is seriously to interfere with enforcements of

contracts against Chinese when the latter care to repudiate them.

The only legal process of redress, when the Chinese courts fail to

act or decide adversely to the foreigner's claim, is diplomatic

pressure at Peking; and while recourse is had to that constantly and

in matters far too trivial to attract attention of diplomats elsewhere,

there is a limit below which even Peking diplomats refuse to consider

claims. It may be enlightening to mention the fact that diplomatic

pressure is regularly used to secure such matters as equable car

distribution on the railways, though bribery is another well known

means to the same end. If this situation appears bad it may be

pointed out that it works with approximately equal justice to both

sides since Chinese have, or in most instances believe they have,

equally no effective way of securing performance of a contract* by a

foreigner or redress of grievance. Practically business must be con

ducted on the basis of mutual confidence reinforced by personal

bond, to a most unusual extent. It follows that there are few coun

tries in which the value of a good name is as high as in China and

where it will pay better to move slowly at first and patiently to build

up the right connections. Business must virtually be conducted on

honor if it is to be successful, and to the credit of both Chinese and

foreigners it may be said that enormous amounts of business are so

conducted. The history of foreign enterprise in China is full of

records of shaq) practice and many an undertaking entirely sound

in its fundamentals has failed because of attempts to make a short

cut to wealth on the part either of Chinese or foreigners. The min-
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ing districts are cumbered with concessions, rights, and assumed

rights most of which are vigorously contested by the Chinese. Ex

amination of a large number shows that this contest usually grew

out of (1) original poor definition of the right granted, (2) exagger

ated ideas of the Chinese as to the value concerned or the benefits to

accrue, (3) inability or unwillingness of the concessionaire to fulfill

the exact terms of his contract, especially as to the speed and scale of

development. An unduly large number of concessions have been

granted to "shoestring" promoters with unusually sad results.

Credits in China afford the basis for much argument. Equally

old and experienced foreigners resident in the country will main

tain to you that Chinese are never to be trusted, and that they may

always be trusted. This is confusing but on a par with the general

contradictoriness of life in China that has been noticed by nearly

all who have written about the country. The facts seem to be that the

Chinese are much like the inhabitants of other countries and include

both trustworthy and untrustworthy individuals. It is also true

here as elsewhere that peculiar ethical values are attached to par

ticular acts. The Chinese have a fine sense of the importance of liv

ing up to a deliberately given word though they are not above

attempting to enforce a novel interpretation of a contract if it be

to their advantage, as happens elsewhere. They are not litigatious

and are accustomed to pay rather than go to law. The best tribute

to their ideas of honesty is probably the fact that virtually all busi

ness done with them by foreigners is based on personal bond, not on

collateral as is customary elsewhere. It has already been explained

that because of the unusual legal difficulties in the enforcement of

contracts it is virtually necessary to deal only with those who can be

trusted. As the business of the foreigner is valuable this alone has

placed a high value on a reputation for trustworthiness and has bred

up a class of merchants of high type. Despite all the strange con

trasts and obliquities with which one quickly comes in contact in

China, one can not resist the conviction that it is a country where

fair dealing will carry one far and that among the multitude of

people there is a good working portion at least of those who are

honest in the best sense of the word. If the prospective merchant or

investor will investigate credits as thoroughly as he does in other

countries, he is not likely to suffer serious losses.

It has been mentioned that the Chinese have unduly large ideas

of the value of their mineral deposits. They entirely underestimate

the value of skill, organization, and experience in developing a new

industry and feel that at least half the profit should go to the ones

contributing the raw material. It is the exception in modern indus

try for the value of the raw material in place to equal half that of
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the finished product, but this is something that Chinese have not as

yet learned. They also fail frequently to discriminate between

gross and net returns and are inclined to fix royalties and local

taxes at "all the traffic will bear." This idea of a half and half

division is thoroughly incorporated in the mining laws, while their

fear of foreign control finds expression in the demand for equality

of representation. This is, in a measure, a necessity to them so

long as the system of extra-territoriality obtains.

The Chinese business world is not accustomed to limited lia

bility. Each shareholder is a partner and his liability is without

limit. Having in view the quality of human nature engaged in trade

it is not surprising that one hears of firms where each partner has

his own lock on the company safe, which can only be opened in the

presence of all. However, Chinese thoroughly appreciate the prac

tical value of a reputation for honesty and innumerable instances

are related bearing upon their care in preserving such a reputation.

They are also accustomed to methods of arbitration so that many

causes of dispute are removed without court action. Certain busi

ness customs are bad, such as that of paying fixed dividends whether

earned or not. When an enterprise begins to go down there is

small chance to recover it since its debts grow rapidly.

For these reasons it is important that any company undertaking

to work in China should proceed carefully in making local connec

tions. In practice it has often happened that despite agreements with

Peking, profitable business could not be conducted until local Chinese

had been satisfied. When the Chinese Engineering & Mining Co.

offended local Chinese public opinion, the Lanchow Company was

financed and run at a loss as a rival until the older concern came

to terms. Since the two joined to form the Kailan Mining Ad

ministration the closest harmony has prevailed and the business

has been most satisfactory. The Peking Syndicate had a similar

experience with native mines prior to joining them in formation

of the Fu Chung Corporation, a selling company for both.

Numerous other instances might be cited. The moral is that any

large business in China must have the good will of the people of

the community, just as in any other land.

Another difficulty to be met in China is that due to differences in

exchange. China uses silver for currency in place of gold and within

a year the purchasing power in China of the American dollar has

decreased or increased by more than one-half. So large a change is

unusual, but increases and decreases of 30 per cent have not been in

frequent. This may work to the advantage or the disadvantage of

a company at any one time. In the long run it, together with the

chaotic condition of local currency, doubtless forms a tax on industry

since a large number of banks and exchange houses make their whole
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profits out of these variations. The most important point is, how

ever, that a company doing business in China should have ample

capital so as to be able in part to purchase and sell at advantageous

moments. It is also highly advisable to so proportion the domestic

and foreign sales, if both be made, that any profit made in China

is taken out in the form of goods rathef than credit.

New industries in China can only be successfully developed if

established deliberately and on adequate scale after thorough study.

It is no country for taking a flyer in expectation of quick returns. In

view of the character of the labor, its lack of training, and the

peculiar laws and business customs, a successful enterprise requires

high-class management and will necessitate for some years an unusual

amount of supervision. This in turn means a large overhead which

must be distributed over a considerable volume of output to insure

success. If one such enterprise be founded, large enough to war

rant maintenance of a first-class staff, there is every reason to believe

that around it may be collected in time a number of smaller profitable

businesses. This has been the experience of all the older and suc

cessful houses in China and it is a constant cause of surprise to note

the profitable expansion "in a multitude of directions of houses

that began as import and export merchants, ship owners, or in some

other of the lines of industry that first brought foreigners to China.

If I have seemed to placed difficulties in the forefront and to

minimize the chances of success, it is because I am speaking to an

audience of engineers—men accustomed to achieve success over

difficulties. The various problems that have been sketched indicate

the importance in considering any investment in the Far East of

weighing the matter with care, of giving full play to the habit of

mind of engineers who are accustomed to measure difficulties with

the purpose of overcoming them. Actually there are large and

profitable mining enterprises in the Far East. It is quite certain that

there are deposits and opportunities not being exploited. It is for the

engineers, taking full account of local conditions and past experience

in other fields, to point the way to success.

I am conscious that this discussion has been left far from

complete. I have necessarily assumed that such matters as the

heavy overhead incident to directing any work at a distance is already

in your minds. The political conditions in the various countries

form too large a subject for one evening's discussion alone and to

take them up in detail would be useless since there is no part of the

world in which they change more rapidly. There is a background of

unrest and even disorder throughout the East but it is not wholly

out of the picture anywhere in the world at present and it is easy to

become over-pessimistic in the face of political disorder. Mining

investments are not calculated on the basis of conditions obtaining
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at the time the first option is taken, but on the assumed form for a

future period of 20 to 50 years. It requires time to prepare the way

for a mining investment. If, therefore, the disorders be not of such

rank as to stop or unduly to hinder or burden with extra cost the

work that needs immediately to be done, and if the engineer can

safely see a more secure future, he may rightly advise his clients

to go ahead.

There is another general factor that I consider of major im

portance. It is not common for the people of one country to feel any

special liking for those of another, but throughout the Far East to

the extent that America is known, and even in countries with which

we have had political differences, there is a general atmosphere of

friendliness on the part of the native-born for the United States. The

Orientals have been exploited for many generations by their own or

foreign rulers and they have come to be deeply suspicious of out

siders. They are, nevertheless, convinced that Americans do not

wish to acquire political control of Oriental countries, though our good

faith is questioned in Japan, and with arguments and citations hard

for an American to refute. Whether or not we retain this general

confidence, which is an asset of great value, will depend somewhat

upon how the matter of Philippine independence is handled, but it is

a verity now. i

I must add that while Orientals like us politically they shrewdly

criticize us as business men owing to our penchant for starting with

big talk and too frequently failing to see an undertaking through.

The general notion of an option is foreign to Eastern customs. A

man is supposed to have considered the matter and decided for or

against an enterprise before asking others to join, and failure to take

up options, to say nothing of more flagrant failures to pursue busi

ness once initiated, counts heavily against us. For these and other

reasons already discussed in detail, it is more difficult to do business

with a stranger in the Orient than at home and the value of personal

relationships is higher. I may add that when these relations are

once established they ripen into delightful friendships and in a

country where business must be to an unusual degree on honor, I

and those with whom I have been associated have received the friend

liest and most cordial co-operation from those with whom we have

had occasion to transact business. It needs but experience in the

East to realize that the emphasis should be placed on the last rather

than first two lines of Kipling's much quoted verse, and that the

significant words are:

"But there is neither East nor West, Border, nor Breed nor Birth,

When two strong men stand face to face, tho' they come from the

ends of the earth."
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.

New York Section.—A meeting of the New York Section

was held on Dec. 28, 1920, at which Mr. H. Foster Bain presented

a paper on "Problems Fundamental to Mining Enterprises in the

Far East." To bring this paper before the members of the

Society as promptly as possible, and also on account of its im

portance, it has been published as a separate bulletin, No. 144,

The annual meeting of the Mining and Metallurgical Society

of America was called to order by the President, Prof. Waldemar

Lindgren, at 2 p. m., Jan. 11, at the Columbia University Club,

New York City. Members present in person or represented by

proxies numbered 113, and the chair ruled that a quorum was

present.

The minutes of the previous meeting, held Jan. 13, 1920,

were approved as printed in the Bulletin of the Society.

The tellers appointed by the President to canvass the votes

for officers and councillors for the ensuing year submitted the

following report :

We beg to advise you that the Secretary has handed us 184 sealed ballots

for officers and councillors of the Society for the year 1921. On examination

we find that the following named members received a majority of votes cast:

For President J. E. Spurr

For Vice-president W. Y. Westervelt

For Secretary-Treasurer F. F. Sharpless

dated Jan. 15, 1921.

ANNUAL MEETING.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

For Members of the Council.

Districts 1-2-3-4
l J. Parke Channing

| Pope Yeatman
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District 8 Richard A. Parker

Districts 9-10 W. J. Loring

(Signed)

W. B. Devereux, Jr.

L. D. Huntoon.

Tellers.

The President thereupon ruled that those members whose

names had been read as having received the highest number of

votes, were elected to their respective offices.

Report of the Secretary for 1920.

During the year 1920 the Society has led a much less active

life than it did during the three preceding years. Those years

called for strenuous work from all who were willing to do it,

and nearly all of our members were not only willing, but sought

the opportunity to do their utmost.

When peace came there was a relapse from this attitude.

The subjects in which we have a continued interest seem to be of

so much less importance than those brought up for discussion

previously—the contrast is so great—that many of us feel that

they are of little or no importance, and are inclined just to let

things drift along without taking advantage of the opportunity

to work on those subjects for which we now have time.

During the year 1919, Mr. H. H. Knox, then President of

the Society, urged the consideration of educational matters, and,

as a result, Prof. Robert Peele contributed the first paper, a

valuable one, on the education of mining engineers.

The report of the Committee on Post-Graduate Education

has recently been received and will be presented at the next

Council meeting. We are also promised at an early date the

report of the Committee on Occupational Education. These

reports should lead to some interesting and valuable discussions

at our meetings during the coming year.

But it is not only the education of engineers for which we

must have concern ; we must also think of their occupation.

Educational institutions will next year turn out a new crop of

graduates on a country probably unprepared to absorb its cus

tomary quota of mining engineers. Closed mines and mills and

smelting plants need only watchmen. But this condition will

not be maintained indefinitely ; there will ultimately come a day

when the old works will start up again and new works will be

planned.

If we allow our young mining engineers to drift into various

commercial lines that they may make a living, the chances are
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that we shall be short of the very men needed to assist in the

revival of mining. It therefore behooves us to do our best

toward directing young engineers into lines of work not too far

away, so that the mining industry may put its hands on them

when they are needed. The operation of an employment bureau

may not be the ideal work of such an organization as ours, but

as pointed out by one of our members, Mr. Richard A. Parker,

it is a very practical thing that must not be overlooked at the

present time.

During the year we have been fortunate in having presented

to us some extremely interesting papers on the world's mineral

resources ; these have included gold, by Professor Lindgren ;

other metals, by Mr. J. E. Spurr and Dr. David White; and

petroleum, by Dr. White and Dr. Manning. That they were

valuable is evidenced by the number of extra copies of the papers

that have been called for by outside parties.

Through its representatives, Mr. B. B. Gottsberger and

Mr. E. S. Berry, the Society has been represented at the meetings

of the American Engineering Standards Committee.

Mr. Pope Yeatman and Mr. W. R. Ingalls have represented

the Society in the United States Chamber of Commerce.

At the Denver meeting of the American Mining Congress,

our delegates, Mr. Richard A. Parker and Mr. George E. Collins,

took a very active part.

The Society's office continues to be a bureau of information

for those who have questions to ask respecting mining and

metallurgical matters. Banking institutions are frequent appli

cants for information respecting mines and men, and the fact

that a man is or is not a member of the Mining and Metallurgical

Society appears to have considerable weight.

Last week the Secretary received a letter from the chairman

of the House of Representatives Committee on Mines and Min

ing containing, among other things, this question : "What, in

your opinion, can be done by sound legislation to stimulate the

mining industry?" This was not a form letter by any means,

but an earnest inquiry by an earnest man for his guidance.

I mention these matters merely to point out the esteem in

which the Society is generally held.

Bulletin.—Because of the excessive cost of printing it was

deemed wise to limit the number of issues of the Bulletin during

the year to the smallest number practicable, and to publish only

those matters of special interest to the members of the Society.

Only seven bulletins were issued, and it is probable that the
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Council will adopt the same course during the coming year, since

printing during the next eight months will probably cost more

per page than in the past year.

Amendments to Constitution, By-laws and Rules.—Three

slight alterations to the Constitution, By-laws and Rules were

brought before the annual meeting a year ago, and will again

come up for formal action at this meeting.

Membership.—The membership of the Society remains about

the same as it was a year ago, it having been increased to 314

names during the year, which number was, however, reduced by

six deaths in the last twelve months, and eight resignations tak

ing effect January 1, 1921. leaving an active membership of 300

on Jan. 1, 1921. Four names are before the Council and seven

additional applications are pending.

It may be remarked that there has been no campaign for

members, and it is a question whether any campaign should be

made. There are certainly many more men available for mem

bership, but the nature of our Society prevents their making

application unless the suggestion is made to them. I would

therefore urge all of you who are interested in keeping the

Society alive and active to give your acquaintances who fulfill

our requirements an opportunity to present applications for

membership.

Gold Medal.—At the evening session it is expected that the

President will be prepared to announce the name of the person

to whom the Society will award its medal for 1921.

Formal Actions.—In April, 1920, the members of the Society

were asked to express themselves on a matter of foreign policy

whereby our citizens should be extended the same rights and

privileges in foreign countries as the citizens of those countries

are offered in the United States. By an almost unanimous vote

this policy was favored by our membership.

During the same month. April, the members of the Society

were asked to express themselves on the subject of a Depart

ment of Public Works. Three questions were asked requiring

an answer of "yes" or "no." The replies did not permit the

Society's taking a very strong stand on any of the questions,

but a fair interpretation and comparison of all the replies would

lead to the conclusion that nearly all of the members are of the

opinion that economy and efficiency could be secured in Wash

ington by a rearrangement of all those bureaus having to do

with engineering subjects, either under an existing department,
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or under a new department, as might seem best in the eyes of

those who are making a detailed study of the subject.

A third referendum has gone to the members, having to do

with this Society's becoming a member of the Federated Ameri

can Engineering Societies, a matter which concerns ourselves

only.

The Council has not yet had an opportunity to consider the

replies that have been sent to the Secretary, but it may not be

out of place to say here that a very keen interest is being shown

by many members who have taken advantage of the opportunity

given them by the Council to express themselves freely on the

subject, nor is it out of place to say that many members express

themselves as being extremely jealous of the position which

they regard this Society as holding, a position which they have

helped to make and maintain. And because of this, shall we

say, affection, they question the advisability of taking a step

which ma}' jeopardize its standing. Replies to this referendum

•ire still arriving.

This subject will be fully considered at the next Council

meeting and a full report will be given when the proceedings of

that meeting are reported.

F. F. Sharpless,

Secretary.

Report of the Treasurer for 1920.

The accounts which lie before you show that the Society

has, during the last year, been able to live within its income, the

balance at the first of 1921 being slightly in excess of the balance

at the same time twelve months ago. This was rendered

possible through the generous contributions of about half of our

membership. Contributions were received from 150 members, in

amounts varying from $5 to $50, the total being $1,443.

It was hoped by members of the Council that during the

year 1920 costs might be so reduced as to render the $10 normal

dues sufficient for the necessities of the Society during the year

1921. This hope has not materialized and we are faced with

expenses for 1921 no less than those of 1920. In view of this the

Council, feeling extremely disinclined to ask for contributions

again, has submitted a referendum to the membership respecting

an increase of dues, the results of which will be considered at

the next meeting of the Council. All of the votes have not yet

been received but it is not out of place now to say that 137 votes

have been tabulated. Of these 83 per cent are in favor of raising

the dues to $16.50 if the Society joins the Federated American
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Engineering Societies, or to $15 if the Society does not become

a member of that organization.

Of the 17 per cent opposed to raising the dues, 7 per cent

were not in favor of raising them because they believe that

present prices are but temporary, and they fear that if the dues

are raised they will never be reduced again.

While some of our expenses will undoubtedly be slightly

reduced this year, the majority of them must be contracted for

at the present time, and no material reduction will be possible

during the remainder of the year.

I cannot anticipate what action the Council will take, but

observing that such a large percentage of our members are in

favor of increasing the dues, at least for the time being, there

does not seem to be any doubt but that the Council will be able

to decide upon a method of raising the necessary funds which

will be satisfactory to practically all of our members.

I shall not burden you with reading a statement of the ac

counts. A summary of these, together with the auditor's report,

lies before you. If there are any questions to be asked respecting

our receipts -and disbursements, I shall be glad to answer them

so far as possible.

F. F. Sharpless,

Treasurer.

RECEIPTS

Cash and check on hand Jan. 1, 1920 $1,554.58

Annual dues, 1919 $150.00

" 1920 2,870.00

" 1921 50.00

Voluntary contributions, 1920 1,443.00

4,513.00

Sale of bound volumes, 1918 2.00

" " " " 1919 416.00

1920 6.00

424.00

Interest 7313

Sale of office furniture 8.00

$6,572.71

EXPENSES

Office rent $529.41

Stenographer 1,417.98

Office expenses, stationery, etc 387.97

$2,335.36

Annual medal, 1920 238.47

" 1921 8.00

246.47

Annual meeting, 1920 26.03

Exchange 4.74
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Binding volumes, 1919 ™?§

Bulletin 1.29U7

Constitution and By-laws fSiaS

List of officers and members oe

New members «/5i

Local section expenses 8.00

United States Chamber of Commerce 20.00

Referendums ll^Si

Dues remitted, 1920 20.00

Cash in bank, Jan. 1, 1921 1,997.03

$6,572.71

Following is a statement of the Society's assets and liabili

ties as of Jan. 1, 1921 :

ASSETS

Cash in bank, Jan. 1, 1921 $1,997.05

Dues payable, 1919 70.00

" " 1920 25.00

Office furniture and fixtures 141.00

1 Bond—New York City 4^% $150.00 147.75

Society Badges (2) 10.00

Payment for account of Annual medal, 1921 8.00

$2,398.80

LIABILITIES

Life membership $150.00

Payment in advance for dues, 1921 80.00

" " " for bound volumes, 1920 6.00

Estimate of unpaid bills 150.00

386.00

REPORT OF THE AUDITOR

Dec. 31, 1920.

To the President and Councillors of the

Mining and Metallurgical Society of America.

Acting under appointment by the Treasurer of the Society, I have audited

the accounts of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America for the

year 1920, and hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief,

the statement of the receipts and disbursements are correctly set forth, and

the balance sheet presents the true financial condition of the Society.

Charles T. Howell,

Auditor.

Amendments to Constitution, By-laws and Rules.—At the

annual meeting of the Society, held in January, 1920, the Council

presented for consideration three slight modifications to the

Constitution, By-laws and Rules, which are contained in the fol

lowing paragraphs from the communication of the Council :

1. In order to preserve the continuity of the work of the Society, it has

been proposed that the retiring President shall become a member of the

Council, ex-officio, for the period of two years. The Council of the Society

approves of a change in the Constitution to permit this and herewith submits

the proposal for consideration at the annual meeting of -the Society.
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\ 2. According to present By-laws, the election of officers is announced

at the annual meeting and if such officers have any remarks to make there

is no opportunity given to prepare them. It is suggested that the ballots

be canvassed a week in advance and reported to the President so that the

latter may have an opportunity to advise the incoming President of his

election. In order to accomplish this a slight change must be made in the

By-laws. The Council submits this change for the consideration of the

meeting.

3. It has been suggested that the time of bestowing the annual medal

be made optional. This is submittted by the Council for the consideration

of the meeting.

The matters have been brought to the attention of all mem

bers of the Society, and since the annual meeting of January,

1920, no changes in the Council's recommendations have been

suggested.

On motion, duly seconded, each alteration suggested by the

Council was approved as submitted in 1920, and the Secretary

was instructed to issue a ballot respecting these amendments for

final vote of all members.

Before adjournment, until the evening session, Mr. Knox,

on behalf of the members of the Society, proposed that a vote

of thanks be extended to the officers of the Society for their

untiring work and devotion to the interests of the Society.

At the evening session, the retiring President, Prof. Wal-

demar Lindgren, delivered an address on

Present Tendencies in the Study of Mineral Deposits.

Just thirteen years ago I outlined in a presidential address

before the Geological Society of Washington the tendencies in

the study of ore deposits, and it has occurred to me that at this

time it might be profitable to again review the field to see what

has happened in a general way, and mark the trend of modern

work and thought. The title has been somewhat widened by

substituting "mineral deposits" for "ore deposits," and this in

itself indicates a certain current of thought. The deposits

worked for a certain metal form only a division of the subject.

Older textbooks drew a line between metallic and non-metallic

deposits, which was in no way justified. Surely the whole field

must be considered. What is the difference as to the importance

of the deposit whether we extract metallic magnesium from mag-

nesite, or use it for refractories, or make carbon dioxide from it?

■ .'- Th^\W«xkets and Their Standing.—Looking cursorily at

EVENING SESSION.
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the whole subject, we are perhaps most strongly impressed with

the continually widening field of the profession, with the ad

vancing standing of the workers, and with their recognition as

important members of the industrial world. In the second place,

we observe the annually increasing number of men who devote

themselves to this study. Their technical training at our schools

is better than ever before. All the' modern methods of work are

now in the regular curriculum, while in the old times we often

had to work them out laboriously for ourselves. In spite of

all this, the criticism might be made that we specialize too early

and that we are forced to dispense with the long and tedious

geological training which for real progress is almost a sine qua

non. As a consequence of this there is not a little "half-baked"

work—work carried out without knowledge of what has been

done before, without critical examination of theories and

hypotheses.

Lines of Attack.—Our facts are established in the field and

in the laboratory. We have learned not to be satisfied with one

method without the other. Looking back over recent years the

improvement and progress in field methods, particularly exact

mapping and plane-table work, is apparent. We are relying

more on precise determinations and carefully constructed sec

tions.

As to the laboratory, in the petrographic methods by which

the material is examined under the microscope there has not

been much change, although an enormous number of observa

tions have been recorded, many of which have scarcely been

sufficiently co-ordinated.1 Thirteen years ago I mentioned briefly

the introduction of metallographic methods by which opaque

minerals are examined on highly polished sections. In this line

the progress has been striking and wonderful. In skilled hands

the exactness by which relations of minerals can be ascertained

far exceeds that obtained from thin sections. A technique still

in its earlier stages has been developed and practically a new

world has been opened to us which discloses infinite detail of

mineral intergrowth, and shows us the wonderful variety in the

history of ores. It shows us, for instance, successive and com

plicated replacements, tells us how one mineral came in after

the other, explains anomalies in chemical analyses, and freaky

results in the concentration of ores. In almost every number

of Economic Geology you will find one or more papers in which

this new instrument of observations is mentioned. And yet, its

1 One direction in which distinct progress is recorded is in the study of coal by

means of skillfully prepared thin sections.
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introduction has been slow ; there are many universities and

mining schools at which it is not yet taught. And still more

remarkable, there are few countries outside of the United States

and Canada which have given attention to it. In part this is

caused by the erroneous belief that it is chiefly applicable to

questions of secondary enrichment. Nothing could be further

from the truth. The tin ores of Cornwall, the sulphides of the

Rammelsberg, the iron ores of Sweden—all will disclose many

surprising relations, once this instrument is applied. No min

eralogist should work without it, and, I shall add, no mining

engineer who is working on problems of concentration can afford

to neglect it.

The chemist and the physical chemist are more and more

pressed into collaboration with us, and usually with excellent

results. Every one of us is now supposed to know a modicum

of physical chemistry, even if we can not go further than to

outline the problems to be solved. I may refer to the work of

the Carnegie Geophysical Laboratory, which has done so much

to widen our understanding of the sulphides. I point to the

investigation of members of the laboratory of the United States

Geological Survey and other workers, who, in the last decade,

have elucidated many chemical reactions in ore deposits, the

electrical activity in ore deposition, the problems of absorption

of metals when solutions percolate rocks, and also the questions

relating to the role played by colloids. Particularly along the

last-mentioned line there is much to do and many important

results to be achieved. Take up any book on colloidal chemistry

and note how little space is devoted to problems of geology and

mineral processes. Here we are distinctly behind in the pro

cession, for foreign workers have done much more than we.

Our Hypotheses and Theories.—From facts we construct

our hypotheses, our theories I believe it was S. F. Emmons

who said that all possible hypotheses had been suggested in

relation to deposition of mineral deposits. This may be true

but I suppose we all know how terribly difficult it is to find the

right hypothesis for any given deposit.

Let us first take up the so-called magmatic theory, accord

ing to which many minerals have been concentrated by escape

of their constituents from a molten magma as the latter ascended

to higher levels in the crust. The decade just passed marks

the passage of this fruitful hypothesis into the realm of theories.

It has been firmly established as a sufficient explanation for a

host of deposits. Not, however, without sharp attacks. You

perhaps recall a long and determined controversy on the subject
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in the Transactions of the American Institute of Mining En

gineers about five or six years ago. Here and there it may

have been carried too far by its adherents and we all remember

many papers assuming a priori that, because granite appeared

within twenty miles of the deposit, the said deposit was of mag-

matic origin.

The same period also covers a long controversy about the

so-called purely magmatic sulphide deposits of which Sudbury

is the type. Did these sulphides consolidate from a melt or were

they introduced somehow later? We are still discussing the

problem.

Contact metamorphic phenomena have also been given much

attention and have been discussed in detail by many observers

in this country and elsewhere, with the result that our concep

tions have been greatly clarified. As yet, a complete solution

lies in the future.

One of the definite achievements is the established relation

between ore deposits and the roofs or upper parts of batholiths.

Terms like "apically and deeply truncated intrusive masses" have

acquired distinct significance.

At the same time, the dissolving and concentrating power of

circulating surface waters is far from being obsolete. The proofs

that deposits of great importance may be caused by such agencies

have been firmly established in the case of the lead-zinc deposits

of the middle West. In passing we may note that the old con

troversy on this subject is not dead neither here nor abroad.

Some people are hard to convince and still cling to the belief in

all-powerful magmas.

In this as well as in the problem of sulphide enrichment by

descending surface waters, water analyses and their proper in

terpretation have acquired great importance.

The second decade has seen extremely active work in regard

to this sulphide enrichment. Its principles date back to the first

decade, but the application of all modern methods to the problem

is particularly the work of recent years. Experimental work has

confirmed many theories, and physical chemistry has scored

successes in this' field. Nevertheless, we must confess that in

some celebrated cases, like the Butte deposits, the microscope

has failed to give definite and conclusive results, and I would

also point out the uncertainty which still clings to the "hypo-

gene" or "supergene" nature of certain rich silver ores. At any

rate, our facts have been gathered and studied more thoroughly

in this than in other fields.
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The careful examination of water-laid deposits of iron, phos

phates, etc., by modern methods is also mainly the work of these

later years. No one seriously disputes their general mode of

origin but all manner of knotty questions arise when their exact

genesis is to be explained. Such work has been done with

reference to the oolitic iron ores of France, of the Clinton forma

tion in this country, and of Newfoundland.

Classification.—We now know that deposits differ according

to the conditions of pressure and temperature obtaining at their

genesis. Some have formed at great depths and high tempera

ture ; others close to the surface. The mineral assembly gives a

clue to the physical conditions ; the geology and physiography

of the region will tell the story of the extent of the denudation ;

from these data the origin in many cases becomes clear. A basis

for a genetical classification is thus obtained which serves us

well in determining the value of newly discovered deposits.

In connection with this the tendency has been to knit more

closely the deposits with the general geological history of the

different regions ; to discern and define the metallogenetic prov

inces ; to establish certain types of deposits, like the pyrite-

enargite-quartz or the gold-quartz-adularia type; and finally to

outline the metallogenetic history of larger regions. This work

had indeed been begun earlier, but the last ten or fifteen years

have produced striking results from this method.

It is, of course, quite impossible in this bird's-eye view to do

justice to the development of all phases of the science. The

coal resources and the origin of coal received their share of

attention and many monographic reports and manuals have been

published. However, one line of investigation must be referred

to more specifically; that is, the geology of petroleum. We all

know the story of the development of the petroleum resources

of this country, the larger part of which is a matter of the last

fifteen years. It is true that previous to 1907, in fact, from 1870,

much work had been done by the State Surveys of Pennsylvania

and Ohio, and the names of Lesley and Orton are particularly

honored in this connection. Much work had also been done

abroad, in the Caucasus and other districts. One of the most

fruitful conceptions, the anticlinal theory, dates, in fact, as far

back .perhaps as 1876; its exact authorship is a matter of some

dispute. But the real entrance of the petroleum geologist as a

prominent factor, in the industry is much later.

As soon as the oil production ceased to be a provincial

matter of Pennsylvania and Ohio, and as the fields of California,

Wyoming, Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma and Tampico began to be
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developed, then the petroleum geologist emerged and no one

needs to be told of what importance he is today. S. O. S. signals

were sent out for oil geologists all over the world and the supply

did not satisfy the demand. Economic Geology began to fill up

with oil papers, and the United States Geological Survey main

tained a petroleum staff against private competition for men

only with the greatest difficulty. This small army of oil geolo

gists threw themselves into the work with enthusiasm, and as a

result our knowledge of the petroleum deposits is rapidly widen

ing and the literature is now so large that it is difficult to review.

Much has come of it and more will come in the way of knowledge

of the modes of concentration, and the modes of travel in the

rocks of oil and gas and water. It is inevitable that some of

this multitude of petroleum geologists should be below par.

The great majority are able, earnest, scientific men who have

done much to prove how indispensable in modern industry is

the economic geologist.

Mineral Resources and Mineral Control.—It is interesting

to observe how the World War affected the trend of economic

geology. The literature of all countries shows a definite change

from papers of purely scientific type to those dealing with

mineral resources available at home and abroad. How to get

along without some materials ; how to use substitutes for others ;

that was the question of the day. Thus, under the compelling

hand of necessity, geologists turned statisticians and students

of foreign and domestic deposits from this" viewpoint. Previous

to the war some attempts had been made in this direction ; I

refer particularly to the work of the International Geological

Congress in estimating the resources of the world in coal and

iron. It is curious to me to note the absence of any references

to these subjects in my review, written thirteen years ago.

Nevertheless, we were then, in the Geological Survey, laying

the foundations for this very work so urgently required during

the war, and we dimly perceived part of its importance. It

was then that the economic geologists of the Survey were de

tailed to supervise the production statistics of the various mineral

products. There was much criticism of this and no doubt it

has had an unfavorable influence in some directions. Yet, there

was no better school for obtaining an accurate knowledge of

our own resources, and after a fashion we studied those of other

countries. Best of all, a staff was then organized which could

efficiently take up the work when most needed during the war.

And since peace was reached, the importance of these economic

and political questions of the control of minerals has been shown
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in at least three publications written by the men most actively

engaged in the work. And we realize now that this inquiry

so recently developed is to form an important part of the work

of the economic geologist in the future. Statistics are dry sub

ject matter, but for the geologist all these details potentially

contain important discoveries if he refuses to be buried in them

and has time to give them the required concentrated attention.

Keynotes in Recent Work.—I believe there are two trends

of thought which are strongly marked in recent years. The first

is "concentration" ; the second, "geological affiliations." We are

recognizing that a mineral deposit is essentially a concentrated

product, and in most cases the result of many successive concen

trations. To study and to differentiate these modes of concen

tration is one of our principal objects from a theoretical side.

More than that we recognize cycles of concentration followed

by cycles of dissipation and the study of the wanderings of the

elements is one of the most fascinating subjects. For some

elements like phosphorus this has already been done in part;

others offer attractive problems. In laying emphasis on the

"geological affiliations" we take out the deposits from the

narrow detailed examination and test them in their relations to

the geological provinces in which they belong and in relation

to the geological processes to which they are exposed.

Results Achieved and What We Need.—No one can look

over the field of what has been accomplished without being

somewhat terrified at its extent, without feeling somewhat over

whelmed by the mass of details recorded on all subjects and

in all languages.

Many textbooks have been printed of late, most of them

good in some aspect. Our Geological Survey turns out material

for the science in imposing volume. Twenty-one large mono

graphs and hundreds of bulletins have been issued since 1907.

State Surveys follow suit. Other countries contribute literature

smaller than ours, yet very large. We have a journal, Economic

Geology, of which we are justly proud, and which records cur

rent thought and current work in our science. It appears to

me that what we need more than anything else at present is to

arrange our details and to take time to think broadly and try

to generalize broadly. And yet this is most difficult to do. All

of us are somewhat like squirrels in our cages : we run our wheel

without ceasing and we think we have to do it. One subject

after another occupies our time, the details of one after the

details of others. We write often without knowing what has

been clone before us, we spoil much paper and printer's ink, when
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what we really need is hard study and deep thinking. Perhaps

you think, out of courtesy to your retiring President, that his

paper is an exception. It is not; it is tarred by the same brush,

and he knows it well.

The newly elected President, J. E. Spurr, then spoke as

follows on

The Organization of the Mining Industry.

My first thought is one of hope that during the coming year

the Society will continue the good record which it has made

under the distinguished men who have preceded me. And that

focuses my thoughts on the Society more intently than formerly

—on who we are, and what we are banded together for. Here

is an organization, of which I was a charter member, which has

grown in quiet dignity and influence for years. What part can

it take in the industry and the world during the coming year?

I frequently have heard queries concerning the objects of

the Society. I think these objects were expressed most compre

hensively in an address by our former President, Mr. Knox.

The Society specializes not in the technical problems of mining,

but in the broader problems affecting the industry. Now there

never was a time when study of these problems and the active

exertion of influence by experts is more necessary than at

present. We are just beginning in this country to change from

a fragmental to a comprehensive mental grasp of the mining

industry; to see. the industry as closely interwoven with other

industries, and affected vitally for good or harm by every

economic factor; and to see it as a problem which cannot intelli

gently be investigated except from the world point of view.

Whatever politicians may be, students of mining must be inter

national. The science of business and economics, some tell us,

has not arrived even approximately at the stage of exactness on

account of the human psychology factor involved, although some

psychologists are trying to demonstrate that this factor also may

be correctly evaluated. Therefore, mining partakes of the blind

or speculative feature of most other industries, not only on ac

count of the complexity and uncertainty of ore occurrence, but

because of fluctuating prices and demand, factors of govern

mental action by our own or other governments, new processes

of reduction, and the general economic and industrial situation,

including taxes, immigration, labor, and finance.

Now these problems cannot all be solved at once, nor can

we solve any of them at once; but to work on the individual

factors will increase our knowledge and command. Members of
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this Society have done pioneer work along many of these lines.

Mr. Finlay, for example, in his broad studies of mining costs ;

Mr. Ingalls in his studies of the labor problem ; and the retiring

President in his elucidation of the principles of ore deposition.

We must pick up the torch and carry it on.

As we look back on the past few years, we note, first, an

increasing tendency for people to carry their troubles to Wash

ington and to rely on Washington to legislate these troubles out

of existence ; second, a tendency for Washington itself to accept

this responsibility and attempt to handle all problems, even if

only by fits and starts. The Federal Government is at least a

natural nucleus for the many interlacing and opposing move

ments and organizations which we have ; and the same is true

in foreign countries. Higher organization appears to be an un-

escapable tendency, and we must work with the tide, not against

it. Therefore, all major interests and movements have endeav

ored to secure an adequate representation in Washington. Such,

for example, are agriculture and commerce, each represented by

a department ; arid movements are on foot to secure a Depart

ment of Public Health, a Department of Education, and, for

the engineers in general, a Department of Public Works.

Most of us have affiliations that represent a fairly broad

range. I, myself, for example, am affiliated chiefly with the

mining industry, but also with the engineers, the geologists,

the farmers, the foresters, and a number of other groups. The

organization of the Federated American Engineering Societies

has been a wise and a needed one, and we are proud that a

mining engineer is its president. But the Mining and Metal

lurgical Society represents first the mining industry; and it is

necessary that the forces of this industry be co-ordinated and

unified, if the industry is not to be out-organized by others.

Those of us who are familiar with Washington know that the

representation of the mining industry in Washington is not

properly co-ordinated or unified. During the war, when the

need for co-operation and action subordinated other motives, a

curious and interesting committee was voluntarily organized,

called the Committee on Mineral Information, with delegates

from fifteen or twenty departments and bureaus in the Govern

ment, to which one phase or another of the mineral problem

was vital. This committee exchanged information, helped to

avoid duplication, and assisted in formulating policies. The

main work and control of the great mineral problems which

beset the Government during the war was somewhere in and

among the War Industries Board, the Bureau of Mines, and the
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Geological Survey. Co-ordination was established by informal

committees, and sometimes was imperfectly established, as be

tween the War Industries Board and the Interior Department.

With the close of the war, and the dissolution of the War Indus

tries Board, and the passing away of the War Minerals Investi

gation Organization of the Bureau of Mines, together with the

losses in efficiency in both Department of the Interior bureaus

due to wholesale resignations and the lack of funds, the after-

war period finds the representation of the mining industry not

more improved than before the war. Only the other day, an

instance came to my notice of an important investigation which

had been prosecuted by the Geological Survey and the Bureau

of Mines independently and to the same conclusions, and with

out the knowledge of one another; and the indications are that

this parallel work will continue.

On the other hand, in the legislative branch of the Govern

ment, measures affecting the mining industry have been and

will be constantly under consideration. Some of these will be

passed, possibly in a garbled and impossible form ; many will be

rejected. It is necessary that the committees of Congress which

consider these things should have the best information and ad

vice. The Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines, through

the Secretary of the Interior, will doubtless be consulted ; but

Congress will not, in the future, any more than in the past, de

pend exclusively on these. There will be strong arguments of

interested parties to consider, and the influences of special organ

izations. The organization most active in influencing mining

legislation in Washington is the American Mining Congress,

which is increasing its Washington organization, employing

special experts on taxation, war minerals relief, the gold mining

problem, and other subjects. This organization undertakes not

only to influence legislation, but to some extent to influence the

activities of the mineral bureaus of the Government in behalf

of the mining industries. Indeed, I believe that it was re

sponsible for the creation of the Bureau of Mines. The Feder

ated American Engineering Societies has also established an

office in Washington, partly also to influence legislation ; but the

devotion of its attention to the mining industry is likely to be

quite subordinate. During the past year, the American Institute

of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers has modified its previous

policy so far as tq enter upon consideration of the non-technical

problems of mining, and has considered in its meetings such

problems as the organization and economics of the coal industry,

and had an active committee working on the mine taxation prob
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lem. Quite recently a Society of Economic Geologists has been

organized, and a committee has been appointed to consider the

question of a unified mineral policy at Washington.

I feel that the maximum co-ordination and co-operation on

the part of all these agencies is advisable to secure an intelligent

mineral policy on the part of the Government. This co-ordina

tion of effort should be one of our problems, and from the very

purposes for which the Mining and Metallurgical Society of

America was organized, it seems to me essential that we should

not neglect to take our part in this. I do not know how much

we can do, but we should shape our influences in the right

direction.'

One of the things which I feel we might perhaps decide

to support is a bill originally introduced by Senator Henderson

to put the Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey under an

Assistant Secretary of the Interior, to be a technically qualified

man appointed by the President at an adequate salary. The

American Mining Congress has voted to support this plan, which

would insure adequate co-ordination and representation of the

mining industry in the executive branch of the Government. It

would, in fact, constitute practically an under-secretary of mines

without increasing the number of the President's cabinet officers.

Another bill which it is announced will be pushed is Senator

Phelan's bill for reciprocity with foreign nations on oil questions,

designed to bring about a showdown and a fair deal between

different countries. You may remember that quite recently

Secretary Colby openly protested to Lloyd George concerning

certain features of England's petroleum policy. And this brings

up the whole question of the protection of our mining industry

in foreign countries, whether it be Mexico or China.

The question of our own mineral land laws is also still

important, and we are all awaiting the report of the committee

of which Mr. Ingalls is chairman. Tariff bills of various kinds

to foster this mineral industry and that will be proposed to

Congress, and these problems should be included among those

which we may consider and form opinions on, and on which we

should be ready to help where we can. The Pittman act, which

stabilizes domestic silver for a few years, will probably be at

tacked, and a repeal asked in the interests of governmental econ

omy. What should be our attitude concerning this? The

McFadden bill to subsidize the gold producer and have the

difference paid by the buyer of jewelry is one that has been

actively agitated, and is something on which we should all form

an opinion, and possibly the Society may decide on a policy.
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I am glad to offer you my help in working on these prob

lems or any others which may arise ; and I know that the more

experienced members who are on the Council will stabilize all

our actions.

COUNCIL.

Meeting of Jan. 11, 1921.

A meeting of the Council was held at the Columbia Univer

sity Club, at 3 p. m., Jan. 11, 1921, the following attending:

Waldemar Lindgren, President; Messrs. Yeatman, Ingalls,

Westervelt, Knox, Spurr and Sharpless. The minutes of the

previous meeting were approved.

Annual Medal.—After the report on votes cast, the President

announced that the Annual Medal for 1921 had been awarded

to Charles W. Goodale for "Distinguished Service in Increasing

the Safety of Men in Mining and Metallurgical Operations."

Membership in the Federated American Engineering So

cieties.—The Secretary reported that all ballots had been counted

and segregated, and of these ballots, 47 per cent voted in favor

of joining; 50 per cent voted in favor of not joining, or of not

joining at present, and 3 per cent expressed no choice. A

number of letters were read giving the reasons for the votes

cast.

After a full discussion of the subject, the Secretary was

instructed, upon motion, to send to the Secretary of the Federa

tion the following letter:

Dear Sir:

By order of the Council, I am instructed to communicate with you

as follows:

The Council of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America

discussed at some length at its November meeting the invitation of the

Federation to become one of its charter members.

The advisability of doing this was not apparent to all members of

the Council, so it was decided to refer the matter to the entire mem

bership.

From this referendum, it is evident that a large majority of our

members approve of the principles involved in the Federation; they hope

and believe that it will be successful; but they feel that through other

technical organizations in which they have membership they have full

representation in the Federation, and that additional membership

through the Mining and Metallurgical Society would be mere duplica

tion without corresponding advantage.
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For these reasons, and respecting the thoughts of many members,

the Council has decided that the Society should not for the present

accept the invitation to become a charter member.

In declining the invitation, however, the Council wishes it clearly

understood that, insofar as the objects of the Federation are understood,

the Society is heartily in accord with them, and non-acceptance means

that the majority of our members hope to further those objects, and

believe that they can do so more effectively as an independent organ

ization.

Dues for the Year 1921.—The Secretary reported the result

of the referendum upon dues for the year 1921 to be as follows:

Eighty-three per cent in favor of paying $15 ; 10 per cent opposed

to raising the dues ; 7 per cent against raising the dues, because

they feel that existing conditions are only temporary, that lower

prices will soon prevail, and that dues, once raised, will never

be reduced.

The Secretary pointed out that contracts covering the

greater portion of the expenses of the Society would have to

be made during the present month, and that any reduction in

expenses would not be felt materially during 1921.

After full discussion, and bearing in mind the large majority

favoring an increase for 1921, the Council instructed the Secre

tary to send bills for $15, making it clear that the added $5

was by common consent of the membership and only for the

year 1921.

Committee on Post-Graduate Education.—The Secretary

reported the receipt of the report of this committee and was

instructed to have it printed for discussion by correspondence

and in meetings.

The foregoing concluded the work of the Council constituted

as of 1920. Immediately after its adjournment President-elect

J. E. Spurr called a meeting of the new Council, the same mem

bers attending.

The object of this meeting was to discuss the work of the

Society for the year 1921. All members present expressed their

views, but before deciding upon any definite policy it was

thought desirable to ask each member of the Council to submit

his suggestions in writing. Upon receipt of these suggestions a

Council meeting will be held and the work of the year planned.

F. F. Sharpless,

Secretary.
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POST-GRADUATE EDUCATION.

An analysis of the program of the Society for 1919—the Read

justment of the Mineral Industry to Peace Conditions—demanded

an investigation of the instruments available for the conduct of that

industry, and an answer was sought to the question: Is the human

element involved—the laborers and the directors of labor—of the

best possible quality, or is it susceptible of improvement? To this

end committees were appointed on Vocational Training, Technical

Education, and Post-graduate Education, of which the first and

second are now approaching the consummation of their work, and

the last has already rendered a report. Since a system of post

graduate education is practiced in England, the chairman, as a

resident of London, was eminently qualified to study that system

with reference to its possible application to American conditions, and

submit his findings to his colleagues for their criticism. The com

mittee on Post-graduate Education was composed originally of R.

Gilman Brown, chairman ; Fred Hellmann ; R. C. Gemmell ; and Pope

Yeatman, all men of wide experience in the management of large

staff's of young engineers. Later Prof. Robert Peele and H. H. Knox

(vice Pope Yeatman, resigned) were added. Owing to the disper

sion of the members in Europe, South and North America it was

not found practicable to attempt a joint report, and therefore each

member has contributed independently his comments on the chair

man's project.

It is proposed at an early date to submit the subject to discussion

by the Sections of the Society in order to elicit the members' views on

the question of (1) the possible advantage of an attempt to bridge

the gap between the collegiate and the practical life and (2) the

means of accomplishing that end.

Some of the members who will read the following reports may,

perhaps, be prejudiced by the use of the word godfather, which might

be interpreted to imply a degree of protegeism, which is doubtless

not meant in any case. The substitution of the word adviser will

enable these members to read the reports without that possible bias,
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and this will probably convey more nearly the average meaning of the

committee.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE.

In submitting the accompanying notes on post-graduate courses I feel

constrained to apologize for their incompleteness and lack of finality. Work

ing alone, as the circumstances made necessary, I have been deprived of the

opportunity of threshing out debatable points in conversation, mind polishing

itself against mind, impressions being thereby hardened into conviction. I

have, however, availed myself of the opportunity afforded' by the presence of

Mr. H. H. Knox in England during the summer to discuss the subject with

him, and I believe that the conclusions I have reached are substantially shared

by him.

The venue must now be moved to the United States, and I am suggesting

to the President that he appoint Mr. H. H. Knox as deputy chairman for

meetings to be held there, and that further the committee should be given

power to co-opt others to act with them in their deliberations.

R. Gilman Brown.

London, August 17, 1920.

Notes on Post-graduate Courses of the Institution of Mining

and Metallurgy.

Aim.—To give selected technical graduates an exceptional op

portunity of becoming generally conversant with the practical side

of their profession.

Selection.—Graduates are nominated by professors from the

most promising members of the graduating class in the Royal School

of Mines and of one or two other prominent technical schools in

England. The selection is not based so much on scholarship as on

general capacity and capability. From these candidates the post

graduate students are selected by the Scholarship Committee of the

Institution with the advice of the Secretary who has made it his

business to get into personal touch with' the students, study their

characters and secure as intimate a knowledge of them as possible.

The number chosen corresponds with the ascertained number of

vacancies available for the coming year. A limited number of schol

arships of £50 each are also awarded to help the most needy in their

traveling expense and cost of outfit.

Places of Training.—By arrangement certain mining companies

or groups have agreed to have one or more students allocated to them

each year on the understanding that a small wage will be paid, cal
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culated as adequate to meet their expenses ; in pre-war times this

amount was from £10 to £12 a month.

Course.—This consists of passing through as many of the vari

ous departments as possible, engaging for a short time in the manual

work of each. The aim is not to make the student an adept worker,

but to give him an opportunity to grasp what is required of the

worker, what is a good day's work, and in fine to obtain a mental

grasp of what work is. At the same time he learns how the whole

machine functions, how each department meshes in with the others.

Naturally, graduates in metallurgy spend more time in mill and re

duction plants, and graduates in mining, in mining work, but it is

considered essential that each shall have some training in all depart

ments. One year has been adopted as the best period, but in some

cases this has been exceeded even up to three years.

Reports and Diplomas.-—For each three months' period the stu

dent sends a report to the Institution reciting what departments he

has been working in and the time spent in each. This is endorsed

as correct by the manager of the property with comments as to how

the individual has acquitted himself.

At the conclusion of the course the student receives a diploma

from the Institution stating over the signatures of the President and

Secretary that he has completed a post-graduate course of

months at the mine to the satisfaction of the manager

of the property and of the Council of the Institution of Mining and

Metallurgy.

In addition to the formal reports, each student is encouraged to

correspond freely and intimately with the Secretary of the Institu

tion, to tell his troubles and ask for advice on any question that may

arise. As a means of getting into such close touch as will make this

personal correspondence natural and easy, the Secretary has been in

the habit of giving a dinner to all the outgoing students of a year,

thus establishing a friendly connection with each. This affords him

the opportunity lightly to chaff the men about their idiosyncrasies,

point out when certain tendencies should be curbed, etc. The stu

dents have not failed to take full advantage of the opportunity to

correspond with the Secretary and have undoubtedly gained much

by it.

Results.—Mr. Edward Hooper gave the statistical results of the

courses in his speech at the twenty-first annual anniversary dinner of

the Institution in 1913, of which the following is a summary:

In nine years 100 graduates had been selected and sent out;

90 per cent of them were communicated with and 63 sent replies.

The following table shows the number of men who have put in one,
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two, three and up to seven years of work after the completion of the

post-graduate course, and the average salary received for the last

year:

Number Last annual

Years. of Men. Salary.

1 58 £235

2 54 • £336

3 40 £404

4 24 £529

5 13 £595

6 8 £670

7 3 .....£1,033

Interesting and suggestive as these figures are it must not be

forgotten that they are the salaries of selected men and success may

not be due to the post-graduate training. More weight attaches to

the individual testimony. Of this Mr. Hooper says, "They are

almost to a man unanimous .... as to the great advantage they

have derived from the courses or, as one man put it, 'The courses

are a splendid help, giving the general knowledge in various depart

ments that one wants, and in most cases a decent job on completion

seems assured.' "

Entirely confirming the foregoing have been talks with a number

of post-graduate students. The striking feature of this evidence

has been the tribute to the personal touch supplied by the Secretary

of the Institution.

R. Gilman Brown.

Comments.

R. Gilman Brown.—In discussing the I. M. M. scheme, as

above outlined, it will be convenient to consider separately : ( 1 ) The

desirability of the aim, and (2) the method of attaining it.

(1) That men of exceptional ability should have exceptional

opportunity has been generally accepted by educational institutions

at home and abroad, as witness the establishment of scholarships

awarded on the basis of merit. It is, however, a fair question to ask

whether the provision of exceptional "opportunity of becoming gen

erally conversant with the practical side of their profession" is the

best way of giving exceptional opportunity. A priori arguments on

one side or the other of this question might be multiplied : the numb

ing influence of too much good fortune ; the fact that some characters

develop best under difficulties; the enobling effect of advance per

aspera ad astra, etc. But against these and similar arguments can

be opposed the facts that good fortune does not numb all, that

difficulties discourage many, and that asperities have been known to

stop all advance.
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In fact, all such arguments apply to special cases, whereas we

are considering a general formula applicable to the vast majority.

But to admit that some measure of exceptional opportunity is of

advantage is not the equivalent of endorsing the Institution plan as

suitable for grafting on to the activities of the American society.

The conditions in England and America are essentially different.

In America the opportunities to obtain practical experience exist

almost at our doors, so that there is not the same reason for the post

graduate courses. Many of our graduates have for years past elected

to get into practice by beginning with the manual work. It can be

recognized that this is not the exact equivalent of the Institution

plan in that it does not comprise passing through all the departments

of a particular organization. But in practice it is such a close ap

proximation as hardly to warrant special attempts to expand it.

(2) It does not seem to me worth while to go into a long analysis

of the modus operandi because there is one fundamental feature that

a society of our limitations could not adopt. I refer to the important

part played by the Secretary. The I. M. M. is fortunate in having

a permanent, whole-time official, possessing a high personal standard

coupled with rare tact and personal magnetism in dealing with young

men. I am convinced that to this more than anything else is due the

admitted success of the I. M. M. post-graduate courses.

Granting, as I am convinced we must, that it is the personal in

fluence and sympathy that is the secret of the success of the I. M. M.

scheme, can we devise any equivalent within our limitations ? What

would be the desiderata for such an equivalent ?

The influence must be personal—not that of a committee, but of

an individual. It does not follow, however, that the individual could

not be multiplied into a group of individuals, each the particular

mentor or godfather for one student. Let us follow this godfather

idea further, developing the desiderata as they apply to each separate

godfather. He must be :

A volunteer.

Sympathetic, mature, wise and of high ideals.

Ready to find leisure to devote to his godson.

The godfather idea, as here conceived, rests on the assumption

that graduates will be somehow selected, that they will be going to

work somewhere. No method of selection on. formula of work has

been assumed.

Side by side with the personal desiderata are certain inhibitions :

(a) The godfather cannot have a godchild in his own works or

any works for which he is consultant ; this would put both

in a false position.
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(b) The godfather must have no implied responsibility for

finding a post for the godchild or acting in any way as his

patron.

These two inhibitions open up several vistas that are at least

perplexing. These are so important that the matter must be exam

ined even at tedious length.

The inhibition in (a) may not be enough. The godfather is

very likely to know the men responsible for the work at which his

godchild is, and whether he reveres or dislikes them the result may

be equally awkward.

Let us assume a likely case : M has a godchild X at N's works ;

M is acquainted with N ; X happens to boast that he is a protege of

M's. It does not matter that in reality he is not, for the rest of the

staff will not know of the conditions and will quite naturally believe

X ; they know that N and M are friends and jump to the conclusion

that X has favor shown him. Trouble results. One can combine M,

N and X in various ways and the result is equally disastrous.

Similarly the condition covered in (b) holds out disquieting

prospects.

My own conclusions may be summarized as follows:

The I. M. M. scheme has been a success.

The I. M. M. scheme fills a definite want peculiar to Great

Britain and non-existent to any great extent with us.

The success has been chiefly due to the Secretary of the In

stitution.

The godfather idea seems to contain in embryo a method by

which we could duplicate the personal influence.

I have pointed out the needs of such a system and also some of

the most apparent objections. -

The question to be decided is whether these objections are in

superable, and whether the personal influence is valuable enough to

be an end in itself.

In conclusion, I believe that if discussion results in a decision to

consider the installation of the godfather scheme, or any other on

similar lines, the first step should be tentative so that the plan can

evolve on natural lines.

R. Gilman Brown.1—Since handing you my notes on this sub

ject it has been suggested that I should give you personally an outline

of what conceivably could be accomplished by the proposed mentor

or godfather plan.

1In a letter to H. H. Knox, dated London, September 2, 1920.
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I came to the conclusion that the chief factor in the success of

the I. M. M. scheme was the influence of the Secretary, and in pro

posing the godfather plan for consideration I had in mind that

by this means we could duplicate the personal factor and even

strengthen it.

What could be hoped for would be largely but not solely on the

character building side. Technical advice would almost to a certainty

be offered and, if offered tactfuly, absorbed. Very possibly the

character building would only be in the form of obiter dicta, casual

drops of wisdom from the store of one who has arrived, but for that

very reason more effective.

I would hope that by this medium the true aims of professional

life could be brought into their proper perspective; an idealism fos

tered that would be practical and not a mere chasing of rainbows ;

mere money getting as such put second to the duty owed through our

profession to our fellows ; less thought of what we get from our

work by recognizing that those receive most who give most ; a per

ception that some wealth costs too much.

I recognize that these considerations may be held by some as

foreign to the concerns of our profession. In reply to such I would

say tbat at the least they are common to good citizens of all profes

sions or of no profession at all ; further, that our calling, being basic

ally practical, is particularly open to the fault of being nothing more

than that, of ignoring the duties of citizenship; and that any antidote

to this tendency cannot be foreign to our concerns.

There should be in our Society a sufficient number to whom such

idealism appeals ; who feel impelled to some other achievement than

mere material success; who are convinced of the duty of service.

From this class would be drawn the godfathers. None others would

answer. And after all, as I view it, the godfathers would make or

mar the scheme.

On the more technical side I can visualize a great advantage to

come out of this. The experienced godfather would point out to

the young engineer that even though he may be aiming to be a

specialist, that does not excuse him from cultivating wide interests.

In fact, that it is all the more incumbent upon him to do so as an

offset to the cramping effect of special attention to particular

branches.

I have tried to set down briefly what are the outstanding pos

sibilities with no attempt at being exhaustive. My hope is, how

ever, that I have opened up avenues of thought.

Robert Peele.1—President Lindgren has requested me to

1Dated New York, November 3, 1920.
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serve on the committee, and contribute to the discussion of the re

port of Mr. R. Gilman Brown on the post-graduate courses of study

and training carried on under the auspices of the Institution of Min

ing and Metallurgy. As Mr. Brown has given a concise description

of the plan and its mode of operation, a re-statement is unnecessary

here.

The object aimed at, "to give selected technical graduates an

exceptional opportunity to become conversant with the practical side

of their profession," constitutes an attempt to deal with a condition

that has been considered unsatisfactory by some employers of young

engineers. It has been pointed out that the young graduate often

finds himself unable at first fully to meet the demands upon him, and,

therefore, that he gets his start in the field more or less at the expense

of his first employers. In other words, that there is a gap between

the end of his school training and a condition of reasonable efficiency

and usefulness, that should in some way be bridged over. There is

a measure of truth in this contention—apparently enough to keep

the matter alive; and from time to time, different modes of dealing

with the situation have been proposed or tried.

In the United States, some practicing engineers and other em

ployers of young graduates have looked to the schools of mines them

selves to provide a remedy by : ( 1 ) conducting certain post-graduate

work and study at selected mines, where the necessary facilities for

small groups of men could be obtained; (2) arranging for individual

graduates to spend a period of time at mines where they would be

given opportunity to pass through the different departments, working

in each long enough to become fairly familiar with the details of its

operation; (3) encouraging graduates to devote a year or two to

actual manual work for wages in mines or metallurgical establish

ments. It has been held that by such means fhe post-graduate period

of imperfect fruition, noted in the case of some young men, would

be shortened.

The Institution of Mining and Metallurgy has adopted the second

mode of procedure. The plan has been in operation since about 1904,

and Mr. Brown finds that a considerable measure of success has

been attained. In the first nine years, 100 graduates were selected

and sent out to mines. The question before our Committee is sub

stantially whether or not such a plan is adaptable to the conditions

existing in the United States.

I. One of the outstanding facts in the case is that, so far as the

selection of the young men is concerned, the I. M. M. plan has been

operating in the geographically small field of England ; and, as stated

bv Mr. Brown, it applies only to graduates of the Royal School of

Mines and one or two other prominent English technical schools.
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In the United States, the conditions are wholly different. Here,

in 1919, there were 43 institutions offering courses for the training

of mining engineers. Seven of these are separate and independent

mining schools ; the others, schools or departments forming divisions

of universities or large technological institutions. In looking up the

subject for a paper that I read before the Mining and Metallurgical

Society in December, 1919, I found the total number of students in

mining and metallurgy at that time in the United States was roughly

2,500. Many of these, however, were "special students," not work

ing for a degree. It should be reasonable to assume that, say, 350

young graduates are turned out each year.

If the I. M. M. plan, or some modification of it, were adopted in

this country, it would, I think, have to apply potentially to the entire

body of young men graduates annually. Those in administrative

control of the plan would, at least, be confronted by the possibility

of having to deal with an embarrassingly large body of graduates.

I do not see how the activities of an officer or committee in charge

of the work could bei limited to the graduates of a few schools only.

Personally, I should not like to assume the responsibility of making

a selected list of schools. For, aside from the difficulty and even

unpleasantness of making distinctions between the different schools,

it would be impossible to maintain or prove that the best men are

always to be found amongst the graduates of the schools having the

best curricula and the most efficient corps of instructors. What a

student really gets out of his course of study depends more upon his

personal, characteristics, his natural ability and capacity for effectual

work, than upon the particular school or course of training from

which he graduates.

If this view be correct, it appears at the outset that the plan

would have to apply to a much larger number of graduates than are

dealt with in connection with the I. M. M. postgraduate courses, and

that they would be distributed over a territory far larger than Eng

land.

II. Another important feature of the situation is referred to by

Mr. Brown, in his discussion on the modus operandi (page 59).

He ascribes much of the success of the I. M. M. plan to the unusual

personal qualifications of the Secretary of the Institution, Mr. Mc-

Dertnid; his tact in dealing with young men, and also the fact that

he gives his whole time to the business of the Institution. He even

has the habit of giving a dinner to all the students of a year, finding

that this helps to establish cordial relations with them. All must

agree that personal influence and sympathy with the student are

essential to the success of a plan of this kind. Mr. McDermid is

not only largely instrumental in selecting the candidates, but keeps
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in touch with them by correspondence throughout the period of their

post-graduate training.

Even if we had a Secretary whose entire time could be devoted

to the Society's business, it would not, I think, be possible for him

to deal effectually with so large a number of young men, scattered

over a country the size of ours.

III. We must agree, I think, with Mr. Brown that, in view of

the importance of the personal influence of the director of the post

graduate courses, the functions of this director could not be suc

cessfully undertaken by a committee. Air. Brown discusses, how

ever, the possibility of substituting for a single director a group of

individuals, each of whom would be the adviser, mentor, or god

father, of one student.

This idea might be workable in dealing.with a few students each

year, as in England. But a large corps of godfathers would be

necessary if the plan were adopted here, and the question arises

whether it would be possible to secure a sufficient number of suit

able men, each of whom should be, in Mr. Brown's words, "sym

pathetic, mature, wise, of high ideals, and ready to find leisure to

devote to his godchild." Certain inhibitions respecting the godfathers,

mentioned by Mr. Brown are unquestionably well founded, and

need not be enlarged on here.

Having set forth the general conditions that would affect the

operation here of a plan framed on the lines of the I. M. M. post

graduate courses, it is now necessary to consider a matter of prime

importance to which Mr. Brown adverts, but which he does not

discuss at length; viz., the godfather idea, or any modification of it

"rests on the assumption that the graduates will be somehow se

lected," and that they will be put at work somewhere.

It is clearly implied in this statement that, even if the godfather

idea be entertained, there must still be some properly qualified and

responsible authority, whose duty it would be: (1) to select the

candidates and have at least some control over the selection of the

godfathers; (2) to find suitable mines where the graduates could

undergo their training.

(1) I confess that I do not see how the required number of

godfathers could be found, and the mode of procedure so formu

lated and standardized as to be in reasonable measure under control.

It would be essential to the success of the plan that the godfather's

functions, and his relations to his protege, be governed by a definite

policy. Otherwise, uniformity in the results could not be realized.

In my opinion there would still have to be some central authority—an

individual or a committee—to take charge of the records, together

with the correspondence with the godfathers and their correspond
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ence with the graduates. Could our Society undertake these duties

and responsibilities?

(2) Regarding the second point, it may be appropriate for me

to say that, for 22 years of my connection with the teaching staff of

the Columbia School of Mines, I had charge of the students' summer

field study in mining. Each year I corresponded with managers of

mines judged suitable for the purpose, to secure their consent and

make the necessary arrangements. For 13 years of the 22, I acccom-

panied the students in the field, remaining with them for six weeks

in each summer, to organize and direct their course of study, under

ground and on the surface. Though my requests for the necessary

permission and facilities were almost invariably cheerfully granted

by the mine managers, the task of conducting this field work was

by no means a light one, and I know from experience what the re

sponsibility involves.

In connection with the post-graduate courses under considera

tion, the facilities required could be arranged for by a committee

quite as well as by an individual; and perhaps even more easily,

oecause of the wider acquaintance with mine managers collectively

possessed by the members of a committee. But, some central, perma

nent authority, either the chairman of the committee, or some other

individual, would still be needed, to insure continuity and uniformity

of administration.

Several other points bearing on the question may be briefly

discussed.

(a) In the United States, there does not seem to be the same

need for organized post-graduate courses of study as in England

(Mr. Brown refers to this). Hero, any mining student having the

desire and energy to spend added time in graduate work or study,

can, at small cost, reach regions containing numerous well operated

mines. Under the I. M. M. plan, on the contrary, practically all the

students have to be sent out of the country, to mines in South Africa,

Australia and elsewhere.

(b) I incline to the opinion that, when an engineering student

has finished his prescribed school training, it is generally best for him

to begin his field career at once, resting on his own responsibility.

Under protracted tutelage, many students get restless and are apt to

"go stale."

(c) The premises upon which is based the criticism that the

young graduate is not reasonably efficient and useful at the start

have some foundation in the sense that there are individuals graduat

ing each year from every school, who are below the average in native

ability, energy and attainment. I believe it is the existence of these

minority cases that gives rise to the criticism that some graduates of

mining schools fail to make good on beginning their field work. My
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own experience of many years, as a sort of unofficial employment

bureau for young mining engineers, has shown that most graduates

of our best schools do, from the start, give satisfaction to their

employers.

(d) There are usually a few men in every class, who, while

they have not attained marked success as students according to the

usual standards, nevertheless, to a careful observer exhibit evidences

of latent ability. If left entirely to their own resources and initiative,

they may not develop fully until they have been subjected to the

stimulus of actual work in the field, and personal responsibility for

their own success.

These students, I think, have more need of the advantages of

post-graduate training than the exceptional men, who have made

their mark while undergraduates. The latter are likely to be successful

in their field work from the start, without special aid or encourage

ment.

Summarizing, my conclusion is that it would be inadvisable to

introduce here a formal post-graduate course of training, because

of the following considerations :

The size of the United States.

The large number of widely separate mining schools, from

which graduates would have to be chosen.

The number of students that would probably have to be

provided for.

There is not the same need for such training in this coun

try, as in England.

The necessity of maintaining a suitable official to attend to

the detailed operation of the plan.

H. H. Knox.1—I am in complete accord with your judgment

that the system of post-graduate instruction practiced by the Institu

tion of Mining and Metallurgy is not applicable to American condi

tions, but that it is, nevertheless, suggestive of certain possibilities

worthy of further elaboration and discussion. It seems to me that

the field might best be cleared for debate by answering two questions

involving the elements of the issue :

(1) Is it desirable to have any extension of technical education

beyond that already provided by the technical schools?

In one respect my answer is affirmative. While matters of cur

ricula and instruction lie outside the scope of our inquiry, it will no

doubt be generally conceded that our leading schools of mines,

through their courses leading to the doctor's degree in science or

philosophy, offer to the student all necessary facilities for specializing

according to his desires. Thus the duly matriculated student is

well cared for—in the opinion of many too well, or, rather, too

'Communication to R. Gilman Brown, dated New York, December 2, 1920.
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much cared for. The multiplication of mining schools has been

overdone, and, aside from the waste of public funds, has, by render

ing the acquirement of a higher education too easy, spoiled many a

good carpenter or mechanic in making a poor engineer. But what

of the man working his way up in practice toward a professional

standing? What of the graduate engineer desiring to fill some

hiatus in his knowledge? Of these our educational system takes no

heed. An experience of my own is illustrative of the conditions. I

had left the school of mines well behind when I first heard the

names of MacArthur and Forrest. At the first opportunity I sought

to familiarize myself with the cyanide process by a brief laboratory

course at a university and I succeeded in accomplishing this by a

private arrangement with an instructor. Here no provision had been

made for my case, and I was dependent solely on the good will of

an individual.

The principle underlying higher education in America, in my

judgment, comoares unfavorably with the' European principle. Here

the university is but an extension of the lower school. The pupil

enters, remains, and finally departs, through the gateways of exami

nations ; his sole aim is a degree. In short, the university is essentially

a mechanism for attaching diplomas to young men, and it is indeed

fortunate if, after the accomplishment of this act, the jaded faculty

have any time and spirit left for original work and contributions to

learning.

In Europe, on the other hand, the point of view is subjective.

The university is an institution for the advancement of knowledge,

a function which it fulfills not alone by imparting knowledge, but bv

creating it. Like its American counterpart, it confers degrees, but it

confers them on those who can demonstrate their proficiency regard

less of where or how that proficiency has been acquired. The exam

iners at Tubigen would find little interest in the fact that the candi

date's studies had been pursued chiefly at Paris and Cambridge.

This leads to freedom of migration, for the student seeks not so

much the school as the man, and will go to one place to work under

Ostwald and to another to hear Daubree. If he desires the cachet

of a degree, he applies for it ; otherwise he follows his own devices

and renders account to no one, for the university is a font of knowl

edge where all who thirst may drink.

It is not here asserted that it would be desirable to reform the

American svstem along European lines. Even if desirable it would

be impossible, but it is averred that American colleges would better

serve the public interest if, without detriment to their undergraduate

and post-graduate courses, their courses for special students, their

summer and university extension courses, they would go but a step

further and open their facilities to extra-graduate students. By this
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term I mean anyone, regardless of age, station or education, who

desires instruction in any subject whatever, and whose time devoted

to it may be limited to anything between four days and four years.

He should be the only judge of his own needs and the fact that he

wants should be his only justification. Should this privilege be

accorded there would be small occasion for alarm that it would be

abused, nor, I apprehend, need the trustees fear the crush at the

gates. The hunger for knowledge is not yet a public menace and

there is small danger of an unwieldy bread line.

(2) Is it desirable to mitigate the abrupt transition from the

college to the field?

To this question also I return an affirmative answer. The out

look on life of the undergraduate is diametrically opposed to that of

the engineer ; the one is intent solely on receiving information, while

I he other subordinates this to his main object of translating his

knowledge into service. It is not to be expected that the young

graduate will readily grasp the fact that he is as yet only an engineer

in the making and that his aim will be best attained by sinking his

material interests in his devotion to his work and loyalty to his

employers, finding his compensation in experience gained rather than

in seeking it outside of his duties. If he starts wrong it is usually

due to his inexperience of life, his failure to see conduct in all its

bearings. If he quietly stakes out an adjoining claim it is because

he sees in the act only his own cleverness and enterprise and over

looks its disloyalty.

At this most critical stage of his career who is to help him?

Little in the way of character building can reasonably be expected

from our larger educational institutions and even less from the

newspapers and popular magazines which, in most cases, will form

the bulk of his reading. Even the most authoritative sources may

at times fail him, for have we not seen the spectacle of a leading

light of the profession counseling the young man to demand contin

gent fees?

To bridge the gulf dividing the practical life from the scholastic,

you, Mr. Chairman, propose that an effort be made to provide the

tyro with the opportunity to enter into relations with an older engi

neer such as may subsist between a man of the world and a youth,

to the end that the latter may derive such benefit as he is capable of

receiving and the former is capable of bestowing. Our fellow mem

bers will approve or reject this plan, each according to his individual

experience. On leaving college was his frame of mind such as would

have caused him to welcome correspondence with a counselor or

mentor, and, if so, does he believe that it would have redounded to

his good? And here let us agree to use freely such terms as "good,"

"advantage," etc., since it is understood at the outset that material
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benefits are excluded from consideration. Personally I give the

plan as you have sketched it my hearty approval, and believe its

attainments worthy of serious effort, however fraught with difficul

ties and perplexities its concrete application may be.

These difficulties are wholly intangible for they depend on the

imperfect communication between mind and mind, on the misunder

standing of human motives, on the popular suspicion of anything

that is offered for nothing. A man once wagered that he could stand

on London Bridge and in an hour give away up to a dozen gold

sovereigns. He lost the bet. So we should be content to start with

humble beginnings, but the plan should be so devised as to be

capable of indefinite expansion without losing sight of the ideal

mentor, the manager. As counselors and friends of the younger

members of their staffs many managers fulfill the ideal, but until

all feel toward their young men an obligation which transcends the

official relation, there will remain the opportunity for the proposed

scheme to cover a field of real usefulness.

As a beginning I suggest, stripped of detail :

(a) That a list be compiled of members willing to serve as

mentor. .

(b) That certain mining schools be requested to co-operate by

supplying lists of graduating students who desire to benefit.

(c) That means be provided for bringing the former and the

latter into individual contact.

This, I conceive, to be as far as we can go at the start, and

probably as far as we need ever go. It would constitute an experi

ment which, if it failed, would have cost no money, little time, and

no responsibility on the part of the Society or its members which

could not be terminated at will. Its success, on the other hand,

would contribute a real service to the higher interests of the pro

fession.

Fred Hellmann.'—After some study of the subject of post

graduate education I have reached certain conclusions which it gives

me great pleasure to present.

I am the more pleased to have had an opportunity of discussing

this matter because I was at the original dinner given by the late

Mr. Hennen Jennings to various engineers in Johannesburg many

years ago, which resolved itself into a meeting called for the purpose

of considering this very same subject of post-graduate education.

This was the beginning out of which the plan of the Institution was

eventually evolved, and I believe that the conception of the plan was

due to Mr. Jennings' initiative, and that its adoption as a concrete

policy for the Institution was brought about by his work and subse

quent efforts.

iDated New York, December 13, 1920.
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1 shall reply as follows to the questions which have arisen :

(I) Is the aim desirable?

1 am afraid at the outset I am bound to disagree with you in

your definition of the aim. In the hrst place, 1 think that the object

of scholarships and awards of all kinds is not so much to give

exceptional opportunities to exceptional ability, but rather to stimulate

ability of any kind to utmost exertion. In any event, 1 do not think

that the object ot the institution was to provide particular oppor

tunity for exceptional ability because I feel sure that the institution

would wish to give the benefit of post-graduate courses to all gradu

ates of mining schools. It was the limitation to a certain small

number per annum ior wtiom accommodation in the various mines

within tlie influence of the Institution could be found "that caused

the institution to award the prize of a post-graduate course to a

tew selected students, and this consideration has dominated the

situation ever since the application ot the plan.

The aim of our Society should be, as 1 feel sure the aim of

the Institution is, to offer to all graduates of mining schools some

help and assistance in tnose years when they most need it. This

should be in the direction of enabling them to acquire the necessary

knowledge and experience of practical work in the least possible

time, so that they themselves may become sound and able engineers,

and at the same time so increase the value of their service as to place

them on a footing of self-support and maintenance.

With such an aim I am thoroughly in accord and, therefore, 1

unhesitatingly answer the first question in the affirmative and like

wise the question as to the desirability of mitigating the abrupt

transition trom the college to the field.

As to the means proposed, I should be inclined to believe that

the most rapid means of realizing the aim would be to cause the

post-graduate to go through all ot the departments of some mine as

rapidly as might be consistent with a proper assimilation by him of

the material offered by each department.

I, therefore, heartily approve of the method of the Institution

which provides for such a course. I do not think that the ordinary

graduate applying for work under present-day conditions at the

mines would be given an opportunity to work through all of the

departments and 1 think that his education would be correspondingly

delayed for this very reason, so that to offer him the opportuntiy is

to quicken the process and to lessen the period of his apprenticeship.

The Institution at the time that its plan was first put into effect

was limited, 1 believe, to a certain number of mines from whom the

desired facilities might be obtained for the post-graduates.

In this country we have many more mines and I think that a

propaganda, properly carried on by our Society, might conceivably
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result in arousing a great interest amongst the directors of mining

companies and their managers so that they might see how desirable

it was, not only in their own interest, but in the interest of educa

tion at large, that such facilities should be given to those who have

had the advantage of an academic education.

In this way it might be possible to place large numbers of post

graduates every year throughout the country and, of course, if any

limitation were necessary as to the number that could be placed, then

I should agree that the best graduates should be selected for the

purpose. But I should hope as time went on that the system might

be extended so as to include all the graduates offering each year.

If the managers of our mines, great and small, would take a

lively interest in the boys sent to them from the schools and would

see to it that they went through the different departments under

standing^, receiving from the heads of such departments due con

sideration and attention, you would have established a system of

far-reaching benefit to the graduate mining engineers and metal

lurgists. And who could better be the godfather of these graduates

than the very managers themselves?

Beyond this, it has been my experience that most young men

graduating as engineers are entirely at sea as to the general course

they should pursue. They have no fixed objective and a great deal

of time is lost "by them in floating about from one job to another,

as they happen to offer. Advice and sympathy in these years from

older and experienced men would doubtless be invaluable and would

probably result in many cases in the definite determination of the

course to be pursued and the definite fixing of the object to be

attained. It would, therefore, result in a much swifter achievement.

For this reason I heartily approve of the godfather idea with

special emphasis on the suitability of the mine managers for the

position. I should not like to see others excluded, for I think that

great benefit might be derived from a relationship between a volun

teer godfather and a graduate and I should like to see the idea

tried out.

I think that the Society should act as intermediary between the

graduates from our different schools and the mining companies and

godfathers. This might be done, I think, without .taking up too

much of the time of the Secretary.

I am, therefore, able to answer the question as to the method

to be employed in this way : I advocate the means proposed by the

Chairman, coupled with a strong effort to arouse interest in post

graduates and their success in the minds of mining directors and

managers generally throughout the country with the object of caus

ing such companies to accept as learners, on a living wage, post

graduates for a certain term of years.
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As to how the candidates for post-graduate courses should be

selected, I would suggest that the Society get in touch with the

different mining companies and make the plea that they accept

post-graduates as learners, asking them to state how many of such

learners they would take annually; that then a distribution of the

available places be made over the different schools of the country,

who should also be approached in the matter by the Society's com

mittee; and finally, that the selection in each school be made by the

faculty

As to the establishment of the godfather relationship, outside of

the managers, this might be done by ascertaining first of all, through

the Society's committee, how many men of desirable qualifications

would volunteer to act as godfather and the distribution could then

follow as indicated above.

Conclusions of the Chairman.

R. Gilman Brown.1—After several essays at summarizing,

analyzing, comparing and criticizing the contributions to our

study of the subject I have concluded that nothing practical will

be gained by such attempts on paper, and that the best service

I could render would be to emphasize more than I have my

own conception of the gap in technical education which I have

thought our Society might with propriety try to fill.

President Butler, of Columbia University, in his annual re

port, says : "Both school and college have in large part taken

their minds off the true business of education, which is to pre

pare youth to live, and have fixed them upon something which

is very subordinate ; namely, how to prepare youth to make a

living." This expresses much better than I can hope to do what

was my idea in proposing the godfather or mentor idea.

It seems to me quite natural that the technical schools should

have shown the same tendency to an exaggerated degree, and

it is not surprising that their aim being frankly to fit men to

make a living, they have concentrated their attention on that aim

alone. The experiences of the war are convincing proof that

the members of our Society as a whole do not hold that making

a living is the sole end of life for an engineer any more than

for the ordinary citizen. Further, each of us must recognize

from his own experience that the emphasis on technical training

in our studies tended to obscure the importance of being "pre

pared to live," to use Dr. Butler's words.

It is conceivably within the ability of our Society to supply

in part, at least, any deficiency in training of this kind. An or

ganization such as ours would appear to have in its membership

Communication to H. H. Knox, dated February 21, 1921.
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a unique if latent power of guidance that can be converted into

an active force for good once the way is pointed out.

At the same time no one of us wishes to pose as a specialist

in character building and for that reason the difficulty as I see

it will be in getting this potential influence into effective and

unembarrassed contact with the young graduate. The osten

sible aim must, it seems to me, be something more ordinary and

less transcendental. A natural way would be for the Society to

say to the young graduate : "You have been learning all these

years ; now you are starting to perform ; no matter how excellent

your technical training has been, you are going to find yourself

up against things and people in an entirely new way. Will it be

of any use to have an experienced hand to whom you can turn

in any of the small emergencies of your early career and ask for

suggestions, technical or personal? If so, we shall be glad to help."

That much of the discussion has been on a line more ma

terialistic than this is, I am afraid, due to my failure to indicate

with sufficient clearness the direction in which I thought our

work should move. I have definitely turned down for us any

attempt to copy the Institution courses. Whether these are

theoretically sound or not they seem to me entirely outside the

scope of our activities as outlined by yourself in your inaugural

address, and even were it otherwise, I do not see how we could

with our limited membership embark on such a project with any

hope of success.

I have seen, however, an opening for doing a service wholly

consonant with our general aims by adopting the godfather idea.

It does not concern me a whit that we cannot offer our services

to all the graduates of a year; I should hardly think it of ad

vantage to the students, even were that possible. Nor do I think

we need fear any bad result from lack of uniformity in the prod

uct which would result from each mentor using his own method,

and each student going to work in his own way. We have to do

with infinitely heterogeneous material, and no matter how we

try to standardize we shall find the product still heterogeneous.

Granted, however, that the aim is worthy, as I think it is,

I am far from sure that it is within the powers of our Society to

carrv it out. As a means of visualizing for myself what the work

involved will amount to I have ventured to elaborate the modus

operandi suggested by yourself and present it below as one way

in which the scheme could be carried out :

(a) Prepare and have printed a concise statement of the plan and what

is expected to be accomplished by it.

(b) Send copies to all members of the Society enquiring as to their

willingness to accept the responsibilities of godfathers.
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(c) Compile a list of those willing.

(d) Send copies of the circular to all mining schools. asking those which

are willing to co-operate to give the name of some official to whom

correspondence should be addressed, and who would be charged

with the selection of a graduate or graduates from the school when

so requested.

(e) Explain to the mining schools that there will be limitations as to

numbers to be appointed yearly (due to available godfathers), and

that the selection of schools will be by lot; and explain that the

appointment of students will be by the appropriate officer of the

school.

(f) Explain to the schools that appointment is not necessarily to go to

the best or most promising student but to the one most likely to

respond to the opportunity and to profit by it.

(g) Compile a list of schools willing to co-operate and draw lots yearly

for the schools of that year as under (e).

(h) Notify the schools drawn and ask for the appointment of .students.

(i) Adopt some system for allocating godfathers to students. Perhaps

this would be geographical, and perhaps on some more rational

basis, such as the need of one and the abilities to supply that need

of the other. This might be complicated and will involve a good

deal of correspondence.

(j) Put the godfathers and students into touch with each other,

(k) Receive an annual report of the godfathers to the Society with

suggestions for modifications or improvements of the general scheme.

All the above will involve much work and consideration and

would seem to demand the appointment of a committee which,

in order to secure continuity of procedure, might have one mem

ber retire each year and two hold over. It would also involve

considerable expense to the Society in printing and postage at

the start, and postage in subsequent years.

I own that the prospect as outlined above is formidable.

It will require a committee of which each member is willing and

able to sacrifice himself for a cause he believes in. We further

have to face the risk to the prestige of the Society in launching

a scheme which may have to be abandoned.

The whole success or failure it seems to me will rest upon

the seriousness of the attitude the committee and the godfathers

have towards the undertaking. At this distance I cannot ven

ture to express an opinion as to whether there is a fair chance

of finding suitable men with leisure to serve.

Finally, the terms "godfather" and "mentor" have been used

for convenience in discussion, but to adopt either of them offi

cially would, I am afraid, strangle the child at its birth. Would

not "counselor" be suitable?
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COUNCIL.

Meeting of Feb. 17, 1921.

A meeting of the Council was held at the office of the

Vice-president, W. Y. Westervelt, on Feb. 17, J. E. Spurr, Presi

dent, presiding. The following members of the Council attended:

Ralph Arnold, J. Parke Channing, F. G. Cottrell, W. R. Ingalls,

H. H. Knox. R. A. F. Penrose, F. F. Sharpless, W. Y. Wester

velt, H. V. Winchell, and Pope Yeatman.

The meeting was called primarily for the purpose of con

sidering the program or activities of the Society for the year

1921. As a result of the correspondence conducted by the Presi

dent with members and councillors, the following subjects were

brought before the meeting for consideration :

Productivity in mining and metallurgy; a study of present efficiency

of labor, engineering, and management.

Modern scientific development, its possible application to mining

and metallurgy.

What latent mental capacity is possessed by the working classes

which, under proper conditions, might be developed for the benefit of

the industry? If there are such powers, what are the conditions under

which they might be developed?

Federal and State officials should be urged to consult with appropri

ate technical organizations before making appointments to technical

positions.

The gold problem; specifically the McFadden Bill.

Stimulation of the mining industry as it relates to metals other than

gold.

Government control of mineral industries suggested by the coal

problem and the Calder Bill.

Co-ordination of the mineral activities of the Government.

The silver marketing problem.

Revision of the Federal mining law.

American mining industry abroad; shall it be recognized and

fostered?
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Mine taxation.

Licensing of mining engineers.

Professional ethics.

The patent situation as it affects the mining industry.

What can be done by sound legislation to stimulate the mining

industry?

The proper handling of the tariff as it relates to metals.

An extended discussion followed, covering chiefly the need

of work upon the various subjects suggested, and the limits to

which the Society must confine its activities.

In order to clarify and crystallize the thoughts of the coun

cillors as to the objects and limitations of the Society: in order

that the new members may clearly understand its objects and

scope ; and to remind inactive members of what the Society is

doing, Mr. Knox offered the following as a

Declaration of Purpose.

The purpose of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America is

primarily to discuss, digest and take formal action by referendum of all

its members upon those broad principles and questions which affect the

mining industry, and which cannot be, or are not covered by other or

ganizations; and then, so far as possible, to put their conclusions into

operation.

It excludes from consideration, technology, methods, detail and

special interests, in order to concentrate more effectively its attention

upon the fundamental principles and problems affecting the industry,

such as labor relations, legislation, economics, and education, with which

it may be competent to deal.

Its purpose and ideal is to establish helpful co-operation at the na

tural points of contact with other organizations.

As typical of its activities and accomplishments, may be cited its

work respecting safety in mines, oil land and mine legislation, taxation,

standardization, and economics.

On motion, this declaration was adopted by a unanimous

vote. It was not the idea that it be regarded as a hard and fast

rule to be made a part of the Constitution, but rather that it

should serve as a guide to be departed from only when local or

national circumstances warrant.

With the foregoing declaration in view, a general discus

sion on activities took place. Stress was laid upon the inadvisa-

bility of preparing any fixed program for this year, or any year,

for the reason that those things which are most important may

not be seen far enough in advance to render them subject to any

definite program ; and again, some of those things that it is
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useful for the Society to do, may require years for accomplish

ment. Any serious attempt toward a fixed program may obstruct

consideration of more important matters, and hence defeat the

object of the Society.

The opinion was expressed by nearly all of those present

that one of the most important problems facing the mining

industry at the present time is that of taxation. While a large

amount of good work has been done toward making mine tax

ation equitable, further work in this direction seems most

desirable.

On motion duly seconded and carried, the President was

instructed to take such steps as are deemed advisable in order

to make effective the co-operation of the Society respecting the

taxation of mines.*

On motion, the President was authorized to take such steps

as might seem desirable for the purpose of investigating the

matter of an American foreign policy respecting the mining

industry.f

On account of the very high cost of printing at the present

time, the Secretary was instructed, on motion, to condense as

far as possible all reports published in the Bulletin. It is for this

reason that only a mere outline of the proceedings of the Council

is published herewith.

F. F. Sharpless,

Secretary.

EQUITABLE MINE TAXATION.

Meeting of New York Section, March 24, 1921.

A meeting of the New York Section was held on March 24,

1921. The subject for the evening, previously announced, was

Mine Taxation, and the chief speakers were members of the

recently appointed Committee on Taxation. J. A. Church, Jr.,

presided.

The attendance was not large, probably because an uninter

esting exposition of a very dry subject was expected. However,

the meeting proved to be one of the most interesting and valu

able ever held by the Society.

*The following Committee on Mine Taxation was later appointed: Chairman,
Ralph Arnold; R. C. Allen, H. M. Chance, B. B. Gottsberger, Louis C. Graton, and
H. B. Fernald (consulting).

tThe following Committee on American Foreign Mining Policy was later appointed:
Chairman, C. K. Leith; H. Foster Bain, S. H. Ball, Van, H. Manning, George Otis Smith,
A. C. Veatch, and Pope Yeatman.
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After short addresses by R. C. Allen, R. M. Haig, and H. B.

Fernald, the meeting developed into a round-table discussion

which maintained the keen interest of all present until the chair

man called a halt at 11 o'clock.

The chairman called attention to the meeting on taxation

held about two years ago. On that occasion the subject was

discussed solely from the standpoint of general principles and

their application to mining operations. He stated that the present

meeting was for the purpose of learning of the inequalities which

had developed in the practice of taxation and possible remedies

that might be applied. Mr. Spurr was asked to state why the

Society had named a committee on mine taxation.

J. E. Spurr (in part).—In January, when the Council looked

over the field of activities in which the Society might profitably

engage it found a number of interesting problems. The most

pressing one appeared to be that of mine taxation, and it also

appeared that the investigation of this matter was likely to be

productive of immediate practical good. It is not a new problem.

It has been attacked from many different angles and much excel

lent work has been done upon it by other organizations, but the

work is not finished and it was felt that this Society should

come into the work and give what assistance it could.

I think you will agree that the Council was right ; that at

the present time there is nothing more important to the mining

industry than arriving at a solution or an approximation of the

solution of the principles of taxation, and the administration of

the principles. Finally, the maximum co-ordination between the

mining industry and the collector of taxes must be secured. We

have to be taxed. We want to pay our honest taxes. There is,

however, such a thing as unwise taxation, which kills the prop

erty which is being taxed, cuts into initiative more than into

excess profits, and shuts down the property, ruining the indus

try without helping the Government.

These are the things which must be attacked by men who

know both the industry and the principles of taxation. It is

fortunate that the study has been carried on so far by others

along different lines, and that we have developed many men in

the industry who now well understand the principles of mining

taxation.

A Committee on Taxation has been appointed within the

Society. The aim has been, as with the Society generally, to

make the committee small but effective, and to aim toward

quality, rather than quantity.
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The chairman of the Committee on Taxation, Ralph Arnold,

is temporarily in England. Dr. Allen, whom you all know as a

recognized authority on the subject, is a member of the com

mittee and will speak to you this evening. Mr. Chance, Mr.

Graton and Mr. Gottsberger, members of the committee, are

also here, as is Mr. Fernald, who has kindly consented to act as

adviser and counsellor. One is almost tempted to say of any

one of the men in this group that, considered alone, he knows

more about mining taxation than any one else in the country.

Because the committee is so constituted I apprehend a great

measure of success for it. I think that it will be able to secure

definite and prompt results that may be placed before the Society

for action and constitute a chain of opinions on which we may

stand.

R. C. Allen (in part).—The subject of the evening is so

broad that one hardly knows where to begin, and when started,

one certainly finds no place to stop. Dr. Arnold, the chairman

of the committee, has suggested that it would be well to look over

the field with the purpose of deciding in what direction this com

mittee can be of most immediate service.

During the last two or three years a number of committees

on mine taxation, and still more committees on taxation in gen

eral, have been formed. They have done a large amount of work.

A primary difficulty experienced in these committees was and

still is that of securing agreement among their members. For

illustration, the Tax Committee of the National Industrial Con

ference Board, of which I am a member, worked very hard on

the subject of Federal taxation, availing itself of some of the

most expert assistance to be found in the country. The manner

in which its final recommendations were received by its mem

bers and the organized industries which gave birth to the com

mittee itself illustrates the remark which has just been made.

No one of the industrial organizations represented approves

entirely of the report and cares to adopt it in toto. It has there

fore been cast adrift as a valuable contribution to the subject,

perhaps, but without unqualified approval. Even though the

members of the committee of this society find a basis of agree

ment, their final conclusions and recommendations will probably

meet a similar reception on the part of the membership. For,

opinions as to the best method of levying taxes on mines vary

widely, and they will continue to vary long after your committee

has ceased its labors and is forgotten. Nevertheless, the bringing

about of more uniform thought on this subject, if it can be ac

complished, will be a contribution of very great importance.
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Probably the subject that most of you have in mind at the

moment is that of Federal taxation of mines rather than state

taxation. Personally, I feel that Federal taxation is at the pres

ent time of much less importance than state and local taxation.

The Federal laws offer little opportunity for improvement as

to determination of taxable income from mining. Such altera

tions as have been suggested in responsible quarters have gen

eral application and affect the taxation of incomes from divers

sources in the same manner. All deductions from income that

may justly be claimed by mines are now extended by the Fed

eral income tax law. This is, of course, a personal view, but

I know that it is shared by many others. I believe the mining

industry should not endeavor to secure additional deductions,

but should try to hold the present ones.

The English, from whom we derive many of our ideas on

income taxation, have had an income tax since 1842 and they

do not believe, in deduction for depletion. They have never

allowed it. It appears that the early decisions of our Supreme

Court under the 1909 law have followed English thought in re

spect to this matter. I recall particularly the Stratton's Inde

pendence case in which the court issued some dictum with

respect to the fundamental nature of mining income, holding

that any deduction over and above actual cost was not allowable

under the 1909 law and would be fundamentally illogical and un

sound as a general principle. In the Acts of 1913 and 1916, Con

gress made definite provision for depletion and since then the

mining industry has enjoyed the deductions contemplated. But,

if I read correctly the sentiment in many circles, there is a rising

tide of opinion against any further extension of the theory of

depletion of mines ; indeed, I believe there is considerable under

current of opinion in Congress against allowance for depletion

in any form and in any amount over and above actual outlay

cost. There seems to be a prevailing idea in this country that

mines are peculiarly fitting subjects for heavy taxation and that

they ought to bear a proportionately heavier tax than any other

form of property. This idea is entertained in respect alike to

taxes levied on the value of mining property (ad valorem tax),

the product (specific tax), and the income derived from mining.

From this may be drawn a conclusion as to one of the things

which should, perhaps, engage the attention of your committee;

it should explain the fundamental nature of income from mining

and in connection therewith justify convincingly, in such a way

that it may be understood by the man in the street, the deduction

for depletion. Any hostility that may "exist to the deduction for

depletion in or out of Congress can be allayed only by bringing
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about an understanding of what depletion is. The American

idea is that income should be subject to taxation, but not so,

capital disguised as income. Since income from mining contains

in the usual case an element of capital, the capital as well as other

costs must be deducted from the gross receipts or income before

the net or taxable income may be known, just as a merchant de

ducts the cost of his goods as well as current running expenses

in arriving at his net taxable income. This seems perfectly

simple, but there are many, knowing little of mining, who do

not understand its application and I think the committee should

further clarify the subject.

Perhaps one of the most useful purposes which we may

serve for the present is that of a vigilance committee, and when

the new revenue bill is under discussion, be prepared to defend

the proper interests of the mining industry. I have not been

advised that mining companies have any proposals for the

amendment of present laws. If they have not it will be well,

nevertheless, to watch carefully the proceedings of Congress to

see that the interests of the mining industry are not unfairly

disposed of in any changes from the existing situation which may

be proposed.

If any attack is made on the provisions in the 1918 Act speci

fically related to mines, it will doubtless center on depletion on

account of discovery. The law has already been narrowed by

regulation and practically nullified as applied to certain districts.

Every claim for discovery made with respect to a Lake Superior

iron mine has been disallowed in so far as the audits have pro

gressed. Knowing the circumstances of certain of these claims

and disallowances, I am of the opinion that there probably can

be no discovery of an iron mine in the Lake Superior region

under the law as it is being interpreted by the Bureau. With

respect to other metals the authorities, I understand, have been

less severe and considerable relief has been afforded to certain

types of mines in certain districts. But it seems that oil is the

chief beneficiary of the deduction on account of discovery. We

shall have to admit with the officials of the Treasury Depart

ment that discovery is difficult to interpret and administer, but

it seems to us that in some cases these difficulties have been

avoided too much at the expense of the legitimate claims of the

taxpayer. It is easy to disallow but it takes time, patience and

skill to appraise a just claim. If this appears to be severe criti

cism it should be borne in mind that the official, perhaps right

fully, and at any rate almost inevitably, interprets his chief

business to be the conservation of the public revenues. It is

needless to say what the taxpayer's attitude is ; we all know it.
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Speaking for the taxpayer it must be admitted that his criticism

is often the result of unconscious bias. With these observations

I think we may let the above criticism stand. Right or wrong,

it expresses the view which is very commonly held by mining

men in contact with interpretation of discovery as applied to

metals.

Let us now consider taxation in the states.

The laws under which mines are taxed in the states show

no uniformity ; in fact, they are chaotic. During the sessions

of the legislature in states possessing a mining industry, such as

Michigan, Minnesota, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, and

Pennsylvania, mine taxation is an ever-present issue. Not only

is it a present issue, but it has been one in the past and I note

little improvement with the passing of time.

One's thoughts in respect to equitable mine taxation de

pend to a great extent upon his ideas respecting certain funda

mentals. If a man is socialistically inclined, you can make a

pretty good guess as to what his thoughts are in respect to mine

taxation. If you know what his fundamental ideas are respect

ing economics generally, you will come closely at what his ideas

are respecting the taxes to be placed on mines. In certain states

a knowledge of a man's nationality will to a degree indicate in a

general way what he thinks about mine taxation.

Many of us have, I fear, studied the subject too academi

cally. If one were asked to indicate the best system of state and

local mine taxation for a group of states, I am sure that he ought

not attempt an answer until he had considered carefully the

social, political, and economic condition of each state. He would

then probably say that there is no best system applicable to all

of the states. We get nowhere by considering mine taxation as a

subject in itself ; it is only a part of the general subject of taxa

tion. The manner of taxing mines in a given jurisdiction will

depend upon the general tax situation in that jurisdiction. Any

change in the taxing of one class of property may necessitate a

readjustment of other taxes.

Let me illustrate by reference to the state of Minnesota.

Prior to 1907 its constitution contained the familiar uniformity

clause, a clause originally contained in nearly all state consti

tutions, which requires that all property shall be taxed at a uni

form rate. It is becoming fashionable to abrogate that clause

by amendment, conferring on the legislature the power to

classify property for taxation at different levels and by different

methods.

Prior to 1907 taxes were levied in Minnesota on the esti
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mated value of personal and real property. The tax roll was

prepared by local assessors and upon it was placed the estimated

value of each taxpayer's real and personal property. The tax

rate was determined by dividing the total amount of taxes to be

raised in the jurisdiction by the assessed value of the property.

In 1907 an amendment was adopted giving the legislature power

to classify property for taxation and this is what happened : Farm

land was assessed at one-third of its value, city property at 40%

of its value, and mines, at 50% of their value. This illustrates

the point th'at many people believe mines to be objects of super-

taxation. But this was not all. Since 1907 there has been an

attempt in Minnesota to place an additional burden on top of

this already discriminatory tax. At the beginning of the year

1921 every political party in the state was committed to the prin

ciple of super-taxation of mines, and the Governor was elected

on that platform. The prevailing idea seems to be something

like this : "Mines are now paying 25 to 50% more than other

property. They should be made to pay more. The measure

shall be just as much as they can pay and still operate. We do

not want the mines shut down—we will not go that far—but

we want them to pay every penny that they can." The majority

of people in Minnesota believe, most of them sincerely, I think,

that mines ought to pay more taxes than other forms of property.

They believe that the minerals of the state are God-given to all

the citizens of the state. They do not think of confiscating the

privately owned mineral lands, but they regard it as perfectly

proper to take most of the income, which very nearly amounts

to confiscation. Discriminatory super-taxation is a device for

securing the enjoyment of the usufruct of the mines without as

suming the responsibility of ownership and the expense of pur

chase from the owners. This idea reaches beyond the boundaries

of Minnesota. It is strongly prevalent in certain states of the

West. So you see that radical ideas of social reorganization and

political and economic readjustment are affecting the problem of

the taxing of mines. The institution of private property is not

so sacred to large numbers of people as it once was in this

country.

Under these circumstances what can the mines do to pro

tect themselves ? Let us return to the state of Minnesota. It

is predominantly an agricultural state, and its farmers are over

taxed. They are overburdened and have good reason to look

for relief. They are now striking blindly at the great iron ranges

of the state from which some 40,000,000 tons of iron ore streams

down the Lakes year after year to feed the industries of Ohio,

Pennsylvania and other states. What more natural than that
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the farmer should attempt his own relief at the expense of the

mine owner?

In other cases of unjust mine taxation careful study will

show that those who are demanding the unjust tax really have

some plea of necessity on their side of the controversy. We can

accomplish little hy shouting- at the discrimination against the

mines. To help the mines we must first help the other fellow out

of his difficulty, and that leads again to the thought that the solu

tion of the problem of mine taxation in the states will be found

only in general tax reforms; there must be a more even distri

bution of the burden on the principle of ability to pay, a broad

ening of the basis of taxation so that property will contribute

less and other sources more.

In almost any state during the last two decades there has

been a constant increase in taxes in proportion both to wealth

and to population. With due allowance for the depreciation of

the dollar, taxes are actually several times what they were ten

or fifteen years ago. Take into consideration the increase in

population, the increase in wealth, the diminished value of

money, and you arrive at the fundamental fact that states and

local jurisdictions are spending several times as much as they

were spending fifteen years ago.

Tax reform has not kept pace with the times. While the

expenditures of states, cities, counties, villages, and other local com

munities have been mounting by leaps and bounds, the sources of

taxation have not been broadening but. generally speaking, have

been narrowing. Nearly every time a state legislature meets,

some kind of property is exempted from taxation. Personal

property, which constitutes such a large share of the wealth of

the country, very largely escapes taxation and intangible wealth

is hardly touched. Issues of tax-free bonds are becoming more

and more frequent and the magnitude of the issues grows ever

larger. One need not delve very deep to learn that the fiscal

systems of most of the states and local jurisdictions rest pre

ponderantly on the taxation of real estate. A point has been

reached beyond which additional taxes cannot be levied and col

lected on visible property. Where, then, can the necessary funds

be secured ? We must broaden the basis of general taxation. It

is time for the pendulum to swing in the other direction. The

fiscal situation in states and local communities is forcing it.

States are doing things and spending money in ways that were

not thought of a few years ago. They are engaging in all sorts

of enterprises which formerly were the field of private endeavor,

spending prodigious sums for social purposes, education, internal
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improvements and policing. This probably will be continued ;

the trend of the times is in that direction, but our tax system is

standing almost still. Throughout the country a big problem is

that of securing money to finance state and local activites. In

states where there are large mining industries, these industries

stand out with such prominence that they have been the first

to feel the burden of discrimination when the overburdened

owner of property generally begins to strike for relief, even

though it must be at the expense of a helpless minority.

It is to be hoped that this Society through its committee

and membership will be able to contribute to a wise constructive

program of tax reform in the states, but let us try to link up our

program, whatever it may be, with the general movement for tax

reform. If for the moment the immediate issue happens to be

in Minnesota, let us study the fundamental conditions in that

state before we attempt to arrive at our conclusion as to what

kind of mine taxation is suitable for it. It is not possible to sit

down among the tall buildings of New York and formulate a

policy applicable everywhere. We must get into close touch

with the fundamental situation, with the political, social and

economic conditions in the several states.

Many think that there is much in the word "uniformity,"

and that probably there is one best system of mine taxation

which ought to be imposed upon every state. If there were such

a system, we should undoubtedly attempt to have it adopted.

But practically speaking there is not. A uniform plan is im

possible of accomplishment in the near future because of the

variations in local political, economic and social situations which

will not soon become uniform, if ever. If we would contribute

usefully to progress, let us not waste too much time searching for

the universal panacea.

There is another fundamental which should be in the minds

of those considering this subject. Which is the most important

of the various taxes paid by a mine ? The mine pays taxes to

the village in which it is located ; to the school district, to the

township, county, state, and Federal Government. Of all the

jurisdictions which draw revenue from the mine, to which juris

diction are the revenues most important? To the Federal Gov

ernment or the state ? No. To the local community ? Emphati

cally, yes. Many communities in our country are wholly and

entirely mining communities ; they have no reason for existence

except for mining. The mines form the bulk of the taxable

property and contribute most largely the taxable income. Some

times it is one mine, but more often a group which must support
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a city. As the welfare of its employes is the first obligation of

the mine, any system of taxation must consider first local neces

sities. From this point one may work up the line through town,

county, state and national requirements, each succeeding over

lapping jurisdiction being of less importance to a particular mine,

and having less interest and inescapable obligation in the com

munity which it supports.

Finally may I say that your committee will accomplish, I

hope, that which similar committees have failed in a measure to

accomplish—tangible results in the form of direct action toward

legislative and administrative reforms in the taxation of mines.

If we view the subject not altogether from the standpoint of the

tax payer, but from the standpoint of every jurisdiction inter

ested in securing and spending revenue from mines ; if we view

it as a big, broad, fundamental subject, having in mind the needs

of the Federal Government, the state, the county, town and vil

lage, we may accomplish something worth while. We must

join hands with all friends of tax reform and with them work

out the problems, not only of our industry, but the problems of

other industries and other people in their relations to our own.

R. M. Haig *(in part).—While not a specialist on the subject

of mine taxation I may venture to say that in my opinion Dr.

Allen's views on the subject of taxation are perfectly sound from

an economic standpoint, and what is of equal importance I think

that Dr. Allen is a perfectly sound politician. He is correct in

his analysis of the growth of public sentiment in regard to the

propriety and equity of levying on the property or produce of

mines taxes fully as heavy as are borne by other industries and

properties. It is a fact which must be frankly faced. There is a

strong and growing sentiment in favor of going even beyond this,

and in favor of a policy that might be called penalization.

A study of earlier state tax systems indicates that there has

existed in the past a policy, not of equal treatment nor yet of

penalization, but a policy of "peculiar leniency toward mining

properties. That fact is now coming to be appreciated and there

is grave danger of the pendulum swinging too far in the opposite

direction. There is ample precedent in other countries for penali

zation methods in the taxing of mines. It has been a favorite

method. It is based upon long-standing legal doctrines of Euro

pean countries, and it is deeply imbedded in the minds of many

people. I believe that at this time the sentiment of the American

people has reached an important turning point in regard to this

question of taxation, and the attitude which the mining men

*Associate Professor in the School of Business, Co'ttmbia University.
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themselves assume with regard to it, will be of tremendous im

portance during the next few years.

There is in this country little excuse for a policy of penaliza

tion, but on the other hand, I feel that there is even less excuse

for any particular leniency toward the mining industry as com

pared with other industries. In a great democracy such as ours

there should be, in general, no subsidization in any direction.

Every industry should stand on its own foundation, meet its own

costs and make its own contributions by means of standards ap

plicable to all. If inequality now exists it is probably the result

of conditions surrounding the mining industry. The mining in

dustry usually occupies the position of a non-resident or absentee

landlord. It goes into the game with the cards stacked against

it so far as local sentiment is concerned. It is only human nature

to try to shift the burden from one's own shoulders to those of

another, and if this can be done to a stranger it will generally fall

to his lot to carry the load. In reacting against this sentiment

the mining industry has been particularly fortunate in having

more clever men to handle its interests than other industries have

had, and because of this good fortune, I believe, the mining in

dustry as a whole, up to the present time, has really not borne

its share of the burdens as compared with other industries.

Today we have, in many states, an aroused public sentiment.

On the whole, I believe it is an enlightened public sentiment and

should be viewed as such. In the scheme which you are about

to work out your general attitude should be, it seems to me, that

you are prepared to assume exactly the same burdens assumed by

every other business enterprise of the community. Justification

of any other attitude will in the long run be exceedingly difficult.

There appears to be a growing disposition among mining

men generally to strive for simple equality in taxation and not

for special favors.

The foregoing observations confirm Dr. Allen's views of the

policy to be pursued in reference to local and state taxation.

I agree with him also with reference to Federal taxation in that

the definition of income as it now stands in the law is certainly

all that mines can reasonably ask. It is decidedly doubtful as

to whether the discovery clause can be sustained before the bar

of public opinion. The discovery clause is said to have been

inserted as a special relief because of the peculiar disadvantage

under which the mining industry suffered under the excess

profits tax. Apparently the excess profits tax law is soon to

disappear; whether the discovery clause should disappear with

it is a point deserving very careful consideration. So long as
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our general concept of income remains as it is, and so long as

we attempt to tax something as income which takes into account

upward variations in capital value, it seems only just and

right that we should take into account every proper deduction

in the way of downward variation as covered by depreciation

and depletion allowances. The situation in England is not

exactly analogous. In England the income tax does not take

into consideration either appreciation or depreciation. However,

the Royal Commission has found it wise even then to recom

mend a limited deduction for depletion. When in England they

began to impose the excess profits duty they found that it

would absolutely ruin the mines if no allowance were made for

depletion, so in practice an allowance was made indirectly, by

increasing the percentage on capital invested deductible as a

"credit." Each class of mines was taken by itself and an average

figure was found which represented a fair depletion for each

class. For example, the gold mines of Rhodesia were placed in

one class, while those of the Transvaal were placed in another,

because of conditions peculiar to each district.

H. B. Fernald (in part).—The first and most striking point

which occurs to me in connection with Federal taxation is the

one that we must all meet, which is the fundamental point in

the minds of our legislators—the need of money. If we take

the Federal budget at four and a half billion dollars, and if we

assume that there are thirty million producers, it would mean

a contribution of $150 per annum from each. Directly or in

directly it will be paid and it will average about this amount.

I have no definite figures, but I think it is fair to assume that

state and local taxes amount to about the same figure, or a

total of $300 to be paid in the form of taxes by each producer

in the country. If the average producer can earn $150 per

month, he must labor two months of the year solely for the

support of his government, and in addition must produce enough

to cover his normal consumption for the period of a year. If

there is to be any increase in our national wealth his work must

exceed the foregoing. Can it be done and done continuously ?

It would appear that we are going about our taxation in

the wrong way. If our legislators determine upon the amount

that they want and then levy taxes to produce this amount,

regardless of their effect, every taxpayer will be hurt and many

destroyed. If they work in the opposite direction, and deter

mine first what taxes can be conveniently paid and then force

the appropriations to remain within this estimate, relief becomes

apparent. This brings us to the budget system as already
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adopted, for example, in the state of New Jersey. An executive

budget is prepared which is publicly submitted in a clear and

intelligent manner. There is a legal limitation upon the budget

which can be submitted by the governor. It must be within the

available resources of the state as estimated by the treasurer

or comptroller, and the governor cannot exceed this estimate in

his recommendations.

This leads us up to what Dr. Allen spoke of so forcefully ;

namely, the place to start tax reform is in the consideration of

governmental expenditures. If the substantial taxpayers of each

state would get behind the matter of appropriations and taxes,

results would follow. They should ask : "What is the money

of the state going for? Why is it being spent? Is this thing

an absolute necessity? Why do you need this additional tax?

What items can you cut out?" In the state of New York"

$225,000,000 was asked for, questions were asked, and the

amount was reduced by a hundred million ; it was not an easy

matter but it was done.

If this thing can be done by the states, and it can be, it

can also be done by the Federal Government. To bring down

the expenditures to what the country can fairly raise is the

only relief that I can see to the Federal tax situation. If four

and a half billion dollars are to be raised annually, the budget

is so high that the tax rate cannot be fair, and place the tax

where you will, it is bound to fall on all of us. It has been my

experience in this connection that the average legislators want

to know how these matters can be handled honestly and fairly.

When they are shown the difficulty or impossibility of raising

funds they are satisfied, and results have been so satisfactory

in New Jersey that we have not had a division on an appro

priation bill for the last four years.

Dr. Allen spoke of the Industrial Conference Board report

and rather indicated that it was of no value. I do not think

that its work was a waste of energy by any means. It is a very

strong report because of the fact that no one organization or no

particular group is willing to say that it is distinctly in favor

of it. It represents a composite sentiment and is one of the

best reports ever issued.

I agree with the sentiment expressed by previous speakers

that the definition of taxable income as it occurs in the existing

Federal law is pretty fair and just. I do not believe that much

can be done to improve it. The matter of contributions by cor

porations should be straightened out. Corporations do not make

contributions to various societies and institutions unless there
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is some benefit to the corporation ; otherwise, they render them

selves liable to the stockholders for misuse of corporate funds.

A bill covering this point was introduced at the last session of

Congress and I presume will be reintroduced at the next session.

It should be passed.

The excess profits tax should be repealed. It is not easily

workable and it is wrong in principle. As a war measure it got

the money and was, to a certain extent, justifiable if we believe

that as a policy of the Government industries should not profit

unduly by war activities. If that policy was correct, then it

follows that if a concern did acquire excessive wealth, it was

perfectly proper to take part of it away. This condition does

not now exist.

In the conferences to be conducted by your committee I

presume that the shifting of burdens may come up. Shall we

have a sales tax in order to do away with the excess profits

tax, or shall some other tax be substituted for the latter? I do

not regard this as the main idea. If a tax is excessive or wrong

it should be lowered or repealed; if low or right, it should be

raised or let alone. Each item should be considered on its own

merits.

It is human nature to be selfish. The Grangers of one state

sent out a questionnaire, the result of which as announced in

the papers was, "The farmers are unanimously opposed to the

repeal of the excess profits tax." One of the questions was

whether the farmer favored shifting the burden from the cor

poration to the consumer. No need of telling you what the

answer was. Another question was, "Do you favor substitu

tion of a sales tax for an excess profits tax?" A unanimous No

was the answer. I feel that it is a mistake to offset the repeal

of this or any other tax with any specific substitution.

There is little to be done in the way of amending the

Federal income tax law as respects its general regulations. It is

extremely difficult to phrase better statements than are now

used. Here and there slight irregularities exist which, perhaps,

should be amended, but generally the regulations are pretty

good. The department has been well organized and has done

wonderful work in handling an almost impossible situation,

thanks to the men like Arnold, Allen and Graton, who have

given their time and energies to bring this about.

As to the discovery clause, the real reason for inserting this

was because of the date, March 1, 1913, which was taken for the

starting point. A very strong feeling developed that mining

companies owning properties developed previous to that date.
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and having depletion allowance based on the condition of the

property at that time, were being treated too generously as

compared with discoveries since that date, which were allowed

nothing for depletion. In the discussion it was admitted that

in the previously developed mines the values were there on

March 1, 1913, and that these values should not be taxed as

income. In order to place mines discovered subsequent to the

indicated period on a footing comparable with the older mines

this discovery clause was inserted.

I am not pessimistic with respect to the elimination of

depletion. I am rather fearful, however, that if an attempt is

made to have this done some arbitrary standard may be intro

duced such as the five-per cent clause of the 1913 law, a figure

fair enough to some, but grossly unfair to other properties.

Our real efforts respecting Federal legislation should be

concentrated first, upon the abolition of the excess profits tax

because of its injustice, and second, upon the reduction of

Federal expenditures to an amount that the country can con

veniently stand. In state and local legislation we should give

particular attention to the disbursing end and insist that there

must be no waste of funds in useless, foolish, unwise or unneces

sary projects, bringing a consequent demand for heavy taxes.

B. B. Gottsberger (in part).—My contact with mine tax

ation has always been that of the mine manager, a position in

which one is expected only to look out for himself and his

own particular mine. I believe that Professor Haig is right in

saying that in the past mines have often benefited in comparison

with taxation on other industries. I know that this has been

my own experience. But I must also say that during the past

few years any advantage possessed by the mines has been

rapidly disappearing in Arizona.

H. M. Chance (in part).—The discussion this evening has

drifted toward a philosophical review of the underlying socio

logical and political conditions affecting taxation, and I am

scarcely prepared to join in the discussion from this stand

point, having given little thought to these phases of the sub

ject. I have been considering the matter from the rather more

practical point of view of one who has had some experience in

attempting to secure justice for clients who thought they were

treated unfairly by the Treasury Department in its interpre

tation of the facts and of the laws as applied to special cases.

The conditions with which the country is confronted as to

the basic relation of taxation to government, and the necessity
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of raising funds for carrying on the Government, as outlined by

Dr. Allen, certainly can profitably be considered by the com

mittee, even though it may be impossible Uk remedy or to

change underlying conditions which are fundamental. The

desire of the taxpayer to pay as little as possible must be

harmonized with the requirements of the Government to raise

funds necessary to maintain an efficient administration of all

departments and supply a service satisfactory to the people,

I doubt, however, whether the committee will be able to accom

plish much of immediate practical value through philosophical

discussions of the economic issues. I see more hope of accom

plishing something of immediate value by concentrating on the

formulation of general principles such as can be accepted and

endorsed by engineers—principles applying especially to the

conditions under which taxation has been and is being applied

to mines in this country.

If Mr. Finlay were here, he could give us some illumin

ating information regarding state taxation conditions in Michi

gan during 1909, 1910, and 1911. At that time the farming

communities in southern Michigan believed that the mining

region of northern Michigan was not paying its share for the

maintenance of state government, and a law providing for

equalization of taxation was passed. While the appraisal of

mining property increased the assessments, the increase was

far less than the farming communities had anticipated. In

making this appraisal Mr. Finlay asked me to appraise the

coal and non-metallic mineral lands of southern Michigan. The

commencement of this work caused consternation among the

farmers owning land within the limits of the coal measures,

who in urging passage of the new law had expected that the

new valuation would bear onerously upon the Upper Peninsula

where the great copper and iron mines are located, but they

would not be affected. When they realized that the law was

general in its scope, applying to all mineral lands, and that an

area of 15,000 square miles (9,600,000 acres) in the Lower

Peninsula was underlaid by coal, many feared that the coal-

land appraisals would greatly increase their burden of taxation.

However, the Michigan coal beds are pockety and uncertain.

The only coal lands which could be appraised as of value were

a few comparatively small areas that had been thoroughly

proven by drilling, and the total area thus appraised was but

a few thousand acres.

In the East the principle of equal or uniform method of

levying taxes is well established, and the assessment of mines

for local, town, county, or state taxation is on the same basis
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as that of other property. The property is supposed to be

appraised at its fair value; that is, at a sum equal to the price

it would bring at a sale after fair notice. This principle has

been so worked out in practice that owners of mineral prop

erty have had little occasion to feel dissatisfied with the results.

Appraisals are sometimes made that are outrageously high.

This is usually due to ignorance on the part of assessors, but

doubtless in some cases is done deliberately to accomplish some

more or less worthy or unworthy end. The remedy in such

cases is generally by appeal to the courts, and such appeals

have usually been successful in remedying any injustice from

excessive assessments.

I agree with previous speakers in believing that generally

speaking there is little, if any, criticism to offer as to the

methods of the Treasury Department in interpreting the income

tax laws, In some cases with which I am familiar where grave

injustice appears to have been done the cause has been found

in the failure of officers of the companies to present the facts

to the Department in proper form, or to the omission of evi

dence in support of the facts as stated. Consequently, the facts

have been misunderstood or misconstrued. This has been true

in many cases involving the determination of rates of deple

tion, of depreciation, deductions, and of invested capital.

In many cases the invested capital is difficult to deter

mine, especially in the case of companies which issued stock in

payment for property. The value of the property at the basic

date, or date of purchase, and the equity represented by the

stock issued is not easily determined, but, this difficulty can

not affect the basic interpretation of the law, or the principles

upon which such interpretation should be made or the decisions

finally reached.

Many cases of dissatisfaction with the action of the Depart

ment have been due primarily to the returns having been made

by officials who failed to grasp the meaning of depletion and

depreciation, and of the rulings of the Department respecting

those items. That some injustice will at times be done is, per

haps, inevitable. This may arise from difficulty in determining

the quantity and value of mineral in the ground as of the basic

date, which often is very difficult. Variations between the esti-

, mated quantity and the true quantity, as shown by subsequent

developments, gives rise to further difficulty.

Speaking of deductions from income, there is one important

issue upon which the law, or its interpretation, seems to me

inconsistent with fair and uniform treatment. In the case of a
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company, the principal cost of whose property is funded in a

mortgage, the stockholders are permitted to treat the interest

paid on the mortgage as a deduction from gross income to

determine taxable income, but in another company, the prin

cipal cost of whose property is represented by preferred stock,

the common stockholders, although paying a higher rate of

interest (as preferred dividends), are not permitted to deduct

these dividends in determining taxable income. This preferred

dividend must be paid if earned ; it is cumulative ; a sinking

fund must be provided to retire the preferred stock, which is

virtually a mortgage upon the property, but one that the pre

ferred stockholders cannot foreclose. This difference in the

original financing of coal companies has placed many companies

in a position seriously crippling their ability to compete with

those that were differently financed.

H. B. Fernald (in part).—To answer this question we must

go back to theory. A dividend is a dividend and is paid only

out of profits and when there are profits. Interest is an expense

which must be paid whether there are profits or not. That is

one clear distinction.

Under both the old and new law dividends were not sub

ject to the normal taxes, while interest was subject to normal

taxes ; hence, when the corporation tax was at the same rate

as the normal tax on individuals, the whole matter was equal

ized. Interest, being an item of necessary expense, was deduct-

able from the corporation's income, but the person receiving

the interest included it in income subject to taxation. Divi

dends paid out of profits having already been subjected to tax

ation were not subject to tax when they came into the hands

of the individual. No matter of equity is involved in this. A

law might have been drafted which would have permitted the

deduction of preferred stock dividends, but that was not done.

At the time the law was crystallized into its present form, both

virtually had the same treatment.

When we go into the matter of excess profits tax we see

another distinction. Borrowed money was not considered as

invested capital ; hence, no exemption for this indebtedness

which served as capital was permitted ; but it was permissible

to deduct the interest. For the preferred stock, which was

regarded as investment, exemption was allowed, but dividends

could not be deducted. When a corporation was subjected to

a high tax rate it was to the benefit of that corporation if it

had preferred stock with eight to ten per cent exemption, rather

than a mortgage with an interest deduction of only six or seven

-■
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per cent. This has been the general situation. The original pro

visions of the law have been allowed to stand, recognizing the

fundamental distinction that a dividend comes out of profits,

and profits are subject to taxation without deductions for pre

ferred dividends. It works inequalities sometimes in one direc

tion, sometimes in the other.

R. M. Haig.—This point has caused considerable difficulty

in the administration of the tax duty in England. A bill for a

permanent excess profit tax was drafted, which was side-tracked

at the last moment when the budget was considered last spring.

This draft proposed to disregard borrowed money and provide

for a business tax, a standard which involved the question,

"How rich have been your profits as tested by the amount of

economic capital tied up in the business, regardless of its ulti

mate ownership?" In the light of their experience it was felt

that this would achieve the most just results.

R. M. Catlin (in part).—I regard a mine as a wasting asset

whose potential value, rather than its actual or measurable

value, is often subjected to taxation. It would obviously not

meet with the support of the farmer if it were proposed to tax

him on the value of the crops which he might raise—the poten

tiality of the land ; yet through fertilization it is renewable and

is not a wasting asset. When the crops are removed they can

be reproduced, but when the ore is removed from a mine it is

gone forever. I think that we should regard taxes as a con

tribution to the general welfare to be paid in proportion to the

value of one's property, rather than as a penalty.

The mine tax that we had in Nevada some thirty-five or

forty years ago, taxing the net proceeds of the mine, seemed to

me eminently just and proper. If the mine contained ore of

value and if it was taken out, the fact was not debatable. The

value was there to be taxed, and it was upon this definite thing

that the tax was levied. The tax was not levied upon hypotheses

or upon possibilities. In those days mining engineers were

rather more liberal, and took for granted a good many things

in nature, which did not necessarily materialize. Today mining

approaches more closely to an exact science and possibilities

may sometimes be determined in advance by drilling or other

means. But, still, I question whether it is not fair to tax the

product rather than to determine what the value of the prop

erty might be through hypotheses. I recall a case where a wit

ness was asked what a fair value of a mine might be. He

replied to the effect that it was the sale value. "If two persons

met, one the owner of a property which he did not want to
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sell, and the other had no compelling motive to buy, the value

would be that price at which they would agree for the trans

action." Will Mr. Fernald tell us about the merits of the tax

on net proceeds?

H. B. Fernald.—That law still exists. I do not know if it

is the same as they had in Nevada. In general, it is probably the

fairest measure of taxable value, but it is difficult of applica

tion because nearly all similar taxes are levied on property

value. The first questions met are : What amount of revenue

is to be raised from mines as distinguished from other taxable

property of the state? What tax rate shall be applied to mines?

Shall it be equivalent to one, two, five, or ten per cent of the

value of the mineral or metal produced in order to be on a

par with the tax on farming land?

It certainly makes for simplicity if the property devoted to

each industry in the state can be valued on some basis pecu

liarly applicable to itself, industrial property on one basis, agri

cultural lands on another basis, and mines still on another basis,

but all looking toward a basis of comparative and equitable

valuation. Then, when the total amount to be raised is deter

mined, this total is divided by the value of the property to be

taxed and the rate of taxation is determined, applicable to all

industries throughout the state.

If, for purposes of taxation, we determine the actual value

of agricultural land, as is now customary, but use net product

for the taxing basis of mines, then comes the question as to

what percentage of the net product for the past year should

be taken as the tax. We can have a specific tax, or we can

assume that a certain number of times the net product equals

the comparative value of the mines as compared with other

property, and determine the percentage accordingly.

A Member.—It strikes me that mines are being penalized,

not in the offensive sense, but they are bearing a greater burden

than agriculture. It cannot be because they are more important,

for they are of less importance than agriculture. We could get

on without the mines better than we could without the farmer.

If we open the door and begin to play favorites, no end of

trouble will come in. Why isn't it better to make it a flat rate

on production all around?

H. B. Fernald.—The farmer reasons somewhat in this man

ner: "The assessor examines my farm, estimates what it should

yield per annum and then values the land at so much, say,

$100 per acre, and I am taxed on that basis. Mines should be
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taxed on the same basis, the tax to be on the mine, npt on the

yield." The farmer has the feeling that he, is being taxed on

the potential value of the land and that is what he wishes the

mine to be taxed on. The English conception of the mining

industry is practically a net product proposition. They make

no allowance for depletion but tax the entire income. In refer

ence to their excess profits duties they have made different

allowances for different types of business. We have a flat

eight, nine, or ten per cent exemption applying to all indus

tries. England put some exemptions at six per cent, mines at

fifteen per cent, other industries at twenty per cent; there may

have been some even higher. They tried to meet depletion in

this way.

When we made our first income tax returns, the thing we

had to fight for was recognition of the fact that there is some

thing different to be dealt with in the case of mines, because

a mine is a wasting asset. What you take out in any one year

is neither all income, nor is it all capital. It is part income and

part capital. It is difficult to determine, as Dr. Allen and Mr.

Graton can testify, how much of the net product represents

income similar to that on which the merchant or manufacturer

pays taxes, and how much should be treated as the merchant

treats his excess of goods, or the manufacturer treats his raw

material. Our income tax law applies equally to the merchant,

the manufacturer and the miner. The merchant knows the cost

of his goods, his selling expenses and the prices he receives.

His income is easily determined. Likewise the income of the

manufacturer. But what about the miner? The Federal Gov

ernment can tax only income, not capital. What is capital?

This is a question full of difficulties, and one with which the

Supreme Court has not yet finished.

L. C. Graton.—It hardly need be pointed out that an inquiry

into the subject of mine taxation of any such scope as that

outlined and discussed this evening will of necessity be enor

mously extensive and detailed. To understand existing tax

legislation and seek to influence that of the future in the state,

county and local jurisdictions, and to so extend effort and

interest as to establish affiliation and co-operation with the

numerous societies and other agencies devoted to general tax

reform, are objects worthy to be sure, but obviously demanding

for their attainment an array and variety of talent, an intensity

of effort and a length of time that I had not supposed this

Society or its Committee on Mine Taxation would entertain.

I had assumed, though perhaps erroneously, that the Society
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would confine its attention for the current year chiefly to the

subject of mine taxation by the Federal Government. I should

be glad to know \vha,t is the feeling of this Section as to how

the committee work most effectively.

I feel that there are many reasons why it would be wise

to concentrate our efforts upon the possibility of improving the

situation with respect to Federal taxation. It is difficult, first

of all, to believe that this is not by far the most important

objective. I doubt if all other taxation combined has taken

from the mining companies nearly as much in the last few

years as has been assessed against them in the same period

by the National Government. In the second place, it seems

probable that little if any more effort will be required to bring

about improvement in this vitally important Federal tax legis

lation than would be necessary to similarly influence the far

less consequential tax policy of any one state or smaller gov

ernmental subdivision. To reach all the state and local tax

boards would be a task indeed. A further reason is that, owing

to the recent conspicuous importance of Federal taxation as a

whole, as well as to the extreme care that will undoubtedly

be expended in order to insure in the forthcoming modification

of the Federal tax policy a correction of past errors, the new

National tax law, when evolved, will unquestionably exert a

profound influence on state and local tax programs. In conse

quence, it would seem that the most effective way of improving

local taxation, per unit of effort expended, is to make sure that

the Federal tax law shall be as sound and fair as possible.

Each good blow struck there cannot fail to make its influence

felt automatically far outside the Federal policy alone.

Finally, let us not magnify our ability, but bear in mind

that, even if we concentrate all our best efforts on mine tax

legislation at Washington, we shall be fortunate indeed if we

gain the adoption of the larger part of what we shall have

striven for. To scatter and dissipate our energies I believe

would be fatal.

Certain features of mine taxation that are vital to the wel

fare of the industry appear to be hanging in the balance at

Washington and there is grave reason for fearing that they

may be omitted from the next revenue law. Depletion, for

example, is already under fire both from within and from

without the Government. Yet depletion in the case of a mine

is as fundamental and sound and inescapable as the cost of

the leather in a pair of shoes. Indeed, the two are absolutely

parallel ; in arriving at taxable profit both serve identically to
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make proper allowance for the raw material that enters into

the finished product sold.

Closely associated with the conception of depletion is that

of discovery. This will have even more violent opposition in

Congress than will depletion, partly because its true significance

is less readily understood by the layman, and partly because,

in the attempt to administer the discovery clause in the exist

ing law and regulations, far greater difficulty has been experi

enced by the Revenue Bureau than with depletion. Yet the

conception of discovery is sound and basic ; discovery or some

equivalent ought to be in the law, for the following reason :

In mining, as contrasted with almost all other income-producing

enterprises, the real quantity of the owner's possessions cannot

be counted or determined at any given time, as for instance,

March 1, 1913. Yet all of the mineral in the ground he owns

is his, regardless of his inability on any fixed date to count

or measure it completely. Whenever he shall mine the metal

from his ground, it belongs to him and him only, not to his

neighbor nor to his predecessor in ownership, nor to the Gov

ernment. Whether included or not in some prior partial count,

not one ounce that he mines may be taken from him without

robbing him of his constitutional right to property. Similarly,

not a single ounce that he sells may be taxed as if the selling

price included no element of capital, without violating the con

stitutional provision that capital is not taxable. If the owner

failed to fully count and measure and value his property at a

given date because of laziness or indifference or reluctance to

bear the cost of the count, his case might be different. But the

positive inability of the miner to know the full content of his

mine until its career is ended is inherently and inseparably

bound up with the nature of a mine. Discovery as operations

progress is therefore inevitable. In recognizing discovery in

the revenue law, the Government virtually says to the miner :

"In owning this mine you own something of value. You are

able to count that value only piecemeal, adding periodically to

your count as your work proceeds, yet the total value is there

all the time and is yours all the time. When, in the shape of

ore or metal, you sell part of that value, which you have from

time to time disclosed and added to the count (or, as the law

says, discovered), you are entitled to return of that value free

from tax. The date at which you were able to include it in

the count is an incident which in no essential respect affects

your right to such deduction from taxable income." The dis

covery provision is thus simply a means for preventing the

benefit of depletion from being terminated prematurely.
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Actually, however, administration of the provision relating

to discovery in the existing law is probably impossible. If the

statement in the law were ideally clear and direct, and its

elaboration in the regulations were not marked by a reluctant

and restricted application of the benefit the law intended, the

administration of discovery would still probably be so beset

with difficulties as to make it an unwise measure. For dis

coveries are going on day after day in mine after mine. Obvi

ously if the Government is to examine the evidence relating

to all these discoveries, buildings would have to be erected all

over Washington to store the enormous accumulations of maps

and other data and most of us would be down there making

the examination for the Government, leaving few to run the

mines. In short, it is probably impracticable to attempt in this

manner to take care of the fact that the full content of a mine

cannot be determined at a given date.

But there is, I believe, a way of solving this problem by

letting discovery prove its own case. No better proof can be

had of the existence of value in a mine than the derivation of

income from that mine ; and the amount of the income is a

directly determinable function of the value. The gradually

accumulating income permits a steady counting or measuring

of the mine's content, and when income finally ceases, we have

reached the full count of the content or capital.

So, let the income be taxed after making provision for

depletion. The depletion may be determined, by methods

perfectly sound and simple, as a percentage of the income.

Whether the particular percentage to be used shall be deter

mined separately for each mine, or as averages to be applied

to certain groups of mines, is a detail which can doubtless be

determined wisely by a reasonable amount of study ; the experi

ence of the Revenue Bureau during the last three years sug

gests that the nearer the approach toward a flat rate of income

to be taken as depletion, the better.

Some such method of taking a pre-determined percentage

of income as depletion has, I believe, the support of all engi

neers who have given the matter careful consideration. It would

enormously simplify the whole matter of mine taxation ; it

would virtually eliminate the necessity for proof on the part

of the mining company, the existence of income for the year

affording in itself ample proof of everything; elaborate esti

mates of tonnages and of future operating costs and selling

prices would be unnecessary ; the troublesome matter of dis

covery could be ignored; dishonest taxpayers could not "get
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away" with exorbitant claims and honest taxpayers could not

be deprived of just allowances by over-zealous or unfair revenue

officials ; violent fluctuation in the amount of tax between pros

perous and lean years would be in considerable measure equal

ized to the advantage of both Government and taxpayer ; the

cost of tax collection would be greatly lessened and the tax

payer would be relieved of much of the burdensome expense

he must now bear in presenting, supporting and pressing his

case, perhaps for years. Probably its most important results

would be to render the whole matter of mine taxation more

definite so that the taxpayer may forecast with greater cer

tainty than at present what his tax liability will be, and to

materially lessen, perhaps greatly lessen, the time required to

obtain final official decision.

Denial or abandonment of depletion would mean that the

mineral industry would be required to pay tax on one-fifth to

one-half more income than is properly taxable under the con

stitution. With so vital a matter as depletion at stake in the

coming revision of the Federal revenue law, it seems to me

that we must not fail to make certain that this question, as

just and sound ,as it is important, is properly included in any

law that taxes income.

Of course, we do not know what the new revenue law is

going to be, whether it will provide for a modified income

tax, a sales tax, or something else. About the only thing we

can assume with any assurance is that the excess-profits tax

will probably go. The idea of a vigilance committee as sug

gested by Dr. Allen, to keep abreast of what is going on in

Washington would seem to me excellent. As soon as any propo

sition before Congress receives serious consideration, we must

analyze it and be ready to act at once, to the end that anything

affecting the mines shall before enactment into law be made

right and. just to all concerned.

B. F. Tillson (in part).—I want to urge some practical

consideration of the matter of taxation of net proceeds, which

was suggested by Mr. Catlin. Mr. Fernald's explanation of

the difficulties which would be in the way was not perfectly

clear to me. It cannot be difficult to fix a tax rate upon an

unknown quantity of net proceeds, because that is a basis upon

which income tax rates are fixed. A logical method of deter

mining what proportion of the net proceeds should be taken

for taxes would be through consideration of the net proceeds

of the property during the previous year. If every year we use

the net proceeds of the previous year as our basis, an equitable
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pro rata can surely be obtained. If there are more serious

objections I should like to have further illumination of this

point. To the novice it would appear that this is the simplest

way of avoiding the pitfalls of undetermined values, deduc

tions, and discovery. If taxes were based on net proceeds it

would appear to me that discovery would not enter into the

problem at all.

The word "value" may be construed to mean several differ

ent things. Value may depend largely upon the location of a

thing, or the use to which it may be put. For example, a piece

of ice has little value within the Arctic Circle, but is a com

modity in New York City. If we have something which we

put away and no. one else wants it, it has little practical, value

to us or to any one else. Whether it be a mine or a piece of

agricultural land, unless it is used it does not produce ; hence,

as a source of income it has no value. It is conceivable that

there may be reasons for fixing an arbitrary value on things

in order to insure that they be used, but in doing so there is

present the possibility of undue evaluation of such property.

The real value of anything depends upon the industry which is

applied in its development and the economic result of the

operation. A mine might produce a great deal of ore without

showing appreciable net proceeds, and the income would be

little or nothing. In the same way there are many pieces of

idle farm land which might be developed into good crop-

producing fields if energy and intelligence were applied to them.

It requires money to develop a mine, to equip it, to explore it,

and to develop ore. Yet, if we do develop an orebody we

penalize the mine or the industry that was used in developing

the situation, and we do not penalize the farmer who lets his

land lie idle. It is classed as poor land, paying little taxes, just

because the farmer is too indolent to make good use of it. In

order to reach an equitable adjustment between the miner and

the farmer we could compare the net proceeds of a group of

mines with the net proceeds of farms within the same juris

diction and prorate the taxes. It has not been the practice to

determine the net proceeds of farm land, but it can be done.

H. B. Fernald.—The proposition of comparing net proceeds

from land with the net proceeds from the mine is not so simple

as indicated. As a practical matter we consider the income

from the land without reference to exhaustion. The net pro

ceeds of a mine of which we have been speaking means the

product of the mine less cost of production without any allow

ance for the wasting of the mine, an item which we cannot
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omit from consideration. The statements of income made by

manufacturer and farmer do not contain deductions for deple

tion. In the application of the 1919 law the Department under

took to consider the net proceeds of the mine as its net income,

and then to the net proceeds to apply the same rate as applied

to the net income of the manufacturer or trader. We objected

on the ground that the trader, manufacturer, or farmer were

not impairing their capital. If the farmer has cared for his land,

he is a,s well off at the end of the year as at the beginning.

If taxed simply on a net proceeds basis we are not at all on

an equal footing with the other parties. A farmer who keeps

his property up to normal and keeps his books properly, charges

the cost of fertilizer as one of his items of legitimate expense.

This might be called a depletion charge, but it is not com

parable with that loss which the mine suffers when ore is

removed. It would be better if it were allowable for the miner

to charge off as expense that fraction of his mine which he

gives away with every pound of metal, but that is depletion.

From a practical point of view depletion must be left out

of the farmer's statements. The number of farm reports is so

large that they must be simple. He knows how much he re

ceives for the sale of his produce ; his expense of labor and

upkeep are the costs of the crop. If there is a plus difference

it is the income upon which he is taxed. It would be highly

impracticable to attempt to ascertain whether there had been

depletion and its amount. I think that we are all agreed on the

principle of an allowance for mine depletion, but we are not

equally clear as to how it should be determined.

Speaking more particularly of state taxation ; this is gen

erally based on the value of farm land. Let us assume that the

value of farm land in our state is $500,000,000, and that the net

proceeds of our mines for the past year was $50,000,000. How

much of the tax burden is it fair to place on the farms, and how

much on the mines? We cannot tell from these two figures.

We might fix the proportion at three per cent of the net pro

ceeds of the mines, and one-half of one per cent of the assessed

value of real estate ; but this or any other figure would be arbi

trary and probably unjust. We might say that four times the

net proceeds of the mine for the previous year would be re

garded as the value of mines and equivalent to the assessed

value of other real estate for taxing purposes, after which the

farmer and the miner would pay at the same rate. This may

not be equitable either, but in some manner we must find a way

or a formula that will average up equitably.
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\Note by the Secretary.—A round table discussion here ensued

in which several members participated. On the one hand it

was asserted that all of the suggestions offered for the valuing

of mines contemplated a value which in the end would be hypo

thetical and hence unsatisfactory. On the other hand it was

maintained that a tax on net proceeds must be necessarily arbi

trary and unsatisfactory from that point of view.]

R. C. Allen (in part).—Equalization is the fundamental

problem in this matter of taxation. If we were considering mine

taxation solely from the standpoint of the mines, the tax on the

net income would be the ideal tax. It is the fairest tax, the most

logical tax, and the most scientific tax. However, we have with

us the tax on property, and it is here to stay. We must put up

with it and make the best of it. Therefore, if we must tax all

property, the aim should be to tax it so that the burden will rest

equally on all classes. If in any given jurisdiction property is

taxed on its value, how are we going to take mines out of the

general property class, put them in a special class and work out

a scheme which will effect equalization between the burden on

the mines and other property ? There is no possible way of do

ing it ; it cannot be done mathematically, there are too many

variables in the problem, and if it could be done mathematically

it would be absolutely impossible politically. Imagine, if you

can, a tax system which would require the redetermination every

year of the income tax rate on a certain class of property in order

to secure the same revenue that would result were the property,

rather than the income, subject to taxation at the same rate as

other property in a particular jurisdiction and year.

There is another interesting consideration involved here. If

mines are valued so that they can be assessed and taxed as other

property, the miner has some voice in determining the rate of

taxation because his interest will be centered on local expendi

ture. On the other hand, if mines are not subjected to the gen

eral property tax, but are put into a class for taxation on income,

the miner is not going to have anything to say about the rate ;

it will be the state legislature. There are few legislatures where

the miner is in the majority. In many of the great mining states

the rate will be determined mainly by farmers. If a specific tax

is placed on the product, so much per ton, and so much per bar

rel, the result will be the same. It will be an arbitrary figure

whether the income or the product is taxed' and the arbitrary

figure can only be avoided when the mine can be taxed on the

same basis as other property. Of course, this introduces the

mine valuation problem, often difficult to solve. The valuation

1
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of any kind of property is rather unsatisfactory ; mines have no

monopoly of this trouble. In a number of states the tax laws are

being administered on an ad valorem basis as respects mines, and

with considerable success.

Mr. Chance referred to his work in Michigan. Prior to 1911

the mines of Michigan in a measure taxed themselves. In the

Upper Peninsula the greater part of the population works for the

mines, directly or indirectly, and in the past this included from

time to time the officials whose duty it was to value property

for taxation. The result was rather nasty politics and a failure

in many instances to place equalized values on the tax rolls. It

was complained that mines were valued at a lower level than

other property, and that as between the mines themselves some

were unduly favored. The farmers felt that they were paying

an undue proportion of the taxes, and naturally thought they

had a case against the miners. So they decided among them

selves that they would collect a tonnage tax from the mines. As

was to be expected, the mines objected and asked that the State

Tax Commission appraise the mines and put them on the same

basis as farms.

The Commission asked J. R. Finlay to appraise the mines.

The result of his appraisal was to raise the value of the mines

something like four hundred per cent. For his work Mr. Fin-

lay received a small fee and much criticism ; both his method and

his results were attacked and the criticism extended outside of

the state. But Mr. Finlay did a great service to the people of

Michigan. He broke the ice and made the work much easier for

those of us who followed him. The situation is satisfactory,

and the system of mine taxation could not now be changed with

the consent of the miners. The mines are appraised by the

State Geologist or his assistants, who have access to them and

their accounts at all times. There has been cheerful co-opera

tion. The system has been a protection to the miners against

the elements which would be glad to tax them at a discrimi

natory rate: The Tax Commission has all of the facts. Com

mittees of the Legislature have repeatedly examined them and

convinced themselves that the mines are fairly taxed. Of course,

the valuations are only approximate, but inasmuch as the ap

praisals are made every year, the mistakes of one year are cor

rected in the following year, and from year to year a very fair

average is struck.

Another ma'tter of serious moment bearing on the attitude

of those who have the right to impose taxes must be given con

sideration. How can the mining industry secure and maintain
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the confidence, esteem, and good will of the public, particularly

of the communities where the mines are situated. Frequently

a mine is in bad repute in its immediate neighborhood and re

ceives only antagonism where it should have hearty co-opera

tion. A proper relation between operator and employee is at

the present time of more importance to the mine owners, speak

ing generally, than the actual operation of the properties. This

is the thing of which Professor Haig spoke as "the rising tide."

Do not misunderstand it. Call it Bolshevism, non-partisanism,

Socialism, communism, or what you will. It is the idea that

the mineral resources of our country belong to all of the people.

The people may think that they cannot confiscate them directly,

or that it is inexpedient to do so, but they are beginning to recog

nize that the same results may be accomplished through super-

taxation without a social revolution. We shall have to combat

fundamentally the insidious attacks on the institution of pri

vate property.

H. M. Chance.—I feel that Mr. Graton struck the right note

when he indicated that our committee may find an important

field for activity in efforts to prevent the principle of depletion

from being eliminated from any new laws that may be passed

affecting mine taxation. Because of the wasting nature of its

assets recognition of the principle of depletion is so important

that, if in danger, the committee could do no more valuable

work than to guard it carefully. During operation of a mining

property discovery or development may prove the presence of

far more or far less mineral than any previous estimate could

indicate, and I see no other way for accomplishing justice ex

cept by recognizing the principle of a return of capital through

depletion. How to arrive at the amount of depletion, or the

rate, are merely matters of detail.

I am surprised to learn that there is some fear that this

principle may be dropped when new laws are introduced for

consideration by the next Congress.- I therefore hope that the

committee will be prepared to act with vigor if this fear proves

to be well founded.

L. D. Huntoon,

Secretary, New York Section.
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MEETINGS OF SECTIONS.

New York Section, April 28, 1921.

A meeting of the New York Section was held at the Colum

bia University Club on the evening of April 28. Senator Key

Pittman, of Nevada, and C. W. Handy, of Handy & Harman.

spoke on

The Silver Situation.

Senator Pittman (in part).—I appreciate the opportunity of

informally addressing you on the subject of silver, because I feel

that if I have any information on the subject which you have not,

I should lay it before you. While I have no fear that the so-

called Pittman Act will be repealed, I know that there is always

a chance of hasty and improper legislation. Because of this

chance all those who are interested in maintaining certain legis

lation should be advised of every fact and of every action relat

ing thereto, so that they may be prepared to lend their aid at

the proper time and in the proper direction.

The price of silver was fixed at a dollar because of certain

conditions existing at the time, and the Government is in honor

bound to maintain that price until the quantity it sold under the

Pittman Act has been restored. But aside from this, the in

creased quantity of silver which the dollar price makes possible

is a matter of sufficient importance to warrant the Government

in maintaining this figure.

Newspapers of the country have made some absurd state

ments in regard to the Pittman Act. They have used violent

language in reference to the passage of the bill, and those articles

are bound to have their effect upon persons who are guided by

impressions rather than by arguments and facts. These attacks

make it necessary for us to discuss frequently, in the most ele

mentary manner, matters that should be of general knowledge.

Lord Reading, when about to leave for India recently, made

a public address in which he stated that the action of the United
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States Government in furnishing silver for India in April, 1918,

was one of the most powerful acts that could have been per

formed towards the winning of that war. He told his audience

that it was essential to have silver in India and to have it imme

diately, and, astonishing as it might be, there was no surplus

supply of silver in the world except in the Treasury of the

United States. Such a statement must be astounding to people

who have been led to believe that there is an unlimited quantity

of silver in the United States and the world ready to flood the

country if opportunity should occur to utilize it. There was a

surplus of gold in many places in the world, but there was not

a surplus of silver except the four hundred odd millions of silver

dollars lying in the Treasury of the United States as security

for silver certificates that had been issued against it. The total

production of silver since the very beginning of any history is

only about sixteen billions of dollars, this including silver that

has been produced and utilized for every possible purpose.

When we stop to think of the amount of silver lost and de

stroyed in those three or four hundred years, silver that is

secreted never to be found again, just as gold is lost, we realize

that the supply of silver in the world is necessarily small. It

is possible that the actual existing supply of silver in the world

is less than the supply of gold.

The production of silver in the United States in 1881 was

about thirty-three million ounces. Production gradually in

creased to and including 1907 when it reached fifty-six million

ounces, an increase of twenty-three million ounces. Yet dur

ing all that period of time strenuous efforts backed by capital,

ability, and energy were made to open up new bodies of silver

ore. In 1908 and 1909 the production of silver in the United

States fell to fifty-two and fifty-four million ounces, respectively,

due to the panic conditions of that period, and the necessary

closing down of mines by reason of lack of credit. In 1910 pro

duction rose to fifty-seven million ounces, and it steadily in

creased to and during 1916 to seventy-four million ounces ; then

it dropped and continued to drop and has been dropping every

year since. In 1917 production was seventy-one million ounces ;

in 1919, fifty-six million, which figure is estimated for 1920. It

will probably be less on account of the copper situation.

The United States has been producing about one-third of

the world's silver production, which has averaged about 174

million ounces per annum, not a very large amount, although it

might have been considered at one time a large circulating

medium of that kind. We had nearly that much in circulation
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twenty years ago. In the last twenty years the business of the

world has increased probably twenty-fold, but the production of

silver has not increased even fifty per cent. In spite of the ex

pansion of business, requiring as it does more currency, there

are thousands who still believe that metal money is unessen

tial. We still hear the proponent of the greenback. I can under

stand very readily how, prior to the late war, this theory could

have been supported by seductive argument, but in the face of

recent history it is impossible for a person successfully to argue

that paper, that fiat money, no matter how strongly it may be

backed by a government, is security, or is a good pledge to be

exchanged for property. When you see the money of a power

ful government like Germany going down from twenty-five

cents to one and a half cents in value ; when you see a great

government like Austria with its money valueless ; when you

even see a country like France, a victor, and another great

country like Great Britain, a victor, with their paper currency

depreciated by reason of a lack of confidence, then we realize

that human nature is human nature, and that the only thing that

the great majority of the world will trust is something that is

not only good in one country, but is good for something in any

country. There are at least two things which are good for

something in every country in the world, no matter how culti

vated or how uncivilized ; these are gold and silver, and, strange

as it may seem, there are many places in the world where gold

will not be accepted and silver is demanded. We have approxi

mately three billions of dollars in gold in this country. This

does not amount to much ; it would not pay much more than our

floating debt, yet those three billions of dollars in gold are over

twice as much as any other three countries possess and it gives

to us a dominating power. It has the power of paying over and

over again our internal debts, thus multiplying its power in

effecting business transactions. In the same way the little silver

that we have on hand, and the little silver that we place in our

Treasury each year, although an insignificant sum in compari

son with the business of our nation, possesses a power that

enables us to transact business all over the world, and enables

us to give priority to our business in South America, Mexico,

China and India.

Why were we particularly interested in India and its de

mands for silver in 1918? Because our boys were fighting, and

one of the absolute essentials of the war was jute bagging. Prac

tically all of the jute bagging came from India, and the Indian

producers would not accept gold in payment for it. They were

accustomed to take silver. Great Britain spent twenty years in
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teaching the Indians to accept a silver rupee certificate instead

of a silver coin, by having places of redemption handy so that

the Indians could get the coin every day if they wanted to.

Great Britain had partially gained the confidence of these people

and had issued four times as many paper certificates as they had

silver in their vaults with which to redeem it. A bank is usually

safe in carrying 15 per cent reserve if there is no run on the

bank, but there was a run on the redemption agencies. Ger

many knew these conditions, and sent its propagandists among

these people, causing them to lose their confidence in paper

money.

Then the British sought for silver. They themselves were

astonished that there was little or no free silver in the world.

They found that there was only one depository of silver and

that was in the United States—four hundred odd millions of

silver dollars. In a sense that silver did not belong to the Gov

ernment of the United States, but to the miners and the people

who had sold the silver to the Government, and who took in

exchange certificates of deposit, redeemable in silver dollars upon

presentation. The producers of silver, geologists and engineers,

for months prior to the passage of the Pittman bill, had realized

that we were threatened with the closing down of our. silver

mines. They were animated by a desire to continue the pro

duction of metals. We were at that time striving to get our

Treasury Department to purchase silver, and store it up for

future use as subsidiary coin. It was no war measure that they

then had in mind. By argument engineers and producers es

tablished beyond doubt that, under the existing costs of mining,

one dollar an ounce would be a fair price for the Government

to pay for silver.

Suddenly the Indian situation developed. I was ready to

leave for Chicago to address a body of engineers similar to this,

when I received a telephone message from Mr. Baker, the Direc

tor of the Mint, asking me to come right down to the Treasury

Department. I was disinclined to break my engagement until

Leffingwell came to the phone, saying, "This is a matter of great

importance, affecting the result of the war, and you must come

down." I went down. Lord Reading was there, with other

foreign representatives in conference with our own financial ex

pert and the Secretary of the Treasury. The facts were laid

before us. Lord Reading advised us that we hadn't even a week

to delay in the matter, saying, "We have got to have this silver."

The Germans on March 18 had started their great drive against

the British line which had its back against the wall. The British
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did not know where to get more men. A revolution in India

would have followed the declaration of the nonconvertibility of

those certificates into silver, and then an enormous military force

would have been required in India. Where were the men to

come from? What would have been the result of the German

drive of March 18 if that propaganda could have been consum

mated at the time they expected it to be? Immediately the

question of a contract with Great Britain and a contract of our

Government with the metal producers was discussed. It had

already been demonstrated that a dollar an ounce was a reason

able price to pay for silver under the existing costs. There were

only a few questions to answer. One was the price at which

the metal would be sold to Great Britain, and it was agreed that

this would be a dollar an ounce net. Then we insisted that the

Government should pay the American producer a dollar an ounce

for his silver. The agreement was made then and there. Great

Britain was relieved before the law ever went into effect, relying

upon the promises of Representatives and Senators, and upon

confidence in the patriotism and the honor of Congress. There

were few speeches made in Congress on the subject, for it could

not be freely discussed in public. Each Senator was informed

of the situation. He was told that the Government wished to

sell this silver to Great Britain who would pay one dollar an

ounce for it, and that the dollar would be used later in buying

an ounce of silver to replace that which had been turned over

to Great Britain. Various prices were discussed, one dollar an

ounce being finally agreed on.

There is complaint against the Government of the United

States for paying a dollar an ounce to the producer of American

silver when silver can be bought in the open market at sixty

cents an ounce. The United States Government is not the party

who is paying the producer a dollar an ounce; it is simply turn

ing over the proceeds obtained from the British government.

The transaction is not costing the taxpayer a cent. The Gov

ernment took away the security from the silver certificates and

sold it to Great Britain with the understanding that for each dol

lar paid to the Government, a dollar would be paid to the pro

ducer for an ounce of silver. The Government has lost nothing

in' making this contribution to the war.

It cannot be considered for one moment that the Senators

who solemnly entered into the contract with the Government,

who understood what they were doing, who participated in that

compromise, are ever going to dishonor themselves and their

Government by attempting to repeal that bill, solely because the
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Government could gain ten or fifteen or twenty cents an ounce

by repudiation.

Unless we are going to decide to do without silver, we must

do what is reasonable to permit the industry to continue in this

country. We are now down to an annual production of 56

million ounces. From 1909 to 1916 we annually coined for sub

sidiary coins various sums from three million up to eight million

ounces. In 1917 we used 29 million ounces for subsidiary coin ;

in 1918, 25 million ; and in 1920, 25 million. Today we are using

nearly half the production of this country for subsidiary coin

alone, and we must have it for that purpose. All of Europe must

have it, and there is but little there now.

Note the trend of silver in Europe. Immediately after the

Armistice was signed the price of silver advanced until it reached

$1.37 an ounce. That was not due to legislation nor to the Pitt-

man Act, but to the fact that all of the European countries as

well as China were at that time denuded of silver, and, still hav

ing credit and still receiving gold from the United States, they

proceeded to buy silver to supply themselves with subsidiary

coin that they had lost during the war. During the war they

paid their Indian soldiers in silver. That silver never came to

the light of day again and never will unless the Indians are

forced to sell their jewelry in the form of bullion to keep from

starving. France was in such a condition after the war that she

had to pass laws against the hiding of silver coins. Postage

stamps were used for change. Stores were compelled to invent

tags that they could pass out as change.

When our Government stopped giving credit to the Euro

pean powers they had nothing with which to buy in the markets

of the world. They had no gold that they could spare, no credit,

and they could not get credit while they had no one working

They were compelled to melt up and sell the silver they had

purchased after the Armistice. The price of silver started to

drop again, and it kept on dropping until it got clown to 52

cents an ounce on March 5, 1921.

There is a tremendous demand for silver in the world today

but there is nothing with which to buy it, and there may not be

for a year or two to come. The only thing that has maintained

production in this country is the fact that our Government is

buying this silver. A letter here from a well-known silver mine

operator tells me that in 1919 it cost his company 83.94 cents

an ounce to produce its silver ; in 1920 it cost 95.58 cents an

ounce. He closes by saying that if this bill is repealed, or if the

price is cut down, these mines will have to close down.
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The Pittman Act will not be repealed. The question is how

long will it be Operative. Two hundred and eight million ounces

of silver were sold under the bill. Fifty million ounces have al

ready been replaced. Our country in 1920 produced fifty-six

million ounces. It is estimated that by reason of the closing

down of the copper mines we will produce only thirty million

ounces in 1921. You can estimate how long it will take to re

place the remaining 158 million ounces. I am satisfied that this

fund will last forever. I am confident that the price of silver

will go above a dollar, due to the natural demand of the world.

When the world commences to get on its feet again, and com

mences to work and produce, which will be in the next year or

two, and the price of silver goes above a dollar an ounce, then

the Government will cease to buy and that fund will remain

available until some other cataclysm, or contingency, or con

spiracy forces the price of silver down below a dollar in the

general market of the world. Then the fund will come into

action again, helping the producer of the United States, and also

helping the producer of the world. This Act takes out of the

market of the world one-third of all the silver produced and,

it therefore, has a tendency to bring the level of the world market

up to one dollar an ounce. I think the law is going to work so

well, that when it expires, if it ever does expire, the Government

will re-enact it, probably with a broader scope. Our Govern

ment may take the silver of the world at a dollar an ounce and

distribute it wherever we deem it to be to our best interest.

C. W. Handy (in part).—A study of the silver question in

this country involves a study of the silver situation abroad, and

we may first consider where silver is wanted. The answer, with

out any doubt, is India and China. The United States is young

as compared with European states, but the latter are young as

compared with the Far Eastern states of China and India. Civili

zation had progressed in the Far East for centuries before Eu

rope made much progress and has handed down its customs

to the present generation. Starting with the custom of bartering

goods for goods, they advanced to the exchange of goods for

rare stones and metals, finally adopting silver or gold as stand

ards of value and means of exchange. These were adopted for

exactly the same reason that today we find them convenient for

the same purpose.

To appreciate the demands of these countries we must recall

that the population of China is estimated at about 400 million,

and of India 335 million, over 700 million, all trading to some
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extent, but uneducated to modern methods of finance. Trade is

primitive, credit and its uses being scarcely known.

A dollar placed in the bank has no value to the majority of

these people ; they want and demand hard metallic money which

they can see, feel, and use when they wish to buy. The British

government has been gradually educating the Indian people to

use the rupee notes instead of silver, but so far only 418 banking

houses have been established to serve over 300 million people.

The old customs are hard to change. They want the silver, and

having obtained it, it disappears forever or until hard times force

some of it into the market in the shape of coin or jewelry.

In China the monetary unit is not a coin. A weight of silver

called a tael outside of the country is the basis of exchange, but

there are about sixty-five different tael weights used throughout

the country. These exchange pieces vary in weight and fine

ness, causing the most complicated exchange system imaginable.

While the rupee is the unit of value in India, a great deal

of misconception arises outside of the country due to the fact

that India regards the question as one of bullion rather than

of currency. The people choose to set their own ratio between

gold and silver currency. The two metals are looked upon as

commodities, and the imprint of a die is only an official certificate

as to the contents.

From this conception it is easy to understand why Great

Britain has had difficulty in educating the Indians to the use of

paper currency, and why she has permitted those people to melt

their coins into bullion when they wished to do so, a privilege

denied her own citizens.

In addition to the extraordinary demands of India for silver

during the war as pointed out by Senator Pittman, the demand

from China became abnormal. China during the earlier stages

of the contest had sold silver to India at a good price and needed

to replenish her stock. Russian paper rubles which had been

used in the north became valueless and silver had to be imported

to take the place of that depreciated currency.

The present low price of silver in the world's markets is

the point of interest at the moment. Ordinarily supply and de

mand determine the price of any commodity, including silver.

The demand exists throughout the Far East just as it exists in

all European countries. With the supply of silver small, why

the low price ? Simply this : those countries desirous of procur

ing silver have little or nothing with which to purchase it. Trade

is now strongly .against India ; hence no silver is bought and

sent there to liquidate balances. There are no balances in India's
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favor. On the other hand, India must settle her balances abroad,

and that means she must ship her stored silver out of the country.

Another factor in lowering the price of silver has been the

quantity of melted coin coming into the market. London re

ports that in 1920 somewhere between thirty-five and fifty million

ounces of melted silver came into that market, partly brought

about through the reduction of the British silver coins from

.925 to .500.

This latter fact is equivalent to doubling the supply of

bullion in the British Empire for its silver coins, and thereby

taking that country out of the market for a period. Fear was

felt for a time that the British government might even throw

some of its silver onto the market, and this caused selling and

depreciation which would normally not have occurred.

The factors controlling the silver market in a general way

have been mentioned. Taking specifically the year 1920 and the

fluctuation of that year, it may be noted that at the beginning

of the year the strength of the market was based on the buying

demand from China while supplying the northern provinces. In

the middle of February came a sharp drop. This is the annual

settlement period in China. She found herself with a surplus

after settlement day and it was thrown on the market. About

the same time sterling exchange began to appreciate bringing

about a fall in silver on the London market. Then uncertainty

prevailed in the European market with falling prices until the

middle of May.

When our Government began to buy in June prices rose

sharply, coincident with buying for the Indian bazaars and by

China. In October it became apparent that the Indian monsoon

had been a poor one and that exports would diminish. The

famine in China cut off exports from that country. Impoverish

ment of the East meant a diminished demand for silver to settle

exchange and the price fell.

In spite of the Chinese conditions she was a heavy pur

chaser in 1920. San Francisco sent her seventy-five million

ounces and London twenty million, and at the end of the year

the stock of silver in Shanghai amounted to about sixty-one

million ounces. On the second of April they had reached sev

enty-five million. That market is well supplied for the present.

The Indian government now holds about twenty-two per

cent of silver in reserve against the notes which it has issued,

and there seems to be very little likelihood that it will be a

buyer of silver in the near future. Since the Chinese New Year

there has been but little silver sent to that country.
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Recent advices from Europe and the Far East are not so

encouraging as the picture painted by Senator Pittman would

indicate, but the present price is so low and the supply is so

small that it is hard to see how it can drop much further.

Secretary's Note.—A round-table discussion followed the

two addresses of the evening. Mr. Thome, of South Africa,

brought out the fact that an enormous amount of silver was

annually paid to the black laborers of the Transvaal, which went

with them when they returned to the interior and absolutely

disappeared from the white man's commerce. The development

of the interior of the African continent, which is .progressing

rapidly, means the absorption of a large and gradually increasing

quantity of silver. He thought that perhaps five million ounces

of silver went to the interior and disappeared every month.

Another speaker suggested that the Pittman Act was un

precedented in the history of silver, an epoch-making act which

had gone on unnoticed. A coinage ratio of 20 to 1 had been

established without any noise or the blaring of trumpets.

As he saw it, we have at the present time in this country,

due to the Pittman Act, a fixed ratio of gold to silver, not on

the basis of 16 to 1 which Senator Pittman's predecessor argued

for, but on the basis of 20 to 1, and Senator Pittman hopes that

it will be permanent. It seems to be extraordinary that that

condition has gone unnoticed and uncommented on. It would

be interesting to know to what economic results as regards busi

ness in general that condition led. Certainly, as far as mining is

concerned, we know it has been an unmixed blessing for the

United States. There is no question but that in addition to

holding up the silver mining industry, it has upheld the other

major base metal industries.

The meeting adjourned at 10.15 p.m.

Louis D. Huntoon,

Secretary, New York Section.

COUNCIL.

Meeting of June 22, 1921.

A meeting of the Council was held at the office of the So

ciety on June 22, 1921, at which the President, Mr. J. E. Spurr,

presided. There were also present Messrs. Ingalls, Knox, Pen

rose, Westervelt, Winchell, and Sharpless.

The chief discussion of the meeting centered around the
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reports of the Committees on Education. In addition to the

Report on Post-Graduate Education which has already been pub

lished in a Bulletin, there have been submitted reports upon

Vocational Training and on Technical Education. The report

on Vocational Training was ordered printed with the addition of

a supplementary report by Mr. H. H. Knox covering points not

stressed in the original report.

The report of the Committee on Technical Education was

presented to the Executive Committee which was given discre

tionary powers as to the manner of handling this report.

The members of the Council feel that each of these three

reports should form the subject of discussion for each of three

of the fall meetings of the Society. Whether the discussion

elicited at this time, together with the written comments which

are received, will suffice, is not now apparent. Presuming that

the meetings contemplated will bring out extended discussion,

it was further suggested that it might be appropriate to bring all

of these reports up for final consideration at the annual meeting

of the Society to be held on January 10, 1922.

The activities of the Society at the present time cover such

a wide field of important subjects upon which active work is

being done, that there is promise of very considerable business

accumulating by the end of the year. It was therefore sug

gested that the annual meeting be made an all-day session, and

the President was authorized to appoint a Program Committee

for this meeting. Announcements in respect to this program

will be issued sufficiently far in advance to enable all those mem

bers who are interested in the subjects under discussion, to at

tend and participate.

The President was authorized to appoint a Gold Medal

Committee consisting of the last five Past Presidents of the So

ciety, whose duty it would be to act under the amended rules for

the bestowal of the Gold Medal of the Society, and, from time

to time, or as occasion may require, suggest to the Council a

suitable subject or person for its bestowal.

The following Resolution was offered :

"RESOLVED, that the Mining and Metallurgical Society

of America endorses the compilation and publication of a volume

of Critical Tables of Physical and Chemical Constants, and other

data, in accordance with the plan formulated by the National

Research Council."

The Secretary was instructed to issue a ballot to all mem
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bers in respect to this resolution, together with an explanation

of its purpose.

There is now before Congress a matter of considerable in

terest to mining engineers, namely, the establishment of a De

partment of Mines. The Nicholson Bill has been submitted and

is under consideration. The Shortridge Bill will be submitted

within a short time. The Secretary was instructed to send copies

of both these bills to all members of the Society with the request

that they advise the Secretary of their approval or disapproval

of these bills in order that the Council may take appropriate

action, if any action on the part of the Society seems desirable.

F. F. Sharpless,

Secretary.
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VOCATIONAL OR OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING

FOR METAL MINERS

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

The Committee on Vocational or Occupational Training for

Metal Miners, consisting of Chas. A. Mitke (Chairman). Stanly

A. Easton and B. F. Tillson, was originally appointed by the

Mining and Metallurgical Society of America in the spring of

1919, to investigate the subject indicated by its title, with the

ultimate object in view of preparing a series of courses dealing

with subjects necessary for the education of employees, in order

to "fit the practical man for the job."

Considerable time and thought was first given to a study

of the systems at present in use in large mining camps and factories

in the United States and elsewhere in order to become thoroughly

familiar both with the character of education afforded and the

results obtained, before making any further recommendations.

Inasmuch as the Federal Board for Vocational Education,

in its Bulletin No. 38, entitled "General Mining" has described

at length many of the vocational schools now in existence, both

in this country and in Europe, it was found that a duplication

of this part of the work was unnecessary, and the efforts of your

committee have, therefore, been directed principally towards meet

ing the present needs of the industry by working out carefully

graded courses, ranging from the most elementary courses for

foreign-born employees, to practical and technical classes for

shift bosses and foremen. The report has, therefore, been con

fined to this particular section of the work.

Instruction offered by mining companies to their employees

is, to a large extent, given collectively to miners, shift bosses, fore

men, and heads of departments. A great deal of company time
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and money is spend in the compilation of valuable information for

dissemination through these courses, and while they offer excep

tional advantages to the few, they are entirely too far advanced

for the majority, particularly the foreign-born employees.

It is obviously out of the question to offer to the miner who

perhaps has been working not more than six to eight months

underground, and who has a very limited education to begin

with, the same course as would be offered to the shift boss who

represents the best talent among the miners, or the foreman,

who. in turn, generally represents the best talent among the

shift bosses.

For this reason, your committee has seen fit to divide

the instruction to be given to practical employees into three care

fully graded courses : The first, the elementary, or miners' course,

which is brief, and in concise manner, deals with the daily opera

tions ; the second course is the intermediate, or shift bosses' course,

to be taken by miners who are anxious to fit themselves to be

prospective shift bosses, and who have already taken the first

course ; the third course is the advanced, or foremen's course, for

those who have successfully completed the two former courses and

are preparing themselves to become mine foremen. Included also

are three short lessons, illustrating the manner in which safety,

efficiency, and the best method of performing the job on hand,

might be taught to the foreign-born employee, thus combining the

teaching of the English language with the principles of the work.

In the case of this latter class of worker, simplicity must be the

keynote of the instruction given, and only the most elementary sub

jects can be taken up until he obtains a sufficient knowledge of the

English language to enable him to attend and derive benefit from

the first-grade class, or "Course for Miners." In addition to the

teaching of the English language, he must be given a knowledge

of elementary civics, such as, the relation of a citizen to his com

munity ; what the community is doing for the citizen ; how to be

come a citizen, and the duties' of citizens; also elementary lessons

in personal hygiene. As Mr. Samuel Rea, president of the Penn

sylvania Railroad System, well puts it in a leaflet published by the

National Americanization Committee, entitled, "Making Americans

on the Railroad,"

The task of producing good United States citizens from the millions of

men and women of alien birth who are in this country, and who in normal

times come here by the hundreds of thousands yearly, appears to resolve itself

into two problems : First, America must be made to seem to these people a

good place, not merely to make money in, but to live in. Second, they must
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be induced to give up the languages, customs, and methods of life which they

have brought with them across the ocean, and adopt instead the language,

habits and customs of this country, and the general standards and ways of

American living.

This is most important, as a man who has not the interest of

his country and his company at heart invariably proves himself to

be a very poor workman. Moreover, a man who cannot under

stand the common language of those about him is unable to prop

erly protect, not only himself, but his fellow workman. There

fore, in the interests of safety alone, the teaching of the English

language is a most important matter.

In outlining a course for the vocational training of metal

miners, it must be thoroughly borne in mind that the environment

and conditions under which the miner operates is entirely different

from that of a man in college or a trade school, where the entire

time is given to the one important subject in hand; i.e., the ac

quiring of knowledge. The miner is expected to render a fair

day's work. In many cases this is done in an atmosphere, or under

other conditions, which cause great fatigue. This disadvantage

must be balanced, as far as possible, by recreation away from his

work. If he is a married man, he has the responsibility of pro

viding for his family, which is an added reason for putting forth

greater efforts underground. Naturally, being a working man, the

percentage of time which he can devote to self-improvement is

small, and comes when he is not, either physically or mentally, at

his best. The very fact of the necessity for regular attendance at

classes is an added demand upon his limited time, and is very

apt to become irksome and distasteful unless the greatest tact

and good common sense are employed to make the evening classes

so attractive that the attendance will be voluntary rather than

compulsory. The individual lessons must be short and must not

comprise too many subjects under one heading, so as to be too

great a tax upon his already tired mind.

Your committee would like to call attention to one fact which

would appear to have a certain amount of bearing on the improve

ment in efficiency of practical men, and may possibly bear some

relation to the lack of desire shown on the part of some miners to

qualify for better positions. In many mining communities, no dif

ference is made between the remuneration paid the ordinary miner

and that offered to the machine miner. The latter has a very much

more responsible position, but in the majority of camps it is a case

of "virtue being its own reward," and no monetary incentive is

offered the miner to become a competent driller. The following
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letter received by the chairman of your committee from an un

known writer in Idaho brings out this particular point very clearly,

and it would appear that in the interests of efficiency, some re

adjustment of present conditions would be desirable :

Dear Sir :

There is one thing in regard to the shortage of skilled labor I wish to

bring to your attention, and that is the fact that in most places the pay of a

skilled miner is the same as a shoveler, notwithstanding the fact that the miner

tends to the barring down of unsafe ground, handles explosives, and gets

greasy and dirty. The shoveler has the best work and has no incentive to

become a skilled miner.

Yours truly,

("Miner"),

Nov. 11, 1920. Burke, Idaho.

In summing up the situation, it might be said :

Let us remember that that something which will prevent accidents and

conserve life ; that will prevent waste and conserve resources ; that will

usher in the spirit rather than the letter of reform ; that will make our gradu

ates citizens as well as members of their craft ; that will place pure science

in the van of industry ; that will harness up our brain power ; that will re

place opportunism with intelligent design in our industrial operations ; and

that will give us that efficiency which alone spells true economy, is education.1

Respectfully submitted,

Chas. A. Mitke, Chairman.

Stanly A. Easton.

B. F. Tillson.

Jan. 15, 1921.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE.

The principal object of vocational training is the instruction

of employees in the essentials of the particular industry in which

they are engaged in order to make them more proficient in their

work, fit them for future advancement, and give them a more in

telligent understanding of the basic principles underlying the gen

eral scheme of operations. The advantages derived from vocational

training by the employees are, therefore, more productive efforts,

increased earning power, and a broadened viewpoint. The employer,

on the other hand, benefits through increased efficiency on the

part of his employees, and also from the fact that better material

is available from which to select members of his operating de-

1 Lancaster D. Burling; Canadian Geological Surrey—"Education, Efficiency and Econ

omy, with Special Reference to Mining."
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partment; consequently, the standard of his entire working force

is raised.

Bulletin 38 of the Federal Board for Vocational Education

states :

The mining industry possesses some inherent peculiarities which serve to

emphasize the need for vocational mining education. In a manufacturing es

tablishment, the work is carried on in the open and in the light. A large

group of workers are so placed as to be under the constant supervision of the

foreman, who, in many cases can see each workman from his desk. The ma

chinery used is properly guarded so that "unavoidable" accidents are reduced

to a minimum, and all others may be classed as due to carelessness. The

worker can devote his entire attention to the job at hand, for everything

possible has been done to insure safe and satisfactory working conditions.

The miner, on the other hand, works under quite different conditions.

He works underground, in the dark, and often in rather cramped quarters.

The foreman cannot supervise him constantly, for the mine is large and the

men are working singly, in pairs, or in very small groups, and one visit a

day, or perhaps two, by the foreman is all that is possible. While everything

is done to make the general mining conditions safe, yet each underground em

ployee must act as his own safety inspector, for danger is always present

and conditions may change very suddenly. Again, the miner is concerned not

only with his own safety, but with that of all the other employees. . . .

When a machinist makes a mistake the piece is scrapped, but when the miner

makes one, the consequences may be much more far-reaching. . . . These

conditions indicate in general the special need for vocational training for the

miner, to supplement the knowledge which he has acquired in the course of

his daily employment, to explain the reasons for operations and conditions

with which he has a practical acquaintance, and to enable him to develop his

powers of judgment so as to deal with every emergency.

Vocational Training Along Safety Lines.

Hazards in mining occur the moment the miner steps on the

cage, and continue to exist until he again returns to surface at the

end of the shift. The importance of training in the one field of

safety alone is worth all the time, effort and expense incurred.

During the past few years, many of the hazards in mining

have been eliminated. No longer is it common practice to bring

up a raise or chute directly under the track, and, where these are

occasionally used, strong grizzlies are made and placed over the

opening, to prevent the men from falling through. Bars at man-

ways are now the custom ; also bars and gates at shaft stations

and on shaft cages; the guarding of trolley wires, etc. In fact,

operators and managers, who are keenly alive to the situation,

are sparing neither thought nor money in an effort to do everything
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possible to safeguard their men. However, no safety device and

no large expenditure of money can safeguard a man from accidents

which are the result of his own neglect or carelessness, such, for

instance, as neglect in barring down the ground immediately when

going on shift, rather than taking the chance of working under

loose rock ; or deliberately returning to work in a dead-ended work

ing place, without first blowing out the gases produced by blast

ing. In such instances, the only safeguard the operator can pro

vide, is an endeavor to educate the men to a keen realization of the

dangers resulting from their actions.

There is a certain element of truth in the statement of an

old mine superintendent, who said, "There is no use in trying to

make a mine fool-proof. The occupation is naturally hazardous,

and the men must learn to look out for themselves." There is a

natural and economic limit to the extent to which a mine can be

made safe, and while all precautions, possible and practicable, have

been, and are being taken by various companies, the men must "learn

to look out for themselves." In this respect, they can be aided

by education along safety lines. Trained miners are safe miners,

and fewer accidents occur among trained workers than where un

skilled men are employed.

The fact should be impressed upon the miner that he is re

sponsible for others as well as for himself, and that upon his

knowledge frequently depends, not only his own safety, but that

of his fellow employees. It is a common law in mining that every

place where blasting is taking place must be carefully guarded, so

that no one can possibly go in before the shots are fired and be

injured. Still, accidents of this kind occur time and time again,

even in mines where there are a large number of English-speaking

miners, and lives are lost needlessly entirely through carelessness

and a lack of realization of responsibility for the safety of others.

No underground employee can be neglectful of the lives of his

fellow workmen. In many instances, one careless act may en

danger the lives of almost the entire shift. For example, a man

working in a stope may, through carelessness, cause a cave in his

section, which will possibly affect the safety of men working in an

other section and thus cause a disaster. The same is. true when

working under mine-fire conditions.

In the case of foreign-born employees, their duty to others

should be one of the first things to be taught in order to prevent

useless sacrifice of life.

Too much stress cannot be laid on this feature of safety edu

cation. Ignorance can no longer be offered as an excuse when
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every opportunity is being afforded men to learn not only how to

perform efficiently the most ordinary acts of their daily task, but

to acquire knowledge of a higher nature, which formerly was only

obtainable in high-class schools and colleges.

Americanization To Accompany Vocational Training.

With but few exceptions, the maintenance of "all-American"

camps is a thing of the past, and vocational training should, there

fore, include Americanization. "Americanization means assimila

tion into the American life of the community. . . . The

keystone to Americanization is learning the language of our coun

try. . . . Americanization is the co-operative process by means

of which 'many peoples' in our cities and in America become 'One

Nation,' united in language, work, home ties, and citizenship, with

one flag above all flags, and only one allegiance to that flag." 1

For the foreign-born employees, aside from learning the English

language and the most efficient method of performing the daily

task, courses should be given in the principles upon which our

Government is founded ; duties of an American citizen ; elementary

personal hygiene, etc. ; including a brief outline of the fundamental,

political, economic, and social phases of American life. The im

portance of training of this character cannot be overestimated.

Unless men are trained to citizenship and respond to the responsi

bilities which such implies, they are no good as workers, and fre

quently spread dissension and dissatisfaction through the ranks

of the employees.

The teaching of the principles of safety and the essentials of

mining might be combined with the teaching of the English lan

guage to foreign-born employees, and thus expedite the transition

stage through which the worker must pass while being transformed

from an unskilled employee to a good safe workman.

The late James E. Roderick, chief of the Pennsylvania De

partment of Mines, in his report for 1916, stated:

The education of the foreign-born workers in the one branch of English

alone, is said to increase their efficiency about 20 per cent. Just to what ex

tent the conditions, of safety are increased is not known, but probably the

percentage is as great as in the matter of efficiency.

Modern Mining Practices Necessitate Vocational Training.

As a rule, a miner's knowledge of the particular mine in

which he is employed is extremely local, and the various jobs he

is called upon to perform are so few in number, that he rarely

1 Cleveland Americanization Committee.
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obtains a clear understanding of the economic problems entering

into the general operation of the mine.

Also, the old-time miner, who, in the days of hand steel, and

all-hand tramming, earned the reputation of being a good all-round

man, is now confronted with the problem of adapting himself to

newer methods, if he is to maintain his former reputation. A

knowledge of mechanics becomes essential, and he must acquaint

himself with the vast number of water machines now on the

market ; the various kinds of solid and hollow steel ; the different

changes in the diameter and gage of drill bits ; changes in powder,

caps and fuse; substitution of mechanical devices for hand shovel

ing underground ; and a departure from the old-time method of

gaging the type of machine round by the slips in the face, to the

use of modern standard machine rounds, based on scientific

principles.

Transportation systems have also changed from hand and mule

to electric and compressed air, by means of which powerful loco

motives draw hundreds of tons per train. A general change of

conditions has also taken place, whereby the old heated atmospheres

in which a man could work only part of the time during the nine

or ten hours, have been superseded by more comfortable condi

tions in which he can work almost continuously for 6^4 hours

(8 hours from collar to collar), which is the average working time

of the miner today.

Radical changes in stoping methods have also been effected

and the caving methods developed. It is impossible for the ordi

nary miner to work long enough at different camps to become suffi

ciently expert at each stoping method.

The only solution for these problems, therefore, is for the

miners to take advantage of the training offered in vocational

classes, and through this medium gain an insight not only into the

various methods in use in their own particular mine, but those in

use elsewhere, which they may not have an opportunity of seeing

in practice.

Benefits Derived From Vocational Training.

Many a miner commences work underground without any

previous experience in mining, and slowly accumulates over a term

of years the knowledge which fits him to be a first-class employee.

Without instruction he must learn, discard, and re-learn various

methods of doing certain work until he develops what he considers

to be the best way of doing things. Even this latter may be a

very inefficient and crude method. Through vocational training all
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this preparatory grounding in principles can be covered while the

man is working at some of the elementary jobs underground and

thus a great deal of waste time is eliminated. He then starts off

with the best known methods and, if he is intelligent, he will try

to improve on these and his rise will undoubtedly be quite rapid.

It has been proved beyond a doubt that vocational training

will greatly improve a man's efficiency. Take the miner who con

sistently drills the cut in the bottom of the face while driving a

drift, and compare the results of his footage per day with that of

the man who has been trained to drill a standard round, which has

been worked out scientifically for the class of ground in which

he is drilling. The results will show without question that the

trained man will greatly outdrill the untrained man, even though

the latter may be a good miner.

The value of vocational training does not stop with the bene

ficial results which accrue to the men only, but extends to the

company. For example, in a high-grade mine, the sorting prob

lem may mean a profit or loss to the company. The proper under

standing (acquired by attendance at the vocational classes) of the

right method of sorting, and, in general, keeping waste out of the

ore, may be the means of saving many thousands of dollars.

In caving methods, the lack of knowledge of the necessity for

even drawing, may mean the loss of thousands of tons of ore. If

the men simply draw in a haphazard fashion (and this is quite a

temptation, as in drawing-off methods the lower grades and waste

usually run much more freely than the ore, and take much less

work to draw), the uneven drawing would, of course, result in a

tremendous loss of ore. In mines in which the caving methods

are used, chutes, which are not to be drawn, are frequently sealed

by the engineers. These seals in many cases, are later found to

have been broken by men who were unfamiliar with the exact

reasons for sealing off this material, and consequently, a mixture

of a low-grade is drawn, diluting the daily tonnage of ore more

highly than it should have been.

Incentives.

In order to obtain maximum results from the establishment

of vocational classes, some form of incentive must be offered.

There are, of course, a certain few who will realize direct benefit

from attendance at these classes through promotion, but the op

portunities for promotion are necessarily few in comparison to

the large number who attend, and therefore an incentive in a

direct remunerative form must be offered, over and above a
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standard day's wage, which will give encouragement to the rank

and file.

In general, such an incentive should embody the following

essentials, according to L. V. Estes :1

(a) An incentive should increase wages above the basic day rate.

(b) The incentive should decrease costs.

(c) The incentive should be easily understood.

(d) The incentive should be based on fair standards.

Also, the incentive (or bonus rate) once set, should not be cut;

at least, not until all pieces of work commenced under this par

ticular rate have been completed.

One defect in our present wage system is that in a majority

of camps there is little or no difference between the wage paid

to machine miners and ordinary shovelers (muckers) and be

ginners. For this reason, many a good experienced miner will

hire out as a shoveler or trammer, and frequently state that he

prefers working on less responsible jobs as the wages are about

the same. There is, therefore, no incentive at present for a shov

eler to become a first-class machine miner, or a miner to become

a timber-man, etc. In camps where there is a difference in rates

between these underground occupations, the difference is generally

so small that it does not offer sufficient inducement to call forth

individual effort.

While incentives, in the form of promotion, bonuses, etc, im

mediately reward the efforts of the men who take training in order

to make themselves more efficient, it would appear that there

should also be a certain definite form of reward for unusual

merit or effort which demands initiative upon the part of the man

or men in a crisis. This would be in the nature of a "reward for

merit," rather than a reward for efficiency. Too frequently men

perform work which cannot be measured and remunerated by

day's pay and which should constitute a debit against the com

pany and become a credit to the man's personal account. Such

actions are often overlooked in the excitement of the moment,

and as times goes on, are passed up and forgotten by the operat

ing department, but remain ever fresh in the memory of the men.

In other cases, while these deeds may be remembered by the de

partment head, in after years changes may occur in the organiza

tion, and the man who knew of, and remembered, the creditable

performances of these particular men, leaves the organization and

is replaced by someone to whom past occurrences are unknown.

1 "Comparison of Wage Incentive Systems." Industrial Management, September,

1920.
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It would appear no more than just that some form of rec

ognition for such service should be instituted and these unusual

performances charted and recorded, either in a ledger reserved for

such purpose, or in card index form, or some other manner, where

the record of these men would remain as a credit to their per

sonal account and a particular charge against the company, to be

taken up and remembered at some future date when the oppor

tune time arises. Possibly such a time may occur when the ques

tion of promotion comes up ; on the other hand, it may be a que?

tion of cutting the force in a time of temporary financial distress.

On such an occasion, in going over the ledger or card index, the

recorded performance by this or that particular man should stand

him in good stead and place him on the preferred list. The cards

of those men who merely perform their daily task in a satisfactory

manner, and receive wages commensurate with such service, would,

of course, remain blank, but those who perform something out of

the ordinary, and above the average, should show a plus sign

with the graded percentage, or some other symbol, indicating just

how highly regarded by the company was the duty they performed.

Such a record would in no way constitute a black list, but should

rather be considered as an honor roll, graded as stated above,

according to the particular merits of the task performed.

Actions to be recorded on this honor roll, might be as follows :

1. The man who, in the performance of his regular duty, risks his life

to save a fellow workman.

2. The man who takes exceptional risks to save company property (as

in the case of numerous and hazardous mine fires, etc.)

3. The man who performs a particularly hazardous piece of work in a

very efficient manner.

4. The man, who in the time of a crisis is loyal and steadfast to the

company.

Results From Different Forms of Vocational Training.

It has already been demonstrated by many of the large com

panies that it pays to train men to operate machines and to do the

right kind of timbering. This has frequently been accomplished

by having new and comparatively green men act as semi-appren

tices to old and experienced employees, until they, themselves,

become familiar with the different tasks and can perform *good

efficient work.

Another method is to employ instructors, especially in drilling,

who, as a rule, are men of both practical and technical training,

whose business it is to visit all men operating drilling machines.
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They, naturally, devote the larger proportion of their time to those

men who need it most, showing them the best method of doing

things, and merely instruct the more advanced drill men in the

best methods of overcoming difficulties. It has also been found

advisable in many cases to have blueprints of all standard sets of

timber, machine rounds, etc., posted in the various change rooms

where the men congregate, and copies of these are frequently

handed to the men on the job while working underground, in order

that they may learn the correct design before putting up sets of

timber. Life-size models of tunnel and drift sets, with the cor

responding machine round to be drilled (so that sets of timber can

be put in without a great deal of extra trouble), models of stan

dard chutes, etc., are erected near the collar of the shaft, in a

conspicuous place, so that the men can see them every day and

Lecome thoroughly familiar with them.

The above examples, such as the use of various models on sur

face, the use of moving pictures, blueprints of various designs of

timbers, and position of drilling machines, etc., underground, and

the employment of drilling instructors, all illustrate vocational

training on the job.

How Foremen's and Shift Bosses' Orders

Should Be Given Underground.

Aside from vocational training in the classroom, and also

underground, there is still another form of instruction, which will

maintain the interest of the worker in his job. This consists in

teaching shift bosses and foremen to incorporate in their orders

a brief explanation as to the "why" and "wherefore," so that the

man not merely acts the part of a mechanical machine, but as an

intelligent human being, and knows that he is contributing his efforts

towards the completion of a certain task, the main principles of

which he comprehends.

We should have vocational training both underground and

in the class room. More explicit orders should be given, and an

effort made to give the men a more intelligent understanding of

the work which they are doing. Hasty orders, merely giving a few

commands, without detailed explanations, are unsatisfactory both

to the miner and to the boss. The modern shift boss should give

his instructions in a straightforward manner, and thus enable the

miner to obtain a bird's-eye view of the constructive program which

is before him. For example, the commencement of a stope may be

the beginning of a certain piece of work which will take anywhere

from six months to several years to complete. The miner will take
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a much greater interest in his work and perform his duties far

more intelligently if he knows what he is ultimately working for,

rather than only how many tons are to be produced that day.

Character of Instruction To Be Given.

In many instances, the character of instruction offered by

mining companies to their employees is entirely too far advanced

for the vast majority of the men. Considerable time and effort has

been expended in compiling these courses, which contain a fund

of valuable information, but such information can only be digested

and assimilated by the exceptional few and is entirely beyond the

comprehension of the rank and file. The results of the investiga

tion compiled in "General Mining" (Bulletin 38 of the Federal

Board for Vocational Education), state:

It would be safe to say that not over 25 per cent of mine employees could

undertake vocational courses requiring as a prerequisite a good common-school

education. Such a condition is due very largely to the proportion of for

eigners working in the mines, and in some states to the number of negroes

employed.

John B. Densmore, Director General of the United States Em

ployment Service, in a recent article entitled, "Education and

Employment Must Be Correlated," states :

If it be legitimate to estimate the mental capacity of our entire population

on the basis of the recent (military) inventory, we are justified in assuming

that our human abilities comprise 15 per cent superior-ability men, and

about 70 per cent low-grade abilities.

The mentality of 70 per cent of the 1,700,000 (young men examined dur

ing the war) fell below the 14-year rating.

From the above, it will be seen that extreme care must be taken

in formulating classes which are to reach the great mass of the

employees. Simplicity, in most cases, will be found to be the guide

to success, as the common mistake being made is to lay too great

stress upon the technical side, which is too far advanced for the

rank and file of the employees. It can therefore be taken advantage

of by only the exceptional few, while the great opportunity of teach

ing the essentials of mining in the simplest form to the great ma

jority of the men is being overlooked.

Upon examination of the various courses at present being given

in mining communities, it was found that, as a rule, all information

is included in one general course, which all men from the shoveler

to the mine foreman and head of department, are expected to

attend. Included in this course is a great deal of information which

the average miner and shift boss does not use in the course of
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his daily work, and questions relating to such subjects may not

come up once in five years.

As far as your committee is aware, no comprehensive courses

have as yet been worked out for the different classes of mine work

men in metal mines, which would lead them gradually from one

problem to another, and lay the foundations for a thorough practi

cal education, in a manner similar to that employed in all well-estab

lished schools and colleges.

In the universities no student would be allowed to enter the

senior class without having first completed the required three years'

work, and no student would, under any circumstances, be allowed

to take up the study of calculus, without having first completed

all the preliminary mathematics leading up to this subject. Similar

ly, no man should be asked or permitted to attend the foremen's

class, without having first a thorough knowledge and grounding

in the work performed by the ordinary miners and shift bosses.

It has, therefore, been the aim of the committee to work out

carefully graded and comprehensive courses for metal miners, in

a manner similar to that in which the graded courses are arranged

for use in the grammar schools, high schools, and colleges.

Classes and Instructor.

In this report, vocational training for metal miners has been

sub-divided into three distinct courses for miners, shift bosses, and

foremen, or, as a matter of fact, into four sub-divisions, carefully

graded from the illiterate foreigner, through the English-speaking

employee, up to the experienced, and perhaps technically educated,

mine foreman.

With the exception of three sample lessons for the non-English-

speaking employee, mere outlines of the other lessons in the three

different grades have been given. However, these outlines have

been made sufficiently complete so that any intelligent instructor

may use them as a groundwork upon which to build lessons to

suit the particular mine in question.

In a few stated cases, suggestions have been adopted from

Bulletin 38 of the Federal Board for Vocational Education, but in

the majority of instances, the subjects have been arranged in such

order that they cover all the essential duties performed by the in

dividual to which the class particularly refers. For example, in the

miners' course, the various underground operations are followed,

step by step, in consecutive order, leading from the simplest to the

most difficult task, and non-related and distant subjects, which sel

dom occur in the day's work, have been omitted.
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The number of men in a class should be limited to twenty-

rive. This is especially important where so many of the individual

members need a great deal of the instructor's personal attention

in order to bring them up to, and carry them along, with the regular

routine of the class.

The length of the lesson should be one hour, divided into two

periods, the first of twenty minutes devoted to a review and dis

cussion of the subject presented at the former meeting. The last

forty minutes should be taken up by the instructor in presenting

the main features of the next lecture. As the men leave the class

room, copies of this should be given them to take home with them

to discuss, talk about, and study during the week. If possible, there

should be two lessons a week. The course may then be completed

in a little over four months, thus permitting the men to gain a

knowledge of first essentials without becoming wearied. If it is

impossible to hold two classes a week, one lesson a week may be

given, and the course lengthened to approximately nine months.

The instructor should be a man who has a first-class technical

education, and also at least five years' underground experience ; he

should have made good in the mining end so as to have been at least

a shift boss, or have held an equivalent position, for approximately

one year. It is essential that he should have handled men in some

capacity, and have the right personality so as to be able to get along

with the men in the right way, and demand and receive their

respect and confidence. His practical knowledge should be thorough,

so that he can give intelligent answers to all ordinary mining ques

tions and not fail utterly on a simple inquiry and become the

laughing stock of the entire class. He should also be capable of

promoting discussion and argument. The compensation should be

commensurate with the services and requirements, technical skill,

experience, etc.

Class Room Routine.

Subject of Lessons.—Among the practical and technical studies

taught in the class room, the first to be taken up should be those

which deal with the miner's daily occupation, and should include

methods of illustrating the best way of doing things.

The material for the lessons and discussions for the miner's

course should be obtained from different foremen, in conjunction

with the various mine superintendents and the instructor, and

should represent the standard practice in connection with the var

ious mining operations at the particular mine in question, corre

lated with the best mining practice in use in other camps. It is

not necessary that the foremen and superintendents write these
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papers themselves, as they have their own work to perform ; they

should, however, furnish all the detailed information to the in

structor, who should be capable of putting it in presentable form,

and they should check the completed paper to see that the finished

product is correct in every detail.

For the miners, these papers should be gotten up in the simplest

and most concise language, the descriptions should be brief, and

the students should not be wearied with excessive detail. The illus

trations should be taken from everyday practice, and the lesson

should be of such a length that its important points can be presented

by the instructor within half an hour.

The instructor should first of all inform himself very thor

oughly as to the limitations of his class. He should then proceed

very gradually from the known to the unknown, and lead his men

step by step from the average practice (which, in many instances

has become a part of the man's nature) to the newer and better

methods which he is trying to inculcate.

The lessons should follow in sequence, each one being a step

leading up to the next, so that at the completion of the course, the

miner, shift boss, or foreman, has a complete and comprehensive

understanding of the series of operations which comprise his day's

work. This is the method adopted in many factories and the idea

upon which trade apprenticeships have been founded. In mining

camps, however, it frequently happens that when the shift boss

gets a man who looks to be a likely machine man, he puts him on

a machine, driving a drift, for one or two years, and then, if he has

a good personality, he is made a shift boss. He may know abso

lutely nothing of how to carry on an ordinary simple stoping opera

tion, how to timber in stopes, or do extensive repair work, and may

not understand the principles of handling the different kinds of

ground which occur in daily mining operations.

The classes for the shift bosses and foremen, in addition to the

actual underground operations, should include lessons on the econo

mics of mining; the handling of men; interpreting the policy of the

company ; and some knowledge of mill and smelter requirements,

etc.

Methods of Illustration.—The instructor should know his sub

ject thoroughly so that he can speak from an outline and not read

the written lecture word for word. In presenting the new lesson,

he should make free use of the blackboard, or, if possible, of a

baloptican, with which photographs and blueprints can easily be

thrown on a screen. Models illustrating the different kinds of

machine rounds, the general timbering of stopes, construction of
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chutes, etc., should also be used. There are great possibilities in

the use of moving pictures in vocational education, by which the

actual performance in detail of certain pieces of work can be

shown without the medium of language. Many moving picture films

have already been made of underground scenes and these have been

so well received that the filming of underground operations in

metal mines as an aid to education will undoubtedly follow.

In the lesson on machines, a machine should be provided and

taken apart before the students. In lessons on gases and ventila

tion, simple experiments in chemistry should be performed before

the class to demonstrate the dangerous gases. With men who are

not advanced, teaching by means of illustrations must predominate,

as it is easier to grasp the meaning that way than through the

medium of language.

Before attempting to take the miner's course, a man must

have at least a speaking knowledge of the English language. This,

of course, presupposes that he has both a speaking and reading

knowledge of the language. The latter, however is not absolutely

necessary, as he can get a great deal out of the spoken lesson and

the illustrations, even though he is unable to read the printed lec

ture.

First Course.

The following three sample lessons illustrate the manner in

which instruction in the best method of performing the job and

elementary lessons on safety might be combined with the teaching

of the English language to the foreign-born employee.

While the following lessons are original, the form followed

is that adopted by the Associated Industries of Massachussets,

which, in co-operation with the Bureau of Vocational Guidance of

Harvard University, has worked out a number of similar lessons,

covering the tanning, paper, rubber, and candy industries.

Lessons, similar to the three samples given, might be worked

up covering other subjects, such as, "going down the ladder into

stopes" ; "working in stopes" ; "shoveling ore into ore chutes" ;

"putting in square sets"; "setting up machines"; "drilling a round

of holes" ; "treating minor accidents," etc.

Lesson 1.—Riding on Cages.

[Illustration.] [Illustration.]

"Proper method of getting on cage." "Proper method of getting off cage."

1. I have a new job.

2. This is my first job in a mine.
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3. Employment boss tells me, "Report at mine shaft at 7 o'clock tomorrow

morning."

4. I go to mine shaft at 7 o'clock next morning.

5. I see timekeeper. Timekeeper tells me, "Go to change house and change

clothes."

6. I go to change house and change clothes.

7. I come back to timekeeper and he gives me a lamp.

8. He shows me how to "open lamp, put in carbide, close up lamp, and fill

with water."

9. Timekeeper shows me how to light lamp with match.

10. I then go to shaft station.

11. I see the cage.

12. The cage stops.

13. The eager opens the door and raises bar.

14. Cager says, "Get on."

15. I get on quickly.

16. I blow out my lamp:

17. Cager lets down the bar and closes door on cage.

18. Cager pulls bell signal and cage moves down.

19. I hold fast to bar while cage is moving down.

20. Cage stops at station. Cager opens door on cage and raises bar at shaft

station.

21. I get off cage quickly.

22. I must be careful in getting on and off cage so as to prevent accidents.

23. I light my lamp and go to my working place.

Lesson 2.—Going to the Working Place.

[Illustration.] [Illustration.]

"Man walking along drift showing "Man in drift, passing chute and ore

train approaching." dump."

1. I get off the cage.

2. I light my lamp and walk to my working place.

3. I see the trolley wire over my head.

4. I must not touch the trolley wire as it is dangerous.

5. I must not carry steel on my shoulder, as it may touch the trolley wire

and kill me.

6. I see the train. The train is coming towards me.

7. I must find safety station.

8. I see green light at safety station.

9. I go to safety station quickly.

10. I step into safety station.

11. The train passes by.
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12. I look to see if track is clear. Sometimes cars follow the train.

13. The track is now clear and I go towards my working place.

14. I pass a chute.

15. I see ore in the chute.

16. This chute is nearly empty.

17. Some ore comes down the chute and one rock falls in drift beside me.

18. This chute is above me and I must pass quickly.

19. I see a hole beside the track.

20. A bar is over this hole.

21. I walk around the hole. Trammer says he dumps cars of ore here.

22. I now go to my working place.

Lesson 3.—Mucking Out a Drift.

[Illustration.] [Illustration.]

"Man pushing car under chute with "Man o'vercome with gas through

hand on top of car, showing hands neglect to turn on compressed air

caught between chute and car." before commencing work."

1. I reach my working place.

2. I smell gas.

3. Boss says, "Gas must be blown out before starting work."

4. Boss shows me how to turn on compressed air.

5. I turn on compressed air and blow out gas.

6. When air is fresh, boss says, "Go into working place."

7. Boss tells me, "Always pick down the back before commencing work."

8. I pick down the loose boulders in the back.

9. Boss now says, "Muck out this drift."

10. I look around and see a big pile of ore.

11. I also see a shovel and a car.

12. The ore is lying on a turn sheet.

13. The turn sheet is a large flat iron laid down before blasting.

14. The boss says it is much easier to shovel off a turn sheet than from the

rough ground.

15. I pick up the shovel.

16. The boss tells me this is the right kind of shovel for this class of ore.

17. The boss shows me the best way to shovel.

18. I shovel the ore.

19. The car is half full. The boss tells me, "Rest, one minute."

20. I lay down the shovel and rest.

21. I then fill the car with ore.

22. I push the car to the chute.

23. The boss says, "Watch your hands and do not get them hurt."

24. My hands should be on side of car when passing under chute.
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25. I now come to raise where car should be dumped.

26. I must be careful at raise and not step into the hole.

27. I turn car, lift one end, throw gate, and car dumps.

28. I level up car, put it in right position, and then push car back to my

working place.

29. I fill car a second time.

Outlines of Courses for Miners, Shift Bosses and Foremen.

Miners' Course (For English-speaking Miners.)

Lesson 1.—Safety First—Accident Prevention.

General instructions regarding personal safety, such as proper methods of

getting on and off cages.

Exercise of proper care in handling lamps and matches underground.

Care to be exercised when traveling in and out of mine.

Carrying steel or picks on shoulder prohibited.

Proper precautions to avoid coming in contact with trolley wires, espe

cially when loading cars.

Barring down in drifts, raises, and stopes immediately when going on

shift.

Safe position when loading cars from chutes.

Care of hands when pushing cars under chutes.

Necessity for guarding all openings to prevent men from falling down

chutes and raises.

Use of timber in all doubtful ground. (At one mine the sign appears,

"When in doubt use timber.").

Careful handling of powder, caps and fuse. (There should be a rule,

"Never carry caps and fuse on top of hat, etc.").

Necessity for stepping into safety station when motor trains are passing.

Blasting never to be done alone. (Two men should always be present).

All places requiring blasting to be carefully guarded until all shots are

fired.

Men should be required to read company safety rules.

Lesson 2.—Safety First.

Location of various first-aid boxes, and other material, such as stretchers,

etc.

Proper use of first-aid material in case of injury. (A short practical

course in first aid to the injured should be taken by every miner).

Lesson 3.

Elementary instructions regarding personal hygiene, and rules pertaining

to health, to be given by the company's physician.

Liberal use of the company's sanitary change rooms should be encouraged.
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Lesson 4.—Americanization Lecture.

Importance of citizenship.

Every employee should be instructed in the ideals of good American

citizenship, in order that his energies may be properly directed, for without

this, instruction in efficiency would probably be wasted.

Lesson 5.—Mine Equipment.

Location of various tool houses, timber stations, powder magazines, on

surface and underground. These locations should be shown on the mine

maps, so that the miner will go for his supplies via the nearest station to his

work.

Illustrations of the various kinds of tools and supplies used underground.

These include underground tool-room supplies ; kinds of machines and their

uses ; kinds of steel and machines in which they are to be used ; purpose of

ordinary tools, such as picky-poke, axe, hammer, saw, block-and-tackle, chains,

wrenches; machine and car oil; air and water hose; various kinds of shovels;

turn sheets ; different kinds of cars ; kinds of rail, etc.

Timber—stope sets ; drift, tunnel, and raise sets ; stulls ; lagging ; track

ties ; shaft sets ; wedges, etc.

Powder magazine ; various kinds of powder in use in that mine.

Cap and fuse house. Method of capping fuse ; use of sacks for caps,

fuse and powder; also for tamping, if used.

This should be an illustrated lesson, with very brief descriptions accom

panying each illustration.

Lesson 6.—General Description of Mine.

Illustrations of location, shape, size, inclination and extent of various

ore bodies, with drawings, models, maps, etc.

Position of shafts, main drifts, raises, winzes and stopes, constituting the

main avenues through which the ore is extracted. s

The main extraction avenues should first be described and after that a

secondary group of drifts, raises, winzes and shafts which were driven mainly

to find ore and for ventilating purposes.

Lesson 7.

Similar to the above. At least two lessons should be devoted to this

subject, and more in the case of very large mines. In this manner the miner

at the outset obtains a general view of the mine in which he works and an

intelligent understanding of the ultimate object towards which his efforts are

being directed.

Lesson 8.—Rock Drills and Drilling—Drifting Machines.1

Mounted drills. General construction : Saddle ; feed screws ; cylinder ;

side rods and springs; piston (or hammer); rotating mechanism; chuck;

throttle.

1 Bulletin 38, "General Mining." Federal Board for Vocational Education.
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The valve motion and its operation : Tappet ; air ; auxiliary air ; valveless.

Care of drill: General handling; oiling; setting up; water attachment.

Mountings: Column; bar; tripod.

Lesson 9.—Rock Drills and Drilling—Stopf.rs and Jackhammers.1

General construction: Cylinder; hammer; tappet (anvil); chuck; method

of rotation ; feed cylinder ; feed piston ; throttle.

Valve motion and its operation : Air ; valveless.

Care of drill: General handling; oiling; setting up; water attachment.

Kind used.

Hollow and solid steel.

Shape of bits.

Gages of bits and lengths of steel.

Shank and shankless steel.

Sharpening steel : By hand ; with drill-sharpening machines.

Tempering.

Lesson 11.

Review of preceding lessons.

Most efficient method of setting up drifting machine on the bar, or on

column, in minimum amount of time.

General routine of putting either the bar or column in proper position,

preparatory to drilling round of holes.

In general, position of machine on column for drilling—first, back holes;

second, breast holes ; third, cut holes ; fourth, slab holes ; fifth, skimmers ; and

sixth, lifters.

Standard equipment which should accompany a drifting machine. (Il

lustrations of all parts).

Setting up stoping machine preparatory to drilling a raise or round of

holes in a stope.

Position of machine for drilling various holes in raise and in stope.

Standard equipment which should accompany a stoping machine.

Setting up a plugger machine on the bar, or connecting it up and using

it by hand to plug boulders.

List of troubles causing delays ; overcoming difficulties in drilling.

Drilling in soft clayey ground ; kind of machines and steel to be used.

Drilling in medium and fitchery ground.

Drilling in hard and tight ground.

Methods of freeing steel and preventing its sticking in these various

kinds of ground.

1 Bulletin 38, "General Mining." Federal Board for Vocational Education.

Lesson 10.—Drill Steel.1

Lesson 12.—Drilling Operations.

Lesson 13.—Drilling Operations—Continued.
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Precautions to be taken to prevent steel becoming plugged.

When to change the dulled steel for sharp.

Instructions regarding proper use of air and water when collaring a hole

to prevent formation of dust.

Precautions to be taken in use of water in wet stoping machines.

Complete outline of daily routine from the time miner comes on shift

until he blasts and leaves the mine. (See Appendix A).

Lesson 14.—Type of Machine Round for Drifts.

The standard rounds used by the company in question.

Records showing comparison of footages made by standard rounds as

compared to those made by the old type round.

Reasons for using standard rounds.

Standard rounds for different classes of ground.

Depth of round according to size of drift and class of ground.

Definition of various holes (cut, skimmer, etc.)

This lesson should be illustrated with models, blue prints, baloptican, and

drawings from memory.

Lesson I5.—General Types of Rounds for Raising and Sinking.

Standards for different classes of ground in raising and sinking.

Proper location of cuts.

Definition of various holes.

Complete outline of daily routine of miner from the time he comes on

shift to drive a raise, until he blasts and leaves the mine. (See Appendix B).

Complete outline of daily routine of miner in sinking a shaft. (See Ap

pendix C).

Lesson 16.—Explosives.

Kinds of explosives used in this mine.

Purpose and uses of these various classes.

Rules regarding the safe methods of handling explosives.

Proper storage of explosives.

Cutting of fuse and proper method of crimping caps.

Strength of cap necessary for the explosives used.

Storage of caps and fuse.

Transporting of powder from surface to underground magazines, and

from underground magazines to working places.

Use of powder and fuse sacks.

Special care to be taken to prevent customary methods of carrying caps

attached to fuses around a man's neck or on his hat.

Lesson 17.—Loading and Blasting.

Brief review of former lesson.

Importance of loading holes according to the burden upon individual

holes.
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Proper loading of holes ; making up of primer ; its position ; eliminating

air spaces; proper use of tamping; character of tamping stick; order of fir

ing, that is, proper cutting of ends of fuses with special care in spitting the

fuses in their proper order, to have the round of holes go off correctly, cut

holes first, side slab holes, breast holes, back holes, skimmers, and finally the

lifters.

Placing of turn sheets before blasting drifts and tunnels.

Greatest care to be taken in guarding every place in which blasting occurs.

Shots to be counted and marked up on blackboard when going off shift.

Manner of using explosives in raises and ore chutes which are hung up.

Danger of air blasts when ore drops.

Lesson 18.—Laying of Track.

Proper gage.

Spacing of ties.

Special attention to be given grade and drainage.

Instructions in use of level.

Right kind of ballast to be used.

Amount of time and energy to be put into temporary track and permanent

track.

Attention should also be given to curvature, frogs, switches, turnouts, etc.

Importance of keeping tracks clean.

Lesson 19.—Shoveling and Tramming.

Elementary lesson, showing the proper use of turn sheets, position of car,

methods of attacking ore piles, etc., preparatory to shoveling. Proper re

moval of gas by spraying before starting work. Attaching extra lengths to

ventilating pipe, if necessary, in order to keep the air close to the face.

Method of holding shovel, and proper kind of shovel for the particular ore or

waste to be handled.

Cleaning track, oiling car, preparatory to tramming.

Proper method of hand tramming and dumping cars.

Drawing of raises, when running and hung up ; position of trammer at

chutes.

Shoveling for purpose of cleaning track ; mucking out faces in drifts ;

shoveling ore in ore chutes ; in stopes ; cleaning down stopes and distributing

waste fill in stopes ; cleaning down manways, etc.

Picking down the back at intervals along untimbered drifts.

Importance of cleaning ditch.

Lesson 20.

Review of preceding ten lessons.

Lesson 21.—Timbering of Drifts.

Location of various timber stations in the mine.
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Various designs for timbering, according to the class of ground, such as

hard, medium, soft, running, heavy, very heavy, and spiling ground.

Standard timber sets for hand tramming, mule and motor-size drifts.

Proper' alignment of timber.

Transportation of timber from various timber stations underground to

the working place.

Wherever practicable, make room for standard sets to avoid cutting of

special timbers.

Re-timbering drifts in various classes of ground, showing various steps

taken in setting back lagging, use of false sets, staging, etc.

Relieving lagging and sets of timber which have been crushed.

Lesson 22.—Timbering in Raises.

Various timber stations in the mine.

Various designs for timbering ground, such as heavy, and very heavy,

hard, fairly hard, medium, soft, running and ravelly ground in raises.

Square-set timbering for average and medium ground, and cribbed chutes

and manways for heavier ground.

Standard raise sets, also standard manways, chutes, and timber com

partments.

Retimbering raises.

Lining and relining chutes.

Lesson 23.—Sinking Shafts and Winzes.

Character of hoist, according to depth of shaft or winze and various

loads to be handled.

Standard sets of timber.

Use of hanger bolts.

Proper use of "header" for shaft sinking. This enables the crew to have

all their drills, air hose, water connections, etc., attached to one central hanger.

This is lowered after the men go down the shaft and all that is necessary

is for each man to take his machine off the hook, enter the steel, and com

mence drilling.

Standard rounds to be drilled. Importance of cut holes.

Overcoming difficulties of water in sinking operations.

Electric blasting.

Proper alignment of timbers.

Blocking, lagging, breaking of ground, shoveling, etc., should all receive

careful attention.

Lesson 24.—Stoping Methods.

The simplest stoping methods used at this particular mine.

Drawings, models, etc., to illustrate the various methods of carrying up

the different sections of the stope.

Also, if in a high-grade mine, the method of filling, after the ore has been

extracted, and the method of timbering should be taken up.
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Lesson 25.—Stoping Methods.

Remainder of stoping methods used in this particular mine.

Each method should be thoroughly illustrated with drawings, showing

the various stages, and the most efficient methods of extracting the ore.

Lesson 26.—Stoping Methods.

Review of preceding stoping methods, and methods of stoping out blocks

of ground with a minimum amount of caving. This applies particularly to a

high-grade mine.

Discussion of the most desirable size of sections to be carried, depending

on kind of ore, and other conditions.

In the low-grade mines where the caving methods are used, the method

of extracting all the ore by means of scientific drawing should be incorporated

in this lesson.

Note—For the miner, nothing is taken up but the stoping methods in use

in the mine in question.

Lesson 27.—General Lecture on Importance of Maintaining Grade of Ore.

In high-grade mines, the ore and waste should not be blasted together,

but each should be blasted separately.

Then the waste should be carefully sorted out of the ore before the ore

is turned down the chutes to be drawn into the ore cars.

Careful sampling of the drillings from machines, preparatory to blasting,

will keep the mine organization informed as to the values in the face about to

be shot down.

In the caving methods, frequent sampling by means of drillings, channel

sampling, and grab samples', are to be resorted to.

Also, some means of measuring the ore as it is drawn down from the

chutes must be followed in order that the capping comes down evenly, or

at a certain angle, and the highest grade of ore obtained.

Lesson 28.—Waste Filling.

Class of waste fill in use in this mine.

Systematic filling of stopes in order to maintain a steady production, by

filling one portion of stope, while other portion is producing and vice versa.

Reasons for filling square-set stopes with waste.

When timbered methods are used, the filling with waste should receive

careful attention.

Close filling is important to prevent general settling of ground. Aid of

water stopers in this respect.

Handling of fill with limited amount of hand labor.

Pyrites should never be used for fill in combination with timber, but sent

to the surface. Mine fires have developed from use of too much pyrite and

timber in old fill.
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Lesson 29.—The Company Contract or Bonus System for

Drifting, Raising and Stoping.

Details of the systems in use in this particular mine.

Requisites for earning maximum amounts under each system.

Lesson 30.

Review of preceding ten lessons.

Lesson 31.—Haulage.

Various kinds of mine cars in use in this particular mine.

Description of parts of cars.

Importance of lubrication.

General mine grade.

Brief description of hand, mule, electric, trolley, storage-battery, com

pressed-air, gasoline, and rope haulage.

Lesson 32.—Ventilation.

Purpose of ventilation : To dilute and render harmless the gases in mine

workings; to lower temperature and humidity in order to make a good com

fortable atmosphere ; also removal of dangerous dust.

Ventilation of drifts and raises and winzes, by means of compressed-air

jets, small blowers, and ventilating pipe.

Location of blower and intake air pipe for ventilating these dead ends.

(Correct and incorrect method). Proper distance of end of pipe from face.

Clearing out headings after blasting, but before entering the working

place.

Spraying muck piles before shoveling in order to absorb the gases which

arise and affect the shoveler.

Spraying all working places when coming on shift in order to lay the

dust in the mine air.

Lesson 33.—Ventilation—Continued.

Methods of detecting gases in mine air, and the more common dangerous

gases found in metal mines.

Simple chemical experiments, illustrating the formation of various gases,

and the places in which they may be expected in mine workings.

Composition of surface and mine air.

Lesson 34.—Mine Fires.

Causes of mine fires.

Dangerous gases encountered in attacking mine fires and methods of de

tecting them.

Precautions to be taken when working in the vicinity of dangerous gases.

Dangers of air and dust blasts caused by mine fires.

Fire-fighting equipment. «

Use of oxygen helmets in exploratory work around mine fires.

Putting up brattices and building temporary bulkheads.
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Lesson 35.—Company Policies.

Under this heading would be discussed such matters as :

Wage scales.

Reimbursement during periods of temporary disability.

Old-age pensions.

Annual bonuses.

Hospital arrangements.

Insurance.

Employees' benefit associations, and expenditures which the company

is making annually for the safety of its men.

Lesson 36.—-Citizenship.

Important extracts from publications on civics might be read at this

lecture.

Review and examination for miners' certificates, should follow.

Shift Bosses' Course.

Lesson 1.—Duties of a Shift Boss.

General scope of duties to be performed by shift bosses.

Duty towards company ; interpreting its policy correctly.

Duty towards the men ; to look out for their safety ; to see that every

man gets justice in every respect.

Duty towards the mine ; to prevent loss of ore ; to inform himself on all

the latest and most approved mining methods, in order to practice strict

economy and perpetuate the life of the mine.

Lesson 2.—Safety First—First Aid.

In a large number of mining camps all bosses are compelled to attend

first-aid classes, which are especially held for their benefit. Approximately

twelve lessons are usually given. In such cases, it would not be necessary

to devote a great deal of time to this subject in the vocational course, but

merely review what has already been taken up in the first-aid classes.

Lesson 3.—Safety First—Accident Prevention.

Bosses should be taught to study accidents, in order to eliminate careless

ness on the part of the men.

The principal causes of accidents should be reviewed, such as :—

Falling ground.

Rock falling through chutes.

Loading from chutes.

Lack of protection from trolley wires when loading cars from chutes.

Careless handling of explosives.

Riding on motor trains.

Wrong method of handling mine cars.

Man falling down open chutes and raises, etc.
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The bosses should be taught the necessity for the careful placing of men ;

for cautioning men against carelessness, and taking chances ; for putting-

landings in manways ; for guarding shafts ; for the use of safety guards at

raises and other openings.

The boss should look over working places carefully each morning, to see

their condition, and advise men what to do.

It is the imperative duty of the boss to see that safety rules are carried

out.

They should see that first-aid boxes are well supplied.

They should be taught how to make out complete accident reports.

Lesson 4.—Advanced Lecture on Citizenship.

Lesson 5.—Mine Tools, Equipment and Supplies.

Transfer of tools and equipment (timber, powder, steel, axes, saws, etc.)

from surface to underground stations and store rooms.

Filling out requisitions.

List of supplies and tools which should be in all underground storages.

Inventories to be sent frequently to shift bosses' offices.

Costs of all tools and supplies.

Proper storage and care of equipment and tools.

Methods of distribution underground by means of tool nippers, etc.

Checking system for surface supplies. (At some mines machine men get

oil cans, and wrenches on surface ; timber men get tools, chute runners get

hammers, etc. These tools are checked out in the morning and returned at

night).

Having sets of standard equipment in places where they are to be used

before the men come on shift. For example, a complete drilling outfit to be

at working place when miner comes on shift to put in a round in a drift

Lesson 6.—Mine Maps.

Reading mine maps ; conventional symbols and terms.

Use of scale and protractor.

Measuring footage with tape.

Location of all stoping areas ; also showing new ore to be stoped.

Lesson 7.—Drilling Machines.

Points to be considered in selecting drills.1

Advantages and disadvantages connected with various types of drills.1

Of piston and hammer drills.

Of valve motions.

Of different mountings.

Of size and weight.

Application of various types of drills.

1 Bulletin 38, "General Mining." Federal Board for Vocational Education.
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Diagrams of various machines, showing construction, and important parts

of Leyners, stopers, and pluggers.

Important considerations when making drill tests.

Drilling speeds, strength of blow, frequency, air consumption, etc.

Importance of air pressures with different kinds of machines.

Lubrication.

Lesson 8.—Drilling Machines and Drill Steel.

Drilling machines with relation to the various drill steels which are ap

plicable.

Uses of the various classes of steel.

Detailed study of various methods of heating; forging; sharpening; cool

ing ; tempering.

Various kinds of furnaces for heating steel.

Various types and shapes of drill bits ; gage ; taper of drill bits ; shapes

and tempering of bits in relation to character of ground drilled.

Lesson 9.—Characteristics of Ground in Relation to the Types of

Standard Rounds.

Special attention to be given to the standard type of machine rounds ;

running headings on lines ; maintaining proper grade in drifts.

All operations in connection with drifting, sinking and raising, which have

been standardized.

General principles of breaking ground in the various classes of ground.

Selection of standard round according to class of ground encountered.

Number and importance of proper placing of holes in breaking the ground.

Proper depth of round to be drilled in the various classes of ground.

Importance of maintenance of general size and shape of drift.

Seeing that ditches are driven in various drifts along with headings.

Proper use of turn sheets before blasting.

Lesson 10.—Drifting, Raising and Sinking.

A detailed study of costs of drifting, raising and sinking.

Timbering methods applicable to drifting, raising and sinking.

Operations of mechanical loading machines underground.

Lesson 11.—Timbering in Drifts; Also Repair Work in Drifts.

(Advanced Lecture.)

Costs of timbering hand tramming, mule, and motor drifts.

The exact points where timber should be blocked, so as to have the least

danger of breaking posts and caps.

Occasional use of rock-built walls.

Use of steel timbers in certain cases.

Putting in false sets and setting back lagging.

Putting in regular set of timbers and removing false set.

Use of bridging on top and sides of drifts.
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Use of sills when bottom keeps rising.

Use of stulls while temporary repairs are being made.

Lesson 12.—Timbering Raises, and Re-timbering Raises. (Advanced

Lecture. )

Various kinds of raises and methods of timbering used in metal mines :

Square-set and cribbed raises in square-set stopes.

Special small four-post raises and cribbed raises for top-slice stopes.

Raw raises for caving systems and for haulage chutes.

Costs of driving raises, and timbering.

General .repairs usually met with in raise work.

Use of concrete for extremely heavy and crushing ground.

Shafts, vertical and inclined.

Uses to which shafts are put, such as,

Prospecting.

Development of orebodies.

Ventilation.

Hoisting.

Dimensions of various types of shafts.

Proper location of shafts with reference to orebodies.

Methods of sinking depending on character of ground, to be gone through

—very hard; hard; medium; soft; running, etc.

Character of machine rounds.

Loading and blasting; delay-action detonators.

Removal of waste.

Use of blasting timbers to protect regular shaft sets.

Timbering. Cutting stations.

Alignment of shaft and proper ventilation.

Installation of small hoists underground for winzes.

Character of foundation.

Amount of excavation and general placing of hoisting machinery.

Advantages gained by use of moiling with machines after round has

been blasted. (This usually enables from 6 in. to 1 ft. extra to be added to

the round).

Lesson 14.—Explosives.

Principles of blasting.

Characteristic action of explosives.

Efficiency when tamping is used.

Detonators ; safety fuse ; stemming ; electric blasting.

Lesson 15.

Review of preceding lessons.

Lesson 16.—Underground Transportation.

Condition of track, and its effect on cost.
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Importance of keeping track as close to face as possible in all drifts.

Proper grade for various kinds of haulage, weight of rail, etc.

Upkeep of track.

Kinds and types of cars for various classes of ore.

Proper distribution of cars throughout the mine.

Costs of hand, mule, electric, and compressed-air haulage.

Various gages of track.

Methods of protecting trolley wire.

Lesson 17.—Drainage.

Proper kind of ditches along drifts, according to volume of water.

Sources and character of mine water. If water is acid, then protection

of rails, chutes, etc., from being destroyed, is necessary.

Methods of pumping—hand, electric, compressed-air. Brief description

of various kinds of pumps in general use.

Lesson 18.—Stoping Methods. Maintenance of Grade.

Overhand and underhand stoping methods for high-grade orebodies,

with illustrations of manner in which sections of a square-set stope are to

be carried up.

Square-set stoping in medium and heavy ground. Size of sections taken,

and precautions which must be observed.

Use of underhand stoping methods for caved ground in high-grade ore-

bodies.

Methods of timbering.

Lesson 19.—Stoping Methods.

Horizontal and inclined cut-and-fill systems. Application of above

systems.

Methods of timbering used with these systems.

Lesson 20.—Stoping Methods.

Mitchell stoping method.

Top-slice (incline and horizontal) stoping method.

Application of above systems.

Methods of timbering.

Lesson 21.—Stoping Methods.

Shrinkage and caving systems in general.

Lesson 22.—Stoping Methods.

Application of shrinkage and caving systems.

Use of special methods of timbering small drifts, tunnel sets, and pony

sets, etc.
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Lesson 23.—Waste Filling.

Waste filling is obtained from several sources :

First, surface. Waste is either obtained from large mill holes

where ground is broken, then turned into big waste raises, and

from there drawn off and distributed through different levels

in the mine, or,

Mill tailings are taken down from surface through pipes and

distributed in the stopes similar to water.

Second, waste from all development work underground is used and

poured into stopes as fill.

Third, waste which has been sorted from ore in stopes is turned

into the waste fill, while some of it (when the ore and v/aste

occur together) is blasted out separately from the ore and

turned into the fill.

Use of water in packing waste to prevent undue settling.

Necessity for keeping stopes well filled with waste to prevent caving.

Use of slides in filling stopes to save hand labor.

Lesson 24.

Review of stoping methods, their application, etc.

Lesson 25.—Application of Company Bonus or Contract Systems.

Details of method of figuring out the bonus system.

Standards to be set for each working place.

Allowance to be made for unusual conditions, bad ventilation, etc.

Lesson 26.—Sampling.

Various methods of sampling used in high- and low-grade mines.

Precautions necessary in the taking of representative samples.

Number of samples necessary in drifting, raising and stoping.

Lesson 27.—Compressed Air.

Transmission of compressed air underground ; size of piping, etc.

Complete diagram of all compressed-air and water lines underground,

showing diameters of air and water lines in various drifts and raises.

Importance of putting in the proper sized air lines for drifts, raises and

stopes.

Losses in efficiency due to under sizes.

Losses due to leaks.

Air pressures at various places in the mine, and necessity for maintain

ing high pressures.

Costs of compressed air underground.

Lesson 28.—Elementary Geology.

General geology of the district in which the particular mine is located.
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Lesson 29.—Elementary Geology.

Geology of ore deposits in this particular district.

Methods of prospecting which have been the most successful.

The various characteristics to be observed in mining, which may be a

guide to the finding of new ore.

Lesson 30.—Ventilation.

Importance of mine ventilation.

Instruments for measuring air currents, and determining temperature

and relative humidity of working places : Barometer ; thermometer ; water

gage ; anemometer ; hygrometer ; and pitot tube. Explanations of each.

Meaning of relative humidity. Its effect upon efficiency.

Lesson 31.—Ventilation.

Standard atmospheres.

Velocity of air and its effect and importance in relation to comfort and

efficiency.

Humidification of mine air.

Natural ventilation.

Mechanical ventilating systems. (In general.)

Lesson 32.—Mine Fires.

Dangers of mine fires.

Fire prevention methods :

Fire patrol.

Screen gates at entrance to shafts and stopes.

Water lines.

Helmet crews.

Mechanical ventilation.

Fighting mine fires with mechanical ventilating equipment.

Various other methods of combating mine fires.

Lesson 33.—Mine Fires.

Methods of stoping and mining ore under mine fire conditions ; that is,

when the ore is either on fire or a large fire exists somewhere in the mat.

Lesson 34.—Elementary Lesson on Milling and Smelting.

With direct relation to the mine in question.

Lesson 35.

The art of handling men.

Lesson 36.

Review of Lessons 26 to 35, inclusive.

Final review and examination for shift bosses' certificates.
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Foremen's Course.

Lesson 1.—Duties of a Foreman.

The foreman should recognize his responsibility towards the men as

regards accident prevention.

He should see that a complete set of all necessary supplies are kept in

stock.

He should work out improved methods of distributing all tools and

supplies; i. e., introduce flow sheets of movements for all tools and supplies

through the various stations, working places, repair shops, etc.

He should develop and co-ordinate a first-class mine organization.

He should see that graphic charts of daily operating costs are kept be

fore the shift bosses.

He should have his bosses study their men so as to place the right

man in the right job.

Lesson 2.—Accident Prevention.

Statistics of mine accidents should be reviewed.

All principal causes of accidents should be reviewed.

The necessity for having complete accident reports should be em

phasized.

The use of safety devices in connection with hoists to prevent over

wind, excess speed, etc., should be pointed out.

Rules regarding care of hoisting ropes, danger signs, etc., safety devices

in cages, etc., should be studied.

Lesson 3.—Company Policies. (Advanced Considerations).

Policies which deal directly with company and men working in the mine.

Interpretation of company policies by foremen to the bosses, etc.

Lesson 4.—Surface Work.

Proper arrangement of timber yards so that various sizes are readily

accessible.

Efficient handling through saw mill.

Loading of timber on trucks, which can be pushed on cages, lowered to

proper levels, and taken to underground timber stations.

System for transporting the dull steel from the various shaft stations to

surface, and from there to steel-sharpening plant.

Efficient handling in steel-sharpening plant, while steel is sharpened and

tempered.

Return of sharpened steel from shop to underground steel racks.

Transportation of powder, caps and fuse from magazines on surface

to underground magazines.

f
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Transportation of drilling machines to repair shops, either on surface

or underground.

Handling of saws, axes, nails, wrenches, rope, hose, rails, ties, etc.

Lesson 5.—Graphic Representation of Costs and Performances for

Bosses.

Foreman should see that charts are made up and posted daily, showing

the following:

Tons per man shift.

Stoping cost per ton.

Footage per man shift in drifting.

Cost per foot in drifting.

Footage per man shift in raising.

Cost per foot in raising.

Footage per man shift in sinking.

Cost per foot in sinking.

Costs of supplies, etc.

Lesson 6.—Advanced Work in Breaking Ground.

Types of machine rounds used at various mines.

Study of costs of various methods of breaking ground. (Advanced

study).

Lesson 7.—Efficiency in Drilling.

Explanation of use of Paynter tester.

Use of time studies in drilling. Correlating results in order to elimi

nate waste efforts.

Lesson 8.—Drifting, Raising and Sinking.

General summary of all operations which have been standardized in

connection with drifting, raising and sinking. Comparative costs, etc.

Costs on company account, contract, bonus, etc.

Making estimates of costs under different conditions for prospect and

development work.

Lesson 9.—Shaft Sinking. Advanced Work.

Purposes.

Size of shafts in relation to needs.

Economic proportions of sinking and raising for deep shafts, as proved

by experience and costs.

Various methods of sinking shafts, depending on kind of ground, pur

pose, etc.

Supervision. Special attention to be given to see that shift boss and

crew have stock of supplies available to prevent delays, such as proper steel

according to the character of ground, extra machines, timber, etc.

a
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Discussion on proper size of shafts, also arrangements of the various

compartments in the form of a round, square, or rectangular shaft.

Methods and costs of concreting or "guniting" mine shafts for fire-pro

tection purposes.

Lesson 10.

Review of preceding lessons.

Lesson 11.—Methods of Stoping.

Advanced work.

Square-set and cut-and-fill methods.

Intensive study of requisites for clean mining with a minimum amount

of dilution and a minimum amount of timber.

Lesson 12.—Stoping Methods.

Caving methods.

Applications' under certain conditions of top-slicing.

Lesson 13.—Stoping Methods.

Ray Consolidated and Braden Copper stoping methods.

Lesson 14.—Stoping Methods.

Miami stoping system.

Lesson I5.—Stoping Methods.

Inspiration, Ohio Copper, Andes Copper stoping methods.

Lesson 16.—Open-Pit Mining.

Glory-hole system.

Steam-shovel operations :

Iron Range.

Utah Copper.

Chino Copper.

Nevada Consolidated Copper Co.

New Cornelia Copper Co.

Copper Queen Branch, Phelps Dodge Corpn. (Sacramento Hill).

United Verde Copper Co.

Lesson 17.—Planning Stoping Methods for Various Kinds of

Orebodies.

Costs of stoping with different methods.

Lesson 18.—Haulage.

Advanced lecture.

Various systems of haulage in general use in the larger mines.

Signal systems.

Despatchers to direct movement of trains.

Essentials for operating a haulage system at minimum cost.
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Lesson 19.—Organization and Administration.

Principles of organization.

Building up a competent mine organization.

Discipline. Loyalty. Co-operation.

Lesson 20.

Review.

Lesson 21.—Explosives.

Advanced lecture.

Composition of explosives.

Application of various kinds of explosives.

Lesson 22.—Wages, Contract, and Bonus Systems.

A comparative study of wage, contract and bonus systems of various

mining companies.

Lesson 23.—Repair Work.

Repair work in shafts, drifts, raises and stopes.

Keeping repair costs down to a minimum.

Lesson 24.—Underground Shoveling Machines.

General description of various machines in use, including rakes, scrapers,

etc.

Principles of operation.

Methods by which best results are obtained with each machine.

Lesson 25.—Cement Gun.

Use of cement gun underground in drifts, to exclude air; to prevent air

slacking and avoid use of timber.

Its use in fireproofing shafts and shaft stations.

To cover timbers in drifts and prevent decay.

Lesson 26.—Ventilation.

Advanced course on exhaust and pressure ventilating systems.

Coursing the air by means of doors, regulators, bulkheads, etc.

Splitting the air.

Elementary calculations of air velocities, volumes, etc.

Lesson 27.—Mine Fires.

Mine maps should be prepared for study at this lesson, showing prin

cipal air currents, air and water lines, and valves for converting air into

water lines.

Spraying systems in shafts and shaft stations should be discussed.

Rules in case of mine fires ; calling fire-fighting crews ; methods of at

tack ; sealing off fire area.

Question of when air currents should be reversed should be taken up

and discussed.
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Lesson 28.—Drainage, Pumping, Etc.

Importance of having all drifts kept on proper grade to take care of

all water encountered.

Air-lift operations in detail.

Calculations for ordinary pumping installations, etc.

Lesson 29.—Electrical Power Used in Mines.

Uses of alternating and direct currents.

Principles of electricity.

Electric haulage ; trolley wire ; high-tension cables underground ; bond

ing ; telephone ; electric signals for cages ; electric bells ; electric hoists ; elec

tric elevators, etc.

Lesson 30.

Review.

Lesson 31.—Mine Maps.

Advanced work.

General mine maps, stope maps, composite maps of complicated workings.

Planning new work using scale and protractor.

Accurate location of all old stopes with reference to new stopes.

Study of maps with reference to planning new prospect work.

Lesson 32.

Elementary mineralogy of rocks of the district where mine is located.

Lesson 33.

State mining laws.

Lesson 34.

Detailed economic geology of the mine in question.

Lesson 35.—Milling and Smelting.

Advanced lecture.

Lesson 36.—Organization.

Advanced lecture.

Handling men.

Final review and examination for foremen's certificates.

Appendix A.

Lesson 13 of the Miners' Course.

"Daily routine in driving drifts from time miner comes on shift until

he blasts and leaves the mine."

Driving a Drift.

1. When coming on shift the miner should examine standard equipment

and find what tools are missing. If any are missing it will be necessary

to get them immediately.
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2. Spray face, sides and back of heading to lay dust. If gassy, turn on

compressed air to blow out gas.

3. Examine back, face and sides, and bar down all loose ground.

4. If mechanical ventilation is used in heading, put on extra length of

ventilating pipe to bring air within 25 ft. of face.

5. Set up machine on column or bar.

6. Connect up air and water hose.

7. Drill standard round, commencing with back holes first, breast holes, etc.,

and last, the lifters.

8. Take down machine and remove bar or column, put everything on tool

car. Remove ventilating pipe and protect ends. Lay turn sheets it not

already in place.

9. Use blowpipe for cleaning out holes, and place air and water hose on

tool car and remove car to safe distance.

10. Load round, powder having been brought by drill helper or nipper;

Place several sticks of powder in each hole first, followed by primer;

after that, the remaining sticks, having primer in center, and using

wooden tamping stick, taking great care to eliminate all air spaces around

powder. Put in tamping up to collar of hole.

11. Blasting; proper cutting of ends of fuses, spitting ends, exercising great

est care to spit the cut holes first, then slab holes, breast holes, back

holes, skimmers, center lifter, remaining lifters, etc. Turn on com

pressed air. Both miner and helper then retire to place of safety, and

carefully guard anyone from entering working place until all blasts have

have gone off. Shots should be counted and missed holes reported and

chalked on blackboard for benefit of next shift.

Next Shift.

1. Shoveler comes on. If gas is not already cleared out, more compressed

air is used to clean out the heading. Ventilating pipe is put back in

place. Back, sides, face and muck pile are sprayed to lay dust and

remove gas.

2. Shoveler picks down back and sides.

3. Shovels muck into cars, trams it to the required distance and dumps.

This is continued until the face is cleaned out.

4. Track man comes when face has advanced far enough for a complete

additional length of rails to be laid. Until this distance is reached, slip

rails are used.

5. The timbering is brought up to the face as fast as necessary. Under

certain conditions, if the rock is hard, no timber is necessary. The

necessity for its use grades all the way up to drifts requiring timber

brought right up to the face.

6. From time to time the pipe man makes additions to both air and water

lines.
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Appendix B.

Lesson 15 of the Miners' Course.

"Outline of daily routine of miner from the time he comes on shift to

drive a raise, until he blasts and leaves the mine."

1. When coming on shift, miner should examine standard equipment to

see what tools are missing. If any are missing, it will be necessary to

get them immediately. If atmosphere is gassy, the compressed air should

be turned on before any attempt is made to go up the raise.

2. Miner goes up raise and bars down.

3. Sides and back are next sprayed, if in a dusty place.

4. Ventilating pipe is carried up to within 25 ft. of the back.

5. Raise is timbered up as close to back as necessary.

6. Water and air lines are connected to stoping machine and drill pointed

correctly.

7. Standard round is drilled.

8. Machine is taken down ; also air and water lines. Holes are cleaned

out if necessary.

9. A bulkhead is next put in to protect manway and timber compartment.

10. Holes are properly loaded, and tamping (stemming) put in.

11. Fuses are then cut, taking care to spit cut holes first, so that shots will

go off in proper order. If blower is allowed to run, compressed air

will not be needed. The raise is then guarded until blast goes off, and

shots are counted as they are fired, and missed holes reported.

Next shift.

1. The trammer draws the material from the chute immediately beneath

the raise and trams it to its destination, which may be a transfer chute,

pocket, raise into stope, etc.

Appendix C.

Lesson 15 of the Miners' Course.

"Outline of daily routine of miner from the time he comes on shift to

sink a winze, until he blasts and leaves the mine."

1. Miner inspects equipment.

2. Examines sides of winze to see that there is no loose rock. Sprays, if

dusty. Arranges ventilating pipe. Connects up air and water to jack-

hammer and starts drilling.

3. Drills the standard round.

4. Machines, hose, etc., are hoisted up out of the way.

5. Holes are cleaned out and loaded, spitting being done so that the cut

goes off first.

6. The shots are fired and the winze guarded to prevent any one going in.

Missed holes are marked up.
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Second shift.

7. Broken material is mucked into buckets which are then hoisted up.

8. When miner comes on next shift, timbers are put in, if necessary. If

not, he goes ahead prepared to drill the next round.

Conclusion.

In the foregoing pages it has been the aim of the committee

to present an outline of classes which might prove a guide to

companies desirous of introducing vocational work in connection

with their underground operations.

It is, of course, understood that no one particular outline

will fit all cases without some slight modification, and it will be

necessary for the individual companies to make certain changes

in order to meet their specific requirements.

The preparation of an outline which would cover all cases

without modification would involve the inclusion of so much de

tailed information that it would more nearly resemble a purely

technical lecture, and would defeat the purpose of the committee—

the preparation of simple outlines for instructing the average prac

tical man in the elements of mining, more particularly, mining as

it is carried on at the property where he is employed.

Bearing the above in mind, it will be understood that in con

nection with the lessons in stoping, where specific methods have

been coupled with the names of companies by which they are

largely used, no attempt has been made to cover all the methods

employed in the large mines of the country, but merely a few

specific examples have been selected in order to illustrate the type

of instruction the committee recommends.

If, for instance, in the particular mine at which instruction

is being given, the ore is extracted by square sets, then naturally,

this method would be taught in detail, and detailed references

should also be made to all other large properties where square-

set methods are employed. Likewise, if shrinkage be the chief

method of extracting the ore, the greatest stress should be laid on

all types of shrinkage stopes. A similar procedure would be

followed by mining companies employing caving, cut-and-fill, open-

cut, or other methods of mining.

Apart from the particular methods employed in his own mine,

which, as stated above, should be studied in detail, the limited time

available for self-improvement, and, in many instances, the limited

education of the average practical miner, prohibit a detailed study

of the remaining mining methods with their variations and com

binations. Merely one or two good examples of each of these

methods should be taken up and taught. Having studied these, the
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miner will recognize variations of this particular method if he

encounters them in other mines, and, while he may not know these

variations or combinations by their purely technical terms, he will

have sufficient working knowledge to enable him to become familiar

with them in a very short time.

To the average practical miner, technicalities are of very little

interest, and, in general, to a very large extent, he recognizes and

calls each sloping method by the name of the company where it is

used on a large scale. He is very much more interested in local

practices than he is in mining as a science. If instruction in a

certain mining method is coupled with a description of its use at

some large property, he is at once interested. Possibly, before

obtaining his present position, he worked at the particular mine

whose methods are being described. Or, perhaps he is contem

plating seeking employment at this particular mine, and feels that

the information he is obtaining in the class will stand him in good

stead. In either case, his interest is maintained throughout the

lesson far more than it would be were the hour devoted to a study

of stoping methods and variations, describing them by their purely

technical terms, and referring on rare occasions only to the mines

in which they are principally used.

The unusual man will, of course, seek further information

and inform himself, through the medium of technical literature,

as to the correct terminology and details of the various systems,

covered only in a general manner in the practical lecture course.

However, the foregoing outlines have not been compiled for the

unusual man, or the man above the average, but rather for the

rank and file of miners who have received a very limited education.

As previously stated, the outlines of courses included in this

report, merely typify the character of instruction which the com

mittee believes to be suitable for the average man. If an instructor

of the type referred to in the report is employed, he should be

able to rearrange and adapt these outlines to suit the particular

needs of the company by whom he is employed.

In regard to the time at which instruction should be given,

it is unfortunate that necessity compels the general holding of

classes at an hour when the men are already wearied by their day's

work. However, for men on day shift, there is, at present, no

alternative but to hold the classes after the day's work, as the work

ing hours prohibit the holding of classes prior to going on shift.

For the men on night, or "graveyard" shift, the classes may be

held at some convenient hour during the daytime. This will permit

both the day and night shift to progress simultaneously with their

studies.
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It is, of course, understood, that the instructor referred to in

the report, will devote his entire time to the work in hand—the

preparation and delivery of lectures. Of necessity, the mine organi

zation should inform themselves, and be cognizant of, the character

of the lectures to be delivered, in order to satisfy themselves that

the practices which are standard in their mines are being taught

to the men in the correct manner, but they should not be called

upon either to prepare the lectures or deliver them, except possibly

in exceptional cases where some special subject would appear to

demand the attention of some member of the organization.

While, in order that each man may receive a certain amount of

individual attention, it is recommended that the class be limited to

approximately twenty-five members, if the instructor is devoting his

entire time to this work he can hold a number of these unit classes

during the week, and thus a large proportion of the employees

may profit from vocational training and progress simultaneously

with the work.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TECHNICAL

EDUCATION

Introduction

In presenting this report the Committee on Technical Educa

tion wishes to explain that to cover the subject thoroughly requires

more time and study than its members have been able to give. Al

though more than a year has elapsed since the committee was ap

pointed, its members are busy men and have been widely separated

during much of this period. When, in 1907, a similar committee

was appointed by the national engineering societies, it reported that

the subject was so broad and complicated that it could not do justice

to it, and, as a result and through the appeal of the societies, the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching engaged

Prof. Charles R. Mann, of the University of Chicago, to investigate

and report on the subject. His work occupied several years and his

report, which is issued as Bulletin 11 of the Carnegie Foundation,

is a very complete and most excellent exposition of the methods of

engineering education, containing some very valuable recommenda

tions. We have drawn upon it so freely that a general acknowledg

ment here must take the place of specific citation.

Your committee, therefore, feels some diffidence in venturing

any comment at all on the subject. However, work and discussion

have been devoted to it by the committee, and if the presentation

of the report succeeds in eliciting the views of the members of the

Society, no doubt some good will result.

In any inquiry into the education of the mining engineer it is

essential to know what the mining engineer has to do and what

mining engineering is. This might seem self-evident, yet there are

widely divergent conceptions as to what this branch of engineering

embraces. Viewed narrowly, it is the engineering practised in the

excavation of mineral substances ; it begins with the opening of the

mineral deposit and ends when the mineral substance is placed above

ground. Viewed broadly, it ranges from the search for mineral
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substances to their preparation for market and their sale. Naturally

within such a range there is room for much specialization. Such

specialists as economic geologists, petroleum engineers, and metal

lurgists are not commonly thought of as mining engineers. But,

for the purpose of this inquiry, we take the term "mining engineer"

to mean any technologist engaged in the mineral industry, and

"mining engineering" to mean that field of engineering which em

braces the discovery, prospecting and development of mineral de

posits, and the extraction, treatment and marketing of their valuable

constituents. By this definition, a mining engineer's province begins

with the search for a mineral deposit ; for this and for its exploration

and development when found, he should have knowledge of eco

nomic and dynamic geology. It ends with the marketing of the

product and, although the ore may often be shipped and sold as

mined, it is frequently necesssary to concentrate and ship the con

centrates, or to cyanide or smelt, and ship and sell the metal; in

such event he must have knowledge of metallurgy.

Obviously this is an enormous field, presenting problems of

instructional policy by reason of its very size and diversity. As others

have remarked in considering the teaching of mining engineering,

the question is not what to put in, but how, in the time available, to

get it all in. "There is a widespread feeling that, under this pres

sure, the great body of students fail to gain, on the one hand, a

satisfactory grounding in the fundamental sciences ; and on the other

hand, do not fulfill the expectations of engineers and manufacturers

in dealing with the practical problems with which they are confronted

on leaving the engineering schools." It is, of course, as one reflection

of such a feeling that this committee was appointed.

The accompanying chart outlines what the practice of mining

engineering involves and the fundamental subjects on which it is

based. It may be objected that the description goes far beyond pure

mining engineering, and, strictly speaking, it does, but after all, to

what does the profession lead as its highest end if not to mine

management or administration in the broadest sense?

Mine management is a business. Its object is to produce wealth

and at a cost less than the value of the product. Engineering knowl

edge is one of the essentials but not the only one. A successful mine

manager must also be a good executive ; that is, he must be able to

select and direct men, and have business ability and character. Natur

ally, all men in the mining engineering profession do not attain to

administrative positions. Some do not through lack of some of the

qualities necessary, others through devotion to some special branch

of application within the field we have designated as mining engineer

ing. But under existing conditions of educational policy, unless a

student has some specific reason from the beginning of his course to
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specialize, he would do well to regard himself as a candidate for the

position of mine manager, laying the broad foundation in general

science and cultural studies required, with the assurance that in

whatever special direction his inclination or his fortune may lead

him later, he will not have wasted his time.

Our exhibit, therefore, aims to show what, in our opinion,

should constitute the education of the mining engineer. In the dis

covery and prospecting of a mineral deposit a knowledge of economic

geology is requisite; as preparation a knowledge of general geology

is necessary; for this, in turn, topographical surveying, mineralogy

and descriptive geometry ; and for these finally, mathematics, physics,

chemistry, and mechanical drawing are requisite. In development

and extraction, the analysis brings us also to mathematics, physics,

chemistry, and drawing. Similarly, when we come to treatment or

beneficiation, we find that, in the last analysis, these same subjects

are the basic ones. It is no news, of course, that these are the

fundamentals of all engineering, but we accentuate the fact because

of the numerous recent graduates who have but superficial knowl

edge of one or more of these subjects. As developed later, one of

the reasons for their deficiency is, we believe, the failure of teachers

of these general subjects to make their applications sufficiently clear

to render them most interesting and useful to prospective mining

engineers.

Beyond these subjects the analysis shows prominently that

mining engineering consists largely of the application of mechanical,

electrical and civil engineering to mine operation. These branches

of engineering consist of the extension of the principles of physics,

i.e., mechanics, hydraulics, heat, light and electricity, to practical use.

In such an analysis the scientific studies bulk large, as indeed

they should, for mining engineering, as are all other branches of en

gineering, is applied science. It is now a well-recognized fact, how

ever, that all great engineers, educated engineers we may say, possess

knowledge beyond the field of science. Facility of expression in

writing or speech is essential, for of what value is it to possess

knowledge without the ability to impart it to others, either in direct

ing work or in reporting results ? As engineering may be considered

commercialized science, an understanding of economics is important,

while in dealing with labor, as every engineer must do, the elements

of sociology will be of great assistance. As the mining engineer is

frequently called upon to follow his profession in distant lands, a

knowledge of foreign language will be useful to him. Even should

he make no immediate use of it, the study of foreign language will

at least increase his knowledge and facilitate his use of English.

Thus, while the sciences are the fundamentals, the general
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opinion that they should be supplemented by courses in cultural

subjects is well founded.

Analysis of Existing Curricula

No criticism of mining engineering education can be offered

without some study of the subjects prescribed and the methods

pursued in the different schools. Therefore, a file of catalogs of

various institutions was obtained and an attempt made at compari

son.1 At once difficulties arose, such as the varying length of the

course and arrangement of schedules. Columbia, for example, re

quires six years for completion of the course. At Leland Stanford,

the mining engineering course is a graduate school, requiring two

years of study additional to the ordinary four-year science course.

Harvard recommends a five-year course in mining or in mining and

business administration, but continues to give a four-year program

as well. The Michigan College of Mines, on the other hand, grants

degrees after two or three years' intensive work.

Most schools, however, offer the usual four-year course, and

although the' college year varies a little at different institutions, a

comparison of their curricula is possible, and is instructive as re

flecting the views of their respective faculties on what should com

pose the education of a mining engineer. To absorb the small dif

ferences in length of the college year, the comparison of time devoted

to the different subjects is made on a percentage basis. This is

founded primarily on the fact that most colleges require a certain

number of credits as qualification for a degree. A credit usually

consists of a semester-hour, but most institutions value an hour of

laboratory work at less than an hour in class. To bring each cur

riculum to a common basis, we have adopted the system of allowing

one hour for an hour in class and one-half hour for each hour in

laboratory. No account has been taken of time required for outside

preparation or home study.

It is to be understood that this compilation is in many respects

superficial in that it is more a statistical tabulation of names of

courses and the time required for them than a real analysis of the

subject matter offered. Nothing short of an exhaustive inquiry,

involving visits to many institutions would serve to disclose the

existing situation in its entire truth. This being obviously impos

sible, our makeshift substitute will have to suffice.

All colleges in our list prescribe instruction in metallurgy for

the course of mining engineering, - even where a separate program

in metallurgy is offered. Our tabulations cover both the courses in

lWe have followed the general plan used in "The Curriculum of the Mining School,"

by Francis A. Thomson, Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education, Vol. V.

No. 9, 1915.
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TABLE I

MINING ENGINEERING

FOUR-YEAR COURSES

Distribution of Time on Percentage Basis
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Univ. Alabama.. 16.8 10.7 6.0 10.1 12.1 9.4 .. 27 8.1 8.7 6.0 ..

Univ. Arizona.. 10.6 10.6 3.5 12.9 14.7 S.9 5.9 4.1 7.9 11.1 8.2 ..

Univ. California 7.6 11.9 3.8 7.6 16.3 .. .. 3.8 11.3 16.3 10.7 2.5

Case 9.9 12.0 5.2 12.1 8.9 7.1 6.3 1.0 8.7 13.8 10.3 ..

Colorado 8.0 9.5 2.5 13.0 9.2 2.0 . . 1.0 14.0 10.2 10.2 . .

Univ. Illinois... 12.7 11.3 5.6 9.2 6.3 4.2 5.6 2.1 9.9 19.1 3.5 ..

Univ. Kansas... 10.5 10.5 4.2 10.5 10.5 9.0 7.0 4.2 9.8 9.8 11.2 1.4

Univ. Kentucky. 11.5 10.0 8.6 7.9 4.3 10.5 .. 2.8 19.9 9.0 7.4 3.3

Lehigh 9.5 8.9 3.2 9.5 16.1 13.3 3.8(5") 13.6 10.1 7.0 ..

Mass. Inst. Tech. 9.2 13.8 3.1 15.7 15.1 15.4 ..(S) 8.2 4.4 9.5 2.0

Univ. Minnesota. 10.3 5.6 6.0 8.1 13.6 . . . . 2.7 19.2 13.6 16.6 4.3

Univ. Missouri.. 9.9 7.2 3.9 11.7 13.2 8.3 .. 7.4 11.3 6.1 13.0 ..

Univ. Montana.. 11.9 6.3 4.3 14.5 17.3 8.0 .. 3.4 6.8 9.1 18.4 ..

New Mexico 10.3 7.2 4.3 11.8 15.7 3.6 6.3 5.4 12.1 6.1 17.2 ..

Univ. Nevada... 11.1 13.2 2.8 9.7 13.2 4.2 .. 5.5 9.0 8.4 13.9 ..

Ohio State Univ. 13.2 4.0 7.3 7.3 9.2 2.6 5.3 2.6 12.5 12.6 17.1 1.0

Oregon Agri. Col. 12.3 5.5 4.1 12.3 14.4 2.1 .. 2.7 12.3 10.3 13.0 ..

Penn. State 9.9 7.7 3.6 8.1 8.8 13.4 6.6 4.9 7.1 18.9 6.1 2.2

Univ. Pittsburgh 8.9 8.9 3.9 11.9 13.1 10.7 4.8 1.5 7.7 18.2 6.8 ..

Sheffield Sc. Sch. 12.5 12.8 6.9 10.6 12.5 18.8 . . (.S) 12.8 5.3 7.8 ..

South Dakota... 9.9 7.6 4.2 13.8 17.7 5.4 .. 5.1 10.1 11.9 12.1 2.2

Tex. State Sch.M. 6.1 8.1 4.0 13.8 13.5 8.1 4.0 2.0 12.1 12.1 16.2 . .

Virginia Poly. In. 10.5 7.6 5.6 11.4 11.5 7.9 7.9 2.9 13.2 6.6 4.4 ..

Univ. Washing.. 7.6 10.7 3.1 9.7 11.2 4.1 .. 1.5 13.3 12.7 14.8 2.6

(5) Prescribed at Summer School. (C) Admits by certificate.

Average of All.. 10.5 9.2 4.6 11.0 12.5 7.2 2.6 2.7 11.3 11.1 10.9 1.0

Aver. Specifying 10.5 9.2 4.6 11.0 12.5 7.9a 5.8b 3.3c 11.3 11.1 10.9 2.4d 5.0e 6.1f

High 16.8 13.2 8.6 15.7 17.7 18.8 7.9 7.4 17.9 19.1 18.4 4.3 10.5 20.4
College Ala. Nev.Ken. MIT S.D.Shef.Va.Mo. Ken. Ill.Mont.Min.Va. Col.

Low* 6.1 4.0 2.8 7.3 4.3 2.0 3.8 1.0 7.1 4.4 4.4 1.0 2.3 1.3
College Tex. Oh. Nev. Oh. Ken. Col.Leh.Col.t Pa. MIT Va. Oh. Ari. Cal.

*Of those colleges which specify the subject. No account taken of those not specifying.
fAlso Case.

(a) Average of 22 curricula; 2 colleges specify no English, etc.
(6) Average of 11 curricula; 13 colleges specify no Foreign Language.
(c) Average of 21 curricula; 3 colleges specify no Surveying; Summer practice ex

cepted.

(rf) Average of 9 curricula; 15 colleges specify no Thesis.
(e) Average of 15 curricula; 9 colleges specify no Phys. Training.

(/) Average of 9 curricula; 15 colleges specify no Electives.

2.7 6.7 35 14

2.3 2.3 32 15
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4.8 34 15
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TABLE II

METALLURGY

FOUR-YEAR COURSES

Distribution of Time on Percentage Basis

Univ. Arizona. . .

Univ. California.

Case

Colorado

Univ. Illinois. . .

Univ. Kansas. . .

Univ. Kentucy. .

Lehigh

Mass. Inst. Tech.

Univ. Minnesota.

Univ. Missouri . .

Univ. Montana. .

New Mexico ....

Penn. State

Univ. Pittsburgh

Sheffield Sc. Sch.

So. Dakota

Virginia Poly...

Univ. Washing. .

Average of All . .

Aver. Specifying.
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9.9 8.5 7.8
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13.8 3.1 16.7

5.5 5.8 7.9

7.1 3.8 17.9

4.6 4.3 29.0

7.2 4.3 13.5

7.6 3.5 12.2
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32 IS
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36 15

34 (C)

34 15

30
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30 15

34 15

32

34 15

34 15

31 15

35 14
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No account taken of those not specifying.

(O Admits by certificate.

*Of those colleges specifying the subject.

tAlso Sheffield. tAlso Colorado.

(a) Average of 17 curricula; 2 colleges specify no English, etc.

(b) Average of 9 curricula; 10 colleges specify no Foreign Language.

(c) Average of 13 curricula; 6 colleges specify no Surveying.

{d) Average of 15 curricula; 4 colleges specify no Mining Engineering,

(e) Average of 10 curricula; 9 colleges specify no Thesis.

(/) Average of 12 curricula; 7 colleges specify no Physical Training, etc.

(p) Average of 7 curricula; 12 colleges specify no Electives.

r
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mining and in metallurgy, and for the several schools having four-

year courses are shown in Tables I and II.

The various subjects are grouped under fourteen different head

ings. The subjects vary widely both in matter and in nomenclature.

Often the same subject is designated in different catalogs by differ

ent names. The following is a discussion of the various groups

prescribed for courses in mining engineering, Table I :

Mathematics. All the curricula examined prescribe, under this

heading, work up to and including analytical geometry and calculus.

The proportion of time devoted to the study of mathematics varies

from 6.1% to 16.8%, the average being 10.5%. Some reduce the

amount of time by higher requirements for admission. Thus, both

the University of California and Massachusetts Institute of Tech

nology require completion of algebra, plane and solid geometry and

trigonometry for entrance. Most institutions are not so severe,

however, and give instruction in advanced algebra and trigonometry,

followed by the higher subjects. It is of interest to note that the

college which devotes the smallest proportion of its time to mathe

matics apparently feels justified in so doing because of the emphasis

it places on the applications of mathematics to the several phases of

engineering.

Physics and Mechanics. Under this heading we have grouped

the study of general physics, mechanics, heat, light, sound, and

electricity; also analytical mechanics, graphic statics and applied

mechanics. All colleges prescribe courses in physics, the average

time being 9.2% of the total, with 4% as low and 13.2% as high.

There has been some question as to whether some of these sub

jects, such for example as applied mechanics, should be grouped

under this heading or under civil and mechanical engineering.

Mechanical Drawing. Courses in this subject are prescribed

by all schools. The group includes instruction and practice in me

chanical drawing, descriptive geometry and the like. The average

proportion of time devoted to this is 4.6 % , the lowest being 2.8 % ,

the highest 8.6%.

Chemistry. There is a wide variation in the extent of instruc

tion in chemistry. In the purely mining engineering course, it varies

from a short course in general chemistry, with some instruction in

qualitative and quantitative analysis, to extended courses in special

quantitative analysis, including fuels, and electro-chemistry. The

average percentage of time is 11.0%, the low, 7.3%, and the high,

15.7%. It is to be mentioned that assaying is not included here

but under the heading of metallurgy.

Geology and Mineralogy. All schools prescribe these, the aver

age proportion of time being 12.5 % . As little as 4.3 % of the time
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is devoted to this important subject by one school, but the fact that

most schools appreciate its importance is shown by the high per

centage, 17.7, being nearer the average than is the low. Those

schools devoting a comparatively small proportion of time to this

subject generally attempt instruction in a more or less specialized

form for the students in mining engineering, giving little time to

general geology or mineralogy. At the University of Illinois no in

struction in mineralogy is given.

Surveying and Mapping. All prescribe this subject, but the

methods vary. Most of the schools give instruction in ordinary

land surveying as a preliminary to the practice of underground

surveying which is classified as a mine engineering course. As

shown, three of the schools give the instruction only at a summer

school, thus saving some time in the school year. Others require

summer work in addition to the work in the school year. It has not

been possible to include the time of the summer schools, owing to

the varying requirements. Of the school year time, the highest

percentage devoted to instruction in surveying is 7.4%, the lowest

1.0%, and the average 3.3%. Owing to the summer schools, the

proportion of time is in most cases slightly greater.

Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. Since mining

engineering is largely the application of general engineering to the

extraction of minerals, it is natural that a large percentage of time

should be devoted to civil, mechanical and electrical engineering.

Such is indeed the rule. All schools prescribe work under these

heads, but the subject matter varies widely, embracing in one school

or another such subjects as structure design, railroad location, ma

chine design, power plant engineering, electrical machinery and

transmission, etc. The proportion of time averages 11.3%, with

17.9% the highest, and 7.1% the lowest.

Mining Engineering. A detailed comparison of the subjects

under this head is extremely interesting, as showing the wide varia

tion of ideas as to specialization. In general, the aim is to describe

the operations incident to mining, with description of machinery

and other apparatus used, methods relating to exploring, erecting

structures, making excavations, handling the product, and its dis

posal. There is a good deal of variation in the detail with which

these subjects are covered, as indicated by the range of time spent.

In a large proportion of the courses, some time is now spent in the

study of the economics of mining, considering costs and profits.

Of the total time, 11.1 % is the average devoted to mining engineer

ing, the maximum being 19.1%, and the minimum, 4.4%. Most

of the schools begin this work with the third year. Some require

summer work ; the remainder recommend it.

Metallurgy and Ore Dressing. All schools prescribe work in
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these subjects for mining engineers, the average proportion of time

allotted, 10.9%, being almost the same as to mining engineering

subjects. The highest percentage is 18.4% ; the lowest 4.4%. Fire

assaying is included under this heading, as it is almost invariably

classified as a metallurgical subject. Other subjects include general

metallurgy, the materials and apparatus of metallurgy, and courses

on the metallurgy of specific metals, in some instances with metal

lography and other more advanced subjects. Some schools are able

to illustrate certain of the metallurgical processes by practical opera

tion of small size apparatus. This is very generally the case with

ore dressing, but the real basis of the instruction in this, as in all

other branches, is the lecture and class room work.

Thesis. Only nine schools specify presentation of a thesis as a

requirement for a degree. It is evident that the majority consider

that the time it takes can be more usefully employed. In those re

quiring a thesis, but a small proportion of time is assigned to it,

from 1.0% to 4.3%.

English, Economics and History. Of our list, two schools give

no instruction under this group. The average of all, including these,

is 7.2%, while of those prescribing, the average is 7.9% with the

remarkable difference between the high and low of 18.8% and

2.0%. The fact that two large institutions prescribe no cultural

studies while another devotes as much as 18.8% of the time to

these subjects indicates sufficiently the wide difference in ideas on

the education of the mining engineer.

Foreign Language. Less than half of the institutions in our

list prescribe the study of some foreign language. This does not

mean that the student has no instruction, since all, without excep

tion, require credit in foreign language for entrance. Where it is

prescribed, the usual method of the study and analysis of grammar

is used. In some schools, the reading of foreign technical works

is practised.

Physical Training, Etc. Many of the schools, because they

receive some sort of Government aid, are obliged to give military

drill. Others prescribe a certain amount of time to be devoted to

some physical exercise, and this is becoming rather general, as< it is

realized that many students will not exercise unless required. The

importance of physical exercise in maintaining the health necessary

for study is now recognized and in a few years all institutions will

probably require that some time be devoted to it.

Electives. Only nine schools offer electives and of these most

allow for them but a small proportion of time. This is in line

with the present-day idea that the faculty is better able than the

student to decide the curriculum. The place favored for electives
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is in the post-graduate course, when the student has learned the

fundamentals and can decide for himself what he had best study.

This does not imply, however, that there should not be left some

little leeway for a student to cultivate at least slightly some field of

particular interest to him, such as music, literature, or philosophy.

The synopsis of the courses in metallurgy, Table II, needs little

comment beyond that already made on mining. The difference,

according to averages, is not very wide—a little more time on

chemistry and metallurgy and a little less time on geology and

mining engineering. This seems to indicate that the faculties are

somewhat half-hearted in differentiating at all between mining en

gineering and metallurgy.

Summary. In concluding this examination of the curricula,

it may be useful to group the studies, showing the proportion of

time devoted to them on the average. The following applies to

mining only:

Group A. Mathematics, chemistry, physics and mechanical

drawing 35.3%

" B. Geology, mineralogy, surveying, civil, mechanical

and electrical engineering 26.5

" C. Mining and metallurgy, including thesis 23.6

Total 85.4

D. English, history, economics, foreign language 9.8

E. Physical training, electives1 4.8

Total of all groups 100.0

Thus, 85.4% of the specified time is devoted to purely engineer

ing subjects and but 9.8% to cultural studies. Of the engineering

subjects, 35.3% of the total time is devoted to fundamental studies,

26.5% to general engineering or science subjects, and 23.6% to

specialization.

The Problems of Instruction

It is difficult to discuss the methods adopted in the education

of mining engineers without mentioning the ways in which these

fall short of what might seem the ideal. But in thus freely uniting

criticism with exposition in succeeding paragraphs, the committee

must not fail to point out that policy in education, in engineering

education, in mining engineering education is in a state of flux. If

the ideal were evident and generally agreed upon, there would be

little occasion for inquiry into the subject.

1In a number of schools, the electives are confined to professional or technical sub
jects and should really appear in Groups A, B or C instead of Group E.
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The general problem of the education of mining engineers may

be resolved for purposes of discussion into a few simple topics or

questions : Whom to teach ; who should teach ; what should be taught

and how should it be done. These several questions, though they

may be stated separately, are by no means independent. For ex

ample, the fundamental question, what should be taught, will neces

sarily be influenced by what can be taught, and this in turn depends

upon how the teaching is done and who is admitted for instruction.

Obviously the conception of what an engineer should know is a

reflection of the breadth, capacity and power of the teachers who

establish the curriculum. In our comments on these topics, scattered

and incomplete though they be, we shall try to keep in view the

interrelation of each question to the others.

Admission. At present any boy of fair health and decent

morals may gain access to the country's mining schools if he can

meet the expenses and can pass certain intellectual requirements,

arbitrarily determined, and exacting only when viewed in accordance

with narrow standards. The financial barrier is, of course, only of

practical exigency and is mitigated officially to a large extent by

scholarships, aid funds, free tuition, and the like. Of the many who

enter through these wide gates of admission, the motives for so do

ing range from a genuine and dominating interest in the field, as

the boy understands it, through the belief that mining engineering

is a remunerative profession, to the desire for a roving life, or the

fact that "father" or a friend has some mining interests.

Fortunately, the work of the engineering school is sufficiently

heavy and exacting to discourage from entering the lazy boy, and

to a less extent the dull boy or the foxy bluffer. There is thus at

the outset a natural selection in favor of the engineering depart

ments. But mining, along with some other engineering branches,

has less of the benefit of that already-acquired momentum which

carries the boy who has a fascination for machinery or electricity

into the appropriate engineering course and which, like a fly-wheel

helps to maintain his progress over many a rough spot.

Statistics cited by Professor Mann show that 60 out of every

100 admitted to engineering schools fail to complete the course.

There is no reason to think this general average does not apply

specifically to mining. Indeed, it is not improbable that more than

the average fall by the wayside in that field. Even after due allow

ance has been made for those who withdraw for good and sufficient

reasons, it is clear that "a fairly large number of students who

ought not to try to become engineers are permitted to undertake

a course of study for which they have little natural ability." The

frightful waste so involved, borne both by the individual boys who

fail and by the school, affects also those who complete the course,
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partly by the inevitable, though perhaps unconscious, lowering of

standards lest a still larger percentage may fail, and partly through

dissipation of the school's effort so that the attention per student

that survives is reduced. It is even probable that the 40% who

complete the course are not so well or carefully chosen as they

might be.

Here, as elsewhere, diagnosis is the first step toward cure, and

it is gratifying to find that deliberate and scientific study is being

given to the question of entrance requirements for engineering

schools. By special tests of ability and fitness, quite unlike the usual

entrance examinations, applied by the Columbia Department of Edu

cation at four engineering schools, it was found possible to "tell as

much about a student before he enters college as the college now

knows of him at the end of his freshman year." Yet the special

tests required only five hours' time as against 25 hours for the regu

lar college entrance examinations plus the full year of work in

school. The plain implication is that a careful extension of such

methods of selection will give a practical equivalent of that much-'

to-be-desired but never-attainable "hindsight" which would greatly

reduce the wasted years, the misdirected effort and the disappoint

ments and discouragements resulting from the present system of

entrance requirements. We hope that the promise which this new

method holds out may be found to be fully justified. The possible

extension of such mind-testing inquiries to the perplexing problem

of specialization is mentioned later.1

Quite aside from the quality or method of admission tests, the

question may seriously be raised whether we are not attempting to

train too many mining engineers. A strong feeling exists that many

a good workman is spoiled to make a poor engineer. This may be

difficult of proof or disproof, but certain it is that the schools make

little effort and indeed have but poorly-developed means to insure

that they accept only so many as are really needed as engineers.

They merely go ahead, pretty much blindly, accepting all who come,

and try to train all of these for the topmost positions. It may be true

that "there is room at the top," but is the most effective training

given to the majority who will never attain the top?

In France and Italy, engineering is taught in two stages. The

more advanced stage, which aims to turn out actual engineers of

training, ability and power, is open only to those who have proved

1 Lest some misconceptions regarding these so-called psychological tests be perpetuated,
let it be stated that there is nothing hocus-pocus or mysterious about them; they are simply
the application of the same type of scientific and common-sense processes to determine the
properties and qualities of mind as stretching a piece of metal to ascertain its tensile

strength, or analyzing a coke to determine its fitness in smelting. Of course, this whole
subject is in an unperfected experimental stage as yet, and can only be injured by those
who claim too much of it. But the matter is of such vital importance, if promises are to
be realized, that no school can afford to ignore it.
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their right to enter it by conspicuous ability and fitness in the first

stage. And the first stage, though preparatory to the second, is so

designed that the majority whose college career ends with it are

not turned loose as two-spot engineers, yet ill-fitted by training and

because of pride to do anything else. Instead, they are equipped

to step into the positions of intermediate responsibility, where they

do high-grade work with entire self-respect.

The members of this committee know far too little of the

actual consequences of this European policy to urge its adoption

here, but we believe the conceptions it suggests might well be given

more serious attention, to the end that our instruction may be best

fitted to our needs, and to reduce the present tendency which fills the

advanced courses of graduate instruction as much with those who

have more financial means than professional ambition as with those

truly fitted in mind and temperament to derive real profit from the

opportunities afforded them. Plainly the adoption of any such

policy as that of the European schools would be much simplified

and its effects improved if our methods of test and selection of boys

were as highly perfected as the new tendencies outlined above give

reasons to hope they may become.

Schools and Teachers. The question of who shall do the teach

ing resolves itself into two: What schools, and what kind of

teachers.

Somewhat over forty schools in the United States presume to

train mining engineers. The probability is that this number is too

great, that equipment is being duplicated unnecessarily, and too

many men are drawn from productive work for administration,

teaching and maintenance in these institutions. This probability

is greatly increased if, as already intimated, we are trying to train

more mining engineers than are really needed. But, in our present

lack of quantitative standards of measurement, it is difficult to prove

that there are too many schools for economy and efficiency, and still

more difficult to decide with such certainty as would justify an

nouncement which schools fall farthest short in these respects and

therefore ought to be abandoned. Even were there a preponderance

of competent opinion that there are too many schools and that cer

tain of them are below standard, it is probable that, nevertheless,

sentiment, local pride or politics would keep most of them running.

Unfortunately, there does not exist in the case of an educational

institution that vigorous economic elimination of the unfit that ap

plies to business organizations. With the latter, failure to fill a real

need or to do good work eventually means cessation of profit, and

that means extinction, but the college that by a similar test would

be down and out, can always appeal for funds to its alumni or to

men of wealth or to the State Legislature and thus perpetuate a
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lingering existence. It may, therefore, be only a waste of breath to

consider this question ; but there are one or two phases of it which

it may not be unprofitable to mention briefly.

If other things are equal, the mining school situated in a min

ing environment will obviously have ah advantage over that not so

situated. To overcome this advantage the schools remote from

mines must possess some compensating advantages. It is urged by

many, of course, that the mining schools connected with the great

universities more than offset their handicap of location by their

general strength of resources, whether in material or in staff, by the

broadening influence they exert, and by the power of their tradi

tions and prestige. The one advantage is tangible and inherent, the

other is complex and acquired ; balancing of the two is difficult and

this committee prefers not to enter on any such uncertain or danger

ous ground. However, if in the universities, as indicated in a later

section, the courses prescribed for the student of mining engineering

are fixed by the mining faculty as to name, but actually are deter

mined as to substance by departments who know little of mining

engineering or its requirements, then it is conceivable that any pos

sible advantage in character of training now claimed for the uni

versities can be largely offset or even overbalanced by the more

strictly professional institution which is guided by sufficient breadth

of vision, and this without losing its inherent advantage of proximity

to the realities with which it undertakes to deal. Your committee

is inclined to expect that, with the improved understanding of the

requirements and the possibilities of mining education of which indi

cations are already in evidence, there will be a tendency for the

better mining schools slowly to gravitate toward the mining regions

where the only true mining laboratory exists, just as there is now

so marked a tendency for the best medical schools to gravitate to

the larger cities where the hospitals afford corresponding access to

the realities.

One significant circumstance may possibly be interpreted as due

to the remoteness of most of our mining schools from the mines.

In the marvelous advance in material progress of the last 50 years,

the science and engineering departments of our educational institu

tions have played a conspicuous and creditable part. Research has

not only thriven there and borne its own direct rich fruit, but has

in the main spread from there to the industrial organizations which

have likewise caused it to prosper and produce. During the war,

for example, if never before, the college professor came into his

own; to him were turned over problems in medicine, chemistry,

physics or engineering as vital as they were difficult, and he did not

fail.

But when we come to list the advances in the art of mining
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that can be ascribed in any direct or indirect fashion to the mining

schools, we receive a surprising jolt and find little use for our pen

cils. What is the matter? Mining has advanced (though probably

not as rapidly as if the mining schools could have given more help) ;

why have the schools had so little part in it ? Under the same roofs,

under the same direction and largely under the same men, the

schools have made important contributions to ore dressing and metal

lurgy. Is it not reasonable to infer that one reason for their failure

to add more to the advance of mining proper is their general re

moteness from the mines? Experiments on mineral separation, on

slag composition, or on heat treatment of alloys, for example, like

those on motor wiring or bridge stresses or nitric acid manufacture,

can be conducted within the walls of a man-made laboratory, but the

relative merits of square-setting, top-slicing or caving for a great

orebody are difficult to determine except on the orebody itself.

This would be probably true, if for no other reason, because

of the great expense of "dummy" experiments, but there is, in fact,

a more fundamental reason. Mineral deposits, more than almost

anything else with which man deals, are dissimilar one from another ;

each, in a measure, is a law unto itself, and understanding of them

therefore proceeds slowly. "Laboratory scale" investigation is es

pecially difficult in consequence, and most effective progress is made

right on the ground. No conspicuous confirmation of this assertion

exists, for it cannot be affirmed that those mining schools close to

mines have contributed notably more to the art of mining than those

that are remote; but absence of confirmation in this case is not to

be taken as disproof of the proposition. In any event, serious atten

tion may well be given as to how the mining schools may conduct

research in mining methods that will at the same time aid the indus

try and constitute the most effective and inspiring sort of instruction.

Turning now to the question of teachers, the committee hopes

that nothing of personal criticism will be found in its expression of

views. The teachers of mining engineering, like college teachers

in general, are as a whole, men of character, high ideals and ability,

who devote themselves to their task with sincerity and unselfishness.

They are certainly as competent and effective as are teachers in

other subjects which also have a definite market value in the world

outside. What is said below in regard to the selection of college

teachers is therefore in no sense confined exclusively to the mining

departments.

Teachers are acquired in two ways : by being called from other

institutions or from practice of their profession, and by growing

up from the student ranks. Those of the first group are selected

because of conspicuous ability and are likely on the whole to be of

about equal excellence, the proven capacity and pedagogical expert
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ness of the professional teacher being balanced by the directness,

efficiency and mastery of the man from outside. Only rarely does

the newcomer to teaching fail to make good, for the qualities of

energy and clear thinking that have made him successful in his

profession are likely to carry him safely over the tutorial pitfalls.

The second group ranges in quality from as good as the best in

the first group to very bad indeed. Schools like those of mining

have as. their heart and soul, an aggregate of teachers; the student

is affected more or less by each. A group of five good teachers is

more than five-fourths as e"ffective as a group of four good teachers

and one bad one because the influence of the one poor teacher is

depressing on all and materially slows down the entire machine.

It is for this reason especially that the selection of teachers from

the nearest and most natural source, the college itself, should be

made with utmost care. In order that the dangers may be evident,

a common condition may be outlined.

The size of classes and volume of routine render necessary the

appointment of assistants for the senior teachers. To these it is

customary to pay a pittance, from mere remission of tuition up to a

few hundred dollars a year. This, of course, fails to attract seasoned

young men of ability and ambition and restricts the choice to stu

dents just graduated or about to graduate. Even among these, the

more energetic and capable, impatient to be free from the accumu

lating grind of college work, are attracted away either by the mere

appeal of contact with the real thing or by good positions already

offered to them. Year after year, although exceptions are common,

it happens that the assistantship falls by elimination to the chap to

whom nothing better has been offered and who hasn't the confidence,

nerve and pep to go out, buck the game and find or make a job for

himself. The better men among the assistants, in accordance with

previous plans, or because they realize the limitations of the place,

after a year or two depart. Far too often is it true that he who

fails to secure anything better stays on and on until, accepted by

himself and by the institution as a sort of fixture, he is promoted

to an instructorship, later to an assistant professorship and finally,

by sheer weight of years of service, to the full professorship, the

rank which ought to indicate topnotch mastery of his job. Through

this weary and monotonous course he is likely either to have dragged

along with lessening hope and confidence, and therefore declining

vigor and effectiveness, or else, flattered by the jingle of the suc

cessive titles, to have become conceited, dogmatic and uninspiring.

In neither case does he measure up to what the responsibilities and

opportunities of the position should demand. Of course, this is an

exaggerated picture ; many men of great brilliancy and unexcelled

achievements grow from freshmen to professors in the same institu
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tion, but the tendency described is all too common, and has gone

far in justifying the humor, sarcasm and contempt leveled at the

"college professor."

Clearly enough this defect is aggravated within those technical

branches in which the outside attractions are constantly removing

from the universities men of genuine constructive ability. Great

credit is due those many teachers of highest attainments who, at

much financial sacrifice, remain at their posts, either because of

devotion to their special fields or through a sense of duty to on

coming generations of engineers. It is to be hoped and expected

that the effort, now partly accomplished, to raise college salaries

will prove helpful in maintaining a high scale of ability and effi

ciency in the teaching staff, but money alone will not eradicate the

trouble; some changes in cherished conceptions are going to be

needed. It goes without saying that the good workman must not

be hampered or worried if he is to do a good job. But the old gag

about the sanctity of the scholar has been overworked and the policy

of life tenure, while possibly sound and proper, if not abused, tends

to discourage that persistent efficiency and accomplishment that

should characterize him for whom the benefit is intended ; it tempts

teachers to become passengers instead of continuing as sources of

motive power, and it has saved the scholastic neck of many an

incompetent. These and other evils not uncommon in our colleges—

impracticality, favoritism, jealousy and the like—are able to sur

vive only because of the absence of definite standards of accom

plishment such as prevail in the economic world. For in univer

sities, just as in governments, there is no basis of comparing value

of product with cost of production, of contrasting income with

output ; there does not exist that stern necessity of either making a

dollar put into the enterprise yield something more than a dollar's

worth in return, or else finding and eliminating the reason for fail

ure. Laxity, inefficiency and abuse are consequences. Somewhat

less of soft sentiment and considerably more of solid business would

do no harm to any of our colleges.

With the periodic cry that teachers of technical subjects must

keep abreast of their profession by observation but not by practice,

there can be little sympathy, both because the proposition is impos

sible of attainment and because the reasons advanced for it, such as

unfair advantage in competition with professional colleagues, have

little validity. The best coaches come not from the press box but

from the player's bench. The scientific and technical fields are

growing and changing so rapidly and so fundamentally that it be

hooves every teacher to keep his own fingers on the pulse of the

living thing. The difference in effect on students which a teacher

makes in describing how someone else has solved a problem, and in
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coming to them with a story bristling with his own recent struggles

with the problem, or better still, when possible, sharing the prob

lem with them, is the difference between humdrum and enthusiasm—■

between passive absorption and eager acquisition.

Finally, mention should be made of the short-sightedness of

college boards in providing inadequate clerical and manual assistance.

How stupid it is from the mere standpoint of dollars and cents to

pay an expert scientist $500 or $1000 per month and then expect

him to use a large part of his time typing and filing his corre

spondence, and doing it slowly and badly at that, or in laboriously

getting out illustrative material for lectures, and more laboriously

still putting it back again, the same old stuff year after year. This

is one of the things that takes the fire and vigor out of the best of

teachers. In consequence, many who can afford it and indeed many

who can ill afford, pay personally for the helpers which the college

ought to provide. Here is another place where sound business sense

should be employed by the management. Bad judgment is similarly

disclosed in the matter of equipment. How can a student have faith

and respect for the teaching of a subject in which are employed

instruments or machinery so antiquated that no commercial organi

zation could afford to keep them from the scrap heap ?

Though this analysis of the teaching situation may seem harsh

and severe, it ought not to leave the impression that the future min

ing engineers are in bad hands. The chief deficiencies are attribu

table to the system rather than to the individuals, and there is much

reason for hope that the application of more brains to the problem

will work material improvement.

What to Teach and How. These two vital questions are so

closely interwoven as best to be considered concurrently. The analy

sis of curricula given in a preceding section affords plain evidence

of the wide diversity of views as to what a mining engineer should

know. That analysis, indeed, touches only the most superficial

phases of the matter, viz., the names of the courses and the relative

time devoted to each. The content of the courses, the way in which

they are taught and the objects which the school faculties have in

their selection, are slightly, if at all revealed. Undoubtedly the

actual disparity from school to school is much greater than our

tabulation of course names and hours would indicate. It presumably

follows, therefore, that if some schools are right, many others are

far from right.

Why does this wide diversity exist? There are probably two
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reasons for it, which to some extent may be interdependent. First,

the average teacher, however expert he may be in his own field, is

not an expert in education and the average curriculum, devised by

a group of average teachers, is in consequence largely a collection

of inadequately correlated units. Second, this state of affairs per

sists mainly because no satisfactory standards and tests of excellence

have been set up and generally accepted. We know whether certain

types of bridge design are good or bad because the definite trial of

years has rendered an unmistakable verdict. We know whether a

football team has been trained well or badly, for the season's scores

tell the tale. But as yet we have no satisfactory method of measur

ing how well the graduates of a given mining school have been

prepared for their life work. Clearly enough it is essential that the

educational institution shall conduct a systematic, thorough and con

tinuous "follow-up" as to its product, just as the wise manufac

turer does with his, in order to know what methods to retain, which

to improve and which to discard. As to the details for accomplish

ing this, your committee has no suggestions to offer beyond those

sketched in Professor Mann's report, but we desire to emphasize the

vital importance of the matter, since satisfactory standards would

not only indicate what at present is best and tend to cause all effort

to aim toward that level, but also would stimulate continual advance

ment, so that the best of today would be exceeded tomorrow, just

as in the mile run or the pole vault.

In consequence of the lack of satisfactory standards of excel

lence, more than for any other reason probably, the teaching of

mining engineers is being conducted largely by methods that existed

before there was such a thing as a profession of mining engineering.

Few of the schools are following methods less than 50 years old.

A method is not bad merely because it is old, but the tremendous

expansion in recent decades in those realms of knowledge with

which the mining engineer must concern himself imposes demands

on his training that did not previously exist. No lessening of the

fundamentals is permissible, yet the specialized subjects are so

rapidly increasing in number and scope as to make inevitable one or

more of the following results: (1) the ground covered before en

trance to college must be greatly increased by increased efficiency of

the teaching; (2) similar increase in efficiency must characterize

the teaching in college; (3) the time devoted to education must be

materially lengthened.

As to preparatory education, it seems that this complex subject
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must be left to the agencies that are devoting themselves deliberately

to it, with the hope on our part that much good may be accom

plished. In connection with the lengthening of the college training,

the increasing number of students taking additional work after

graduation, the five-year and six-year courses at such institutions as

Columbia, Harvard and Stanford are of interest. These longer

courses are still to be regarded as experiments ; on the one hand, it

is not certain that they will prove successful, and on the other hand,

it is not demonstrated that they go far enough, for as Professor

Mann says, "The conception that four years of study makes any

kind of an engineer is a habit rather than a rational conclusion."

Neither is it yet known how far lengthening of the period of train

ing may be economically carried.

Perhaps the greatest hope lies in improving the quality and

efficiency of the college teaching. The faculty in charge of the

mining program decides that English and chemistry and an array of

other subjects are essential for the mining engineer. Then it turns

him over to the English Department or the Chemistry Department

where he is run through a mill deliberately intended for the produc

tion of experts in English literature or in chemistry and manned by

teachers likely to have little sympathy with mining engineering or

knowledge of its requirements. Unfortunately this defect is likely

to be felt as close to home as in subjects like electrical engineering,

hydraulics or geology. Obviously, such instruction, built up of

patches taken bodily from other fields, can produce only crazy-quilt

results and must, moreover, be exceedingly wasteful of time. Yet

this is the method that has reigned in the past and is chiefly in vogue

at present. Principles are taught with little regard to their practical

application. Instead of surrounding the student with an atmosphere

of reality bristling with actual problems that challenge him to solve

them, the instruction consists too largely of facts—cold, dry facts—

as if aiming "to stock the student's mind with information as a

preparation for solving real problems should they ever arise." The

student is likely to wander through at least the first two years of his

course with but rarely a touch of the thrill he expected in studying

to be an engineer and wondering if there is not a mistake some

where. Later, when confronted with the realities, he finds difficulty

in correlating theory with practice. He has acquired gunpowder

but he doesn't know how to shoot.

Much of the complaint that young graduates in mining en

gineering are impractical and require a considerable time before they
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find themselves is probably ascribable to this lack of fundamental

fabric of orientation and correlation in the school program. And

certain it seems that much more as well as much better work could

be accomplished in, say, four years if each step in the program were

designed to contribute systematically toward the finished result.

Fortunately the deficiencies are being recognized. The necessity

is becoming more evident of making engineering students see more

readily and clearly the application of their studies to practical use.

This has always been, indeed, a fundamental idea of American

technical schools. The wide use of laboratory methods and the

summer school are examples of the attempts to practice it, and in

these respects the mining schools are not behind the other engineer

ing courses. But the most advanced thought goes further in be

lieving that subjects like mathematics, physics and chemistry can be

taught effectively by what in law schools is known as the "case

method." Professor Mann describes an instance of this as follows

(page 58 of his report) :

Perhaps the most striking of the several recent experiments of this kind

is that conducted by Prof. C. C. More of the University of Washington.

Mechanics is generally placed in the third year, so that the students may be

well prepared for it in physics and calculus. The conventional course begins

with the statement of definitions and the deduction of general principles, fol

lowed by the solution of typical problems. Professor More begins by asking

the students to report on the safety of the sheet piling in a certain cofferdam

whose dimensions and location are pictured and described. Theory and

principles are worked out and proved as they are needed to solve the problem.

Calculus and physics are freely used. This complete reversal of the con

ventional order proved so successful that last year the same course was tried,

including the calculus, on one section of engineering freshmen, who mastered

it with little more trouble than the juniors.

The methods of instruction of English are likewise undergoing

change. The old method, and the one still in use by many schools,

begins with the study of composition and rhetoric, followed by that

of standard authors and the writing of themes on assigned subjects.

The new methods are being adopted gradually, a beginning being

made by assigning for themes subjects connected with engineering,

while, by the more radical departures from the old method, the re

ports required of the students in their study of engineering are

subjected to examination and criticism by the department of English.

The results of the old methods of instruction have been most criti
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cised by practising engineers. There is no question that, as a rule,

engineers express themselves with more difficulty than any other

professional class. Certainly many engineers of great professional

ability fail to attain the fullest measure of success through this

lack. It is particularly important that the engineer, who is so fre

quently called upon to give a lucid explanation of a project, should

be able to express his ideas clearly ; the growing realization of this

lies back of the experiments now being made in the teaching of

English.

The teaching of foreign languages has not yet felt the thrill

and uplift that come from directness and efficiency, but plods along

in the old channels, requiring years of time to gain what in a few

places, as at West Point, has been shown can be accomplished in

months.

American colleges and universities appear to be committed to

the lecture system, and teachers in many branches are accustomed

to ridicule what they choose to call the "district school" method of

instruction by means of text book and recitations when any criticism

of the lecture system is advanced. Yet, as we all know, but few

teachers are or ever will be really good lecturers. More important

is the necessary admission that lectures, as compared with a good

text-book, form a most unreliable and ineffectual means of placing

any desired information as record in the student's hands. The stu

dent is continually distraught between his effort to understand and

absorb what the lecturer says and his effort to take it down clearly

in his notes. Few students are able to do both things well. The

divergence between what the lecturer intends to say and what the

average student's notes really contain is appalling, and it can hardly

be doubted that many teachers unconsciously take advantage of this

loop-hole of responsibility by giving lectures that for substance,

accuracy and presentation they would be ashamed to see in print.

What lack of grasp of the subject arises from the mechanical diver

sion of note taking can only be surmised; but surveys that have

been made indicate that some of the best note books are made by stu

dents who miss the true spirit of the course, and that many of the

best students make few notes, because their attention is given to the

thing itself rather than to the recording of it. Moreover, the most

effective and inspiring teachers by the lecture method so hold the

attention of their students that note-taking is overshadowed. The

same is true for the average, generally uninspiring, lecturer when
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he comes to those portions of the course into which he puts the best

of himself and temporarily becomes inspiring. Yet it is just these

scintillating parts that are best and most worthy of accurate record

ing. If a course is worth prescribing for a student of mining en

gineering, it ought to have a value that survives after the final ex

amination in it is over. Yet how many students ever find it worth

while after graduation to refer back to their college notes?

On the other hand, oral exposition by the responsible head of

a given course is both desirable and inescapable. The conclusion

seems clear, therefore, that what is needed is some modification of

the lecture system that at least provides the student in advance of

the lectures with an accurate and satisfactory statement of the

substance. Whether this be accomplished by means of existing text

books, by comprehensive syllabi prepared by the individual teachers

or in some other fashion, is of subordinate importance; the vital

consideration is that there shall be intimate correlation of the printed

record and the spoken idea. Many teachers, indeed, follow some such

combined system of instruction, and believe it is a common verdict

that the subjects so handled are the best taught.

An indirect evil consequence of the lecture system proper is

the remoteness and lack of intimate contact between the student and

the lecturer. This arises partly from the formality of the lecture

method and is more aggravated in the larger classes. It is especially

bad for subjects like the sciences and engineering in which the

presumably rich personal experience of the senior teacher of the

course (who is usually the one to give the lectures) could be made

so effective if operating at close range and personally in the labora

tory or corresponding portion of the course. For, too often it hap

pens that this senior teacher appears perfunctorily at the lectures but

shows up rarely in the laboratory, turning over instead most or all of

this intimate part of the instruction, which could be so fine and in

spiring if from him, to youthful assistants who gained what they

know of the laboratory work from similar youthful assistants; so

the deficiencies are perpetuated and accumulated even unto the tenth

or twentieth generation. It is true that with any but the smallest

classes the time required for personal contact of the senior teacher

in the laboratory renders necessary some sort of compromise.

Methods should be sought, comparable to the operating clinics of

medical schools, whereby the manual or mental proficiency of the

senior teacher, acquired by ripe experience, may be revealed to and
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impressed upon, not one student at a time, but with equal effective

ness on a section or an entire class. Lecture experiments are a

step in this direction, but we are convinced the plan can be carried

much further with great advantage.

For a number of years past, engineers have felt that engineer

ing education is not doing what it should, and that the product of

the schools is not what it might be. The late J. E. Johnson, with

characteristic insight and force, summed up the situation when he

said at a discussion on technical education, "The engineer must know

things, dollars, and human beings; the schools teach him only things."

Engineering, let us repeat, is commercialized science, and in

what has preceded, the importance of the science element has been

made manifest. But the other phase of engineering must not be

ignored; it is the application of science to industry, and industry is

service conducted for profit. In general, an engineering project, no

matter how sound scientifically, which holds forth no hope of profit

is of little or no value. Yet until recently this side of engineering

has been largely neglected in the schools and does not yet have suffi

cient attention devoted to it. Some treatment of the subject is now

offered by most schools, but the field covered and, to judge from the

catalogs, the methods pursued, vary widely. Some, as preliminary,

offer a course in economics or political economy ; others treat of the

business of mining without any preparatory course in principles.

There seems to be no well recognized plan for treating this im

portant subject. The idea of teaching it is new and, as with the

teaching of English, it is evident that the faculties are feeling their

way. Business law, of which the engineer should have at least a

fundamental conception, is in about the same situation as economics,

though still less commonly included in the school program.

No productive enterprise like mining or metallurgy can hope to

be really successful in these days without a thorough and sympa

thetic understanding on the part of the management of what has

come to be known as the labor problem. Many there are who regard

this as the most vital question confronting industry, if not, indeed,

society as a whole. We have all seen in mine or mill striking con

trasts in attitude of workmen toward their job, depending on whether

the attitude of the manager toward them is wise and fair or other

wise, and all directly reflected not only in the cost sheet and the

dividend record, but also in the contentment and sanity of the com

munity. Yet these vital matters are only beginning to find their
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way into the college programs ; courses in sociology are prescribed

only here and there, and it almost seems, timidly and reluctantly.

Existing courses in sociology may not teach a prospective mine man

ager just how to handle his men and much modification may be

required before they become really practical and worthwhile, but

surely so important a matter as human relations must not be ignored

in the training of mining engineers.

Recently among engineers there has been an awakening of self-

consciousness, a realization of opportunities and responsibilities not

possessed by them in earlier days. It has been the tendency in Amer

ica, though perhaps not to the same degree as in England, to regard

the engineer as a highly trained workman, a glorified artisan. He

has not been accorded a place among the learned professions, nor,

indeed, ranked at par with the business man. During the last decade,

however, recognition of his professional standing and of his value

to the community has been growing, and with it a desire on his part

to enter more fully and actively into the life around him. As the

dean of one of the great engineering schools has recently said, "A

few years ago the engineer was looked upon as one who built and

designed machines or structures; today he stands as the foremost

figure in industrial management." The war especially gave the en

gineer opportunity to show, in a manner to fix the attention of the

public, what his attainments really are.

This change in the public mind, however, if not in the feelings

of the engineer himself, has resulted chiefly from the achievements

of a few outstanding figures in the profession. These men were

notable among those active and prominent in governmental positions

of responsibility largely because their engineering training made

them more direct and gave them greater capacity for analysis. Yet

these attributes, while not the least valuable, were not, after all, the

most important. It was the breadth of view, the high culture and

the human quality possessed by these men which enabled them to

apply and make effective the results of their superior analysis of a

given situation. In other words, they were men of broad general

education.

Engineers generally have lacked these qualifications. This is

partly because of neglect of the humanities in the school program,

and to this extent the schools are at fault. But it is also due to a

feeling commonly prevalent among the younger members of the pro

fession that engineering is essentially a "rough-neck" occupation ;
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that it is not compatible with neatness of appearance and polish of

manners; and with this idea goes neglect by so many young en

gineers of the cultural studies and practices in the years succeeding

graduation. It is true that the life led by young engineers, particu

larly young mining engineers, holds out little inducement for the

maintenance of high standards of study and conduct. It should be

the part of the older men who are in contact with these young fel

lows to encourage them to keep up, to the greatest degree possible,

a high standard of living. The English custom of "dressing for

dinner," even in the jungle of India, is often scoffed at by Ameri

cans, but undoubtedly the practice aids in maintaining a self-respect

which is soon lost by a man who never takes off his flannel shirt.

Consider the history of the average young mining engineer. He

matriculates at the mining school, having passed in the usual en

trance subjects of English, mathematics, history and foreign lan

guage with probably a little knowledge of physics and chemistry.

He will have studied English, beginning with grammar, for five or

six years. If he has imagination and a natural faculty for language,

he will probably be able to write a coherent theme on some subject

and have some familiarity with English authors. More probably, as

his bent is for mechanical matters, he has always regarded all Eng

lish as a chore and has done the least possible in it to get through.

For the same reason, his standing in history and foreign languages is

likely to be only fair. He may know the former fairly well, if he has

had a teacher to make of it the fascinating study that it is. Of

foreign language, however, due to the methods almost universally

employed, he has no conversational knowledge, although he may

know the grammar and be able to translate fairly well.

With such an equipment, he begins his engineering course.

Probably for the first two years, continuation of the cultural studies

may be prescribed. Along with these go higher mathematics and

the general sciences, not yet much specialized, although perhaps

enough to excite the student's interest and take an undue proportion

of his time, due to their difficulty and to the amount of work laid

out in the endeavor to encompass them. In any event, during this

period, the average student regards the cultural studies as an im

position. He cannot see how they assist in acquiring a knowledge

of engineering, and he generally regards their prescription as an

impediment. In the third and fourth years, the curriculum is com

posed almost entirely of specialized science or engineering studies
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In most of the schools, there is at present some pretense of main

taining the cultural standard. Many different methods are pursued

to this end, but in most instances these are under the direction of

the engineering instructors and the substance, not the form, is the

thing. Already, then, before graduation, the student begins to neglect

the humanities. This is common to all branches of engineering edu

cation.

The graduate in mining engineering probably secures a posi

tion in some isolated mining camp where, if the operation be small,

he may have no associates of his age and education. His social

intercourse must be largely with inferiors in education and culture,

and, being of receptive age, he is likely to acquire their manners and

perhaps even their point of view on life generally. If he ever had

any polish it gets badly scratched if not entirely rubbed off. Later

in life, when his advance in position brings him in contact with cul

tured people, he generally has cause for regret on this account.

Character, human sympathy, vision, clear thinking and force,

are after all the alphabet that spells success for an engineer and for

a citizen, and afford that personal satisfaction which is the chief goal

of existence. Courses under these headings are not listed in the

catalogs of our mining schools. Perhaps a formal instruction in

them is impossible ; yet obviously they must not be neglected. They

are to be acquired, chiefly through the deliberate or unconscious out

givings of the really big men in the faculties, men who themselves

possess these priceless talents and have the personality to make their

impress felt on those around them. Since the years in college com

plete the formative period of a boy's life, it is evident that profes

sional technique is one of the least important of the qualifications of

a good teacher. The unblemished personal reputations enjoyed by

engineers almost without exception is an enviable commentary both

on the quality of their teachers and on the fundamental soundness

of a training in science, which is nothing more than a search for

Truth.

The Solution

Scores of able men far better equipped for the task than the

members of this committee have struggled for years to find a solu

tion of the problems sketched in the preceding section. Obviously

little more in this direction can be done by the committee than to

review the situation as it now appears to exist and to add perhaps a

little suggested by the individual experiences of its members.
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The outstanding need of mining education, as of all education,

is definite, intelligible and generally accepted standards of measure

ments. As to how these are essential for improvement in prepara

tion and admission, in the choice of teachers, of subject matter and

of methods, in college administration and in final evolution of the

completed job of education of mining engineers, enough has already

been said. Unfortunately such quantitative standards are lacking,

and although some of the simpler and more obvious ones seem about

to be realized, it will at best be a long time before most of the vital

steps can be appraised with anything like precision.

In the meantime, operations have to continue. We must, there

fore, curb our impatience with obvious shortcomings and strive to

do the best under the circumstances, assured that we shall progress

faster and better for our glimpse at the ideals.

The product of the schools is not engineers, but the material

out of which engineers are made—what may be termed engineers

in embryo. The openings available to the young graduate in mining

engineering, in which he can make his school training of value to

his employer, are as surveyor, assayer, sampler, draughtsman and

designer, or some such subordinate position. As a practical proposi

tion, therefore, the school should give the student such a thoroughly

practical training as to qualify him to perform the duties of such

positions.

Beyond this degree in the practical direction it can at present

hardly hope to go. It cannot expect to turn out men capable of

planning the development or equipment of a mining property or the

operation of even a small mine. The young engineer acquires his

qualifications for such work through the experience he should gain

while in the subordinate positions. But the foundation on which to

build up this experience must have been laid in school. Without a

thorough knowledge of the fundamentals, mathematics, physics and

chemistry, and the power of observation and reasoning which they

develop, the operations performed by the surveyor or assayer be

come merely mechanical, and if executed without understanding are

in danger of being unreliable and losing their value as preparation

for more responsible work.

A liberal proportion of the school course should, therefore, be

devoted to mathematics, physics, chemistry, and mechanical draw

ing, our Group A, and it seems no more than common sense to say

that, where these can be taught by practical examples from the prac
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tice of the profession, such a method should be followed. It seems

to us that under existing methods of teaching as much as 40% of

the total time in the four school years may well be devoted to these

subjects.

With regard to Group B, geology, mineralogy, surveying, civil,

mechanical and electrical engineering, the time devoted to these sub

jects, on the average, viz., 26.5%, can with profit be increased to

30%. Needless to say, in teaching these subjects every endeavor

should be made to illustrate the principles taught by practical illus

trations drawn from mining and metallurgical practice. Arrange

ments to this end should be made so far as possible in schools where

these several branches are taught by independent departments.

Group C, comprising mining engineering and metallurgy, is

allotted 23.6% in the average. We believe this more than necessary

or desirable if the proper methods in teaching other engineering

subjects have been pursued. There are, of course, in mining certain

operations which require specific treatment. In metallurgy also it is

necessary to specialize to the extent of describing metallurgical opera

tions in general and as applied to various metals. However, we

believe that under this heading a good deal of time is now spent in

the treatment of subjects which come more properly under instruc

tion in civil, mechanical and electrical engineering, and, confining

our definition to purely mining and metallurgical subjects, we con

sider that 20% would be a sufficient proportion of the total time in

which to cover the specialized subjects.

We would make a strong plea for the requirement of a sub

stantial thesis. Properly managed, this affords the student an oppor

tunity, the only one before he leaves school, to practice the principles

he has learned and the power of observation and deduction he should

have developed. It not only constitutes the most excellent kind of

training, but it should in a sense be regarded as the final examination,

for the student who shows inability to conduct an independent in

vestigation cannot be considered of engineering stuff and should not

be given a degree. Development of this power of independent in

vestigation in the technical school is one of its very highest functions

and the practice of omitting the thesis, which is the final test of this

quality, is greatly to be deplored.

There would be left, then, 10% of the time for cultural sub

jects and such physical training as is necessary. It is little enough,

but if, beyond elementary English and economics, the high spots
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rather than the intricacies of these and other general subjects are

emphasized, and the plan is followed of dovetailing further instruc

tion in them with exercises in the engineering work, we believe

much could be achieved.

Four years is a short time within which to acquire all that is

necessary. The argument is frequently heard that nowadays the

book of knowledge is so thick that it is useless to attempt to impart

it in this short period. That is so true that the attempt should not

be made to impart the whole of it. Reverting to the chart showing

the field of mining engineering, we would emphasize that instruc

tions must begin with the basal subjects on the right-hand side.

Without thorough grounding in these, it is useless to pass up to the

higher brackets. These fundamentals, though somewhat changed in

detailed character, can probably be mastered in about the same time

as was required twenty-five or thirty years ago. For the more

strictly professional subjects, principles must be stressed rather than

facts, broad tendencies rather than intricate descriptions or specific

details, not only for the sake of covering ground but also because

principles and tendencies are likely to be basic and enduring, whereas

the rapid progress of the times makes today's details obsolete to

morrow.

For the present it seems desirable, because necessary, to give

essentially a standard training in those fundamentals which underlie

the field of mining engineering, broadly interpreted, advising the

student to postpone any considerable specialization until the basic

training is fully acquired and until he is certain of his inclination

and fitness for a specific field. We have already given our ideas on

what should compose this course and we have purposely made no

provision for a separate course in metallurgy because we believe

that, once the student has elected the general subject of mining en

gineering as distinguished from mechanical, chemical, or other

branch of engineering, he will have carried specialization as far as

reasonable at that time. If special psychological tests can in the

future be so extended, perfected and standardized as to become a

sort of mental litmus-paper, recording, however, not two but many

degrees of difference, so that fitness for this or that will clearly be

revealed, then specialization may safely and effectively be started

at an earlier stage than at present, and our instruction will partake

more of the quality of the rifle than of the shot gun. When that

time comes and reliable young specialists are available, the organiza
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tion and direction of a mining company will differ considerably

from the present. To such positions as that of geologist, chemist,

and surveyor, now already pretty well individualized, will be added

the employment expert, the economist and superintendents of vari

ous technical subdivisions, each with his specialized foundation of

training. Present tendencies in this desirable direction will be ex

ceeded, and because better prepared for will be more effective and

successful.

It goes without saying that every formal program of instruction

in mining engineering should be supplemented so far as possible by

contact with the real thing during the summer vacations. The min

ing companies should realize that in the long run it is to their ad

vantage to make available to students who are abreast of their pro

grams opportunities for such contact—not a mere stingy granting

of a job as mucker, but a real chance to learn something of mining

as it is actually practised. The same spirit should characterize the

companies' attitude toward the young graduate. Large industrial

organizations like Westinghouse and General Electric have found

it to be a good business to deliberately continue and perfect the

training which their young engineer employers received in college.

Surely the same thing can be made true for at least the larger mining

companies.

Finally, we older men in the profession should do what we can

to afford the recent graduate the opportunity of maintaining a high

cultural standard. We are the ones who come into direct contact

with him during his start in life and he looks to us for guidance

in the matter of conduct. Let us keep it on as high a plane as pos

sible. Let us show him that our profession, which has sent its

representatives as pioneers to the waste corners of the globe, has its

ideals and its standard of refinement as well as its ruggedness and

force. In a mining camp, where the surroundings are rough and

uncouth, let us give our younger associates the opportunity of decent

living. By so doing we shall enhance the standing of the profession

generally and its influence on the affairs of the nation.

A. H. Rogers, Chairman.

L. C. Graton.

H. A. Guess.
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PRINCIPLES RELATING TO THE

INTERNATIONAL DISPOSITION

OF MINERALS

A Report of the Committee on Domestic and Foreign Mining

Policy of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America,

November, 1921.

The subject assigned to this committee is one of interest to

many nations of the world. It is within the domain of international

politics, and for this reason the members of the committee wish to

emphasize the fact that they speak as individuals and not as repre

sentatives of any bodies with which they happen to be officially

connected.

In the interest of efficient and conservational use of the world's

mineral resources and in minimizing international difficulties arising

from the discovery, development, transportation and marketing of

mineral resources, the Committee on Domestic and Foreign Mining

Policy of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America offers

a statement of elemental considerations which it believes should be

basic to the formulation of laws and agreements affecting natural

resources.

1. International Mineral Movements Are Necessary

Consequences of Their Geographic Distribution.

Mineral resources are wasting assets fixed geographically by

nature, and change in this geographic distribution is not within our

power. Some kinds of minerals are so widely distributed that nearly

all countries have adequate supplies within their own boundaries

or near at hand. Other minerals are so distributed that some parts

of the world have a surplus and others a deficiency. No country

is entirely self-sufficing in regard to either supplies or markets for

all mineral commodities; in every country certain minerals are
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available in excess for export, while others are deficient and must

be imported either in crude or manufactured forms. International

exchange of minerals cannot be avoided if all parts of the world

are to be supplied with needed materials.

The general nature and location of the fixed channels of inter

national mineral exchange are not matters of conjecture; they are

capable of reasonably definite statement.

2. International Movements of Certain Minerals Cannot

be Stopped by Enactment.

The necessary international movements of minerals may be

aided or hindered by bonuses, preferential duties, tariffs, and em

bargoes. These measures may be locally and temporarily desirable

for a great variety of reasons, but in general it is our belief that

in the long run measures of this kind, aimed at the ultimate closing

or diversion of the main international channels determined by nature,

are doomed to failure, and that the effort to apply them will demand

needless readjustment involving much unnecessary friction in inter

national relations as well as in the orderly development of the

mineral industry. When, for instance, it is proposed by tariff to

foster an infant mineral industry, the geologic facts of the situation

should be squarely faced to make sure that these controlling facts

make such a course possible ; otherwise there may be vast and use

less expenditure of human energy in attempting to develop certain

kinds of mineral resources in parts of the world where they are not

present in sufficient abundance to be worthy of development. Min

eral resources cannot be created by legislation.

Just as it is futile to attempt to make each state in the union

self-supporting in regard to all minerals, so the effort to make each

country independent of others is rendered impossible by the fact

that nature has not distributed her resources in this fashion. Spe

cialization of effort on particular minerals for particular localities

seems essential to the conservation of human energy and to the most

efficient utilization of nature's resources. To illustrate, if the distri

bution of raw materials is such that the United States can specialize

on the production and export of copper, iron, and steel, and can do

this with high efficiency, it seems hardly desirable that it should devote

any large amount of effort to the development of its entirely inade

quate tin and nickel supplies, which other parts of the world can

produce more efficiently.

There are minerals which are so distributed that the necessity

of international movement is not immediately apparent. For such

minerals there may be reasons other than that of necessity for aiding

or restricting this movement.
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3. Minerals Should be Concentrated, Smelted, or Fabricated

Near Source of Supply, With Limitations.

In the interest of reduction of bulk and efficiency of transporta

tion, the concentration, refining and fabrication of minerals near

sources of supply should be encouraged wherever conditions permit.

Countries fortunate enough to possess large supplies of a needed

mineral, deficient elsewhere in the world, are entitled to the advan

tages that may come from conversion and fabrication of raw mate

rials, unless local conditions make this possible only at excessive cost.

Coal is the chief energy resource required for this work, and experi

ence has shown that many minerals can be utilized with greater

efficiency near sources of coal than near the sources of the minerals.

With this consideration in mind, we do not favor the application of

government measures of aid or restriction which attempt to establish

a local smelting or fabricating industry where the supplies of raw

materials, including coal, are such that the cost is excessive and

efficiency low as compared with more favored localities.

We recognize as a qualifying factor the conditions of shipping

which sometimes make it cheap and efficient to carry crude ores as

a means of securing proper combination cargoes, and as a means of

balancing local import and export requirements.

4. Freedom of Exploration is Essential.

The exploration and development of mineral resources are

continuously necessary to replenish ore reserves depleted by pro

duction. The present century has witnessed a greater consumption

of mineral resources than has taken place in all previous history.

Here in the United States the per capita consumption of minerals

has multiplied ten times in only forty years. The problem of free

dom of replenishment is not incidental, but of basic importance to

the prosperity of the greatly magnified mineral industry which can

be easily foreseen for the future. Any restrictions, national or

international, which interfere with the necessary searching of the

earth are in principle undesirable. We recognize the necessity and

economic justification, during the early exploration stage and par

ticularly in the case of petroleum, of rights covering large areas in

order to induce and justify the expenditures necessary for careful

exploration work in new regions. Where such concessions are safe

guarded by the stipulation that within a limited period of, say, three

to five years, the holder must select for retention a small percentage

of the original exploration area, the result is development without
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exclusion. Exclusive concessions on large areas without such a

reduction factor are economically unsound.

We believe that the aid and supervision of governments may be

desirable in connection with exploration work, so far as they do not

destroy the opportunity for private effort, but we further believe

that government agencies cannot be substituted in this field for

private initiative, except at the expense of that elasticity and variety

of attack essential to the adequate solution of the complex problems

of mineral development, and especially of mineral discovery.

In regard to this necessary activity of exploration we stand for

equal opportunity and the open door—national and international.

Equal opportunity and the open door are considered as implying,

among other things, that, except under conditions of national crisis,

there shall be no restriction on the issuance of mining licenses and

concessions to foreigners or the transfer of concessions to foreigners ;

and that there be no restrictions on the nationality of the share

holders, managers, or directors in companies owning mining and

exploration rights and concessions, allowing thereby the free pur

chase and acquisition by individuals of any nationality. The right

- of nations to control their own natural resources in times of war

is of course paramount. There may be other special and local cir

cumstances which might make such control desirable in times of

peace. For the most part, however, all large mineral operations

are by incorporated companies and the company being a creature of

the state, the state may and usually does define very exactly its

right and powers and in this way protects its own interest.

5. Freedom of Exploration is to be Preserved in Backward

Where backward countries possess important mineral supplies

needed by the world we can see no escape from the conclusion,

whatever the ethical merits of the case, that demand will make itself

felt through political pressure of other countries. In such cases we

favor joint action by governments to secure equal opportunities

for all nationals. If circumstances require that pressure be brought

by one government the end to be sought should be the opening up

of the territory not only to the government bringing the pressure

for its exclusive benefit, but to all nationals. Disregard of this prin

ciple has been the cause of much international friction.

Countries.
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6. Government Co-operation is Desirable in Securing the

Open Door to Mineral Exploration and Development.

To accomplish the purpose outlined in preceding paragraphs, we

urge that the United States Government maintain closer touch than

heretofore with American activities in foreign mineral fields. This

might well be accomplished by using mineral specialists as diplomatic

attaches, consular agents, or agents of the Department of Commerce,

in countries where mineral raw materials play a large part in our

international relations. There should be more systematic reports to

the home government, and more attention on the part of the home

government to the interpretation and correlation of these reports in

order to determine which of our foreign activities in minerals are

essential for our national welfare, to ascertain the force and prac

tical application of the mining laws of such countries, and to advise

and protect American companies in their operations thereunder.

This information should be at the disposal of such of the citizens

as are interested in mining developments. In short, intelligent co

ordination and supervision of the problem of foreign mineral mate

rials by qualified and responsible officials of the home government

we believe would be greatly to our own interest, and at the same

time would tend to eliminate needless causes of international dis

cord. Other governments have made significant starts in this type

of administration.

In cases of international dispute, and there are many such relat

ing to minerals, we further suggest the desirability of utilizing

international fact-finding committees to ascertain and present the

essential facts as a basis for international negotiation. For instance,

some of the recent diplomatic discussion in relation to the exploita

tion of oil in foreign countries has been unnecessarily complicated by

differences in statement of fundamental geologic facts of distribu

tion, which might easily be eliminated by an international conference

of qualified experts. The surveys of the world's coal and iron

resources made by the International Geological Congress independent

of governments have served a very useful purpose and are excellent

examples of what may be accomplished by disinterested scientific

fact finding.

7. The Mineral Reserves of the United States in Their

World Relations.

In the application of the above general principles to the mineral
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resource situation in the United States we present the following

basic considerations:

The United States has been endowed with mineral resources to

an extent not surpassed by any other country. It is utilizing these

resources so fully that its annual mineral production is nearly two-

fifths of that of the world. Exploration will undoubtedly disclose

further large reserves, but the geologic conditions are sufficiently

well known to warrant the belief that the extent of mineral reserves

in the United States can be approximated for the future. The

following tentative classification of mineral supplies is based mainly

on data gathered by various Government bureaus during and since

the war. In the nature of the case it will be difficult to secure general

agreement to every item, and modifications are inevitable, but we

believe it to approximate the true situation in its main outlines.

(A) The United States has certain minerals available in large

quantities for export. It is clear that the United States has, and

will continue to have, a valuable exportable surplus of copper, coal,

iron and steel, phosphates, silver, and sulphur. In view of recent

discoveries, borax should probably be added to the list.

So far as the available quantity is concerned there is no reason

why these minerals should not be exported. Prosperity of the in

dustry may depend largely on maintaining foreign outlets, in which

case these should not be closed by restrictions requiring local con

version and fabrication where this means excessive cost, or by

import taxes inviting retaliation on minerals of which our own

supply is deficient. For instance, export of coal from the United

States is a natural consequence of our large supplies, the needs of

other countries, and our ability to produce more efficiently and

cheaply than certain other coal-exporting nations. We are in a

position to do the world an efficient service. We also help ourselves

by supplying an equalizing and stabilizing factor to an industry

handicapped by such seasonal demand that the average coal mine is

idle over a third of the year. We more fully utilize our capacity for

production. Without increase of imports there is little room for

further development of coal export trade without unbalancing the

ratio between imports and exports.

(B) The United States has certain minerals of adequate supply

but without great excess or deficiency. The supplies of many im

portant minerals in the United States approximately balance domestic

requirements without considerable exportable surplus. Small

amounts of these minerals have been and will continue to be imported
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and exported because of special grades or backhaul, or because of

cheaper sources of foreign supply. Such imports are not, however,

for the most part, essential as a source of supply. This list includes

aluminum and bauxite, arsenic, artificial abrasives and emery (ex

cept Naxos emery), asphalt and bitumen, barite, bismuth, bromine,

building stone (except Italian marble), common stone, sand and

gravel, cadmium, feldspar, fluorspar, fuller's earth, gold, gypsum,

lead, lime, magnesite, mineral paints (except umber, sienna, and

ocher from France and Spain), molybdenum, oil, pyrite, salt (except

special classes), talc, titanium, tripoli and diatomaceous earth, and

zinc.

For minerals of this group the domestic supplies are such that

they do not constitute compelling reasons for opening or closing

channels of international movement. There may or may not be

other reasons, but it is our purpose here only to indicate the effect

of known supplies on the question of international movements of

minerals.

The inclusion of oil among the minerals of class B, in which

the country is approximately self-supporting, requires some explana

tion and qualification. The United States leads the world in its oil

production, but it also leads the world in consumption. If our

exportation of refined products were eliminated we could probably

get along for some time on the domestic production. As it is,

imports from other countries, particularly Mexico, have been neces

sary in recent years to balance the export of refined products. The

industry is on such an efficient basis that the United States is able

to perform a service to the rest of the world in gathering and dis

tributing this material. It seems desirable, in the interest of our

continued service to the world, that channels of import and export

be kept open. Looking forward to the future, we are doubtful

whether the domestic production will long keep up with domestic

demand ; this consideration is an additional reason why channels of

import should be maintained.

In the exploration and development of oil, American initiative

and capital have proved most efficient and should be allowed the

fullest latitude both at home and abroad, with the purpose of insuring

adequate supplies for future home consumption and supplies for

refinement and export to the rest of the world. The Government

can aid in securing and preserving this opportunity.

Self-interest plays so large a part in asking these opportunities

for ourselves that we deplore criticism of other countries for asking
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the same for themselves, so far as their resulting activities do not

impair a fair field for private initiative and competition.

(C) Certain minerals exist in the United States in inadequate

amounts. The United States will be dependent on foreign sources

for a considerable fraction of its supply of antimony, asbestos, ball

clay, kaolin, chalk, chromite, corundum, garnet, certain grades of

graphite, grinding pebbles, manganese, mercury, mica, monazite,

Naxos emery, nitrates, potash, precious stones, pumice, tungsten,

vanadium, and zirconium.

(D) The United States lacks certain minerals almost entirely.

The United States will in the future, as in the past, depend on

other countries almost entirely for its nickel, cobalt, platinum, tin,

gem diamonds, black diamonds, or "carbonado," and diamond dust

and bort.

Import of minerals of classes C and D will continue to be neces

sary and can be stopped only at great cost. Future exploration may

disclose adequate supplies of some of those minerals in which the

United States is now deficient but for the most part we believe

that the geologic conditions are sufficiently well known to make this

outcome unlikely. With certain exceptions noted below, we believe

that any attempt by legislation to keep foreign supplies out and to

make domestic supplies of these minerals suffice for United States

needs will not succeed except at excessive cost in efficiency and money.

Such a course also would mean depletion of limited supplies which

may seriously endanger the country in a time of critical future need.

In the meantime, governmental restrictions on imports (probably

inducing retaliatory measures abroad) are likely to make it more

difficult for American enterprise to find and develop needed resources

of these minerals in foreign countries where the geologic conditions

are more favorable.

Conditions under which import taxes on minerals of classes C

and D might be desirable. As long as import channels of these min

erals are not closed we do not oppose tariffs or other measures which

are designed to offset differences in living costs and to aid in main

taining a sound nucleus for an industry which might be useful in

crises. We believe, however, that such measures have practically

very limited application in view of the physical facts of the situation.

Luxuries such as diamonds and platinum used for jewelry may

well afford to pay import taxes.

We would favor protection on domestic minerals known to
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exist in large quantities and capable of efficient utilization, but handi

capped in their competition with foreign supplies by trade and tech

nical customs. In these cases there should be careful consideration

of possibilities of adapting our extensive low-grade reserves to our

needs, with a view of finding whether feasible and efficient processes

for their use may not be developed without excessive cost. If so,

some measure of protection would be reasonable. For instance, there

are very extensive deposits of flake graphite in the United States,

many of which are handicapped by a fineness of texture which is

said to make them undesirable for one of their principal uses, the

manufacture of crucibles. War experience indicated that the Ameri

can grades could be used to a larger extent than had before been

anticipated; but with the resumption of peace conditions, foreign

supplies have again dominated the market. Without committing

ourselves definitely for or against a tariff, we suggest that a case

of this kind affords a reasonable field for investigation as to the

possible application of a tariff.

Conclusion.

This statement of principle emphasizes nature's distribution of

minerals as a basic factor in determining the international move

ments of minerals. It does not attempt to cover all the qualifying

economic factors in the situation.

These considerations ' are presented from the point of view

primarily of the broad self-interest of the mineral industry of the

United States, but they are also vital to the preservation of friendly

international relations. We are confident that a common under

standing of these elementary facts of geographic distribution of

minerals, and of the consequent necessary mineral movements de

termined by nature, is an important first step in minimizing inter

national difficulties.

The interests and ambitions of the different parts of the mineral

industry in foreign matters are so extremely diverse, and each of

them is urged so vigorously that it is difficult to discern what, if any,

are the underlying aims and principles of the industry as a whole.

The industry itself is presumably better qualified to speak on these

matters than others, and yet to the public its representations must

sound like a babel of special interests. This is perhaps an inevitable

consequence of the scattered geographic development of the mineral

industry, but the industry has now reached such large proportions
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and so often overlaps national boundaries that the formulation of a

unit policy is of vital national concern.

Respectfully submitted,

C. K. LtiiTH, Chairman, Professor of Geology, University

of Wisconsin.

H. Foster Bain, Director, U. S. Bureau of Mines.

S. H. Ball, Mining Geologist, New York.

Van. H. Manning, Director, Technical Research, Ameri

can Petroleum Institute, New York.

George Otis Smith, Director, U. S. Geological Survey.

A. C. Veatch, Consulting Geologist, New York.

H. V. Winchell, Mining Geologist, Los Angeles.

Pope Yeatman, Mining Engineer, New York.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Bound Volumes.—Owing to unavoidable delays in the pro

cess of printing and binding, the bound volumes of the bulletins

for 1920, Vol. XIII, have not yet been sent out to the member

ship. It is hoped that the full quantity will soon be delivered

when all volumes will be forwarded to those who subscribed.

COUNCIL.

Meeting of July 20, 1921.

The resignation of Mr. F. F. Sharpless as Secretary of the

Society, was submitted, he having been appointed to the secre

taryship of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical

Engineers.

In accepting Mr. Sharpless' resignation the following reso

lutions were unanimously adopted :

RESOLVED, that the resignation of Mr. Frederick F. Sharpless as secre

tary of the Society be accepted with regret ; and be it

FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Council express to Mr. Sharpless its

high appreciation of his three years of efficient and enthusiastic service in ad

vancing the work and aims of the Society; and be it

FURTHER RESOLVED, that the good wishes of the Council be ex

tended to Mr. Sharpless in his new position where his broad experience and

rare judgment will be available in advancing the good of the profession; and

be it

FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of these resolutions be engrossed

and forwarded to Mr. Sharpless.

It was thereupon moved by Mr. J. Parke Channing, and

seconded by Mr. R. A. F. Penrose, Jr., that Mr. B. Britton Gotts-

berger be elected to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Sharpless,

which motion was unanimously carried.
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Meeting of Sept. 30, 1921.

A meeting of the Council was held at the Columbia Uni

versity Club, 4 West 43d St., New York, at 4:30 p.m., on Sept.

30, 1921.

The meeting was called to order by the president, Mr. J. E.

Spurr, the following members attending: Messrs. Ralph Arnold,

R. A. F. Penrose, Jr., William Y. Westervelt, Pope Yeatman,

and B. Britton Gottsberger, Secretary.

The appointment of the President of the Society, Mr. J. E.

Spurr, as an honorary member of the Chemical, Metallurgical

and Mining Society of South Africa for the year ending June

30, 1922, was approved, and the President requested to make

appropriate reply. r,;

An invitation to take part in the next International Geologi

cal Congress to be held in Brussels, Belgium, in August, 1922,

was presented, the President appointing as delegates to this

Congress, Mr. R. A. F. Penrose, Jr., and Professor Waldemar

Lindgren.

Financial Statement.—An approximate statement of the

financial condition of the Society submitted by the Secretary

was considered, which showed expenditures for the current year

of about $4800. As there is no present indication of a reduction

in the principal items of expense for the year 1922, the Secretary

was directed to submit by letter-ballot to all members of the

Society, a proposal to collect annual dues of $15 for the year

1922 in place of $10 annual dues provided for in the Constitu

tion and By-laws.

Report of Committee on Standardization.—The Secretary

submitted the report of this Committee as follows:

We, the members of the Committee on Standardization of the Mining

and Metallurgical Society of America, do not favor the compulsory adoption

of the metric system of weights and measures in the United States by any

legislative action, and are opposed to this legislative adoption whether it be

sudden or gradual, believing that should the metric system appeal to the manu

facturers of the country, they should be permitted, as they are now, to use

it when they think it desirable.

Respectfully submitted,

C. R. Corning, Chairman,

George C. Stone,

July 18, 1921. J. Parke Channing.

Co-ordination of Activities of Three Societies.—The sub

ject of co-ordination of activities among the Mining and Metal
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lurgical Society, the American Institute of Mining and Metallur

gical Engineers, and the American Mining Congress was

introduced by the President with the suggestion that representa

tives of the Society be appointed to co-operate with a co-ordina

tion committee already in existence representing the Institute

and the Mining Congress. The President was empowered to

appoint a committee of three to represent the Society.

Report of Committee on Licensing Engineers.—The action

of the Executive Committee in sending to the membership copies

of the following report of the Committee on the Licensing of

Engineers was approved :

Aug. 12, 1921.

To the Members of the Council,

Mining and Metallurgical Society of America.

In accordance with the instructions which your Committee on Licensing

of Mining Engineers received from President Spurr, we beg to submit to you

the following report :

128 letters have been received in response to the letter of the President

asking for an expression of opinion. The responses have been classified as

follows :

"A"—Unconditionally opposed 81

"B"—Opposed on general principles, but would favor uniform State

laws with reciprocity or general Federal law 12

"C"—Opposed, but would accept licensing as a matter of expedi

ency, and would join in attempting to steer legislation 4

Total opposed 97

"D"—In favor, conditionally 16

"E"—In favor, unconditionally S

Total in favor 21

"F"—Doubtful 8

"G"—No opinion 2

10

The difference between B and C and D is that B and C are opposed on

principle, while those classified under D favor the principle but wish to avoid

the annoyance and expense entailed in individual State licenses.

Those unconditionally in favor of licensing base their attitude on the

desire for higher professional standing and better protection of the public.

Obviously, however, these are matters as to which those of the opposition
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are equally concerned, even though their solicitude may not be voiced, or may

be but inferentially or negatively expressed.

It is also to be observed that those conditionally favorable must be con

sidered as virtually of the opposition, in view of the weight of negative opin

ion bearing on the conditions stipulated.

Briefly, the point of view of this opposition is to the following effect:

Licensing would neither improve nor- safeguard professional standing,

partly because professional qualifications could not be adequately formulated

in such a law, and partly because of probable miscarriage in its administration.

In determining professional qualifications, it is necessary to take into ac

count, not only the technical ability called for by the work in contemplation,

but also character and the lay attributes required of the engineer in that con

nection. Often technical ability is secondary to the other factors, and the

matter of qualifications a question of something inherent, or earnest, rather

than of something required—something that no conceivable licensing system

could measure.

Administration would not only be confronted with difficulties, due to the

considerations just mentioned, but, in all probability, would suffer from the

play of politics as well as from undue regard for local interest.

Consequently, it is widely held that licensing would be of no real ad

vantage to the profession ; that, even with stated reciprocity, it would involve

useless expense and hardship ; and that it could not possibly result in the ex

clusion of the unfit. Some, indeed, are of the opinion that licensing would

afford cover to the unfit and thereby tend to lower the standing of the pro

fession.

The maintenance of professional standards is regarded as essentially a

professional matter, although it is recognized that a strong incentive to excel

lence is provided by the discernment of employers and clients.

The position of the public in relation to the question of licensing is dis

cussed in the replies from the standpoint of employers, as well as investors.

Employees are considered to be already protected, or in the way of being

protected by legislation applying to those directly responsible. Whether mine

managers should be regarded as sharing responsibility, and be required to

qualify by examination for a license, as in South Africa, is not as a rule

touched on. It may be observed in this connection, however, that even in

South Africa licensing does not extend to consulting engineers.

Investors are believed to be as well protected as possible and more liable

to suffer than to benefit through licensing. Their position is different from

that of the general public in relation to the other professions, for their trans

actions are not of such urgency as to preclude inquiry and verification, the

means for which are ample. Licensing would not relieve them of the need

for precaution, since, as already stated, it would not eliminate the unfit from
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the profession, although, it might, in some instances, give rise to a false sense

of security and thus obscure that need.

In conclusion your committee begs to recommend that an analysis of the

correspondence on the subject of licensing mining engineers be placed before

the members for their information. As to the proper course of the Society

on this matter, your committee further recommends that the Society should

not take independent action in opposition to licensing mining engineers, but

should stand ready to co-operate with other interested bodies to that end if

joint action appears to be called for.

W. L. Honnold, Chairman.

A. M. Smoot,

F. F. Sharpless,

J. Volney Lewis,

H. G. Moulton.

Meeting of Oct. 28, 1921.

A meeting of the Council was held at the Harvard Club,

27 West 44th St., New York, at 5 p.m., Oct. 28, 1921. Those

who attended were Mr. J. E. Spurr, President, Messrs. C. W.

Goodale, R. A. F. Penrose, Jr., Pope Yeatman, and B. Britton

Gottsberger, Secretary.

Nominations for Officers for 1922.—After consideration of

the canvass of the nominating ballots received from the mem

bership for executive officers and members of the Council in

Districts 1-2-3-4, 5, 11, and 12, the Secretary was instructed to

prepare a ballot for submission to the membership as follows:

For President: For Vice-President: For Secretary:

Allen H. Rogers William Y. Westervelt B. Britton Gottsberger

Arthur Thacher George Otis Smith

For Councillor, Districts 1-2-3-4:

W. R. Ingalls A. R. Ledoux

For Councillor, District S:

H. M. Chance R. A. F. Penrose, Jr.

For Councillor, District 11:

S. W. Mudd Arthur Notman

For Councillor, District 12:

Milnor Roberts Reno H. Sales

Resolutions Presented to Mr. F. F. Sharpless.—The Secre

tary reported the receipt of a letter from Mr. F. F. Sharpless,

extending to the President and Council of the Society his sin

cere thanks for the set of resolutions presented to him.

Meeting of Executive Committee, Nov. 7, 1921.

A meeting of the Executive Committee of the Council was
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held at the office of Mr. William Y. Westervelt, 522 Fifth Ave.,

New York, at 3:30 p.m., Nov. 7, 1921.

The meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. J. E.

Spurr, the following attending: Messrs. C. W. Goodale, W. R.

Ingalls, William Y. Westervelt, and B. Britton Gottsberger,

Secretary.

Resolution of New York Section.—A resolution passed by

the New York Section at its meeting held on Oct. 28, 1921, was

submitted as follows :

MOVED, that this Section recommend to the Council that it prepare, in

co-operation with the Committee on Technical Education, a referendum to be

sent to the members of the Society to cover the points developed by the dis

cussion as fundamental to engineering education in general and applicable to

every school in the country regardless of its geographical situation or its par

ticular problems :

First: The length of course. Shall it be a three-, four-, or six-year

course, bearing in mind that the three-year course at the Michigan College of

Mines is the equivalent of a four-year course in length?

Second: To what extent, and in what manner should the teaching of

English be provided for?

Third: Should the engineering course include instruction in foreign lan

guages ?

Fourth: Are the technical schools turning out too many or too few

mining engineers?

Fifth: As mining is the art of making money out of ore, to what extent

and how should the economic and business side of mining be presented to

students ?

After discussion it was decided that a questionnaire, based

on the resolution of the New York Section be prepared and sent

out to the membership.

Report of Committee on Foreign and Domestic Mining

Policy.—The report of this committee as transmitted by Dr. C.

K. Leith, Chairman, was presented and accepted on behalf of the

Council. It was decided that members of this committee might

make such personal use of this report as they desired.

The Secretary was instructed to print the report of this

committee as a bulletin of the Society and distribute it to the

membership. In presenting the report the committee requested

that copies be forwarded by the Society to the Hon. Charles

E. Hughes, Secretary of State, and to the Hon. Herbert C.

Hoover, Secretary of Commerce.
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The Secretary was instructed to forward such copies, mak

ing it clear, however, that the report had not been acted upon

formally by the Society, and that it must stand as an expression

of the opinions held personally by the members of the committee.

Valuation of Mineral Resources of the United States.—The

question of the general survey of valuation of the mineral re

sources of the United States, which work is now in process by

the United States Geological Survey, was brought up by the

President who raised the question as to what action the Society

might take in furthering this work. It was brought out by the

discussion which followed that the Society should do everything

within its power to aid the Survey, and the Secretary was in

structed to so advise Dr. George Otis Smith, Director, and

request him to express an opinion as to how the Society could

be of assistance.

Meeting of Nov. 22, 1921.

A meeting of the Council was held at the Harvard Club,

27 West 44th St., New York, at 4:30 p.m., Nov. 22, 1921.

The meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. J. E.

Spurr, the following members attending: Messrs. J. Parke

Channing, W. R. Ingalls, H. H. Knox, R. A. F. Penrose, Jr.,

William Y. Westervelt, Pope Yeatman, and B. Britton Gotts-

berger, Secretary.

Mr. C. M. Weld, chairman of the New York Section, was

present by invitation.

Dues for 1922.—In view of the fact that the vote of the

membership of the Society stood 154 in favor of placing the

1922 dues at $15, with seven opposed, the Secretary was in

structed to issue bills at this amount, making it clear that this

departure from the provision of the By-laws is based on the

expressed approval of a majority of the membership.

Revision of the Mining Law.—The Secretary reported that

at a meeting of the Executive Committee, held on Nov. 7, he

was instructed to suggest a meeting of the co-ordination com

mittee of the three mining organizations for the purpose of

considering the present situation as regards the proposed revi

sion of the mining law, as submitted to Congress by the Bureau

of Mines. This action was approved by the Council.

Joint Session with A. I. M. E.—The Secretary submitted a

suggestion received from the Secretary of the American Insti
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tute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers to the effect that

one session of the annual meeting of the Institute be devoted

to a joint meeting of the Institute and the Society, which sug

gestion was referred to the Secretary of the Society with power

to act.

MEETINGS OF SECTIONS.

NEW YORK SECTION.

Meeting of Sept. 30, 1921.

A meeting of the New York Section was held at the Col

umbia University Club, 4 West 43d Street, New York, on Fri

day, Sept. 30, 1921, Mr. J. A. Church, Jr., presiding.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year :

Chairman, C. M. Weld; Vice-chairman, Sydney H. Ball; Secre

tary-Treasurer, Louis D. Huntoon.

After the usual informal dinner the report of the Committee

on Vocational or Occupational Training for Metal Miners which

was issued as Bulletin No. 149 of the Society, was discussed.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

Discussion of Report of Committee on Technical Education, by

New York Section, Oct. 28, 1921.

The October meeting of the New York Section was held at

the Harvard Club, Friday evening, Oct. 28, 1921, Mr. Sydney H.

Ball, vice-chairman, presiding. The subject under discussion

was the report of the Committee on Technical Education, which

was printed in Bulletin No. 150, dated Sept. 30, 1921.

Mr. A. H. Rogers, chairman of the Committee, was first

called on.

A. H. Rogers.—It may be interesting to recite the history

of the formation of this committee. In Bulletin No. 133 of June,

1919, H. H. Knox, then president of the Society, submitted a

communication announcing that the Council, in furtherance of

the Society's undertaking to help the mineral industry, had

authorized the appointment of committees on various phases of

education. In the course of his communication, Mr. Knox said,

"Among the various aspects of the subject the utilitarian aspect
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demands attention from engineers. New material is presented

to the schools which after due elaboration deliver the more or

less finished article to the consumer, that is, to the employer :

hence, unless the consumer makes known from time to time his

opinion of the product he is doing less than justice to himself,

to the manufacturer, and to the commodity." Thus, amongst

others, this Committee on Technical Education came into being.

Your committee's task seemed to be the appraisal of the

quality of the product. Further discussion of the matter, how

ever, made it seem desirable to express views as to the methods

pursued in the schools, and to offer suggestions as to improve

ment. Therefore, it appeared judicious for the committee to

include both an employer and a maker of the product. The em

ployer is Mr. H. A. Guess, of the American Smelting & Refin

ing Co. ; the maker is Prof. L. C. Graton, of Harvard. I wish

to emphasize that if the report deserves credit it is due as much

to Messrs. Guess and Graton as to the chairman, if not more.

The report begins by displaying in the form of a chart the

whole field of mining engineering, showing the possible duties

of a mining engineer and the knowledge that he should possess

to perform them creditably. It appears therein that science is

the predominant basis, although other fields of knowledge,

such as English, economics, etc., are important. Following this,

we attempted a comparative analysis of existing curricula; but

as most schools give four-year courses it has not been possible

to include certain schools which give the course in a longer or

shorter period. The most interesting feature of this comparison

is the wide divergence in percentage of time devoted to subjects,

which indicates a diversity of opinion as to what should con

stitute the education of mining engineers. We next describe

briefly the educational problem as we see it, ranging from ad

mission to graduation, the question of admission being probably

as important as that of instruction. There is no question that

many boys who are unfitted begin the study of engineering and

the attempts being made to determine fitness in advance of ad

mission should be highly commended.

Under the caption "Schools and Teachers," we have indi

cated the advantages and disadvantages of schools in certain

localities, and also some of the difficulties under which the

teachers labor. We bespeak careful consideration of this sec

tion by college trustees. Under "What to Teach and How," we

have made some general comments on subjects and methods of

teaching them. These are largely of a critical nature, serving

as introduction to the next main caption, which we have en

titled, perhaps with excessive assurance, "Solution." This the
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chairman, at any rate, offers with some degree of diffidence, real

izing how many factors enter into consideration. As previously

developed, the question is largely not what to teach, for the sub

jects are almost limitless, but how much to teach in the limited

time available. The distribution of time we recommend approxi

mates the average of the curricula analyzed, but any such dis

tribution is likely to be elastic. For example, the study of pump

ing apparatus may be purely a mechanical engineering subject

or it may be modified into a mining engineering subject. Like

wise, exercises in English composition may be conducted largely

in conjunction with some technical subject.

We have also made a strong plea for the inclusion of the

thesis. It was a great surprise to me and to the other members

of the committee to find that a good many schools make no pro

vision for a thesis, which, it seems to us, is the final test of the

value of the student's education.

In conclusion, may I repeat the last paragraph of the report :

Finally, we older men in the profession should do what we can to afford

the recent graduate the opportunity of maintaining a high cultural standard.

We are the ones who come into direct contact with him during his start in

life and he looks up to us for guidance in the matter of conduct. Let us show

him that our profession, which has sent its representatives as pioneers to the

waste corners of the globe, has its ideals and its standard of refinement as well

as its ruggedness and force. In a mining camp, where the surroundings are

rough and uncouth, let us give our younger associates the opportunity of

decent living. By so doing we shall enhance the standing of the profession

generally and its influence on the affairs of the nation.

H. A. Guess.—In the course of my experience as an employer

of engineers; I have had to do with many young graduates and

have upon the whole been well satisfied with them. Such criti

cisms as I might have in specific cases would be on account of

a lack of thoroughness and of a feeling of personal responsibility

for the work the young graduate has in hand, this being doubt

less due sometimes to slowness in settling down to the serious

business of life.

As to criticism of curricula, it seems to me that no matter

just what the curriculum has been in its exact details, the student

after he leaves college will not amount to very much unless he

has developed a self-starting engine to his machine and has a

smooth running machine of at least four cylinders, these being,

say, character, horse sense and business sense, energy, and tech

nical knowledge. If he has additional cylinders to his equipment,

such as, leadership, broad culture and good physique, he will

travel that much further and can carry a heavier load.
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Fred W. McNair.1—I judge that the report has been pre

pared largely from the point of view of the employer. Although

my associations are primarily with the educator, I am heartily

in accord with its chief conclusions.

Let me begin, however, by pointing out an error in the

statement that "the Michigan College of Mines grants degrees

after two or three years' intensive work." This would lead an

uninformed reader to the conclusion that the Michigan College

of Mines grants degrees after, say, three-fourths of the time re

quired, for example, by the Massachusetts Institute of Tech

nology. I believe the facts are that the ratio between the two

institutions is 136 for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

to 135 for the Michigan College of Mines. In other words, the

weeks of work required by the Michigan College of Mines are

135, while some schools require as many as 144 in a four-year

course. The Michigan College of Mines is conducted on a four-

term plan, under which its students spend a long summer term

at work whereby the usual four-year engineering course is com

pressed into three calendar years.

Your committee quotes the well-known Mann report with

which, in its early stages, the Society for the Promotion of En

gineering Education had a great deal to do, to the effect that

only about 40% of the students who register for engineering

actually finish a course and receive a degree ; and your com

mittee believes that the percentage is probably less in mining

than in other engineering lines. That has not been our ex

perience.

Up to our entering the World War, at which time the Michi

gan College of Mines nearly ceased to exist as a college, that

Institution had granted degrees to 47.2% of all of the men who

had ever registered with it as students whether for regular work

or for special courses. Some of these registered only for the

courses peculiar to the institution, the "Iron Country Course,"

or the courses in field surveying, in field geology, etc. If these

men who registered only for some particular or special course

were disregarded, the percentage graduated would be consid

erably higher. I think this high percentage is in part due to the

location of the institution in a mining atmosphere, and to its

reputation for intensive work which I am glad to see the com

mittee has recognized; but it is also owing, certainly in part,

to the fact that very early in his course the student is introduced

to things somewhat professional in character. When he has

been a student about three months he begins a course in min

ing which includes trips underground in the mines of the im-

1 President, Michigan College of Mines.
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mediate vicinity. At the end of his first week in college he be

gins work in field mineralogy and geology. By these means

his initial interest is preserved, and he goes ahead with his

course.

Your committee devotes a good deal of attention to the

content of an engineering course. In my opinion it is of much

less importance than the personality of the teacher and his suc

cess in reaching the minds of his students. Towards the close

of its report the committee recommends a certain distribution

as to content of course which possibly it will be interesting to

compare with what is actually being done at the Michigan Col

lege of Mines. The committee divides the subjects into Groups

A, B, C, and D, groups A and B being the fundamental things..

It recommends 40% of the work to be in Group A ; in the Michi

gan College of Mines there is given 45.8% to that group. For

Group B the committee calls for 30% ; our figure is 34%. For

Group C, the more professional work, the committee calls for

20%; with us it figures 17%. Finally, the committee reserves

10% for cultural and other subjects; our figure is not quite 4%.

and therein we do not measure up to the standards of the com

mittee; nevertheless, I favor the committee's recommendations

as to this group rather than our procedure at the Michigan Col

lege of Mines.

I am not so optimistic as your committee seems to be about

the degree of specialization which will be advantageous or ad

visable after the application of those psychological tests about

which we have heard so much in recent years. I am not opposed

to the tests; in fact, I hope for great things from them. But,

granting that these tests will enable us to ascertain a student's

aptitudes much earlier than we can at present, I do not believe

that the extent of undergraduate specialization which would

then be advisable, would be much greater than it is now. The

specialty that a man follows in life is determined not alone by

his aptitudes but by his opportunities. How many of you are

doing exactly what you imagined you would be doing when you

selected your course at college? I suppose 50% would be a

large guess. A man's aptitudes mark out the broad field in

which he shall work, but the opportunities that come to him de

termine the line he shall follow.

I have read with unalloyed pleasure the committee's re

marks on the lecture method of teaching. Since my own under

graduate days, I have been unalterably opposed to the usual

lecture method, and I am glad to see it condemned so far as en

gineering schools are concerned. In my judgment there are

just three cases in which lecturing is justified. First, when the
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lecturer has something new to impart, which is not available in

print; even in this case it is incumbent upon the lecturer to

furnish the student with complete syllabi. Second, in case the

subject requires demonstration, as in chemistry. Third, when

the lecturer, through his personality and his exceptional ability

in presentation, can make the subject live for his students as it

cannot possibly live when he reads it in cold print. There are

such men, but they are exceedingly few.

I should like to condense the rest of my discussion into a

brief mention of the kind of engineering college, to the develop

ment of which I should be most happy to devote the rest of my

life, could I but have the opportunity. First, it would have a

very large endowment; an endowment large enough to relieve

it completely of interest in tuition fees ; large enough also to

free it from the influence of visionless legislators ; an endowment

that would permit the trustees, when they found an inspired

lecturer or teacher, to reach out and take him away from his

commercial relationships. Of course, a born teacher finds re

wards which compensate him somewhat for the loss of revenue

from other sources, but an educational institution ought to be

able to pay him enough to support him in economic content.

At this college, as the students entered, we would apply all

the available tests—physical, psychological, oral, or written. We

would classify the students, not according to their initials, but

on the basis of facts revealed by these tests.

Since life for every one is a succession of problems, and

since this is particularly true of the engineer, whose success may

be said to depend on his ability to solve the problems presented,

we would start these students on problems adapted to the degree

of development which our tests had shown them to possess, easy

ones at first, but growing at every turn increasingly, difficult.

In dealing with these problems we would try to teach the stu

dent to observe facts correctly, to recognize that neither good

intent, nor vigorous action, nor both together are sufficient, but

that in addition he must proceed from correct facts or premises.

The problems would, of course, cover the necessary technical

content of the course, but we would try to select them also so as

to teach something about human relations. We might go far

ther on the subject of human relations under existing conditions

than we do, but still more could be accomplished if we. were

free to adopt unreservedly the problem method of teaching. But,

at best, we can but distantly approximate our own ideal.

E. S. Moore.1—In the committee's report I notice first a

1 Dean of the School of Mines, Pennsylvania State College.
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criticism of colleges for sometimes keeping men on the facul

ties who may, perhaps, be somewhat fossilized and out of date;

cannot that criticism be applied to almost any business organi

zation except a few of the very successful and most progres

sive? How often have we heard our graduates say that they

have not been able to advance because their immediate supe

riors have been with the company so long that they cannot

be displaced? I believe this holds true for a great many

organizations.

I agree thoroughly with the committee's remarks on the

qualifications required of college teachers. No doubt the ten

dency has been in the past for men, once gaining college posi

tions, to stay there, living a sort of cloistered existence out of

contact with the industrial world. I do not believe that this

attitude of mind can possibly continue, especially in engineer

ing colleges, though it may be permissible in a few denomina

tional schools and others which are ultra-conservative.

A college teacher should feel that the students in his class

are not tied there, as Professor Ossan remarked is the case with

American students. On the contrary, the instructor should be

put in somewhat the same position as the manager of labor in

the mines and other industries, who is expected to enthuse his

men, influence them, and make them work. When our college

teachers get that point of view, I believe that our graduates will

be better equipped to take hold of the industrial problems and

will have more enthusiasm for mixing with the men with whom

they have to work after leaving college.

The question of foreign languages has been discussed a

great deal. Personally, I think every man going through col

lege should learn some language besides our own. My experi

ence with foreign language is that, unless one is using it all the

time and keeps up his vocabulary, it is of very little practical

use. However, even one year's instruction in a foreign language

helps a great deal in the use of English, and if one has to go

to a country where the foreign language is spoken it can be

quickly picked up. For that reason, our college has retained only

one year of foreign language. I should like to hear from the

members of this society as to whether they believe foreign

languages should be taught in a mining course.

The committee seems to argue in favor of having English

taught by engineers. It seems to me that it does not matter

who teaches English, so long as it is well taught; the English

used by mining men should be the same as that used by agricul

turalists, lawyers or doctors. Further, I believe that English
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and certain other general subjects should be taught for the cul

ture that they impart, and should not be restricted to any par

ticular profession. English, after all, is learned in the home,

and the amount of college time to be spent on it depends largely

upon the educational standards of the communities from which

the students come. I am strongly in favor of a good funda

mental training in the cultural subjects and in English.

After all, the main thing in a college course is to inspire in

the student a desire for application, to be energetic, and to do

well whatever he undertakes, so that when he graduates he can

adapt himself to any conditions that he meets. I think it is

necessary for a student to get some touch with actual working

conditions in the field before he leaves college lest he get the idea

that he knows all about the business.

A. L. Walker.1—Last week I attended the meeting in Chi

cago of the section on Education and Public Service of the Amer

ican Mining Congress, at which sessions were present educators

representing mining schools from every section of the United

States. Many subjects were discussed, but the principal points

to which attention was paid were (1) what to teach and (2) how

many years should be devoted to educating engineers. As these

are also the principal points presented in the report by your

committee it occurs to me that this report should be sent to the

Section on Education and Public Service of the American Min

ing Congress as it would be of great value to them and an ex

change of ideas would result in mutual benefit.

At Chicago much time was devoted to the question of teach

ing English, economics, and similar subjects. Inasmuch as the

preparatory schools do not give sufficient training along these

lines it was deemed absolutely necessary that some instruction

should be given in these subjects in our schools. It was also the

opinion that mathematics, chemistry, and physics should be

taught in such a way that the student will have a thorough

understanding of these fundamentals.

A standard course of instruction leading to the degree of

mining engineer was proposed, but it was immediately decided

that to standardize the course was impossible, for the following

reasons: (a) The situation and environment of the mining

schools differ greatly, (b) The proficiency of instructors in

different fields also differs, and the more able instructors should

be allotted more time in order that the student may get the

benefit of their experience and instruction, (c) The conditions

under which the schools are operated are not at all similar.

1 Professor of Metallurgy, Columbia School of Mines.
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It was therefore decided that each school should work out

its own problem in the best way possible, bearing in mind—

(1) That a certain amount of time must be devoted to

English and humanities. (2) That thorough instruction in the

fundamentals of engineering—mathematics, physics, and chem

istry—is absolutely essential. (3) That mining and metallurgi

cal engineering proper should be taught in such a way as to

prepare the student for the field.

The question of time required for instruction was then dis

cussed and it was the opinion of the conference that a four-year

course was the proper limit, and that each institution should

work out its own ideas as to how to obtain the desired results in

this period of time.

Towards the end of the discussion, after a paper by Profes

sor Peele on the subject had been read and I had explained the

aims of our engineering schools at Columbia, a number of those

present frankly stated that they were glad Stanford, Harvard

and Columbia were experimenting with longer courses, and

that the result of these experiments would be watched with a

great deal of interest.

Your committee reports that mining schools should be situ

ated in a mining environment. This idea I cannot endorse. It

is stated that there will be a tendency for the better mining

schools slowly to gravitate toward the mining regions where

the only true mining laboratory exists, just as there is now so

marked a tendency for the best medical schools to gravitate to

the larger cities where the hospitals afford corresponding access

to the realities.

It is perfectly proper for medical schools to gravitate to the

hospitals in larger cities because at these hospitals the student

in medicine obtains every conceivable variety of practice. A

mining school located in a certain mining region, however, does

not obtain the advantages of different mining methods used in

different places, for the reason that the instruction must stress

the special methods employed in that vicinity. As a result, it

is quite possible that the student leaves that mining school with

warped ideas and such marked preference for the practice he

has come in contact with that he will be handicapped in under

taking mining problems elsewhere.

The school which is located away from any one mining dis

trict, but so arranges its curriculum that students are sent to

inspect the mining practice in several different regions has, in

my opinion, a distinct advantage.

The question of instruction by lectures is considered in the
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report and while the lecture system may not be perfect I am a

great believer in it when supplemented by notes and proper

references. Our textbooks are full of non-essential details and

it is impossible for a student to differentiate between what is

essential and what is not. The lecturer using proper references,

which of course, include textbooks, can very readily impress

upon the student's mind the important points to be considered,

what principles must be thoroughly understood, what practice

is satisfactory and what is not.

The management of men, a subject usually known as the

"labor problem," has been considered many times and is brought

up again. It has been suggested that our schools give courses

on labor, handling of men, etc. Personally, I think such a plan

is absolutely impracticable and believe that the student can

learn this subject only by actual contact with labor conditions

and men in the field.

The report makes a strong plea for the requirement of a

substantial thesis and I agree with this idea most heartily. A

thesis properly conceived enables the student to utilize the

training he has received in different subjects in such a way that

the practical application of his theoretical work will be brought

into play and he will understand how properly to coordinate

practice with theory. It also gives him an opportunity to

exercise a certain amount of ingenuity in applying principles to

working conditions.

In conclusion, I believe a mining engineer should be an edu

cated man ; that at the present time four years is not sufficient

to educate a young man coming from the preparatory schools

and prepare him to enter the engineering profession. Some pre

liminary education must be given, whether it is in college or

in the under classes of an engineering school, and considering

this, at least five or six years should be allowed. To crowd

everything necessary in too short a period is disastrous. The

student has no time to read or think, and when it comes to the

practical application of theoretical instruction one of the prin

cipal points is to teach the student to think.

C. H. Warren.1—It should be realized that these profes

sional engineering courses as they stand in our catalogs are to

a large extent compromises ; certainly they are so in the older

institutions where educational traditions have become firmly

established. It has been my fortune to have more or less to do

with arranging curricula, and I assure you that whereas you may

start with the best of intentions to lay out a course in mining,

1 Professor of Mineralogy, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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or anything else, and though you have a very definite idea of

what should be included therein, you run into difficulties as soon

as you begin to discuss with some other department just what

is wanted. The question of structures for mining students will

serve as an illustration. It may be that structures cannot be

taught within the mining department, whereupon you naturally

turn to the department of civil engineering. Now you know

when a civil engineer teaches structures he will not get very far

away from those applications of the subject which come within

his immediate experience, and mining structures are not usually

among them. It may be true that one kind of structures is as

good as another as a matter of training, and it may make little

difference who teaches it, but I am strongly disposed to believe

that there is a very decided advantage to the student in the direct

application of principles to things that he is directly and closely

concerned with.

One possible solution of the difficulty of securing satisfac

tory instruction in subjects somewhat beyond the fundamentals

is to get men on our faculties who have had substantial ex

perience in mining, and let them teach the applications. It is,

of course, difficult to get such men. A rising young mining

engineer will scarcely be willing to accept most of the offers

which could be made to him ; but I believe that technical schools

must make a serious effort to obtain such men to teach the more

advanced subjects in our mining courses. I do not know just

how it is to be accomplished ; possibly by not maintaining so

many mining schools, and by not teaching so many mining stu

dents. A more rigid elimination of those students who are

obviously unfitted to enter the profession with any prospect of

success would allow us to concentrate to better advantage on

those who are so fitted.

Constant pressure is being applied to force professional

courses back into the earlier years, thinking thereby to inspire

the students and maintain their interest at a higher pitch. From

another direction pressure is exerted to exclude all but funda

mental subjects from the earlier years, and to reserve the more

highly technical subjects until an adequate preparation has been

acquired. At the Institute of Technology we have held more

or less to our fundamental subjects during the first three years,

except, perhaps, in our summer course, which comes between

the sophomore and junior years. This course includes general

surveying and underground surveying. It is held in a mining

region where the students see up-to-date mining and metallurgi

cal processes in operation, and receive some instruction by pro

fessional men on the problems they will have to meet, even though
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they are not prepared at that stage of their career to comprehend

such problems fully. They also receive some instruction relat

ing to the mineralogical and geological features found in the

region. This plan appears to have worked out very satisfac

torily. Furthermore, we have always made an effort to place

our students after their junior year in positions at various mines ;

last summer the majority of our men were working. They

always come back from these experiences very much keener for

their work, and with a good many corners rubbed off.

Regarding the study of English, economics, and cultural

subjects, we are all probably agreed that they are of great

importance. We differ, however, as to just what the character

of these general subjects should be. The plan which I person

ally favor, and which we have developed to a considerable extent

at the Institute, and are now engaged in perfecting, is something

like this: During the first year our students are instructed in

history, the history of the earth and its life, particularly the evo

lution of our civilization. To this should be added a more

detailed study of the more important historical happenings in

the history of the last one hundred and fifty years. Our instruc

tion is by lectures and class-room work, with textbook and

assigned collateral reading. Great stress is laid on the student's

doing his own thinking, and having him present his ideas, both

orally and in writing. An effort is made not only to teach him

important facts, but to get him to appreciate the meaning of

history, and its direct bearing on the problems of the world in

which he is soon to take his place.

In the second year there is a course in literature. Special

attention is paid to the literature of certain periods and an effort

is made to show the student how the literature of a given period

reflects its thought and history. Again, as in the history courses

much attention is paid to oral and written work. The students'

themes and reports are those written upon subjects which they

are studying, and about which they have to think in order to

present satisfactory ones. Small classes give ample opportunity

for discussion and criticism.

In the junior year instruction is given in political and social

science, and to some extent in industrial organization.

In the fourth year we provide what we call "general study"

courses. These are elective, and consist of a considerable variety

of substantial courses in history, English and foreign literature,

economics, business subjects, and general science. While there

are a fairly large proportion of students whose tastes and experi

ence lead them to select judiciously from the subjects just men

tioned, there are also those to whom literature, etc., is not inter
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esting, and who take such courses only in case they have to. To

force them to do so does not profit them a great deal. Having

this in mind, we have developed certain courses called "contact

courses," which are designed to make a contact between the

more narrow and professional interests in which the student is

concerned and the broader interests that he will most certainly

meet in his later career as an engineer. For example, one of

these courses is called the "Engineering Field." The instructor

in charge keeps himself more or less in the background, direct

ing and advising his students and assigning special problems

for them to look up and report on. Men from every depart

ment of engineering practice who have been successful and

who can speak at first hand from their experiences are brought

in to tell the students of the problems and opportunities which

await them in the engineering field. Another of these courses

relates to the human factor in business, the human qualities of

an engineer which promote success, and which the engineer or

business man must take into account if he is himself to succeed.

These courses have proved very successful.

The teaching of foreign languages is a difficult question.

At the Institute of Technology the feeling is that the languages

should be taught largely in the preparatory schools. Person

ally, I should like to see the preparatory schools discontinue

their attempts to give comprehensive courses in physics and

chemistry, for which neither they nor the students are prepared,

and lay a greater emphasis on the thorough and proper teaching

of modern languages and the right kind of mathematics. This

would, in my opinion, be a great educational gain, particularly

to scientific and engineering education.

A. M. Greene, Jr.1—This discussion has been extremely

valuable to me because I have a new job on my hands ; that is,

to prepare, with the assistance of certain professors at Prince

ton, a pre-mining course. Princeton University is about to

enlarge its engineering school, and one of the new courses

relates to mining engineering. Realizing that we cannot pro

vide the field work which a mining engineer must have before

he graduates, we are planning a course which will require a

student to spend two years in one of the larger mining schools

before he receives his mining degree.

The thought came to my mind that one of the most

important things in engineering education is to teach stu

dents to think and reason out new problems; that being the

case, the content of the course is not so important. Most of

us could mention a great number of things which we did not

1 Professor of Mechanical Engineering. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
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study in college, and yet some of us have succeeded fairly well

as engineers. The reason is that in the old courses they did

not try to teach us everything under the sun, but confined them

selves to those fundamental things which are necessary for

logical thought, giving us facts and drawing correct conclu

sions. This is what we are going to try to do at Princeton.

This report gives a very good idea of what engineers think

is necessary for a proper course in mining. The subjects you

have suggested appeal equally to a mechanical engineer because,

as a matter of fact, there is very little difference between the

various branches of engineering.

I feel strongly as to the necessity of preparation in mathe

matics, foreign languages, and English, but I do not think these

subjects should be taught by engineers. To me, mathematics

is mathematics and English is English, and that which an engi

neer needs is the same as that which every other well trained

man requires. An engineer uses language to convince the

persons to whom he writes, and if the language of a dramatist

will not convey his meaning, it is doubtful whether engineering

language will do it. Hence, I am a strong believer in teaching

by men who are masters of their own branches.

I have in mind a famous American engineer whose early

work in mining was quite limited; yet the training that he got

at his university was such as to equip him to enter the mining

field, where he made a notable success. You can probably all

quote similar instances. I am glad to see that this report does

not assign much time to mining per se, but calls for those

fundamental things on which all engineering is based.

Robert Peele.1—It is not surprising that the committee

found its subject to be large and complicated. That conviction

is shared by every technical teacher who has been long in the

service. The schedule of study as it exists today in the best

schools is the result of many years of evolution. Teachers have

given anxious thought and conscientious effort to the problem

of framing and administering a course that shall be good both

educationally and from an engineering standpoint. Several oi

the oldest schools in the country have been at work on this

problem for 50 years, a couple of them a little more than that,

and yet the whole range of engineering education is being

debated now with more energy than ever.

In the short time allotted to me, I want to refer to several

specific matters that attracted my attention in reading the re

port. The first is the statement on page 1822: "Few of the

1 Professor of Mining, Columbia University. - Bulletin No. 150.
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schools are following methods less than 50 years old." As

there is not time to discuss this dictum, I must simply assert

that the best schools are as alive to the necessity of keeping

abreast of the times as are the managers of mines and metal

lurgical works.

On page 177, last paragraph, the committee says: "In the

marvellous advance in material progress of the last 50 years,

the science and engineering departments of our educational

institutions have played a creditable part," and, commenting on

the influence of research and experiment in the development of

engineering practice, the committee reaches the conclusion that

mechanical and electrical engineering and the natural sciences

are taught mainly and most effectively in laboratories, while

for the mining schools the mines themselves constitute the best

laboratories.

Following this line of thought, the committee expresses the

opinion that mining schools should preferably be located near

mines, and that there are indications that better schools will

tend to gravitate toward the mining regions. In my 29 years

at Columbia I have been brought into contact with numerous

students who have come from Western states to get their

degrees at Columbia; in addition, I have received testimony

from time to time tending to prove that schools situated in the

mining districts do not always fully utilize their geographical

advantages. The students at some of these schools, as I have

learned from their own graduates, spend less time underground

than the students at Columbia spend during the required work

in their summer course in the field. On the other hand, a

school of mines, situated in a great city, and forming one of a

group of technical schools, has certain distinct advantages in

the character and scope of instruction received in the closely

allied branches of engineering. The committee refers to this

on page 177, but does not discuss it.

I should like to refer next to the tables on pages 168 and

169. The time distribution is tabulated only for such schools

as give four-year courses, the reasons for adopting this limita

tion being stated on page 167. These reasons are not convinc

ing. I think it was a mistake to ignore in the tables what is

being done to broaden the education of mining engineers at

Harvard, Leland Stanford, and Columbia. An approximate

comparison is not difficult, because in a six-year schedule the

amount of time given to most of the scientific and engineering

subjects is substantially the same as in the four-year schedule,

the cultural subjects being grouped in the first year or two.

That the committee approves in general of the aims of these
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broader courses is evident from statements in different parts of

the report.

Respecting the tables, the committee makes a very signifi

cant remark at the bottom of page 167: "It is to be understood

that this compilation is in many respects superficial, in that it

is more a statistical tabulation of names of courses and the

time required for them, than a real analysis of the subject mat

ter offered." I will go even farther by saying that a compari

son of the amount of instruction on a given subject at one

school with the amount devoted to a subject having the same

name at another school, may be quite inaccurate, because the

percentages in the tables are not, all of them, percentages of the

same basic quantities. Another possible source of inaccuracy

in the tables, to which I dislike to refer, lies in something more

than a suspicion that the schedules of study printed in the

announcements of some institutions are seriously padded.

The committee divides the entire tabulated list of studies

into three groups, and computes the percentages of time de

voted to each group at the several schools. Based upon this,

the committee makes some excellent suggestions as to certain

modifications of assigned time (page 192). While these sug

gested percentages do not differ widely from the averages in

the tables, I am led to compare them with what we are doing

at Columbia. In our combined six-year course, about A%

years are devoted to subjects included in standard four-year

courses. For Group A the committee suggests that 40% of

the total time would be reasonable; at Columbia, we give

about 44% . For Group B the committee assigns 30% ; we

give 35%. For Group C, the purely mining and metallurgical

courses, 20% is assigned; Columbia gives 21%. In assigning

the remaining 10% to cultural subjects, the committee ex

presses the opinion that this is rather too little ; the Columbia

schedule gives about years to cultural subjects, or ap

proximately 22% of the total. To allot so much time to these

subjects is possible only in a six-year course; I believe that

the percentage might be smaller, and the length of course

reduced advantageously to five years.

Professor Walker has mentioned that for the Chicago

meeting of the American Mining Congress, held Oct. 17, 1921,

I was invited to contribute a paper entitled: "Can an Effi

cient Course in Mining Be Given in Four Years?" My con

clusion was that in view of the wide field of applications of

modern engineering in mining, due attention to which must be

given after the fundamental subjects have been dealt with, a

four-year course is no longer sufficient, and I went so far as
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to suggest a five-year course. Following are a few paragraphs

from the closing part of that paper:

In recent years the conviction has been gaining ground amongst teachers

in mining schools that, notwithstanding the difficulty of finding time for the

numerous technical studies demanding attention, the course should include cer

tain cultural, humanistic subjects. Amongst such studies are: English lan

guage and literature, one other modern language, history, economics, and so

ciology. If important studies are added to the four-year course, it would

seem necessary to curtail some of the engineering subjects, or omit them alto

gether, unless the period of training be extended.

Several schools have attempted to solve the problem by prefixing a "pre

paratory" year; others, by adding a sort of post-graduate year. One school

has recently adopted a six-year schedule. Its group of engineering schools, in

cluding the school of mines, has been placed upon a graduate basis, the length

of the mining course being reduced to three years. Candidates for admission

to this shortened course must have had such preliminary general education

as can ordinarily be obtained by at least three years' work in a college or

scientific school of high rank. The immediate effect of this change is that

most of the subjects formerly given in the first year of the four-year course

are now included in the entrance requirements of the school of mines.

The added studies contribute to a liberal education that may be expected

to prepare graduates for professional practice on a higher plane than is ordi

narily attained by those who have devoted four years exclusively to scientific

and technical studies.

Whether this expectation will be fully realized, it is not possible to say

until the new plan has been longer in operation. It may be objected that com

paratively few young men can afford the time and money for so extended a

course of study. While such a training has very much to recommend it to

those who desire a fuller, more completely rounded education, its ultimate

success must depend upon the support of the public having sons to be pre

pared for the mining engineering profession.

Granting, as I think has been shown, that a four-year course in mining

is too short, is the plan mentioned above the best that can be devised, or can

the objects sought be attained in some better way? Some teachers of min

ing engineering may question the wisdom of separating the course of instruc

tion into two distinct parts, believing that all of it should be under the juris

diction of the engineering faculty.

A fairly satisfactory solution of this difficult problem might be found

for most mining schools by lengthening the period to five years. This would

relieve the pressure now so severely felt, while still furnishing opportunity to

add to the scientific and engineering studies several of the desirable cultural

subjects. But I believe such a suggestion should carry with it the proviso

that the entire course be placed directly under the engineering faculty. This

plan has two specific advantages : ( 1 ) It would tend towards better co-ordina
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tion of instruction, by insuring undivided responsibility in planning the curri

culum and administering the school work. In a course divided between col

lege and technical school, not only may there be "lost motion," but the mem

bers of a college faculty, even with the best intentions, do not always have

full sympathy with the aims of engineering students, nor, perhaps, a suffi

ciently clear perception of their needs. (2) It would facilitate changes and

readjustments of curriculum, as made necessary from time to time by the de

velopment of educational and engineering methods.

The staff of the school of mines should be responsible for deciding upon

the particular cultural subjects to be added, and designating their general

scope; but the instruction should be given by specialists in each branch.

It has not been customary in the past to class mining engineering amongst

the learned professions, as of law and medicine. Why should it be permitted

to rest under this implied stigma ? Together with other branches of engineer

ing, it is in reality a profession, insofar as its practitioners measure up to

true professional standards.

George B. Pegram.1—Any organization which starts out

to readjust engineering education is facing a difficult task; it

has often been undertaken, and it has always proved difficult;

yet engineering education has really been in a relatively for

tunate condition. For example, if we compare the condition

that existed in medical education before the memorable report

of the Carnegie Foundation some fifteen years ago, with the

conditions as then revealed in engineering education, we find

that the latter was at that time considerably in advance. You

doubtless all remember how the whole system of medical edu

cation was remodeled after the report of the Carnegie Founda

tion, and was established on a much higher plane ; but when

the Carnegie Foundation approached engineering education

through the admirable report of Professor Mann, it did not

lead to any such revolutionary changes as did the earlier re

port on medical education. The reason was, of course, that

there were no such things as proprietary engineering schools,

and engineering education from the beginning developed on a

higher standard.

I should like to suggest that, if possible, the report of your

committee be issued in such a way that it can come into the hands

of prospective students of mining engineering. It would be a

great advantage to a prospective student to have throughout

his course of study this picture of the field of mining engin

eering and these suggestions as to the distribution of emphasis.

One important question that vexes us who are engaged

J Deari. Columbia School of Mine?.
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in the teaching of mining engineering is: Are we really edu

cating a sufficient number of mining engineers? Or are we

perhaps turning out too many young men with degrees in

mining engineering? If we could get some authoritative

answer to that question, it would have a most important

bearing on many of our decisions concerning the constitution

of a mining engineering course.

One of the committee's suggestions is that possibly the

European method of offering courses of two different lengths

might well be considered. When we try to frame a course of

studies for the highest type of mining engineer, we are led to

include so many subjects that presently the course is six years

long, and yet we do not see how any of it can be eliminated

if we are to educate that kind of man. Our preference may

be to send our own sons to college first and to the professional

school afterwards; and yet is that not too much to expect

from everyone who has legitimate reason for wishing to enter

the field of engineering?

The question then is: Where shall we draw the line? Shall

we give one course, four, three, or even two years long, to

train a man sufficiently to fit into certain subordinate posi

tions, and also a longer course, imparting a broader education

for a man who may be expected to advance the positions of

higher responsibility? Or shall we attempt to arrive at a

standard of education in mining engineering, just as has

practically been accomplished in medical education in this

country? I am willing to confess that we are not yet in a

position to adopt any such standard ; quite on the contrary,

I believe we are in a better position to go in the other direc

tion, and adopt our courses to various but definite ends rather

than to adopt a uniform standard. To do this judiciously we

greatly need to be informed by the employers of mining en

gineers, and in particular, the members of this Society,

whether we are training enough graduates, of several grades

if necessary, and giving these graduates enough training.

George V. Wendell.1—Although I am not an engineer

myself, I am intensely interested in engineering education and

accepted your kind invitation for this evening in the hope that

I should hear the frank views of the eminent and successful

engineers present on the question of the training that our

engineering schools should offer to the engineering student.

Unfortunately for me, most of the discussion has been by

men like myself who are teachers and with whose views I am

1 Professor of Physics, Columbia University.
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more or less familiar. What we teachers need to know is

whether the excellent report that has been presented meets

with the approval of you engineers, and in addition what type

of young man you feel our engineering schools should at

tempt to turn out. The report would seem to indicate that the

desire is for young men who are potential leaders, and if this

is the case, the undergraduate must receive a thorough

grounding in those subjects that are fundamental to all en

gineering—mathematics, chemistry, physics, and mechanics,

with an adequate amount of humanistic subjects, especial em

phasis being laid on English.

At the present time, a large proportion of our engineering

undergraduates are not trained fundamentally for the reason

that so many applied engineering subjects are required that

it is impossible to give an adequate amount of time to the

basic subjects. Indeed, the average undergraduate has so many

different subjects to study that he has little time left for re

flection, and very little for outside reading, with the result

that many undergraduates are suffering from a chronic state

of mental indigestion. This attempt to give students a large

body of facts with some practical training has its origin, I.

believe, in the desire to meet the demand of many employers

for young graduates who have sufficient experience to be of

immediate usefulness without regard, on their part, to the

young man's potential possibilities for growth and leadership.

I have unfortunately heard a few mining engineers of recog

nized position say that they did not wish to employ young

graduates who are broadly trained, for the reason that such

young men are not contented to remain permanently in subor

dinate positions.

Sound thinking requires accurate knowledge and a thorough

acquaintance with principles. If we are to turn out of our

engineering schools young men who have the power to analyze

and solve new problems with assurance, and who have the

necessary scientific background, there must be more attention

given to the teaching of the fundamentals of engineering and

less to engineering practice. Both cannot be given in the

short time at our disposal.

One feature of our engineering education, which I feel is

somewhat to be deplored, is the attempt on the part of some

of our four-year engineering schools that admit students di

rectly from the high school, to give a four-year course and then

to urge their students to remain for a fifth year because the

four-year course is not sufficiently complete. I do not object

to a fifth year, but I do object to adding to a four-year course.
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in which the crowded schedule has made it impossible to

devote adequate time to those fundamentals of engineering

that give the students the power to attack effectively en

gineering problems, a fifth year that means merely an addi

tional dose of engineering. If it is desirable to turn out

broad-gauged men, well trained along scientific and cultural

lines, why not at the outset acknowledge that at least five

years are needed and plan the curriculum accordingly by

laying a firm scientific foundation before attempting to erect

the engineering structure?

Another point which I wish to emphasize is the im

portance of developing personality. As I recall my four

undergraduate years at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech

nology, the most potent influence was not from the instruction,

but from the personality of a few great teachers. Those men

made an impression that was lasting. Now, unfortunately,

we do very little towards the personal development of the

individual student; most instructors will admit this. We give

our lectures and our classroom courses and try to present our

.instruction well, but we do not as a rule assume any respon

sibility for the personal development of our students. One

thing that we should do, irrespective of curriculum, is to attract

to our educational institutions as teachers men of strong per

sonality, who will exercise a personal influence on their

students.

May I repeat that, from my point of view, it is for you

to decide exactly what kind of graduates you want—whether

you want potential leaders or skilled artisans highly trained

in technical and vocational work at the outset. After you

have decided on that, we can then tell you how long it will

take to give the kind of training you prefer.

I have heard it said that if a young man spends five

years in college he is too old when he graduates. During the

war we had to ascertain the age of our students in the six-

year engineering courses at Columbia. To our great surprise

we found that over one-half of those who had been with us

four years were less than 21 years old, which meant that more

than half the class would graduate at the age of 23. Are

such young men too old to begin their professional career?

J. A. Church, Jr.—Professor Wendell's question is a chal

lenge which we ought to meet. I therefore move that this
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Section recommend to the Council to prepare, in cooperation

with the Committee on Technical Education, a referendum to

be submitted to the membership of the Society, covering at

least these five points which this evening's discussion has de

veloped as being applicable to every engineering school in the

country :

(1) The length of course. Shall it be a three-, four-, five- or six-year

course, bearing in mind that the three-year course at the Michigan College

of Mines is the equivalent of a four-year course in length ?

(2) To what extent and in what manner should the teaching of English

be provided for?

(3) Should the engineering course include instruction in foreign lan

guages ?

(4) Are the technical schools turning out too many or too few mining

engineers ?

(5) As mining is the art of making money out of ore, to what extent

and how should the economic and business side of mining be presented to

students?

L. C. Graton.—Although I have enjoyed the discussion

of the report, especially that which may be taken as criticism.

I am disappointed that the comment has been confined so

much to the professional educators; I wish we might have

heard from several of those present who, though they may

pretend not to know about teaching engineers, do, of course,

know a great deal about what an engineer is and what he

has to do.

One or two topics that seem to me worthy of consideration

have not been touched upon, probably because it is the pro

fessional educator who has been speaking tonight. The first

relates to post-graduate instruction, which was the subject of

a valuable report by another special committee of the Society.

Their recommendations, however, did not go so far as I

should have wished in emphasizing the idea that the mining

companies should look upon a young engineer in some such

manner as that in which hospitals regard the young medical

graduate as a necessary part of their staffs. Such cooperation,

to bridge the gap between the school and the responsible job

is a vital problem which the larger companies might well

entertain seriously, but its solution must not be left altogether

with the mining companies ; the instructor in the school must
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also realize more than he now does what the job is and how

it is performed.

Closely related to the length of course is the matter of

specialization. The mining engineer is required by our present

operating methods to master what I believe is a wider range

of engineering than any of his brothers ; he has to apply civil,

mechanical, and electrical engineering to his mining work,

whereas the civil or the mechanical engineer, for example,

does not have to employ all the other branches. Furthermore,

a mining engineer needs a wider vision into many of the

general sciences, as chemistry and geology, than do his

brother engineers. Nevertheless, most of those mining (or

other) engineers who achieve real success do so by disclosure

of conspicuous ability in some particular portion of their chosen

field, and this implies rather narrow specialization, not only

in direction of effort but in training as well.

We are confronted, then, with the need for both a very

broad general training and a relatively narrow specialized

expertness. How to meet these somewhat opposing require

ments and still permit a young man to embark upon the prac

tice of his profession while he is still young is indeed a prob

lem. Several alternative means of aiding its solution suggest

themselves. Mere condensation and addition of courses while

maintaining the usual four-year program is hardly to be enter

tained. A better plan is for the teachers in hydraulics, or in

thermodynamics let us say, to emphasize especially those

features of their courses which have a direct application to

mining, without endeavoring to enter into all those minutiae

and refinements which may appeal to and indeed be necessary

for the specialist in hydraulics or in heat engineering. A

second alternative is to entrust the teaching of such correlative

engineering branches to mining engineers of especially thor

ough and broad engineering training, who have gained in

addition wide experience in actual practice with the applica

tions of civil, mechanical and electrical engineering to the min

ing business. It would seem that in some such way the

fundamental principles and the essential applications of these

related fields of engineering could be taught in a thoroughly

professional way, yet with much saving of time and effort.

Still another possibility and one that I hope may be realized

is to find or devise some practical plan for starting specializa

tion earlier.
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How to build an adequate foundation on which to rear a

structure of specialization without making it unstable seems

to me one of the chief problems in scientific and engineering

education of the present day, and I hope that some attention

may be devoted to it in subsequent discussion.

Charles W. Goodale.—As relating to the geographical

situation of mining schools, you may be interested to know

that the students in the Montana State School of Mines, 50 of

them, have an opportunity to work two shifts underground

every week. They carry on their studies at the same time, and

are thus gaining a practical knowledge of mining, as well as

the very desirable contact with the miners. In that case I

think the proximity to the mines is a decided advantage to

that school.

In my experience I have observed that facility, clarity

and fluency of expression have had a great deal to do with the

success of engineers, and in my opinion not enough attention

is given to good English, verbal and written, in the engineering

schools.

A. H. Rogers.—Professor Wendell has asked us a specific

question as to what type of graduate we want. In our report

we say (page 191) :

The product of the schools is not engineers, but the material out of

which engineers are made—what may be termed engineers in embryo. The

openings available to the young graduate in mining engineering, in which

he can make his school training of value to his employer, are as surveyor,

assayer, sampler, draughtsman and designer, or some such subordinate posi

tion. As a practical proposition, therefore, the school should give the student

such a thoroughly practical training as to qualify him to perform the duties

of such positions.

I should like to ask Professor Wendell if that answers his

question.

G. V. Wendell.—The paragraph just quoted appeals to

me very strongly, but I have heard a good many mining

engineers take a different stand. If you want to prepare a

man to be a potential leader or executive, it seems to me that

a very different course of training is necessary than is required

to turn out a good artisan and handbook man.

Some one has asked, "Why not have a mining engineer

teach hydraulics?" I believe that if hydraulics is taught as it
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should be fundamentally, a graduate will be able to solve any

hydraulic problem that confronts the mining engineer much

better than if he is taught that subject by a mining hydraulics

specialist.

In electrical engineering, the General Electric Co., the

Western Electric Co., and other great organizations, are will

ing to take graduates who are fundamentally trained, and give

them a year or two of practical instruction. The question is

whether the mining profession is equally willing to let the

schools teach their students fundamentally and basically, and

then take over the burden of teaching them the applications

after graduation. If you will decide that question. I am sure

we can work out a satisfactory curriculum.
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